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1 Archaeology on the Coast
If Gulf Coast archaeologists agree on

one point without hesitation, it is that Mississippi represents the major gap in
published archaeological data. Much of the speculation about the causes ofprehistoric cultural similarities between
the lower Mississippi valley and Florida could either be strengthened or laid to rest if more were known about the
- Davis 1984a: 125.
Woodland and Mississippian prehistory of coastal Mississippi
The Mississippi Coast is the least known archaeological region of the northern Gulf Coast

The Mississippi Gulf Coast is a distinctive ar
chaeological region (Figure 1.1). Situated between
the well-known archaeological cultures of the Lower
Mississippi Valley and Mobile Bay/northwest Florida
regions, the prehistory of the Mississippi Gulf Coast
reflects this intermediate geographical location. The
east-west trending Mississippi coastline is 155 miles
in length, the shortest of the Gulf Coast states.
Bounded by the shallow waters of Mississippi Sound,
the region is drained by two major river drainages:
the Pascagoula River system to the east and the Pearl
River system to the west. A physiographic zone, the
Coastal Meadows, borders the entire length of Mis
sissippi Sound, extending from the coastline into the
interior for 15--20 miles. The discrete spatial limits
of these physiographic features and the shared cul
ture history of the prehistoric inhabitants is the basis
for defining the Mississippi Gulf Coast as an archaeo
logical region (d. Willey and Phillips 1958:19). Barry
Lewis (1988), in an important archaeological overview,
has labeled this area the Mississippi Sound region.

PuRPOSE OF TIIE STUDY

As the quotes above indicate, the prehistory of

the Mississippi Sound region is very poorly known.
The available archaeological overviews emphasize the
cultural distinctiveness of Gulf Coast prehistoric cul
tural development in general (Davis 1984a;
Steponaitis 1986) and the Mississippi Sound region

Lewis 1988:109.

specifically (Blitz 1982, 1983; Walker and Taylor 1982;
Mistovich et al. 1983; Greenwell 1984; Brown 1984,
1988; Lewis 1982, 1988, 1991; Morgan 1992; Hinks
et al. 1993), but bemoan the lack of investigation
(Davis 1984b; Steponaitis 1986). Despite massive,
ongoing site destruction, there have been few ar
chaeological studies. The lack ofinstitutions ofhigher
learning with active archaeological programs in the
region and the fact that the region has not had large
scale cultural resource management projects mayex
plain the low level of research. Until the initiation of
our project, no local archaeological phase sequences
had been established anywhere in this region. As a
result of this neglect, all of the previous archaeologi
cal overviews cited above lack a detailed time-space
framework. Chronological order has been dependent
on a rather crude form of cross-correlational dating,
in which inadequately known local artifact attributes
are compared with the better known sequences to
the east and west. Indeed, so little published research
is available for the region that we will forego the cus
tomary "Previous Research" section, and relegate
comment on the meager literature of past archaeo
logical investigations to appropriate points in the text.
In an effort to change this unsatisfactory situa
tion and motivated by the alarming rate of site de
struction in the region, we conducted the Mississippi
Gulf Coast Archaeological Project from 1992-1994.
The Mississippi Sound region, as defined above, can
be further divided into two subregions or areas of
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roughly equivalent size on
the basis of physiography
and a shared (but slightly
divergent) culture history.
AL.
The western subregion en
compasses the Pearl River
system and the smaller
Jourdan River-Wolf River
_.P
system that drains into St.
SHIP I.
Louis Bay. The eastern sub
region includes the
20
o
Pascagoula River system
t
and the smaller Biloxi
GULF
N
OF MEXICO
River-Tchoutacabouffa
Figure 1.1. The Mississippi Sound region. Dotted line indicates the northern boundary ofthe
River system that empties
Coastal Meadows Physiographic Zone.
into Biloxi Bay. We con
fined our investigation to
the eastern subregion, which encompasses all of Mis ronmental and cultural character. The region pre
sissippi south of Township 7S and east of Range llW sents the visitor with a tapestry of typical landscapes:
open savannas of pine and palmetto scrub; quiet
(Figure 1.2).
The goals of our project, while modest, were fun gardens of antebellum homes set beneath canopies
damental. Our objectives were (I) to establish a chro of moss-draped oaks; humid swamplands and tidal
nological framework for archaeological sites in the marshes; sun-raked beaches and bays; and pictur
study area, in the form of an archaeological phase esque fishing fleets juxtaposed against the garish
sequence for the interval from 1200 Be to AD 1775; concrete strips ofcasino and surf tourist havens. Over
(2) to identify components present at a large number the last 40 years, this once tranquil region of fishing
of previously recorded but uninvestigated archaeo villages, small ports, and vacation homes has experi
logical sites in the study area, if possible assign these enced rapid population growth, urbanization, and
components to period or phase intervals, and arrange diverse economic development. Despite the rapidity
these data into a series of site distribution maps; (3) of change, the modem inhabitants have continued
to secure a sample of ecofacts from pre-AD 1000 and to self-identify themselves with "the Coast." A non
post-AD 1000 contexts in order to gain insights into agricultural maritime orientation, a high incidence
coastal subsistence practices and seasonality of site of Roman Catholicism, three hundred years of con
occupation, especially as these factors relate to the tinuous Euro-American and Mro-American settle
much-debated issues of sedentism and maize agri ment, and a significant degree of cultural diversity
culture; and (4) to synthesize all that is known about has continued to foster a distinctive regional iden
the Native American archaeology of the Mississippi tity. In these and many other ways, "the Coast" is
Sound region and so provide a foundation for future culturally divergent from the rest of Mississippi and
research. This volume presents the results ofthe study. the interior South; it shares closer demographic, eco
nomic, and cultural similarities with adjacent por
tions of the Gulf Coast. As we shall see, in some re
DOING ARCHAEOLOGY ON THE COAST
spects a similar pattern prevailed in prehistory.
As was the case in prehistory, the Mississippi
Regional conditions affect the structure of ar
Sound region today has a distinctly regional envi chaeological research and the nature of the archaeo
i

_
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logical record in ways that archaeologists do not
For all of the above reasons, we chose a strat
always communicate in print. Environmental con egy that would make the most of two pre-existing
ditions, ground cover, modern land use practices, but under-utilized sources of data: unanalyzed, well
attitudes and values of the local populace, logisti provenienced artifact collections and previously dis
cal constraints of time and funding, the training covered archaeological sites. On the basis of infor
and goals of the investigators all shape how archae mation provided by collections analysis, state site
ology is conducted and what results are obtained. files, and local informants, we selected sites for field
This study was not a textbook archaeological sur inspection. We then chose a subset of the best pre
vey. We faced certain conditions that led us to re served sites for test excavations. For initial research
ject a strategy that we have used successfully in other in a poorly known region, we consider this method
times and places: drawing a probabilistic sample of . to be both appropriate and pragmatic, given the
landforms, surveying the landforms to locate sites, conditions outlined above. The strategy makes pos
then following up with excavations at selected dis sible a rapid, first-level approximation of the ar
covered sites. Such a strategy could not accommo chaeological resources in a region. It enables ar
date certain factors we needed to address. We faced chaeologists to identify quickly a greater range and
a mosaic of urban, suburban, and rural landscapes diversity of cultural components than would be
with numerous small holdings and absentee own possible if the archaeologists were to obtain this
ership that prevented the sort of unrestricted ac information unaided, within the time constraints
cess that lends itself to transect or quadrat sam of the project. The artifact collections that we ex
pling. We inherited a legacy of previously recorded amined were gathered by resident owners of the
archaeological sites that had never been examined sites, by members of the Gulf Coast chapter of the
by professional archaeologists (the majority remain Mississippi Archaeological Association (MAA), or
unexamined). And we did not want to ignore inter were in the possession of local museums. Well
ested local citizens and landowners, many of whom provenienced collections and local informants were
had extensive artifact collections from local sites, often the only source of information for destroyed
and therefore potentially useful information to con sites (such as leveled earthen mounds), which nev
tribute toward project goals. Site destruction has ertheless remain important for the interpretation
been intense, especially along the narrow coastal of regional prehistory. Instead of allowing that in
strand so favored by recent real estate develop formation to be wasted, the efforts of conscientious
ments, and this too demanded a broad, flexible re individuals were incorporated into the research.
While these sources of information are biased tosearch strategy.

N

!I

1

~:

I

o
I

Mil..

Mississippi Sound

Figure 1.2. The eastern subregion study area.
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ward the largest or most conspicuous sites, it is these
sites that are most likely to have intact deposits. A
total of 26 site collections were analyzed. Selected
aspects of collections research are synthesized in
the present volume; individual site inventories are
presented in detail elsewhere (Blitz and Mann
1993).
In this study we summarize the results of field
investigations, mostly small-scale test excavations, at
eleven archaeological sites. These site summaries
include both our own investigations as well as the
efforts of other archaeologists. In our research, ar
chaeological sites were selected for investigation be
cause collections analysis and field inspection sug
gested that these locations contained intact deposits
representative oflimited temporal intervals. Two sites
(22-Hr-534, 22-Hr-591) were chosen because they
faced imminent destruction; in both cases we entered
into a contract with the developers that permitted
emergency salvage archaeology. At all sites, investi
gations were conducted with standardized procedures
to maximize comparability. Sites were mapped, then
cored with a hand-held bucket auger. Auger results
delimited site dimensions and determined the place
ment of test excavation units. Excavation units were
dug by hand in 10 ern levels, sometimes subject to
adjustment if stratigraphic changes or disturbances
could be detected. All soil from auger tests and exca
vation units was passed through 1/8th-inch mesh.
Standardized one gallon matrix samples were taken
from each undisturbed level, feature, or stratum.
These samples were later processed for retrieval of
ecofacts through sieving and flotation. Radiocarbon
samples were taken from strata associated with spe
cific pottery styles thought to be of use in construct
ing the chronological sequence. We were aided in
our field and laboratory work by students from the
University of Southern Mississippi, by members of
MAA, and by local volunteers.
This volume is organized in the following man
ner. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the natu

ral environment, relevant geological conditions,
climate, fauna, and flora. Chapters 3 through 6
summarize field investigations at specific sites. A
synthetic interpretation is sketched out for each of
the ten archaeological phases, spanning the inter
val from 1200 Be to AD 1775. Chapter 7 discusses
methods used to identify and order the cultural
components. The morphological, functional, and
temporal characteristics of selected artifact classes
are presented. A regional cultural sequence based
on the relative and absolute dating of components
is summarized.
Chapter 8 explores the relationship of site fre
quency to a number of cultural and environmental
variables. A measure of regional occupation inten
sity is offered, and site distribution data are syn
thesized. The final chapter interprets the cultural
sequence in the Mississippi Sound region in rela
tion to larger patterns in the prehistory of the
greater Southeast. Firstly, temporal trends in ce
ramic diversity, relative abundance of nonlocal
materials, presence of ceremonial centers, and evi
dence for technological and population change are
summarized in order to identify such factors as the
direction of interregional cultural interaction and
the intensity of regional social integration. Secondly,
competing theoretical and interpretive perspectives
concerning the importance of maize agriculture and
the seasonality of site occupation for coastal Mis
sissippian societies are reviewed and evaluated. In
light of new evidence, we reject previous interpre
tations that claim Mississippi period sites in the
region were created only by temporary or seasonal
visits of small task groups from the interior.
Finally, explanations of artifact analysis, defi
nitions, and tabular data are condensed into a se
ries of appendices placed at the end of the volume.
Appendices C and D analyze pre-AD 1000 and post
AD 1000 faunal and botanical remains to provide
important insights into prehistoric subsistence prac
tices and the seasonality of site occupations.

2 Where the Forest Meets the Sea
We consider the obligatory section on natural
environment in archaeological reports to be akin
to setting the stage upon which the cultural pro
cess unfolds. Like a theatrical stage, the natural
environment is both backdrop and undergirding
foundation. The natural world imposes restricting
conditions on the cultural actors, of course, but the
degree to which environment determines the con
tent or direction of the processual drama is diffi
cult to measure. We view the natural environment
not as prime mover but as one of several signifi
cant variables that directed the course of human
events in the study area. For the pre-industrial
peoples who made the Mississippi Gulf Coast their
home, climate, landform, and biotic communities
established a range of potential opportunities and
placed constraints on daily activities. Technologi
cal innovations, such as the dugout canoe, bow and
arrow, and agriculture, periodically altered culture
environment dynamics. Over time, the ways in
which people arranged themselves across the land
scape and mobilized their available technology to
engage the natural environment shaped cultural
traditions that are distinctly "coastal." But the in
habitants did not merely respond to local condi
tions in isolation; the rivers and waters of the re
gion were avenues that repeatedly introduced new
ideas, products, and people from elsewhere. It is
the very nature of a coast to have permeable bound
aries.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The study area and archaeological region in
troduced in the previous chapter lies on the north
ern coast of the Gulf of Mexico, part of the Gulf
Coastal Plain physiographic province. Within the

study area, the Gulf Coastal Plain is further subdi
vided by geographers into two generalized physi
ographic zones: the Coastal Meadows and the
Longleaf Pine Hills (Cross et al. 1974). The Coastal
Meadows zone is a low expanse of pine-palmetto
flatwoods, a formation Late Pleistocene in age, that
extends from the coastline inland a distance of 15
to 20 miles (24-32 km) to meet the Longleaf Pine
Hills. The Longleaf Pine Hills zone is a region of
older, eroded uplands of low to moderate relief.
This zone is covered by a forest of longleaf pine,
once part of a nearly unbroken belt that stretched
across the coastal plain from Georgia to Texas
(Harper 1943). The Longleaf Pine Hills establishes
the northern boundary of the study area, which
mostly encompasses the Coastal Meadows zone.
However, these two generalized zones are not suf
ficiently detailed for our purposes. Following oth
ers (Swanson et al. 1979; Lewis 1982), we subdi
vide the study area into smaller environmental units
based on landform: (1) Mississippi Sound, (2) Tidal
Marsh-Estuary, (3) Sangamon Beach Ridge, (4)
Coastal Prairie-Terrace, and (5) Citronelle Uplands
(Figure 2.1).

MISSISSIPPI SOUND

The Mississippi Sound is a shallow body of the
Gulf that extends west from Mobile Bay along the
Mississippi coastline to the mouth of Pearl River. It
comprises a distinctive barrier island and lagoon
coastal system on the continental shelf. A chain of
six major barrier islands (Cat - West Ship - East
Ship - Horn - Petit Bois - Dauphin) lie 0.5 to
20 km offshore, sheltering a coastline of river del
tas, bays, and beaches. The barrier islands are Ho
locene linear sand formations, from 4 km to 24 km
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Figure 2.1. Landforms in the study area: a, Mississippi Sound; b, Tidal Marsh-Estuary; c, Sangamon Beach Ridge;
d, Coastal Prairie-Terrace; e, Citronelle Uplands.

in length, with east-west long axes oriented roughly
parallel to the mainland shoreline. The major is
lands lie south of the study area. Two smaller is
lands, Deer and Round, are in the study area. Shal
low sandy shoals form off the islands, but elsewhere
the sea floor is composed of silts and clays, with
grass beds and oyster reefs. The Sound waters are
no more than 10 to 20 ft (3-6 m) deep. The saline
content varies both seasonally and spatially, influ
enced by the variable freshwater discharge from
numerous bayous and rivers. Although some ar
chaeological sites are on barrier islands, the Sound
was important to prehistoric peoples primarily as a
food source and as an avenue of transport and com
munication.

(Eleuterius 1973; Steele and Perry 1990). Other
expanses of tidal marsh are associated with the
Biloxi-Tchoutacabouffa River system where it en
ters Biloxi Bay. The current distribution of the Tidal
Marsh-Estuary zone is a geologically recent prod
uct of Holocene sea level stabilization ca. 5000
4000 years ago (Otvos 1973; Lamb 1983). Ecofact
data gathered in this study (Appendix C) indicate
that the Tidal Marsh-Estuary zone supplied the bulk
ofwild food resources for Mississippi Sound peoples
throughout late prehistory. Littoral ridges and other
recent sediment deposits surrounded by the tidal
marshes create tree-covered hammocks or islands
of slight elevation that upon inspection almost al
ways produce evidence of prehistoric utilization in
the form of shell middens.

TIDAL ~sH-ESTUARY
The Tidal Marsh-Estuary unit consists of shal
low, nearshore waters, river-bayou deltas and
mouths, and salt marshes that constitute the littoral
zone between land and sea. Within this zone, a
mosaic of biotic communities is created by a saline
gradient from freshwater to saltwater. The spatial
extent of tidal salt marsh is determined by the vol
ume of fresh water entering Mississippi Sound. At
present, the Pascagoula River tidal marsh-estuary
is as much as 4 miles (6.5 km) wide and extends 7
miles (11 km) inland from the river mouth; at least
11,000 hectares of salt marsh are within this area

SANGAMON BEACH RIDGE

This landform is a late Pleistocene littoral beach
and dune complex that runs parallel to the main
land coastline. It extends 57 km in length, from
Belle Fontaine Point across the Harrison County
coastline to the mouth of St. Louis Bay in Hancock
County. It is a flat ridge of well drained soils, 1.5 to
4.0 km in width, and elevated 4 to 10m AMSL.
Otvos (1973:17-18) has designated these deposits
the Gulf Formation and has determined that the
beach ridge formed during the Sangamon inter
glacial ca. 40,000 years ago. The Sangamon Beach
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Ridge has advantages for settlement location; it
borders portions of the rich littoral zone, it is sup
plied with potable water sources, and it is sufficiently
elevated to afford some protection from storm
surges.

COASTAL PRAIRIE-TERRACE

This is the largest landform in the study area
and constitutes most of the Coastal Meadows physi
ographic zone. To judge from the frequency of re
corded site components (Chapter 8), it was also the
landform least utilized by indigenous peoples. The
Coastal Prairie-Terrace consists of two geological
formations. The more extensive of these is the Prai
rie Formation, a relatively thin layer of silts and
sands deposited as floodplains, channels, and levees
by the Pascagoula River and other streams during
the late Pleistocene Epoch (Otvos 1973:]7-18). A
second, somewhat less extensive formation consists
of slightly younger alluvial deposits, remnants of
terrace features cut into the Prairie Formation by
late Pleistocene streams. All this erosion and me
andering by ancient watercourses resulted in this
landform's most salient characteristic: it is exceed
ingly flat, almost level. Large expanses are poorly
drained and seasonally inundated by shallow wa
ter. Away from areas where the Coastal Prairie-Ter
race abuts the food-rich littoral zone or riverine
swamp habitats, this landform was neither exten
sively used nor permanently settled by prehistoric
populations.

CITRONELLE UPLANDS

This landform lies mostly north of the study
area and is isomorphic with the previously men
tioned Longleaf Pine Hills physiographic zone. It
is a landform of low to moderate relief composed
of eroded, pre-Pleistocene sediments. Until recently,
little was known about the prehistoric occupation
of the Longleaf Pine Hills zone except that sites of
all cultural periods were present (Lewis 1988:Fig
ure 4). New investigations by archaeologists from

the University of Southern Mississippi and the
USDA Forest Service are now expanding our knowl
edge of regional site distributions (Jackson et al.
1995). At various periods in prehistory, social
groups may have scheduled a round of seasonal
movements between the coast and the Citronelle
Uplands, but our present state of regional research
is still too rudimentary to address this issue. How
ever, we do know that populations in the study area
made frequent use of toolstone sources that out
crop in the Citronelle Uplands. The yellow to buff
colored Citronelle cherts that occur as deposits of
pebbles 8-10 ern in length were the most frequently
utilized lithic source for all culture periods in the
study area. Utilized stone sources of the Citronelle
Uplands include ferruginous sandstone, siltstone,
limonite, hematite, and petrified wood.

GEOMORPHOLOGY

The distributional relationship between land
forms, biotic communities, and geomorphological
units in the study area is summarized in Figure 2.2.
For the present study, we need only briefly address
long-term factors that shaped the landscape and
thus influenced archaeological site distribution and
preservation.
At the height of the last glacial advance some
20,000 to 17,000 years ago, sea level was 77 to 160
m below the modern level and the shoreline was
many kilometers south of the present strand (Lamb
1983). Consequently, the Pascagoula River and
other streams became deeply entrenched into the
previously established Prairie Formation as the
grade ofwatercourses adjusted to the lower sea level.
With the onset of the early Holocene warming ca.
10,000 years ago, the sea covered what is now the
Mississippi Sound. Between 9000-6000 years ago,
the valleys of the Pascagoula River and other
streams were drowned by the encroaching sea to
form the series of bays along the Mississippi coast
line. As the sea level stabilized at modem levels ca.
5000-4000 years ago, lower stream grades and in
creased sediment deposits formed the extensive
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Figure 2.2. Relationship between landforms, biotic communities, and geomorphological units in the study area.

tidal marsh-estuary system (Otvos 1973; Lamb
1983). Archaeological sites on the pre-stabilization
coastline are now inundated by the Gulf of Mexico.
Oyster harvest operations occasionally tong up ar
tifacts, raising the possibility that some Mississippi
Sound oyster reefs are drowned archaeological sites
(Lewis 1982:10).
Erosion and subsidence have had a significant
impact on archaeological sites in the study area.
Away from the coastline, erosion has deflated some
archaeological deposits and buried others under
alluvium or colluvium. On the coastline, wave ac
tion has eroded numerous post-1000 Be sites; re
deposited artifacts are often encountered on
beaches and some distance out into the Sound.
Working with archaeological site file data, Lewis
(1982:9-11) assessed the impact of regional and
local subsidence on Mississippi Sound sites. He
concluded that regional subsidence, caused by the
weight of the Mississippi River delta sediment load
west of Mississippi Sound, had little effect on post
Late Archaic sites because the expected east-west
site submergence pattern was not reflected in the
data. In contrast, Lewis concluded that local sub
sidence, a time-dependent process that enfolds at
an equal rate along the coastline, has had a signifi
cant impact because: (1) sites older than 2000 years

are under-represented in the Tidal Marsh-Estuary
zone; and (2) frequencies of tidally inundated sites
younger than 2000 years increase steadily with each
cultural period even as the frequency of sites on
older, stable landforms for these same periods re
main constant (Lewis 1982:10-11). Lewis acknowl
edged that subsistence practices and population
growth may also be factors that shaped the site fre
quency-distribution data. Still, it is clear that natu
ral processes such as erosion, subsidence, and site
deposition, together with site destruction by mod
ern land use practices, have transformed and al
tered much of the regional archaeological record.

FLORA AND FAUNA

The Tidal Marsh-Estuary littoral zone repre
sents the maximum biomass concentration in the
region. Together with the shallow marine waters of
Mississippi Sound, this ecosystem serves as a nurs
ery to myriad forms of aquatic life. The modern
fishing fleets of the region are predominantly fo
cused on these nearshore waters; hundreds of tons
of gulf menhaden (Brevoortia patronus), shrimp
(Palaemonetes sp.), blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) ,
oyster (Crassostrea virginica), mullet (Mugil sp.), and
red drum (Sciaenops ocellata) are commercially har
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vested annually (Cross et al. 1974). Not surprisingly,
fish and aquatic reptiles from the littoral zone were
the major prehistoric protein source; a discussion
of the economically important species is presented
in Appendix C. Within the tidal marsh, the saline
gradient determines species distribution, perhaps
most dramatically in the floral transition from
saltmarsh cordgrass (saline) to bulrush (low saline).
The saline gradient also determines the location
of marine bivalve beds such as oyster (high saline)
and marsh clam tRangia cuneata, low saline). Shell
fish beds create a rich habitat for numerous other
species and they were an important location of pre
historic subsistence activities (Shenkel 1984b:65
67). Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), osprey
(Pandion haliaetus) , brown pelican (Pelecanus
occidentalis) , great blue heron (Ardea herodias), and
great egret (Casmerodius afhus) are found in the lit
toral zone as are numerous shorebirds and water
fowl (U.S. Department ofInterior 1978).
The freshwater riverine-swamp biotic commu
nity is found along the Pascagoula River system,
Biloxi-Tchoutacabouffa River system, numerous bay
ous, and thus it effectively cross-cuts the major inte
rior environmental-landform zones. These areas are
covered in typical lowland Southeastern hardwood
vegetation: baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) ,
sweetgum (Liquidamhar styraciflua), red maple (Acer
rubrum), water oak (Q!1ercus nigra), water tupelo (Nyssa
aquatica), and sweetbay (Magnolia virginiana). The
more elevated, loamy sand soils such as found on the
Sangamon Beach Ridge and first terrace locations in
the Coastal Prairie-Terrace landform support trees
such as southern magnolia (Magnolia grandiflara), live
oak (Qy.ercus virginiana) , laurel oak (Qy.ercus laurifolia),
beech (Fagus grandifloria), pignut hickory (Carya
glabra), cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto), slash pine
(Pinus elliottiz) and a diverse understory of various
trees, shrubs, woody vines, and other plants.
Small mammals that range across these floral
communities include swamp rabbit (Sylvilagus
aquaticus) , eastern cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus
jloridanus), muskrat (Ondatra zibethica) , otter (Lutra
canadensis), mink (Mustela vison) , striped skunk (Me-

phitis mephitis), spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius) ,
longtailed weasel (Mustela frenata), opossum (Didel
phis marsupialis), eastern grey squirrel (Sciurus
carolinensis), eastern fox squirrel (SciUTUS niger), rac
coon (Procyon lotor) , grey fox ( Urocyon cinereoargenieusr,
and red fox (Vulpes fulva) (U.S. Department of the
Interior 1978). Large animals of economic impor
tance to the early human inhabitants--whitetail deer
(Odocoileus virginianus), wild turkey (Meleagris
gallopavo), and black bear ( Ursus americanus)-reach
their greatest abundance in these forests because

hardwood mast foods are concentrated there. Three
large predators, the eastern panther (Felis concolor,
now regionally extirpated), the red wolf (Canis niger,
recently reintroduced to Hom Island), and bobcat
(Lynx rufus, still common) once ranged widely across
environmental zones. Reptiles and amphibians are
legion throughout the study area. The impressive
alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) is common on the
barrier islands, low saline areas of the Tidal Marsh
Estuary zone, and in lowland riverine-swamp habi
tats.
Beyond the narrow galleries and pockets oflow
land Southeastern hardwood forest that follow the
river and stream courses, the Coastal Prairie-Ter
race zone is a vast flatwoods that often has an open,
savanna-like appearance. The poorly drained acidic
soils support longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), slash
pine (Pinus elliottiis; pitcher plants (Sarracenia sp.),
saw palmetto (Serenoa repens), and various grass
species. Although some of the mammals mentioned
above may be found in the flatwoods, birds pre
dominate, most notably an endemic subspecies of
sandhill crane (Crus canadensis). Another commonly
seen inhabitant, the nine-banded armadillo (Dasy
pus novemcinctus) , was not present in the region in
prehistoric times.
As the Coastal Prairie-Terrace landform grades
into the Citronelle Uplands, marking the transi
tion from the Coastal Meadows to the LongleafPine
Hills, a park-like forest prevails or was present prior
to historic lumbering activities. The forest is domi
nated by a single overstory tree species, longleaf
pine. This floral community, under climax condi
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tions, is an environment where frequent fires limit
the understory to grasses and short herbaceous
plants (Harper 1943). In sandy areas, patches of
xeric vegetation such as prickly pear (Opuntia sp.)
and yucca (Yucca aliofolia) are common. Here, bur
rows of the gopher tortoise (Gopherus berlandien)
create an unique habitat frequen ted by the burrow
ing owl (Athene cunicularia) and the eastern dia
mondback rattlesnake (Crotalus adamanteus).

CLIMATE
The modern climate of the region is one oflong,
hot summers and short, mild winters (Cole and Dent
1964; Cross eta!' 1974:12-19; Smith 1975). It is warm
and moist much of the year. The average annual tem
perature is 68 degrees F (20 degrees C), and the av
erage annual number of days with freezing tempera
tures is 20. Between May and September, humidity is
high and the average daily temperature is 81 degrees
F (27 degrees C). Diurnal temperature differences
between land and water create onshore breezes that
moderate extremes in summer temperatures along
the Sound. Prevailing winds are from the northeast
in fall and from the north in winter. Rainfall levels
are higher on the coast than on the interior Gulf
Coastal Plain, ranging from 58 inches to 65 inches
annually. Nearly half of the rainfall is from June to
September, mostly in the form of thunderstorms. At
Biloxi, the mean number of days with thunderstorms
is 87. Tropical lows generate periodic hurricanes that
roar in from the Gulf of Mexico. In modern times,
hurricanes or tropical storms have struck the Missis
sippi coastline an average of once every three years,
arriving betweenJune and October. However, storms
with sustained winds of 100 mph or more are infre
quent (U.S. Department of Commerce 1963; Sullivan
1987). Hurricanes exert long-term influence on
coastal climate, vegetation, and physiography.
Early European observers report that the na
tive coastal inhabitants were well adjusted to the
climate. In the warm months, Pascagoula men and
boys wore only breechclout, leggings, and mocca
sins; women and girls wore a short skirt of Spanish

moss (McWilliams 1953: 18). In cooler weather,
deerskins and a feather cloak or pelt robe were
added to the costume of both sexes (Hudson
1976:264). A light, dome-shaped structure con
structed of cane and palmetto was used by coastal
Choctawan peoples as a temporary or warm weather
shelter (see Swanton 1946:Plate 61); heavier, wattle
and-daub buildings with bark roofs were erected as
long-term or cold season shelters (McWilliams
1953:19). Smoke was used to repel mosquitoes
(Hudson 1976:19).

WATERCRAFT
It should be clear from the preceding overview
that coastal peoples had to negotiate the intersec
tion of land and sea. Perhaps the most fundamen
tal technological requirement for an efficient lit
toral adaptation is some form of watercraft. His
toric Southeastern Indians utilized canoes shaped
and hollowed ("dugout") from tree trunks. Dugout
canoes were employed by both interior and coastal
groups (Swanton 1946:589-598). Canoes varied in
size from a few meters in length to large vessels
capable of holding many people. Panfilo de
Narvaez's 1528 expedition destroyed 30 canoes
near Pensacola and, shortly thereafter, Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca rafted west through Mississippi
Sound and encountered canoes along the coast
(Swanton 1946:589). The natives of Mississippi
Sound were using canoes in 1699 when the French
first encountered them. Early in that year, Iberville
met a group of more than 50 men, women, and
children (probably Biloxis or Pascagoulas) as they
passed from Deer Island to the mainland in six
canoes (McWilliams 1953:43).
Sites with Middle Woodland period artifacts on
Mississippi Sound barrier islands (e.g. 22:Ja-625,
22-Hr-500) imply that watercraft were in the re
gion 2000 years ago, and no doubt much earlier.
Preserved dugout canoes from Florida have been
radiocarbon dated as far back as 5120 BP (Milanich
1994:70). Transportation of the considerable vol
ume of raw stone that moved along the coast and
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interior waterways as part of the Poverty Point ex
change system certainly required the canoe. Sev
eral canoes from Alabama and Mississippi have
been radiocarbon dated from 605 BP to 200 BP
(Stowe 1974; McGahey 1986). These pre-AD 1900

Although barrier island sites and early historic
accounts leave no doubt that indigenous coastal
peoples readily navigated Mississippi Sound, theirs
was not a true maritime culture. Prehistoric midden

examples vary from 4.2 to 7.3 m in length and 0.30
to 0.72 m in width; baldcypress was the favored

pected if fishing on the open seas had been prac
ticed (Appendix C). Recurrent claims by local his
torians and artifact collectors that regional prehis
toric ceramic styles reflect distant Mesoamerican
influences (e.g. Greenwell 1984:137) are in error.

wood source. Dugout canoes (Pirogues) were in com
mon use by Euro-Americans of the region until the
mid-twentieth century.

samples contain no pelagic species as would be ex

3 Middens in the Marshes
APPLE STREET

(22-JA-530)

On a slight rise elevated only 1.52 m AMSL is
an extensive dark earth midden known as the Apple
Street site (Figure 3.1). The soil color reflects a high
organic content due to anthropogenic enrichment.
Despite this enrichment, preservation of faunal and
botanical materials in the porous, poorly drained
sand is negligible. The midden forms a linear ar
rangement, 180 m north-south and 60 m east-west.
One hundred meters to the north and east ofApple
Street is Graveline Bayou, a tidally influenced
stream surrounded by salt marsh. Graveline Bayou

drains Graveline Bay, a brackish-water embayment
300 m northwest of the site. Mississippi Sound,
accessible by watercraft through Graveline Bayou,
is 1.1 km due south. Apple Street, one of a grid of
dirt lanes in the Ocean Beach Estates subdivision,
bisects the midden. Most lots are undeveloped, no
doubt due to the frequently wet conditions. Large,
unfilled looter's holes are concentrated in the north
ern half of the site where the midden deposit ap
pears to be the deepest. While the site has been
damaged, it still has intact deposits.
Once the site was exposed by road construc
tion in the 1960s, it soon became the focus of arti
fact hunting. Collections from the site came to the
attention ofWebb (1977), who inc1udedApple Street
in his survey of Poverty Point sites. Webb listed the
following "diagnostic traits" of the Poverty Point
culture as present at Apple Street: Poverty Point
objects, ground stone plummets, "consistent" pro
jectile points, fiber-tempered pottery, and linear site
arrangement (Webb 1977:Table IS). Additional
artifacts from Apple Street have been illustrated
(Greenwell 1984) but no published excavations had
occurred prior to our 1992 investigation.

INVESTIGATION

Figure 3.1. Plan of Apple Street site (22Ja530): a, site locale
and site dimensions (dotted line); b, location ofexcavation units.

Our objectives at Apple Street were to isolate
cultural components in excavation units, determine
when the site was occupied, and identify some of
the site activities. Examination of midden exposed
in road cut profiles and drainage ditches permit
ted us to trace the deposit and, together with a few
hand-auger tests, effectively establish site bound
aries. However, no attempt was made to sample the
site systematically for two reasons: not all landown
ers could be contacted and, more disturbingly, ac
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Tchefuncte Incised (herring
bone motif), Alexander
0_
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,.
'"
'"
'"
Pinched, Alexander Punctated
A
var. Tihbee, Alexander Punctated
oar. Chappepeela, and Lake
B
Borgne Incised. There is a
single example of Wheeler
Punctated (fiber tempered). In
C
----- - -  -
- - - -
sum,
the Apple Street ceramic
f--n- -
sample is dominated by ceramic
types of the Alexander and
Figure 3.2. East Profile, Unit 4, Apple Street: a, sod/humus, dark loamy sand, lOYR3/
Bayou La Batre series, with
1; b, earth midden, scattered oystershells, dark loamy sand, 10YR3/4; c, light-tan sand
lesser
quantities of Tchefuncte
with some organic staining, 7YR4/4; d, grading to tan-white sand subsoil, lOYR6/3.
series ceramic types. Minor
tive alligator nests were present! Given the large amounts of fiber-tempered pottery are part of the
size of the site, the heavy ground cover, and the ceramic complex.
The Blades collection contains hafted bifaces
limited extent of our excavations, the investigation
fashioned from local and nonlocal stone which con
was strictly exploratory. Four excavation units (three
1 x 1 m units, one 2 x 2 m unit) were placed on the form to Pontchartrain, Gary, Kent, Delhi, Shumla,
Blades family property in areas with no visible dis and other PP /K types. The absence of flaked stone
turbance. All four units revealed a similar strati debitage in the Blades collection was an expected
graphic sequence, exemplified by Unit 4 (Figure bias but we were surprised at the low frequency of
3.2). A dark loamy sand midden (strata A, B), com flakes, a total of 10 g, recovered from all excava
posed of artifacts and scattered oyster shells, ex tion units. Debitage was composed of Citronelle
tended from ground level to 45-50 em in depth. chert, grey chert, and Tallahatta quartzite. The only
Strata C and D are the original sand surface on core was a white quartzite cobble fragment (36 g)
which the midden was formed, with leached organic from Unit 4. Similarly, only 3 PP /Ks were recov
material and a few artifacts (C) grading into a ster ered by excavation, all from Unit 4 (Figure 7.5). In
ile coarse sand (D) (for profiles of Units 1-3, see short, little can be said about flaked tool produc
Blitz and Mann 1993). No cultural features were tion at the site other than the fact that the inhabit
encountered in any unit. Preservation of organic ants had access to distant raw materials from sev
remains was minimal.
eral sources.
Two different artifact samples are available from
In contrast to the low frequency of flaked tools
Apple Street: a large collection amassed by the Blades and debitage, the raw materials for the production
family, and the materials excavated from Units 1-4 of ground stone tools are relatively abundant. Un
(Appendix B, Tables B.I-4). Some 1451 fragments modified, regionally available (Citronelle Uplands)
of prehistoric ceramics were recovered in Units 1-4, sandstone, hematite, petrified wood, siltstone, and
of which 9% are decorated. The distribution oftem breccia chunks are ubiquitous at the site. Sandstone
per-ware groups in the plain pottery sample from was used as an abrader and a gouge. Siltstone was
Units 1-4, in rank order of frequency, is grit-sand ground to produce a bannerstone, a bar gorget, a
tempered (91.5%), Tchefuncteware (8%), and fiber perforated boatstone, and two plummets; all are
tempered (0.5%). Decorated type-varieties recovered incomplete fragments (Figure 7.2, 7.3). Webb
from Units 1-4, in rank order of abundance, include (1977:Table 15) reports "hematite, magnetite plum
Bayou La Batre Stamped, Alexander Incised, mets" from Apple Street. Nine slabs of petrified
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wood (858 g) have been roughly shaped, ground,
and utilized along one edge; they probably func
tioned as saws.
Artifacts of steatite, red jasper, and slate, all
distant non-regional materials, are present at Apple
Street (Figure 7.3). Steatite bowl fragments were
found in the excavation unit samples (n=3; 18.6 g)
and in the Blades collection (n=46; 1.18 kg). A ste
atite bowl rim in Unit 4, level 3, has notches on the
lip that duplicates a common lip mode found on
Apple Street phase ceramic vessels. Steatite pass
ing through the Poverty Point exchange network
has been traced to sources in the Alabama-Georgia
Piedmont (Smith 1981), the probable source of the
Apple Street finds. One scrap of slate (<1 g) was
recovered from Unit 3 and one ground piece of
slate (25 g) is in the Blades collection. Slate orna
ment production is reported at the Slate site (22
Hu-655) in the Yazoo Basin, Mississippi (Lauro and
Lehmann 1982). The Slate site is thought to date
to the Poverty Point period, and slate ornaments
occur at other Poverty Point period sites. After about
500 BC, slate is apparently uncommon or absent at
Late GulfFormational sites elsewhere in Mississippi
and Louisiana.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE
APPLE STREET SITE

dence for significant production of flaked tools at
the site was meager, production evidence was sub
stantial for ground stone implements. Rather than
a site formed by repeated small-group visits, Apple
Street's artifact diversity suggests a settlement or
base camp occupied by multiple-family groups en
gaged in various activities for extended periods.

BIG GREENWOOD ISLAND

(22:JA-516)

Once an island, Greenwood Island is now a low
lying peninsula of loamy sand that projects into
Mississippi Sound, connected to the mainland by
earth fill. Originally, Bayou Casotte delimited the
eastern shore; Bayou Chicot formed the western
shore, and salt marsh surrounded the rest of the
island. A prehistoric earth-shell midden, now de
stroyed by dredging, looting, and erosion, occupied
a linear knoll that paralleled Bayou Casotte (Fig
ure 3.3). The Big Greenwood Island midden ex
tended 100 m north-south and 75 m east-west, but
rose only 1 m AMSL. A smaller midden (22:Ja-618,

W
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The large Apple Street midden was formed
during the Apple Street phase (800-100 BC), an
interval in which Alexander, Bayou La Batre, and
Tchefuncte ceramic series were in contemporane
ous use. No clear patterning in the vertical distri
bution of ceramic types in Units 1-4 was evident;
ceramic types from all three ceramic series were
found in association in midden contexts, together
with minor amounts of fiber-tempered pottery. No
evidence indicates significant activities at Apple
Street prior to or after this time span.
The extent of the deposits, density of artifacts,
diversity of ceramic types, and quantity of nonlocal
stone at the site is impressive. Both tools and orna
ments of nonlocal stone were recovered. While evi
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Figure 3.3. Plan of Big Greenwood Island site (22Ja516)
(Redrawn from Solis and Walling 1982). Contour intervals
equal one foot.
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Little Greenwood Island) was present about 40 m
to the west.

INVESTIGATIONS

Big Greenwood Island was revealed in the
1960s when the Bayou Casotte shipping channel
was dredged. The island was soon frequented by
collectors, who gathered artifacts and human skel
etal remains along the eroded bayou beach and dug
into the site. A number of human burials, variously
described as "two dozen" (Mistovich et al. 1983:82)
and "six" (Greenwell 1984:140) were grubbed out
ofthe midden. In 1971, the Big Greenwood Island
site came to the attention of a trained archaeolo
gist, Mark Williams, who conducted systematic ex
cavations with members of the Gulf Coast chapter
of the Mississippi Archaeological Association. The
excavation revealed a stratigraphic sequence from
the Poverty Point to historic periods. Results of this
fieldwork remain unpublished, but the investiga
tors "encountered the Poverty Point evidences
stratigraphically below the Gulf Formational com
ponent in some part of the site" (Mistovich et al.
1983:6).
Subsequently, Webb (1975) recorded artifact col
lections from the site which included: Poverty Point
objects, Wheeler, Tchefuncte, Bayou La Batre, and
Marksville series pottery; flaked/ground stone tools,
items of nonlocal stone such as copper beads, galena
cubes, quartz crystals, and a Hopewellian copper
bicyrnbal earspool (Figure 7.3). He described the site
profile as "a sandy and very black midden, about 18
24 in., then a layer of oyster shells, about I foot in
thickness, then clay... pottery sherds seem to be con
fined to the black sandy midden" He concluded that
the major period of occupation was in "Marksville
times" (Webb 1975), but included the site in his sur
vey of Poverty Point sites (Webb 1977:10, Table 15).
The site was extensively looted through the
1970s, when it was discovered to be a source of 19th
cen tury bottles; "hundreds" were removed
(Mistovich et al. 1983:82). In 1979, three coffins
were discovered eroding from the site. Upon analy-

sis by MDAH archaeologists, the bodies proved to
be 19th-century U.S. soldiers from a short-lived
post, Camp Jefferson Davis/Camp Twiggs (1848
1853) (Geiger 1979; Fisher 1979; Wright 1979).
This garrison, hospital, and cemetery was estab
lished on Greenwood Island to receive wounded
soldiers upon their return from the Mexican War.
The abandoned property remained an unused mili
tary reservation until 1903. Four years later, some
of the dead were disinterred for reburial in the
National Cemetery at Mobile (Mistovich et al.
1983:25-39).
In anticipation of further site destruction, four
50 x 50 cm test units were placed in the Big Green
wood Island midden (Solis and Walling 1982) and
a large surface collection was obtained (Mistovich
et al. 1983). Unfortunately, the deposits were thor
oughly disturbed; historic artifacts were mixed with
prehistoric materials in all test unit levels. A final
test excavation by MDAH archaeologists recovered
a bundle burial (Lehmann et al. 1991). The grave
pit outline was indistinct in the dark midden. Be
cause a fiber-tempered sherd was found "adjacent
to the lower right leg," the excavators suggested
the burial might date to the Middle Gulf Forma
tional (Poverty Point) period (Lehmann et al.
1991 :6). An intact feature contained plain
Tchefuncte ware, Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed,
Shumla and Macon PP /Ks, and 60 biconical Pov
erty Point objects. The feature is important evidence
that these artifact categories were contemporary for
some portion of their time spans (Lehmann et al.
1991:8-9) .

SUMMARY: CULTURAL ACTMTIES AT THE
BIG GREENWOOD ISLAND SITE

The history of investigations at Big Greenwood
Island mirrors the history of archaeological research
in the Mississippi Sound region as a whole: accel
erated site destruction, too much attention too early
by looters, and too little attention too late by pro
fessional archaeologists. Conscientious amateurs
and others salvaged what information they could,
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but lacked the necessary resources. Despite inter
mittent professional investigation, no radiocarbon
or ecofact data are available.
In an attempt at synthesis, we have compiled the
prehistoric artifacts listed in previously published
tables (i.e. Solis and Walling 1982:Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9; Mistovich et al. 1983:Table 1; Blitz and Mann
1993:Table 8, 22:Ja-516) into a single table (Appen
dix B, Table 8.5). While there are two minor post-AD
200 components at the site (i.e. Graveline phase, Sing
ing River phase), two major occupations were respon
sible for most of the site formation process: the Middle
GulfFormational (Poverty Point) component, which
we designate the Claiborne phase (1200--800 BC), and
the early Middle Woodland Greenwood Island phase
(100 Be-AD 200) component. There is a hiatus of oc
cupation between these two phases. Only one sherd
of Alexander pottery, locally common during the in
tervening Apple Street phase (800-100 BC), was re
covered. That this absence of Alexander pottery at
Big Greenwood Island is a temporal, not spatial,
phenomenon is attested by the presence of large
quantities of Alexander pottery at site 22:Ja-550 just
a short distance to the east (Blitz and Mann
1993:Table 8, 22:Ja-550).
Given the apparent vertical separation between
the Claiborne phase (Poverty Point) component and
later occupations observed in Williams' 1971 in
vestigation, it is possible that this 700-year occupa
tional hiatus corresponds to the stratigraphic breaks
mentioned by Webb. In addition, it is highly prob
able that the secondary (tightly flexed or bundle)
burials date to the Greenwood Island phase and
were intrusive into the earlier Claiborne phase de
posit. The copper earspool and rolled copper beads
were found in association with secondary burials
by the collectors (Cary Geiger, 1992, personal com
munication). Such a mortuary pattern is not char
acteristic of Poverty Point sites. Moreover, mass sec
ondary burials with Hopewellian copper ornaments
occur at Middle Woodland coastal sites contempo
rary with the Greenwood Island phase to the east
and west (Stowe 1977a; Brose et al. 1983: Appen
dix D; Shenkel 1984a).

With few exceptions, the non-eeramic artifacts
cannot be assigned to a specific component. Many
of the PP /K types - Shumla, Pontchartrain, Kent,
Gary, Macon - may span the interval between the
Claiborne and Greenwood Island phases. Several
artifact categories are probably from the Claiborne
component because they are found in panregional
Poverty Point contexts but are not characteristic of
Middle Woodland assemblages: steatite bowl frag
ments, a perforated slate pendant, two-hole slate
gorgets, a cylindrical novaculite bead, and cylin
drical-grooved Poverty Point objects. Production of
flaked and ground stone tools occurred on site. Both
the unsystematic collections and the screened test
units produced cores, chert debitage, and ground
stone fragments. Bar-shaped gorget preforms of
siltstone indicate ornament production at the site.
Raw materials, all introduced into the site matrix,
included: citronelle chert, hematite, limonite, sand
stone, and siltstone from nearby sources; and white
quartzite, Tallahatta quartzite, quartz crystals, grey
chert, banded chert, black chert, and slate from dis
tant sources.
The Big Greenwood Island sequence may now
be summarized. The midden development began
with a Claiborne phase occupation; these inhabitants
participated in the Poverty Point interaction sphere,
and lived at the site for lengths of time sufficient to
produce fiber-tempered pottery, tools, ornaments,
and midden accumulation. The site was again occu
pied during the Greenwood Island phase, when a
cemetery was established for secondary burials, some
accompanied by nonlocal HopeweIlian symbols.
Domestic activities produced midden, stone tools, and
large quantities of potsherds. Post-AD 200 prehistoric
site activities were less intense.

EAsT BAYOU LAMO'ITE (22-JA-555)
All along the coast, as small streams or bayous
debouch into Mississippi Sound, they deposit their
rich nutrient load and create salt marshes. Relict
shorelines or other sediment deposits form ham
mocks that rise slightly above the wetlands. Referred
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is no potable water on the hammock but springs
issue from the higher land a short distance east.
Site inhabitants had immediate access to the rich
food sources of the salt marsh, bayou, and Gulf.
At its highest point, the site rises 2 m AMSL.
Here, in the center of the midden, shells overlie
the original sand surface to a depth of 70 em, be
coming shallower around the edge of the deposit.
At the time of our visit, the island was owned by the
Shepard family. Steve Shepard noted that periodic
storm surges had reduced and spread the midden
over many years. The damage was particularly acute
around the perimeter of the deposit. Neither arti
facts nor midden were found on the south side of
the island facing Mississippi Sound, so perhaps the
site location was chosen to provide a leeward shel
ter from the open water.

INVESTIGATION

Figure 3.4. Plan of East Bayou LaMotte site (22Ja555):
a, site locale; b, site dimensions (dotted line).

Assisted by Shepard's knowledge of the site
configuration, and after several exploratory hand
auger tests, we delineated an area protected by three
red cedar trees near the center ofthe midden. Here
we placed a single 2 x 2 m excavation (Unit 1) where
the deposit was deepest and, we hoped, least dis
turbed. Unit 1 exposed 70 em of cultural deposits
(Figure 3.5). The stratigraphy is not complex. Stra
~m A, a layer of humus and pulverized shell, rep
resents a disturbed upper zone that overlay the bulk
of the intact shell midden (stratum B). Stratum B

to locally as "tree islands," these locations were fa
vored by the prehistoric inhabitants, and the
middens they left behind are often present. The
East Bayou LaMotte site is a 40 x 20 m shell midden
situated on the north side of Uncle Charlie's Is
land, a hammock near the community of Gautier
(Figure 3.4). The narrow island covers about 4.5
acres. Uncle Charlie's Island is on the eastern side
of Bayou LaMotte, at the point
where this small stream empties into
2.0M
o
'v
I
0_ I
Mississippi Sound. The north shore
'"
~
A
fronts the bayou and the south shore
faces the Gulf. A dense understory
of shrubs, herbs, and woody vines
B
covers the hammock, shaded by a
canopy dominated by live oaks.
C
Botanical species that are
D
.75M 
calciphiles, such as southern red
cedar (juniperus silicola) and red Figure 3.5. South Profile, Unit 1, East Bayou LaMotte: a, sod and pulverized
buckeye (Aesculus pavia), mark the shell; b, coarse, high-density shell midden; c, dark, organically stained loamy sand
extent of the shell midden. There with light-density shell inclusions, 10YRJ/4; d, sterile, buff-coloredsand.
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was composed ofoyster shells, rangia shells, fish bone,

other faunal remains, charcoal, and prehistoric arti
facts. Whereas stratum A was composed of pulver
ized shell and contained the historic artifacts, stra
tum B contained mostly whole shells and lacked his
toric artifacts. Based on these observations, stratum
B appeared to be less disturbed than stratum A
Stratum B rested upon an undulating zone (stra
tum C) of dark loamy sand mixed with moderate
amounts of shell. Stratum C constituted an interface
zone between the coarse-matrix shell midden and
the sterile sand matrix (stratum D) underlying the
site. What process formed stratum C is unclear, It
may represent an activity surface used prior to the
initial deposition of the shell midden or, alternatively,
merely represents the top of stratum D enriched by
the downward percolation of organic material and
small artifacts from stratum B. No cultural features
were discovered in Unit 1.
Two different artifact samples are available from
East Bayou LaMotte: the materials recovered from
the Unit I excavation (Appendix B, Table B.6); and
a surface collection amassed by Steve Shepard (Ap
pendix B, Table B. 7). A total of 497 sherds of pre
historic pottery was found in Unit 1, of which less
than 8% is decorated. Temper-ware groups in the
plain pottery sample, in rank order of frequency,
are grog tempered (55%), sand tempered (40%),
Tchefuncte ware (3%), and fiber tempered (2%).
Decorated type-varieties, in rank order of frequency,
include Bayou La Batre Stamped, Bayou La Batre
Scallop Impressed, Mandeville Stamped var.
Mandeville, Indian Bay Stamped var. Spencer Bayou,
Alexander Incised var. Ponchitolowa, Lake Borgne
Incised var. Lake Borgne, Deptford Simple Stamped,
and Santa Rosa Stamped. No pattern in the verti
cal distribution of ceramic types in Unit 1 is appar
ent. The same type-varieties excavated from Unit
1 are also present in the Shepard collection ceram
ics, with the addition of Mabin Stamped var. Crooks,
Greenwood Stamped var. Greenwood, Deptford Bold
Stamped, and Chinchuba Brushed var. Chinchuba.
Few flaked stone tools or debitage are present
in the samples. Two complete PP /Ks, both of local

Citronelle chert, were recovered in Unit 1. One of
these (Figure 7.5; See Chapter 7) is 4.2 cm long
with a tapered stem and conforms to the Gary "typi
cal" type (Ford and Webb 1956:52). Hammerstones
and a single decortication flake, all of local chert,
indicate that on-site lithic reduction was minimal.
Also recovered were two cores of nonlocal white
quartzite and 23 g of associated shatter. Ground
stone tools consist of two abraders and two small
mortar/anvils, both oflocal sandstone. Unit 1 pro
duced four small bone tool fragments of uncertain
function. The most complete of these tools is a 3.8
ern long object with a notched, tapered end (Figure
7.4; See Chapter 7). In the Shepard collection is a
cylindrical, notched bone fragment, 5 ern long, that
we interpret as an atlatl hook (Figure 7.4).

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE

EAsT BAYOU LAMOTTE SITE

The site on Uncle Charlie's Island is very simi
lar in size and environmental setting to dozens of
small prehistoric shell middens along the Missis
sippi Gulf Coast. Our objective was to determine
the temporal interval of site occupation and iden
tify some of the activities that transpired there. The
whiteware sherds, clay pipe stem, and bottle glass
in stratum A indicate a minor 19th-century pres
ence at the site. The ceramic types Marksville In
cised var. Yokena (n=I), Evansville Punctated (n=5),
and Mound Place Incised (n=l), all from the
Shepard surface collection, identify minor activi
ties or visits during late prehistoric times. Except
for these seven sherds, all ceramics from Unit I
and the Shepard collection predate AD 200. Because
most of the decorated type-varieties recovered from
Unit 1 have use intervals that span both the Late
Gulf Formational Apple Street phase (800-100 BC)
and the Middle Woodland Greenwood Island phase
(100 BC-AD 200), our dilemma is this: do we have
one component or two?
We think the extant midden accumulated dur
ing the Greenwood Island phase for the following
reasons: (I) the high frequency in Unit 1 of plain
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grog-tempered pottery, which first appears during
the early Middle Woodland period in the region;
(2) the presence of Mabin Stamped var. Crooksand
Greenwood Stamped var. Greenwood (a sand-tem
pered cognate of var. Crooks), diagnostic markers of
the Greenwood Island phase; and (3) the presence
of Indian Bay Stamped var. Spencer Bayou. This var.
Spencer Bayou decorative treatment is a grog-tem
pered cognate ofBayou La Batre Scallop Impressed.
Var. Spencer Bayou first appears in the Greenwood
Island phase, where it represents the continuation
of an earlier decorative treatment on the new grog
tempered ware. The only possible indication of a
pre-Greenwood Island phase use of the site are five
eroded fired-clay fragments with fibrous inclusions
from Unit 1. It seems unlikely that fiber-tempered
ceramics (if that is what these small fragments rep
resent) continued to be used this late in time.
The modest size of the shell midden and the
presence of PP /Ks, an atlatl hook, and bone tools
imply occupation by a small group engaged in hunt
ing, fishing, and shellfish gathering. Given the pau
city of debitage, stone tool production was mini
mal at the site. Sandstone abraders indicate on-site
fashioning of bone or wood implements. The
ground sandstone slabs have anvil-like surfaces for
pounding raw materials and were probably used to
process plants. Several useful plants grow at the
site today. One ofthese is the buckeye tree (Aesculus
pavia). Not only is the buckeye a calciphile indica
tor species for the anthropogenic soil conditions
associated with shell middens on the Mississippi
coast (Eleuterius and Otvos 1979), but it was an
important source offish poison used by Southeast
ern natives (Hudson 1976:284; Swanton 1946:341
343). The observation that red buckeye, red cedar,
and other economically useful caliciphile floral spe
cies are infrequent in the region's predominantly
acidic soil habitats, except on the chemically altered
anthropogenic soils such as shell middens
(Eleuterius and Otvos 1973:110-111), poses an
interesting question: were these species introduced
to the anthropogenic soil "islands" as a result of
prehistoric human use?

Two artifact categories point to activities other
than subsistence pursuits. Three fragments of cut
shell by-product (conch or whelk species) present
in the Shepard collection suggest production of
ornaments. In Level 2 of Unit 1, 13 g of fired grog
tempered pottery coils were recovered. Evidence
of shell ornament production and pottery-making
at the site is a clue that the use of Uncle Charlie's
Island in early Middle Woodland times involved
longer-term and more diverse activities than just
brief visits by single-sex task groups.

THE CLAIBORNE PHASE

(1200-800

Be)

Gulf Formational is the name given to the
unique Coastal Plain cultural development consid
ered by Walthall and Jenkins (1976) to represent
an intermediate stage between the Late Archaic and
Middle Woodland periods. Marked by the advent
ofpottery integrated into Late Archaic assemblages,
the Gulf Formational spans the interval also known
as the Early Woodland period. On the Mississippi
Gulf Coast, the Middle (1200-800 BC) and Late
(800-100 BC) Gulf Formational periods maybe rec
ognized by pottery from five ceramic series:
Wheeler, St. Johns, Bayou La Batre, Alexander, and
Tchefuncte. The oldest of these series, the fiber
tempered Wheeler series and the chalky, temperless
St. Johns series, were probably introduced into the
region from the east, where similar or identical
pottery was temporally precedent. Bayou La Batre,
Alexander, and Tchefuncte are indigenous devel
opments of the western Gulf Coastal Plain. All five
ceramic series are products of the ceramic tradi
tion known as Gulf (Caldwell 1958; Jenkins et al.
1986).
In the Mississippi Sound region, the Middle
GulfFormational period corresponds in time to the
climax of an elaborate exchange network or inter
action sphere known as the Poverty Point culture
(ca. 1500-600 BC) Webb 1977). Prior to ca. 1400
1200 BC, Late Archaic/Poverty Point sites are
aceramic. Much of the existing information on the
Poverty Point occupation in coastal Mississippi
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comes from Cedarland (22-Ha-506) and Claiborne
(22-Ha-501), two semicircular earth and shell
middens (now destroyed) at the mouth of Pearl
River in the western Mississippi Sound region
(Gagliano and Webb 1970; Coastal Environments
1977; Bruseth 1980, 1991).
The Cedarland and Claiborne sites had some
what divergent artifact assemblages. Radiocarbon
dates suggested that Cedarland predated
Claiborne; Cedarland was aceramic, and it is the
type site for the Late Archaic Pearl River phase
(Gagliano 1963). The larger Claiborne site was a
horseshoe-shaped midden 250 m across and 30 to
65 m in width. A full Poverty Point assemblage was
found at Claiborne, second only to the Poverty Point
site in quantity and diversity of artifacts. Plain and
punctated Wheeler pottery, together with minor
quantities of plain and incised temperless pottery,

were recovered from Claiborne. It is unclear if the
temperless pottery represents direct imports of St.
Johns ware or if this pottery is an autochthonous,
proto-Tchefuncte innovation. Artifacts of nonlocal
stone - stone vessels, microblades, PP IRs, plum
mets,jasper beads, adzes, 2-hole gorgets, pendants,
bannerstones, boatstones, celts, and sandstone saws
- were abundant at Claiborne. A few radiocarbon
dates suggest that Claiborne was occupied ca. 1400
1200 Be. As a regional exchange center several times
larger than other contemporary sites along the
coast, Claiborne most likely served as a conduit that
dispersed valued goods from the Mississippi Sound
region northward and westward to the Lower Mis
sissippi Valley and perhaps the Poverty Point site
in Louisiana (Webb 1977).
Fiber-tempered pottery of comparable age is
found to the east on the Alabama and northwest
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Table 3.1. Characteristics of Claiborne and Apple Street Phase sites.
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CLAIRBORNE
22:Ja-504

Heron Bay, Terrace

20X5~den,Burilli I Destroyed

Collection

22:Ja-516

Coast, Estuary

IOOx75m

22:Ja-53I

Graveline Bay, Estuary

22:Ja-537

Coast, F.stuary

22:Ja-543

Escatawpa River, Riverine

22:Ja-558
22:Ja-687

~&Mann 1973

Midden, Burial

Destroyed

Excavation, collection

This report

Midden
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Blitz & Mann 1993

?

Midden
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Blitz & Mann 1993

12x23m
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Marshall 1982
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?

Midden
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Blitz & Mann 1993
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?
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MDAH files
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Blitz & Mann 1993

APPLE STREET
22:Ja-504

Heron Bay, Estuary

50x20m

Midden, Burial

22:Ja-529

Coast, Estuary

40xl5m

Midden

Intact

Collection

Blitz & Mann 1993

22:Ja-530

Graveline Bay, Terrace

180x60m

Midden

Intact

Excavation, collection

Blitz & Mann 1993

22:Ja-537

Coast, Estuary

?

Midden
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Blitz & Mann 1993

12x23m

Midden
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Marshall 1982a

Midden
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Excavation

Marshall 1982a

?

Midden
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Collection

Blitz & Mann 1993

?

Midden
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Blitz & Mann 1993

?
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Blitz & Mann 1993

?
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Figure 3.6. Distribution of Claiborne and Apple Street Phase sites.

Florida coasts (Lazarus 1965; Trickey and Holmes
1971; New World Research 1988; Thomas and
Campbell 1991) and to the west in the lower Mis
sissippi Valley (summarized in Webb 1977:31-33,
Table 3). In addition to early pottery, the one thing
these far-flung sites share in common is participa
tion in the Poverty Point exchange network.Jenkins
(1975, 1986) has proposed that the fiber-tempered
pottery and the temperless pottery were introduced
to the western Gulf Coastal Plain from the Lower
Chattahoochee River region. Steatite bowls and
fragments, some of which have been traced to east
ern Piedmont sources within the Chattahoochee
drainage (Smith 1981), are found together with fi
ber-tempered and temperless ceramics at Claiborne
phase and other Poverty Point-affiliated sites (Webb
1977:35-36, Table 3). This association, together
with the observation that both steatite and pottery
vessels sometimes have similar lip-notching deco
ration, underscores the possibility that both forms
of container technology entered the interaction
sphere through east to west movement along Mis
sissippi Sound (jenkins et al. 1986; Jenkins and
Krause 1986:33).
The Claiborne phase designates an interval in
which Mississippi Sound inhabitants participated
in the florescence of the Poverty Point exchange
network (Table 3.1). This phase is marked by arti
fact assemblages like that found at the Claiborne
center: plain and punctated Wheeler pottery, plain
and incised St.Johns pottery, stone bowl fragments,

other nonlocallithics, and Poverty Point objects in
diverse forms. In the study area, we have recovered
these materials in surface contexts only, usually at
sites that also have Late Gulf Formational period
components (Alexander, Bayou La Batre, and
Tchefuncte pottery). In other words, we have been
unable to locate and excavate a "pure" fiber-tem
pered pottery component in undisturbed contexts.
Although a Claiborne phase component was ap
parently excavated at Big Greenwood Island (22
Ja-516), the documentary evidence necessary to
confirm this is not available for restudy (although
the requisite artifact types are present in collections
from 22-:Ja-516). Although the Poverty Point com
ponents in the eastern study area are some distance
from Claiborne, they replicate much of the
Claiborne site artifact assemblage. In an interim
report, we introduced a provisional phase, Belle
Fontaine, to describe this interval in the study area
(Blitz and Mann 1993). With additional informa
tion, however, we now discard that term. Instead, it
seems more useful to consider all of these sites as
part of the same cultural phenomenon: the
Claiborne phase.
Our knowledge of Claiborne phase settlement
and subsistence patterns is meager (Figure 3.6).
Limited excavation and the multicomponent na
ture of most known sites presently hinders defini
tion of site sizes and functions. While there is no
known regional center in the eastern Mississippi
Sound study area, local populations could have
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reached the Claiborne center in two days of travel
time by dugout canoe. As a rough comparison of
site size, if we let the size of 22:Ja-516 (l00 m x 75
m) represent the maximum possible extent of the
Claiborne phase component there, then the
Claiborne phase occupation of Big Greenwood Is
land was approximately half the size of the
Claiborne center (and possibly much less). Re
searchers have suggested a hierarchy of Poverty
Point-affiliated sites in the Lake Pontchartrain area
just west of the Claiborne center: small, seasonal
sites oriented toward harvesting aquatic foods, and
larger base camps (Duhe 1976; Coastal Environ
ments 1977:259; Bruseth 1991). Some years ago
these Louisiana sites (Bayou Jasmine, Garcia,
Lindsey) were lumped into the Bayou Jasmine
Garcia phase (Phillips 1970:874-875; Coastal En
vironments 1977:255-266). Some of these sites may
have articulated with the nearby Claiborne center,
but some are preceramic and predate Claiborne by
centuries.
Two contrasting interpretations of Poverty Point
centers such as Poverty Point and Claiborne exist:
large, sedentary communities occupied year-round
(Gibson 1987; Lewis 1988) or places of large-scale,
periodic, short-term aggregation by dispersed
populations (Jackson 1986). Small, unsystematic
"grab samples" of faunal remains from Claiborne
have been described, revealing a mix of aquatic and
terrestrial species, plus the domestic dog (Henebry
1983; Smith 1985). A fall-winter occupation at
Claiborne was suggested by the presence of a four
to six month old deer, as estimated from dentition
(Smith 1985:147-148).

THE APPLE STREET PHASE

(800-100

BC)

The Late Gulf Formational period occupation
in the eastern Mississippi Sound region is the Apple
Street phase. A hallmark of the ceramic complex is
stylistic diversity. Before we define the phase, we
first must consider some of the historical contin
gencies that created this stylistic diversity. Three
contemporaneous ceramic series first appeared

during this interval: Bayou La Batre, Alexander,
and Tchefuncte. Each of these ceramic series had
separate geographical centers of popularity on the
Gulf Coastal Plain during their intervals of use. In
these areas, the pottery was first recognized by ar
chaeologists and, consequently, Bayou La Batre,
Alexander, and Tchefuncte are often considered
distinct archaeological "cultures" (e.g. Willey and
Phillips 1958; Jeter et al. 1989). However, these
ceramic series co-occur at sites on the western Gulf
Coastal Plain where temporal-spatial distributions
overlap, and this is the case on the Mississippi coast.
The Bayou La Batre series is a coarse-textured,
grit-sand-tempered ware found in the Mobile Bay
region, the lower Tombigbee River, the Pascagoula
River basin, and the Mississippi Sound region. The
most common decorative motif is dentate stamp
ing and impressing with a scallop shell; plain rocker
stamping is a minority treatment. The Tchefuncte
ceramic series, with a distribution centered on the
Lower Mississippi Valley and adjacent coast, is very
similar to Bayou La Batre, but the ware is composed
of a poorly prepared, contorted or laminated paste,
temperless or with bits of silt/ clay inclusions.
Tchefuncte decorative treatments are more diverse
than those of Bayou La Batre, and include incis
ing, drag-and-stab, pinching, punctation, and
rocker stamping. The two ceramic series share simi
lar vessel shapes; the most common forms are
simple bowls and globular or beaker-like vessels with
wide, unrestricted orifices, both with annular, slab,
or podal support bases. Bases are smaller than ori
fices, giving vessels a top-heavy appearance.
Some investigators believe that there is little
significant difference between Bayou La Batre and
Tchefuncte, the former being merely a regional
variant of the latter (Phillips 1970: 162-163; Grif
fin 1979:270). Others emphasize decorative distinc
tions and argue that Bayou La Batre may predate
and influence the development of Tchefuncte
(Walthall and Jenkins 1976:45). Uncertainty pre
vails because Bayou La Batre is poorly dated. The
oldest date is from the Bryants Landing site in Ala
bama (1140 ± 200 Be), where Bayou La Batre ce
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ramics were found associated with plain fiber-tem
pered pottery (Trickey and Holmes 1971); some
consider this date too early for Bayou La Batre
(Stowe 1990). Other Bayou La Batre radiocarbon
assays post-date 500 BC (Brose et al. 1983; Brose 1985).
Radiocarbon dates, mostly from Pontchartrain
phase sites in southeastern coastal Louisiana,
bracket the Tchefuncte series there between 500 BC
and AD 100 (Shenkel 1984a, 1984b; Weinstein 1986;
Jeter et al. 1989:117-127). However,Jenkins et al.
(1986:551-552) identify the Tchefuncte component
at the Jaketown site, a Poverty Point regional cen
ter in the Yazoo Basin (Ford, Phillips, and Haag
1955), as an early Tchefuncte complex estimated
to date as early as 800 BC; they consider the
Pontchartrain phase sites to be a late Tchefuncte
complex. Indeed, it has been clear for some time
that temperless, poorly fired "Tchefunctoid" pot
tery in the Lower Mississippi Valley can be traced
back far earlier than the conventionally defined
"Tchefuncte period" (ca. 550-100 BC) (Gibson
1991). Not only is temperless, Tchefuncte-like pot
tery coeval with fiber-tempered pottery through
out the occupation spans of both the Poverty Point
and Claiborne sites, ca. 1400-1200Bc (Webb 1977),
but temperless pottery is found on numerous Lower
Mississippi Valley sites as early as 800-700 BC
(Gibson 1991). Whether this pottery is to be classi
fied as St. Johns or Tchefuncte may not be as im
portant as recognizing that temperless pottery has
a long period of development in Louisiana and
Mississippi prior to 500 BC
The third ware that composes the Apple Street
phase ceramic complex, the sand-tempered
Alexander series, is widespread in Alabama and
Mississippi. Alexander ceramics combine many of
the decorative modes and vessel shapes of
Tchefuncte and Bayou La Batre, but also include
unique shape and decorative attributes. The use of
coarse sand temper in both Alexander and Bayou
La Batre may suggest a common origin, but
Alexander types are often finer wares with more
elaborate decoration. Incising, pinching, puncta
tion, and dentate stamping all occur, sometimes

placed in complex arrangements of decorative
fields. Alexander series pottery occurs as a minor
ity ware on Tchefuncte sites in the Lake
Pontchartrain area, where it is referred to by Loui
siana researchers as the Mandeville series (Shenkel
1984b). Some of the Mandeville series type-variet
ies duplicate established Alexander type-varieties,
while others such as Chinchuba Brushed and
Mandeville Stamped indicate a uniquely coastal
derivation. For reasons discussed in Appendix A,
we subsume the Mandeville series types into the
Alexander series. A series of radiocarbon dates from
the upper Tombigee River Valley, especially the
single-eomponent Sanders site (22-CI-917), provide
a beginning age estimate for Alexander at around
800 BC (O'Hear 1990).
In an elaborate scenario briefly summarized
here, Jenkins and his colleagues (1986; also see
Shenkel 1984b) trace the cultural-historical links
between the five ceramic series we have discussed.
Around 1200 BC, plain and punctated fiber-tem
pered pottery, together with plain and incised
temperless pottery (St. Johns series), spread across
the western Gulf Coastal Plain from eastern sources
(i.e. the Middle Stallings Island complex) through
the Poverty Point exchange network and, by 800
BC, triggered the indigenous development of Bayou
La Batre, Tchefuncte, and Alexander ceramics. The
paste and incising attributes of St. Johns pottery
were the progenitors of the early Tchefuncte com
plex. St. Johns Incised was also the inspiration for
Alexander Incised. Wheeler Punctated provided the
source for punctation in Tchefuncte and Alexander
ceramics. New indigenous ceramic attributes ap
peared as well. Bayou La Batre, Tchefuncte, and
Alexander are the earliest ceramics with plain/den
tate rocker-stamped decoration and podal supports
to be found north of Mesoamerica.
This brief review and the excavated sample of
Apple Street phase materials lead us to three ob
servations about the Late Gulf Formational period
in the western Gulf Coastal Plain. First, the appear
ance of Bayou La Batre, Tchefuncte, and Alexander
pottery is not a post-Poverty Point interaction sphere
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phenomenon as has often been presented (e.g.
Williams and Brain 1983). The Poverty Point ex
change network, through which flowed nonlocal
materials such as steatite bowls, continued until ca.
600-500 BC (Webb 1977:61; Gibson 1980,
1994: 169-1 70), overlapping in time the initial ap
pearance of these three ceramic series. Our second
observation is that Webb's (1977:Table 15) Poverty
Point "diagnostics" such as fiber-tempered pottery,
baked-clay Poverty Point objects, plummets, certain
projectile point types, and linear settlement ar
rangements represent traits that are not restricted
to a Poverty Point "culture" but overlap chronologi
cally with the advent of Bayou La Batre, Alexander,
and Tchefuncte ceramics ca. 800 BC. This realiza
tion has gained greater acceptance in recent years
(Byrd 1991). Finally, Wheeler, Bayou La Batre,
Tchefuncte, and Alexander ceramics overlap tem
porally and spatially during their intervals of use.
This last conclusion requires further documen
tation, because earlier researchers were inclined to
interpret these ceramic series as markers of unitary
"cultures" that followed each other in a stage-like
progression; if found together, they were sometimes
considered (by definition) to be from mixed contexts
(e.g. Phillips, in Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:65
66; Phillips 1970:530-532). Wheeler fiber-tempered
pottery occurs in apparent association with
Tchefuncte pottery in midden contexts atJaketown
(Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:66), Little Woods
(Ford and Quimby 1945:56), and Beau Mire
(Weinstein and Rivet 1978:82); in none of these situ
ations, however, can the possibility of mixed compo
nents be ruled out. An initial pure Wheeler assem
blage was found in the lowest levels at the Wills site
(22-Hi-512) on the upper Pearl River; Wheeler pot
tery continued into the upper levels where it was as
sociated with Tchefuncte and Bayou La Batre pot
tery (Rands 1959). Wheeler ceramics are associated
with Bayou La Batre pottery types at several sites in
the Mobile Bay region (Wimberley 1960:Table 18;
Trickey and Holmes 1971). The fact that Wheeler
and Alexander co-occur as part of the same compo
nent at several sites is beyond doubt. Not only is this

clear from deep midden excavations in the Middle
Tennessee River Valley (Walthall 1980: 102-1 03;
O'Hear 1996) and upper Tombigbee River Valley
(Bense 1987), but it is documented at the short-term,
single-component Saunders site (Henson Springs
phase) in the central Tombigbee River Valley (O'Hear
1990:42).
Closer to the Mississippi Sound region, in the
interior Pascagoula River basin, plain, punctated, and
simple stamped Wheeler pottery (composed ofsandy
pastes tempered with Spanish moss, Tillandsia
usneoides) was found in association with an incised
and pinched Alexander vessel at site 22-Ld-515
(Conn 1978:32). At the Archusa Creek site (22-Ck
526), also in the upper Pascagoula River basin,
Marshall found Alexander, Bayou La Batre,
Tchefuncte, and Wheeler sherds in association in
closed-context pit features (Marshall 1982b:Table 6).
On the Gulf Coast, as was mentioned earlier,
Alexander ceramics occur as minority types at late
Tchefuncte Pontchartrain phase sites. Further east,
Tchefuncte types occur as minority types in associa
tion with Bayou La Batre ceramics at Bryant's Land
ing phase sites in Alabama (Wimberley 1960:Table
18). Whether Alexander ceramics also sometimes co
occur is unclear, but examples have been recovered
from Bryants Landing phase sites in surface contexts
(Brose etal. 1983:230). In short, there can be no doubt
that Wheeler, Bayou La Batre, Tchefuncte, and
Alexander were in contemporary use for a signifi
cant portion of their long durations of use. These
series are often present together in single compo
nent contexts where their geographical distributions
overlap, such as the Mississippi Sound region.
In the Apple Street phase ceramic complex,
Alexander and Bayou La Batre types predominate,
with lesser frequencies of Tchefuncte and Wheeler
plain pottery (Table 3.2). As exemplified by the Apple
Street site materials, all four ceramic series occur to
gether in midden contexts, together with nonlocal
stone and Poverty Point objects. The Apple Street
phase differs from contemporary phases to the east
(Bryants Landing phase) by the significant presence
ofAlexander pottery, differs from the Henson Springs
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Table 3.2. Apple Street Phase ceramic complex.

TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
fiber tempered
grit-sand tempered
Tchefuncte Plain
lYPE-VARIETIES:
Alexander Series
Alexander Incised
var. Prairie Farms, Crump, Bodka Creek, Pleasant
Valley, Clay, Negro Slough, Ponchitolouia, Smithsonia
Alexander Pinched
var. Pineapple, Catalpa
Alexander Punctated
var. Columbus, Tibbee, Chappepeela
Mandeville Stamped
var. Mandeville
Chinchuba Brushed
var. Chinchuba

Bayou La Batre Series (continued)
Santa Rosa Stamped
Santa Rosa Punctated
Tchefuncte Series
Lake Borgne Incised
var. Lake Borgne
Tammany Punctated
var. Tammany, Brittany, Dutchtown
Tchefuncte Incised
var. Tchefuncte
Tchefuncte Stamped
var. Tchefuncte
OTHER lYPES:
Wheeler Punctated
MODES:

Bayou La Batre Series
Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed
Bayou La Batre Stamped

phase to the north by the significant presence of
Tchefuncte ceramic types, and differs from the
Pontchartrain phase to the west by the significant
presence of Bayou La Batre ceramic types. Despite
Marshall's (1982a:63) assertion to the contrary, Bayou
La Batre pottery is far more abundant on sites in the
study area than is Tchefuncte pottery.
Unfortunately, little is known about Apple Street
phase settlement or subsistence. Middens are com
posed of either marine shell or anthropogenic earth.
Apple Street is the largest known site; smaller
middens and artifact scatters also occur (Table 3.1;
Figure 3.6). The absence of Late Gulf Formational
period ceramics at the large Claiborne regional cen
ter implies that it was abandoned by the beginning
of the Apple Street phase ca. 800 Be. No Apple Street
ecofact remains have been analyzed. Two contrast
ing pictures of subsistence practices from contempo
raneous populations in coastal Louisiana are avail
able; investigators of the large Morton Shell Mound
concluded that terrestrial species were of primary
importance (Byrd 1976), while samples from the
smaller Big Oak Island site suggested that aquatic
species were most important (Shenkel 1984b). This

rim bosses
podal supports (wedge, conical)
rim-top impressions/notches

variation may reflect site function and seasonality: a
base camp-processing station dichotomy (Jeter et al.
1988:126). In addition to gathering a variety of wild
plants, coastal populations cultivated squash and
bottle gourds (Byrd 1976). Since contemporary Apple
Street phase populations occupied a similar environ
mental zone and possessed an identical technology,
a similar way of life is probable.

GREENWOOD ISLAND PHASE

(100

BC-AD

200)

The Greenwood Island phase is the early
Middle Woodland period occupation in the east
ern Mississippi Sound region (Table 3.3; Figure 3.7).
It was during this interval that the region's inhabit
ants acquired some of the pan-Eastern Woodlands
copper symbols identified with the Hopewell in
teraction sphere. Ceramic stylistic diversity, as mea
sured by the number of ceramic traditions and se
ries, is greater for this phase than for any other
interval in regional prehistory. Evidence for mor
tuary activities, known only at the largest habita
tion sites, is found for the first time in the region,
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Table 3.3. Characteristics of Greenwood Island Phase sites.
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and takes the form of mass secondary interments.
Despite these intriguing developments, our evi
dence for significant technological or social change
from the preceding phase, other than an increase
in recorded component frequencies, is equivocal.
Many of the stemmed PP IKs of earlier times con
tinued to be used. Poverty Point objects continued
to be used, but only the biconical form has been
recovered in this phase. With the exception of mor
tuary activities, there is no detectable change in site
locations, sizes, or functions; these appear in every
respect similar to sites of the preceding phase and
reinforce an impression of cultural continuity.
Strong ceramic continuity and the sharing of
ceramic styles found in adjacent Louisiana and Ala

Blitz & Mann
1993

bama characterizes the Greenwood Island phase.
The Greenwood Island phase ceramic complex is a
direct indigenous development out of the anteced
ent Apple Street phase (Table 3.4). Some Bayou La
Batre and Tchefuncte ceramic type-varieties and
vessel shapes continue from the Apple Street phase,
as do podal supports. However, a new tempering
agent, grog (crushed sherds), appears for the first
time. Enough experimental materials testing ex
ists (Gertjejansen and Shenkell983) to suggest that
grog temper represents a gradual, superior tech
nological refinement of the low-fired, often
temperless Tchefuncte paste. The greater thermal
resistance of the new grog-tempered pottery prob
ably increased direct-fire cooking efficiency.

N

1

Mississippi Sound

Fif5Ure 3.7. Distribution of Greenwood Island Phase sites.

Collection
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Table 3.4. Greenwood Island Phase ceramic complex.
TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
grit/sand tempered
fine sand tempered
grog tempered
lYPE-VARIETIES:
Alexander Series
Alexander Incised
uar. Ponchitolowa
Mandeville Stamped
Bayou La Batre/Santa Rosa Series
Greenwood Stamped
uar. Greenwood
Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed
Bayou La Batre Stamped
Santa Rosa Stamped
Santa Rosa Punctated
Deptford Series
Deptford Simple Stamped
Deptford Linear Check Stamped
Deptford Bold Check Stamped

A new ceramic style, rocker stamp decoration
zoned by broad V-shaped incision, made its initial
appearance. Diagnostic stylistic attributes of the
Greenwood Island phase are Mabin Stamped oars.
Crooks and Point Lake, Greenwood Stamped vaT.
Greenwood (a sand-tempered cognate of vaT. Crooks),
crosshatched and herringbone rim modes, and ves
sels with cambered rims. Other identifiable vessel
shapes include simple bowls, restricted globular
vessels, and conical or beaker-like vessels with wide,
unrestricted orifices and small, flat bases or podal
supports. Alexander Incised uar. Ponchitolowa and
Mandeville Stamped, two types of the Alexander
series with a uniquely coastal distribution, contin
ued to be produced in this phase for some time
after all other Alexander ceramics disappear.
Deptford series pottery is sometimes present at
Greenwood Island phase sites in small quantities,
indicating at least a detectable level of interaction
with populations farther east in Alabama or Florida.
A single example of Swift Creek Complicated
Stamped, another eastern pottery type, occurs as a

Marksville Series
Catahoula Zoned Red
Indian Bay Stamped
var. Spencer Bayou
Mabin Stamped
uar. Crooks
Marksville Stamped
Tchefuncte Series
Lake Borgne Incised
Tammany Punctated
var. Tammany
Tchefuncte Incised
Tchefuncte Bold Check Stamped
Tchefuncte Scallop Impressed

MODES:
"Marksville" crosshatched, cambered rim
Twin Lakes rim mode (herringbone)
podal supports (wedge, conical)
rim-top impressions/notches
red pigment (rare)

surface find on a site with Greenwood Island com
ponents. Both Deptford and Swift Creek pottery
are products of the South Appalachian tradition.
No radiocarbon dates are available for the
Greenwood Island phase, so our estimated time
span of 100 BC to 200 AD is based on interregional
cross-dating of ceramic attributes and association
with classic Hopwellian artifacts. Along the coast,
in the Lake Pontchartrain area, an early Middle
Woodland period (early Marksville) component has
been identified by Shenkel (1984a) at the Big Oak
Island site (l6-0r-6). Radiocarbon dates for this
component at Big Oak Island fall around 100 BC.
Diagnostic ceramic markers for early Marksville at
this and other regional sites are similar to the Green
wood Island phase: Mabin Stamped uar. Crooks and
oar. Point Lake, raptorial bird motifs, and cross
hatched rims (Shenkel 1984a; Toth 1988). This
southeastern Louisiana early Marksville ceramic
complex is known as the LaBranche phase (Phillips
1970:898). To the east of Mississippi Sound, in the
Mobile Bay region, the local early Middle Wood
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land period occupation is known as the Blakeley
phase (Fuller 1990), marked by the appearance of
the Santa Rosa series, a sand-tempered ware. A
sand-tempered cognate of Mabin Stamped var.
Crooks (Greenwood Stamped) and a herringbone
motif rim mode (Twin Lakes rim mode) are the di
agnostic markers of the Blakeley phase. The
Blakeley phase is estimated to date between 200 BC
and AD 150 (Fuller 1990). Excavations in Alabama
at l-Ck-45 and I-Ba-229-A confirm that prototypes
of the Santa Rosa series originated in the Bayou La
Batre series; two available radiocarbon dates place
this transition 200 BC to AD 1 (Brose et al. 1983;
Brose 1985). Similarly, the simultaneous appear
ance of incised and stamped Marksville styles in
the Lake Pontchartrain area represents an indig
enous ceramic development out of the earlier
Tchefuncte wares (Shenkel 1984a). In short, the
Greenwood Island phase is contemporaneous with
the LaBranche and Blakeley phases, and exhibits a
parallel local continuity of the Gulf tradition.
An earlier generation of scholars conceived of
the Hopewell phenomenon as a unitary cultural pack
age of traits disseminated by wave-like diffusion or
migration from either a northern (Griffin 1967;
Phillips 1970) or a southern (Ford and Willey 1941)
hearth. The current conception of Hopewell is that
of an "interaction sphere" (Caldwell 1964); a diffuse
network of interacting populations that differentially
incorporated widely circulating products and ideas
into variable regional and local traditions. Of course,
this does not mean that specific cultural elements
cannot be traced to regional sources or antecedent
traditions. On the Gulf Coastal Plain, certain arti
facts such as copper symbols and raw stone origi
nated from distant northern sources; however, the
assertion that burial mound ceremonialism or spe
cific ceramic attributes are northern introductions is
problematic (e.g. Williams and Brain 1983:401-403;
Toth 1988). Moreover, it is apparent that many of
the attributes of "Hopewell-style" ceramics so long
considered a Midwestern innovation (e.g. Griffin
1966: 122-123) actually originated on the Gulf
Coastal Plain. As Shenkel (1984a) and others have

pointed out, there is little reason to evoke contact
with Ohio or Illinois Hopewell societies as an expla
nation (e.g. Phillips 1970:16-17; Toth 1979, 1988)
for such widespread Middle Woodland ceramic styles
as zoned dentate stamping, zoned rocker stamping,
and the raptorial bird motif. These attributes were
anticipated in such precedent Gulf tradition pottery
types as Orleans Punctated, Bayou La Batre Stamped,
Smithsonia Zoned Stamped, and the "key" motif of
Alexander Incised, a relationship recognized more
than forty years ago (Ford 1952:354).
Greenwood Island phase burial mounds have
not yet been identified among the many
uninvestigated earthen mounds along the coast.
The closest excavated mounds that can be dated to
the early Middle Woodland interval (100 BC-AD 200)
are the McRae Mound in the interior Pascagoula
River basin (Blitz 1986) and the McQuorquodale
Mound on the lower Tombigbee River (Wimberly
and Tourtelot 1941). Both of these mounds are low
mortuary platforms with secondary burials; some
individuals were furnished with classic Hopewell
copper artifacts and nonlocal pottery. Mass second
ary burials, some with distinctive copper ornaments,
were interred in middens at habitation sites at Loui
siana LaBranche phase sites (l60r6) (Shenkel
1984a) and at Alabama Blakeley phase sites (I-Ck
209; I-Ba-229) (Stowe 1977a; Brose et al. 1983).
As was mentioned previously, the secondary buri
als with copper beads and a copper bicymbal
earspool at the Big Greenwood Island site appar
ently represent a similar, ossuary-like mortuary
treatment. The copper beads, panpipes, and
earspools found at these coastal sites circulated
briefly but widely in the Eastern Woodlands as part
of the Hopewell exchange networks ca. AD 1-300
(Griffin et al. 1970; Seeman 1979). And yet the
practice of secondary or bundle burials predates
the Hopewell era on the Gulf Coast (Neuman
1984:115-116; Weinstein 1986:112), again suggest
ing a basic continuity of indigenous cultural tradi
tions altered only slightly by a new phenomenon:
the adornment of certain burials with special
nonlocalobjects.

4 Painted Pots and Platform Mounds
GODSEY

(22-HR-591)

The Godsey site is located on the coastal strand
of southern Harrison County, about 1 km west of
Biloxi Bay and 0.10 km north of Mississippi Sound.
It is a prehistoric midden of earth and shell depos
ited on the Sangamon Beach Ridge complex. Here
the relict beach is a level area of well drained, loamy
sand soil 2-3 m AMSL, an ecotone where the forest
meets the shore. The Godsey site is in urban Biloxi
(Figure 4.1). Original site size and configuration
are difficult to determine due to extensive site de
struction by modern activities. As delineated by
auger testing, the original site was 100 m long, 20
m wide, and oriented SW-NE. These dimensions
are approximate because the site may continue onto
unexamined private property to the north.
A number of early maps were perused to learn
more about the original landscape. The most inforUNEXAMINED

PRIVATE

PROP.

mative map is the "U.S. Coast Survey Map of the
Harbor and Back Bay of Biloxi, Topographic Survey
of May and June 1851" (Blitz et al. 1993: Figure 3).
This map depicts details of the natural landscape
prior to modem alteration. The linear midden dis
tribution conforms closely to the upper southern edge
ofan elevated portion of the beach ridge then known
as "Red Bluff." Adjacent to the site to the west was a
small, marshy slough (now destroyed) fed by springs
issuing from the beach ridge. The slough could have
provided the site occupants with a sheltered landing
for watercraft and passage to Mississippi Sound, now
0.10 km due south. Much of the area between the
site and the ocean has been created since 1851 with
the by-products of the local seafood processing in
dustry, along with fill dirt and dredge materials. Prior
to modification, the shoreline consisted of narrow
sand beaches dissected by numerous sloughs and
bayous.
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Figure 4.1. Plan of Godsey site (22-Hr-591). The extent of
intact midden is indicated by the dotted line in Area A.

What now remains of the Godsey site lies beneath
a casino parking lot. At the time of our June 1993
investigation, the site was scheduled to be bulldozed.
As site destruction was imminent, the investigation
was organized to (1) determine if intact cultural de
posits existed at 22-Hr-591; (2) delimit the spatial
extent, depth, and condition of intact deposits; and
(3) secure an undisturbed sample of artifacts and
ecofacts (Blitz et al. 1993). Investigations were con
fined to the project area in Figure 4.1. The site was
mapped, a surface collection secured (Blitz et al.
1993:Table 1), and a series of 55 auger tests (AT)
were bored and screened for artifacts (Blitz et al. 1993:
Appendix A). As a result, the spatial extent of the
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layer. Stratum B was a coarse-matrix midden ofwhole
oyster shells, rangia shells, other marine shells, pot
sherds, and well preserved faunal remains. Beneath
the coarse shell stratum was a dark brown earth
midden (stratum C) composed of charcoal, animal
bone, and potsherds. Stratum D was a thin lens of
shell and charcoal. Stratum E was composed of or
ganically stained sand, grading into a sterile tan to
white sand subsoil (stratum F) at about 1.05 cm be
low ground surface. Stratum E was enriched by the
downward percolation of organic matter from stra
tum D as a result of various natural and cultural pre>
cesses. We interpret strata A, B, C, and D as midden
accumulated on top of stratum E, the ground sur
face at the initial time of prehistoric occupation. Re
covered prehistoric cultural materials are presented
in Appendix B:Table B.8. At the interface of strata D
and E, several soil stains appeared and were recorded
as features. Several were clearly postmolds, but we
were unable to determine whether the posts were iso-
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Figure 4.2. Plan of Area A, Godsey site.
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Godsey site was delineated, and it became clear that
most of the site had been destroyed by modem ac
tivities. Fortunately, a small area of intact midden,
roughly 17 x 12 m, was preserved around a large
pecan tree (Area A, Figure 4.2).
Two 2 x 2 m excavation units were placed in Area
A. When our examination of Godsey Unit 1 produced
clear evidence of extensive modem disturbance to
the prehistoric midden, we terminated our efforts
there and began a second 2 x 2 m unit, Godsey Unit
2. Here we had more luck. Godsey Unit 2 exposed
1.05 m of prehistoric cultural deposits (Figure 4.3).
Stratum A was a layer of sod, humus, and pulverized
marine shell that varied from 10 to 30 ern in thick
ness. Stratum A represents the disturbance zone of
modem and historic activities at the site, for both
prehistoric and historic artifacts were found in this
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Figure 4.3. North and East Profiles, Unit 2,
Godsey: a, sod/humus, and puluerized shell,
lOYR4/1; b, coarse, high-density shell midden; c,
dark-brown earth midden, sandy loam, lOYRJ/3;
d, lens ofshell and charcoal;e, dark sand, organic
staining, lOYID/3; 1, grading to sterile tan-white
sand subsoil, lOYR7/4.
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lated placements or part of a larger structure (Blitz
et al. 1993:Figures 9,10; Table 4).
Out of a total of 662 sherds of prehistoric pot
tery recovered from auger tests and excavation units
1 and 2 at the Godsey site, 70% (N=462) are grog
tempered plain. Relatively few decorated type-va
rieties are present, constituting a relatively homo
geneous sample. With plain and indeterminate
sherds removed from further consideration, deco
rated type-varieties, in rank order offrequency, are:
Marksville Incised var. Yokena (n=60, 56%);
Marksville Stamped var. Godsey (n=18, 17%);
Churupa Punctated var. Thornton (n=13, 12%);
Marksville Stamped var. Troyville (n=8, 7%); Indian
Bay Stamped var. Spencer Bayou (n=6, 6%); Churupa
Punctated var. Churupa (n=1, 1%); and Marksville
Stamped var. Marksville (n=1, 1%).
A small clay discoidal was recovered. The func
tion of such objects is unknown, but they are often
interpreted as gaming pieces; it presages the site's
present function as a casino by 1500 years. A small
quantity (24 g in Unit 2) of what appeared to be
fired daub was an unexpected discovery. Impres
sions of small sticks or canes serve to distinguish
this daub from other amorphous fired clay/sand
fragments. The fragments may be the fired remains
of a mud plaster used for insulating shelters, but
their small size precludes certain identity.
Stone tools are conspicuously absent at the
Godsey site. A small stemmed PP /K represents the
only complete stone tool (Chapter 7: Figure 7.5). A
few decortication flakes (n=4) indicate at least some
tool production at the site. The projectile point and
debitage are oflocal Citronelle chert. Unmodified
small fragments of limonite, siltstone, sandstone,
and hematite, all available locally or a short dis
tance inland, occur in small quantities. A mass of
prepared red mineral pigment (ocher) was found
in Unit 2, Level 7. Another ocher lump was discov
ered adhering to the interior surface of a large
sherd. No ground stone tools were encountered,
but a stone plummet was found at the site some
years ago by Edmond Boudreaux, Jr., a local Mis
sissippi Archaeological Association member.

Three bone artifacts came from the midden in
Unit 2. One of these objects is a cut and smoothed
bone fragment (L=5.1 em) ofa large mammal, prob
ably deer (Chapter 7: Figure 7.4). A hole 8 mm wide
was drilled through the bone at the midpoint of the
long axis. A second hole was drilled perpendicular
to the first hole in order to intersect. The bone was
shaped and smoothed around the drill holes. The
function of this object is unknown, but it appears
designed to accept a line through the holes. Perhaps
it was a toggle or piece of fishing gear.

SUMMARY:
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE GODSEY SITE

Three components or occupation intervals were
identified through analysis of artifact samples from
the Godsey site. The presence of whiteware and
other historic artifacts indicates a minor nineteenth
and twentieth-eentury component (see Blitz et al.
1993). Six shell-tempered sherds mark a very mi
nor prehistoric Pensacola culture component at the
site. Both the historic materials and the Mississip
pian sherds were confined to stratum A. The major
component at the Godsey site is a late Middle Wood
land period (AD 200-400) occupation characterized
by a homogeneous assemblage of the Marksville
(Issaquena) ceramic series. We have designated this
and similar components in the region the Godsey
phase. The Godsey phase inhabitants created the
earth-shell midden, and the other two minor com
ponents are incidental to the site formation pro
cess. The rich midden, projectile points, plummet,
and bone implements provide ample evidence that
the prehistoric occupants were engaged in fishing,
hunting, and shellfish gathering, but important
questions remain: Was the site formed by multiple
short-term visits or was this place a sizeable, long
term community of fisherfolk? Given the limited
nature of our investigations and site preservation
conditions, impressions gained from the extent and
depth of the midden are insufficient to answer these
questions. The excavation results, however, do pro
vide a few clues.
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Postmolds were found, but we cannot be cer
tain if the posts were elements of houses or served
other purposes such as temporary racks for pre
serving foodstuffs by smoking or drying. If the fired
clay fragments with stick or cane impressions are
daub, we may infer the presence of shelters insu
lated for cold season occupation. The presence of
prepared red mineral pigments and a clay discoi
dal hints at activities other than those associated
with the food quest. The faunal and botanical re
mains document spring and summer use of the
Godsey site (Appendices C and D). Site occupancy
at other times cannot be ruled out. In sum, people
inhabited Godsey for at least a portion of the year,
perhaps longer, but we cannot specify the size or
composition of the occupying group. The result
ing midden accumulated to a depth of I m over a
period not greater than 200 years.

HARVEY

(22-HR-534)

The Harvey site is a prehistoric earth and shell
midden in urban Biloxi. Harvey is located 1 km west
of the Godsey site. The two sites occupy nearly iden
tical environmental settings along the southern edge
of the Sangamon Beach Ridge. The original dimen
sions of the Harvey site are now impossible to deter
mine precisely, due to modem alteration of the land
scape. As determined by auger testing, prehistoric
artifacts and midden extend 129 m E-Wand 114 m
N-S. The highest portion of the site is 3.7 m AMSL.
Midden thickness or depth below surface ranges from
50 ern to 1 m. Midden was somewhat thicker imme
diately surrounding several huge live oak trees than
it was in intervening areas of the site, suggesting that
some removal or spreading of midden had occurred
in the past. The 1851 U.S. coastal survey map de
picts a narrow beach between the Harvey site and
Mississippi Sound to the south. Elderly informants
recalled that a large spring of fresh water once ex
isted 500 m NE of the site. During the nineteenth
century, the site was contained within the lawns and
gardens of two antebellum homes. One of these, the
Tullis-Toledano home (built 1856), still stands just

beyond the eastern site limits (the site may extend
into this untested property).

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Local amateur archaeologists dug at the Harvey
site in the 1980s, and a report of the investigation
was privately published (Greenwell 1986). Postmold
patterns, a small number of human burials, stone
and bone artifacts, abundant pottery, and food re
mains were uncovered. The site was identified as
multicomponent, with the major part of the midden
attributed to a "Marksville-Troyville" occupation.
Additionally, similarities between pottery styles at
Harvey and the Lower Mississippi Valley Issaquena
phase were noted. The report received an unfavor
able review by a professional archaeologist (jack
son 1988). The reviewer cited poor organization
and inappropriate or incorrect use of archaeologi
cal terminology as among the report's deficiencies.
Artifact provenience was not presented in the re
port in sufficient detail to determine the associa
tions or contexts of the finds.

INVESTIGATIONS

At the time of our September 1993 investiga
tion, the Harvey site location was scheduled for de
velopment as a condominium apartment complex.
Because human remains, protected from distur
bance by state law, had been found, the developer
engaged us in a brief archaeological evaluation of
the site (Mann 1993). The purpose of the investi
gation was to (1) determine the spatial extent of
the archaeological deposits at the site, (2) deter
mine if the archaeological deposits remained in
tact, and (3) evaluate the likelihood that undisturbed
human remains existed at the site.
A topographic map was made, the site was
gridded, and 87 hand auger tests were sunk to a depth
of2 m at 7.6 m (25 ft) intervals (except in areas cov
ered by concrete pads, old house foundations, and
driveways) (Figure 4.4). Four 2 x 2 m units and two 1
x 1 m test units were excavated. Two narrow trenches,
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Figure 4.4. Plan of Harvey site (22-Hr-534).

Harvey Unit 3, a 2 x 2 m excavation (Appendix
B:Table RIO); (3) Harvey Unit 4, Stratum D ofa 2 x
2 m excavation (Appendix B:Table B.ll); and (4)
Harvey Unit 6, a I x 1 m excavation (Appendix
B:Table RI2). In Units 3 and 4, Stratum D, and in
Unit 6, historic artifacts were absent or restricted to
the upper 20 ern of the units. On this basis, wejudged
these three units to be the midden samples least dis
turbed by post-depositional activities.
The sequence of midden deposition, exempli
fied by Harvey Unit 3 (Figure 4.5), is relatively simple.
Stratum A, a disturbed layer of sod and humus, over
lay a dense oyster shell midden, strata Band C. Stra
tum B was the pulverized and disturbed upper por
tion of the coarse-matrix shell midden; stratum C
was the more intact lower portion. Stratum D was a
midden of anthropogenic earth and moderately
dense concentrations of oyster shell, no doubt en
riched by the downward leaching of organic materi
als from the upper strata. Stratum D graded into the
sterile sand matrix (E) at about 50 ern below ground
surface, representing the original surface of the
Sangamon Beach Ridge upon which the midden had
formed. No prehistoric features were encountered in
Unit 3 nor in any other unit at the site. Analysis of
other provenience units and historic artifacts are pre
sented elsewhere (Mann 1993).
Of 1909 sherds of prehistoric pottery recovered
at Harvey, 96% are grog tempered and 4% are sand
tempered. Eighty-one percent of the pottery is un-

one 225 ft (68.5 m) and the other 36 ft (11 m) in
length, were dug for sewer pipelines. These trenches
were monitored for artifacts and their profiles drawn.
The auger tests, test excavation units, and the two
trenches provided an extensive sample of artifacts
and ecofacts. No human burials were encountered
(Mann 1993). It was determined that most of the site
had been destroyed by modem activities. Disturbed
prehistoric deposits were identified by
the presence of intrusive nineteenth
o
2.0M
I
o I
and twentieth-century artifacts. Fortu
A
nately, small areas of prehistoric
B
midden remained intact, covered by
C
D
the massive root systems of ancient live
oak and magnolia trees. The developer
elected to preserve these magnificent
E
trees and their associated middens
.60 M
from destruction.
Four provenience groupings con Figure 4.5. North Profile, Unit 3, Harvey: a, sod/humus, lOYR4/1; b, pulverized,
tained the prehistoric artifacts consid disturbed, high-density shell midden; c, intact, high-density shell midden; d, dark
ered here: (1) all surface and disturbed earth midden, moderate-density shell, 1OYR3/3; e, grading to sterile tan-white
contexts (Appendix B:Table B.9); (2) sand subsoil, lOYR7/4.
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decorated. Decorated type-varieties, in rank order
of abundance, are: Marksville Stamped var. Godsey
(n=77), Marksville Incised vars. Leist (n=22) and
Yokena (n=21), and Marksville Stamped var. Trayville
(n=5). Other grog-tempered decorated type-variet
ies represented by less than five examples include:
Marksville Incised uars. Goose Lake and Steele Bayou;
Churupa Punctated vars. Churupa, and Thornton;
Marksville Stamped oars. Manny, and MarksviUe, and
Indian Bay Stamped var. Spencer Bayou. Two sand
tempered decorated types were present: Carrabelle
Punctated (n=2) and Weeden Island Incised (n=l).
No meaningful stratigraphic or vertical distribution
in temper-ware groups or decorated type-varieties
could be determined. Fired clay coils and fired pre
pared paste, concentrated in Harvey Unit 3, are clear
indicators of pottery production at the site.
As was the case at the Godsey site, the prehis
toric inhabitants at Harvey made relatively little use
ofstone tools. Only two complete PP /Ks were found
(Figure 4.6); neither of which is temporally or cul
turally diagnostic. Just over a kilogram of unmodi
fied chert cobbles was recovered, but the overall
lack of debitage (a total of 55 g of heated shatter)
implies very low levels of flaked stone tool produc
tion on site. The PP /Ks, cobbles, and shatter are all
of local Citronelle chert. Similarly, ground stone
tools were rare; these consisted of two sandstone
mortar/anvils. Small amounts of unmodified hema
tite and limonite scattered throughout the midden
probably served as a pigment source.
Two bone projectile points were found; one has a
hollow base for socketing to a shaft (Chapter 7: Figure
7.4). Three slender shafts of bone, abraded to sharp
points, perhaps served as bodkin/pins (Figure 7.4). One
deer ulna awl (Figure 7.4), two cut-perforated fish verte
brae, and one cut/worked bone fragment ofuncertain
function complete the bone artifact inventory.

SUMMARY:

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE IlARVEY SITE

The prehistoric occupation of the Harvey site
produced an earth-and-shell midden located in an

environmental setting similar to the Godsey site. Also
like the Godsey site, the Harvey midden was formed
by a single prehistoric component, but Harvey was
occupied later in time than Godsey. Both radiocar
bon dates and ceramic seriation (Chapter 7) confirm
this chronological order (although the Godsey and
Harvey radiocarbon dates permit temporal overlap
for a portion of the site occupations). The Harvey
ceramic assemblage has most of the same decorated
type-varieties as does Godsey, plus the addition of
Marksville Incised uars. Leist, Spanish Fort, Goose Lake,
and Steele Bayou. Significantly, the sand-tempered
Weeden Island series is present in low frequency:
Weeden Island Incised, Carrabelle Punctated, and
fine sand-tempered plain. The Weeden Island series
pottery is infrequent enough to imply the occasional
import rather than local manufacture. Red pigment
treatment (Larto Red, Weeden Island Red) is present.
Polychrome painted pottery, identified as Landon
Red on Buff, was found at Harvey by the amateur
group (Greenwell 1986). These characteristics of the
Harvey ceramic assemblage serve to underscore the
temporal distinction between Harvey and Godsey.
We have designated regional components such as that
found at Harvey as the Graveline phase (AD 400-700).
Given the limited scope of investigations at
Harvey, we can say little about the size or organiza
tion of the social group that produced the Harvey
site midden. As no ecofact analyses are available,
we are in no position to measure the seasonality of
site occupation. The extensive, deep midden could
have been formed by a sedentary long-term com
munity or by multiple seasonal encampments. But
the presence of postmolds in the form of structure
patterns, human burials, on-site pottery production,
heavy mortar/anvils, the raw materials for mineral
pigments, and painted fineware pottery does not
conform to the pattern of a temporary, limited-ac
tivity site or occupancy by small task groups en
gaged only in extracting littoral foodstuffs. Instead,
the limited evidence suggests both men and women
at the site, perhaps multiple-family groups, pursu
ing a broad range of activities for extended peri
ods of time.
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live oak, pignut hickory, and magnolia among the
predominant tree species. The mound is encircled
(but not noticeably damaged) by a paved road.
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Figure 4.6. Plan of Graveline Mound (22-ja-503).

GRAVELINE MOUND

(22-JA-503)

The Graveline Mound rests upon a flat surface
of the Pleistocene Prairie Formation 146.6 m north
of Mississippi Sound. Small unnamed bayous flow
into the Gulf near the mound, one 60 m to the east
and one 93 m to the west; thus the site is readily
accessible by watercraft. The mouth of Graveline
Bayou is approximately 375 m due west of the
mound. Site 22:Ja-503 is a small, ramped, platform
mound located on an undeveloped lot in a resi
dential subdivision of Gautier, Mississippi (Figure
4.6). The original mound contours have been modi
fied by erosion, but it is clear that the mound was
constructed in a rectangular shape. The long axis
of the mound is oriented approximately NE-SW,
with a length of 30 m. The short axis runs approxi
mately NW-SE for 25 m. The single ramp is ori
ented S-SE and is 8 m long and 5 m wide. Auger
tests and the excavation unit profile reveal the
mound to be 1.65 m high, although post-construc
tion erosion has undoubtedly reduced the original
height to an unknown degree. At the time of our
investigation in June, 1992, the mound and sur
rounding area were in second-growth forest, with

The Graveline Mound is one of seven mounds
near the mouth of Graveline Bayou investigated by
Moore (1905:29). Moore found six small conical
mounds and a larger seventh mound which he de
scribes as a rectangular platform. The dimensions of
Moore's largest mound correspond well to those of
the Graveline Mound. Excavations in all seven
mounds produced some potsherds, but Moore does
not discuss the finds nor does he provide a site map.
The site is mentioned in Brown's (1926:33) survey of
Mississippi archaeology, but Brown merely provided
an excerpt of Moore's limited comments.
A member of the Gulf Coast chapter of MAA
illustrated three complete or nearly complete pot
tery vessels exposed when the road and associated
drainage ditch encircling the mound were con
structed in 1976 (Stone 1977). These finds are dis
cussed below. Subsequently, local amateurs dug into
the mound in the 1970s. No report of the investi
gation was published, but a brief interpretation
concluded that the mound was constructed in the
"Issaquena-Weeden Island Ib or II period" over a
Marksville "village midden" (Greenwell 1984:147).
Several large, unfilled holes that pocket the mound
were attributed by the landowner to the amateur
group's activities. In 1987, the Graveline Mound
was placed on the National Register of Historic
Places as the Graveline Mound site (22:Ja-503), but
the NRHP nomination form is inaccurate in sev
eral respects, including site description and loca
tion (Lauro 1986). Neither of these recent investi
gations produced much of interpretive value be
cause no primary documentation was provided.

INVESTIGATION

We identified the location of two additional
mound groups near the Graveline Mound. A west
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em group of two small conical mounds (also desig
nated 22ja-503; a third mound was destroyed here
in the 1960s) are at the mouth of Graveline Bayou
about 375 m west of Graveline Mound. The two
mounds are surrounded by suburban development.
An eastern group of three (possibly four) small
mounds (no state site number) is situated .4 kIn east
of Graveline Mound in a nearly identical environ
mental setting. Perhaps these two groups comprise
Moore's group of seven. The intervening areas and
the remaining mounds have not yet been investigated,
and so we can say nothing of their history or possible
interrelationship. All are threatened with imminent
destruction by suburban development.
The purpose of our investigation was to deter
mine the construction history and cultural affiliation
ofthe Graveline Mound and, if possible, identify some
of the activities that occurred there. We selected only
those procedures that would inflict no significant
damage on the mound. A topographic map was made
and hand auger tests, sunk to a depth of 2 m, were
placed at 5 m intervals across the entire feature and
some distance off-mound. No adjacent habitation
area was located, but off-mound subsurface investi
gation was restricted to the area depicted in Figure
4.6, so habitation deposits may lie undetected nearby.
On-mound auger soil samples revealed alternating
layers of loose and compacted sand (interpreted as
stages ofmound construction), established the height
(or thickness) of the mound stages, and delineated
the mound perimeter. A midden dump was detected
along the mound's eastern edge. Unit 1, a single 1 x
2 m unit, was excavated at the interface of the plat
form and dump, and a small, undisturbed sample of
artifacts and organic remains was recovered.
Seven distinct episodes or stages of mound
construction were visible as strata in the exposed 2
m profile (Figure 4.7). Together with the auger test
results, the Unit 1 profile permits reconstruction
of the mound-building sequence. Episodes I, II, and
III (strata I, H, G) are thin layers of alternating
light and dark sand deposited over sterile white
sand (stratum J), the premound ground surface.
The strata incline toward the mound center, sug

gesting initial stages of mound use. The alternat
ing light sand and dark sand reflect organic stain
ing on occupation surfaces (I, G) separated by ster
ile sand fill (H) that added height and breadth to
the mound dimensions. Episode IV (stratum F) also
appears to be another fill layer, capped by Episode
V (stratum E), a thin layer of loose sand. Possibly
Episode V was an occupation surface for a period
of time; the loose, indistinct outline is perhaps the
result of surface erosion. Also, at this point in the
construction sequence, the rectangular form of the
mound can be recognized.
Episode VI (stratum C) doubled the height of
the mound and retained the earlier rectangular
shape. Unit 1 exposed only about a 60 cm long
segment of the mound summit at this stage of con
struction. It was from this summit surface that a
dump (stratum D), composed of dark sandy soil
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Figure 4. 7. North Profile, Unit 1, Graveline Mound: a, sod/
humus; b, final construction Episode VII, sand cap; c,
construction Episode VI, compact sand, charcoal flecks; d,
midden dump from summit, charcoal, light-density shell; e,
construction Episode V, organic-stained dark sand (dotted lines
indicateindistinct boundary);j, constructionEpisodeIv; compact
tan-white sand; g, construction Episode III, organic-stained
dark sand; h, construction Episode II, tan-white sand; I,
construction Episode I, organic-stained dark sand; j, sterile
subsoil, compact white sand.
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with potsherds and charcoal, was deposited down
the side of the mound. Episode VII (stratum B) rep
resents the final mound construction layer. It was a
sand cap, containing few artifacts, piled over the
entire surface of Graveline Mound. Presumably the
mound was abandoned thereafter, for stratum A is
the post-construction humus layer. A single feature
was encountered at the interface of strata D and C:
a postmold containing charcoal, rangia shells, and
a small, spent core of coastal agate. This postmold
was the only cultural feature discovered in the ex
cavation.
Only small quantities of cultural remains were
recovered in the investigation of Graveline Mound.
Most of the associated materials consisted of pot
sherds (n=34) recovered from the mound-side
dump (Appendix B:Table B.13). All of the pottery
was grog tempered and consisted of both undeco
rated utilitarian ware (Baytown Plain) and decorated
fineware. Several of the undecorated plain sherds
are thick, coarsely tempered, and most likely rep
resent vessels used for cooking. The decorated
sherds consist of Churupa Punctated, Landon Red
on Buff, and undiagnostic incised or punctated
pottery. These sherds came from small, fineware
vessels that had a non-eooking function; they were
probably used for serving food.
Landon Red on Buff is diagnostic of a painted
pottery horizon style distributed from Florida to
Louisiana. Belmont and Williams (1981) refer to
these styles and associated ceramic attributes as the
Quafalorma horizon. The Landon Red on Buff
sherds (n=5) at Graveline Mound represent a mini
mum of two vessels with different rims. One Landon
rim is folded to the exterior, with red over buff ap
plied as a band confined to the exterior rim and
red stripes applied vertically from the rim over a
buff background. The second vessel fragment is
similar in decoration except that the exterior rim
fold was smoothed over and a groove or thinning
was cut parallel to the rim just below the lip of the
vessel interior. Another Landon Red on Buff sherd
probably represents a third vessel because it has
black dots applied over the red stripes, essentially

a polychrome treatment. The only other regional
site that has produced Landon Red on Buff pot
tery is the Harvey site (Greenwell 1986).
The vessels collected from the road cut at the
mound's periphery by Stone (1977) are informa
tive (Appendix A: Figure A.8). Vessel A, the size of
a modern coffee mug, has a thick, round rim and
complex design with excisions at the line terminals.
Vessel B is an incised beaker, a late variety of
Marksville Incised. Vessel C is barrel-shaped with
an incurvate rim. These are attributes associated
with Quafalorma horizon assemblages. In addition,
a small collection of sherds was obtained from the
road cut immediately adjacent to the mound (Blitz
and Mann 1993:Table 8). Besides both sand-tem
pered and grog-tempered plain pottery (some of it
red filmed), the only informative artifacts found
were a few sherds of Marksville Incised var. Spanish
Fortand a single sherd oflndian Pass Incised. Given
the uncontrolled nature of this sample and its sepa
rate provenience, we cannot be certain if it is part
of the same component as the mound sample.
However, based on the chronological sequence in
Chapter 7, we assign these ceramic types as well as
those found in the mound sample to the Graveline
phase.
Preservation of organic materials in this deposit
was poor. However, small fragments of carbonized
matting or basketry woven from plant fibers (spe
cies unidentified) were discovered in stratum D, as
were scattered oyster shells, rangia shells, a few fau
nal remains, and carbonized wood particles. Jewell
(1993a) identified the paltry faunal remains as
marine catfish, drum fish, unidentified marine fish,
unidentified large mammal, oyster, and marsh clam.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE

GRAVELINE MOUND SITE

While modest in scope, the 1992 excavations
at the Graveline Mound revealed much about the
mound and its place in regional prehistory. A
ramped multiple-stage platform structure, it is the
largest of seven mounds first recorded earlier this
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century. Auger tests and the mound-side dump
exposed in Unit 1 reveal that some stages were oc
cupation surfaces with associated food consump
tion activities that deposited faunal remains, bro
ken utilitarian and fineware pottery, carbonized
wood, charred fragments of basketry or matting,
and fired clay. Lithic reduction of local Citronelle
chert and local coastal agate also took place on these
surfaces. Horizontal exposure of occupation sur
faces was too limited to determine if structural re
mains were present on the mound summit; at least
one post was placed at the mound base perimeter.
The ceramic sample, although small, is a highly
distinctive assemblage diagnostic of a painted pot
tery horizon style distributed across the Gulf Coastal
Plain from Florida to Louisiana (Willey 1949; Ford
1952; Sears 1977; Belmont and Williams 1981).
To summarize, the Graveline Mound was con
structed in the early Late Woodland period (AD 400
700), an interval in the local sequence we desig
nate the Graveline phase. It is the largest mound
of what may be a multiple-mound center, although
the cultural affiliation of the other mounds in the
vicinity is unknown. If the mounds are coeval,
Graveline is the only known coastal multiple-mound
center between the Florida northwest coast and
Louisiana participating in the Quafalorma horizon
and, presumably, an associated ceremonialism. The
Graveline Mound appears to be one of a class of
pre-Mississippian, multiple-stage platforms that
were the scene of various non-domestic group ac
tivities. These facilities yield highly decorated ce
ramics, nonlocal materials, and, in some cases, evi
dence for communal feasting (Knight 1990:166
172; Brown 1994:52-54; Jefferies 1994; Lindauer
and Blitz ]997).

THE

GODSEY

PHASE (AD 200-400)

Although we have recovered as much or more
evidence concerning this interval as any in our re
gional prehistory, the changes that mark this phase
reveal some cultural puzzles that remain very much
unresolved. By ca. AD 200 or slightly later, the fleet

ing Hopewellian contacts had waned. There was a
dramatic reduction in ceramic stylistic and paste
diversity. A sharp reduction in the evidence for
nonlocal stone use also occurred, initiating a long
term trend that de-emphasized lithic tools. Poverty
Point objects were no longer made, ending produc
tion of an item in common use for at least 1400
years. While the overall impression of the Godsey
phase is one of cultural isolation, this interpreta
tion must be reconciled with the appearance of a
regional ceremonial center, the first constructed
since the Poverty Point era.
The Godsey ceramic complex, in dramatic con
trast to the preceding phase, is characterized by
stylistic homogeneity (Table 4.1). Only one ceramic
series was in common use: the grog-tempered
Marksville (Issaquena) series. Although grog tem
pered, many sherds have a distinctly sandy texture.
Identifiable vessel forms are hemispherical bowls,
shallow bowls, restricted globular bowls, and flat
based beakers. With the Greenwood Island phase
to Godsey phase transition, variety Crooks-like treat
ments and crosshatched rims disappeared. Podal
supports reduced in size and frequency; only small,
conical podal supports attached to flat bases occur.
Rim/lip modes include wedge-shaped, rounded, or
flattened, thickened rims, some with deep, narrow
notches. The rims are similar to the "DeSha" and
"Arcadia" rim modes that Phillips (1970:757-858)
identifies with the 1ssaquena ceramic "complex."
Red-filming (Larto Red) of pottery vessels occurs
as a minor decorative mode.
While the similarities in shared technology,
settlement patterns, and particularly ceramic styles
are striking, the Godsey phase can be differenti
ated from contemporary coastal phases to the west
and east. The Godsey phase is temporally equiva
lent to the late Marksville period in the Lower Mis
sissippi Valley, and can be considered a local ex
pression of the "Coastal 1ssaquena culture" (jeter
et al. 1989:138-141). The term "Issaqucna" was
originally defined as a local phase (Greengo 1964),
then later as a ceramic complex (Phillips 1970), and
most recently, as a Widespread archaeological cul
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Table 4.1. Godsey Phase ceramic complex.
TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
grog tempered
fine sand tempered (uncommon)

lYPE-VARIETIES:
Marksville (Issaquena) Series
Churupa Punctated
oar. Thornton
Indian Bay Stamped
var. Spencer Bayou
Marksville Incised
var. Yokena
Marksville Stamped
var. Godsey, Marksville, Troyville

OTHER lYPES:
Alligator Bayou Stamped
Basin Bayou Incised

MODES:
rim-top impressions/notches
rounded, thickened rim
red pigment
small conical podal supports

ture distinct from Marksville 0 eter et a1. 1989). We
use the term "Issaquena" to label a ceramic
subseries: a temporally discrete group of attributes
within the Marksville ceramic series continuum (see
Appendix A). Taxonomic issues aside, the main
point here is that Godsey phase populations ap
pear oriented to cultural developments in the Lower
Mississippi Valley ca. AD 200-400.
To the west of the Godsey phase, the late
Marksville period occupation of the Lake
Pontchartrain area is the Magnolia phase (Phillips
1970:898-899). Separation of components at the
type site, Magnolia Mound, is somewhat ambigu
ous (Jeter et a1. 1989:139). Nevertheless, varieties
Yokena, Troyville, and Thornton are considered good
Issaquena or late Marksville period markers in
southern Louisiana (Weinstein 1974:34-38; Jeter
ct a1. 1989:139), as they are elsewhere in the Lower
Mississippi Valley (Phillips 1970:542). Magnolia
phase sites include mounds and earth or shell
middens. In terms of ceramic style, technology, and
settlement, the two phases appear to be very simi-

lar. As currently defined, the Godsey phase differs
from the Magnolia phase by the high incidence of
Marksville Stamped uar. Godsey, but given the wide
spread stylistic similarities of this era, we would not
be surprised if the oar. Godsey treatment is found in
coastal southeastern Louisiana.
To the east, the Porter phase is a late Middle
Woodland period occupation in the Mobile Bay
region (Fuller 1990) that is coeval with the Godsey
phase. Coastal Porter sites include small sand
mounds, such as Coden Bayou Mound and Salt
Marsh Mound, as well as shell middens (Wimberley
1960). The Porter ceramic complex consists of the
sand-tempered Santa Rosa series. Many Porter pot
tery types are sand-tempered cognates of the grog
tempered Marksville (Issaquena) series types found
in the Godsey phase; vessel shapes and rim/lip
modes are also similar. Both the Santa Rosa series
and the Marksville (Issaquena) series are regional
expressions of the indigenous Gulf tradition. A few
examples of the Santa Rosa series types Alligator
Bayou Stamped and Basin Bayou Incised are
present in surface colections from sites in the study
area, so presumably there was at least some inter
action with eastern coastal groups. While shared
tradition explains the cognate styles, it is unclear
what cultural dynamics created the mutually exclu
sive spatial distributions of pottery temper during
this time period along the Gulf Coast.
Limited aspects ofGodsey phase subsistence and
settlement are known (Table 4.2, Figure 4.8). Godsey
phase faunal and botanical remains are treated at
length in the appendices. At least two site categories
have been identified: large, deep, shell middens (e.g.
22-Hr-591) and a second site category that consists
of a single unique example. In the western Missis
sippi Sound region at the mouth of Pearl River, a late
Marksville or Issaquena component similar to the
Godsey phase has been identified at the Jackson
Landing Earthwork site (22-Ha-515). This extensive
site consists of an semicircular earthen wall, a low
mound, and midden areas (Williams 1987). The wall
or embankment is 1500 feet (457 m) long and in
some places 12-13 feet high, one of the largest
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Table 4.2. Characteristics of Godsey Phase and Graveline Phase sites.

SITE
GODSEY

22jo-o01
22:1a-516

H=n B", Terrace

'I

Coast, Estuary

1~2~-5~8_ (~-::-~~
22-Hr-591

Coast, Estuary

1'0

x 20m

Midden, Buria+stroyed
--

100 x 75m Midden, Burial

Collection

--

Destroyed

-------

Collection,
excavation

Destroyed

Collection

Midden

Destroyed

Excavation

- - - 

---

This report
--_._---

Midden
I_?~~-+--

--TloO x 20m

Blitz & Mann
1993

. - - - 

Blitz & Mann
1993
---_.

Blitz et aI 1993

GRAVELINE

earthworks in Mississippi and the northern Gulf Jeffrey Brain discount the limited evidence pre
Coast. Two radiocarbon dates secured from the wall sented by Phillips (1970:305-315), and propose that
and late Marksville sherds from the adjacent middens the semicircular earthwork sites in the Yazoo Basin
place earthwork construction and much of the were erected in the Poverty Point period (although
midden formation into the AD 200-400 interval (Wil they caution that confirmatory excavation data are
liams 1987:27,61). The mound remains undated. We lacking), and that Issaquena populations perhaps
interpret 22-Ha-515 as a ceremonial center of re had "a very low order of social development" (Wil
gional influence, and given the intermediate loca liams and Brain 1983:352,360-361,396,403). They
tion, the site perhaps attracted both Magnolia and further speculate that the increased number of
Godsey phase populations,
Issaquena sites in the Yazoo Basin was due to popu
Although 22-Ha-515 is the only known ceremo lation dispersal, not absolute population growth,
nial center of this type in the Mississippi Sound sparked by the introduction of shifting maize culti
region, Mark Williams (1987:61) observes that dis vation, and that this shifting settlement pattern gen
tinctive, semicircular earthworks similar to 22-Ha erated the characteristic stylistic homogeneity of this
515 are found at Leist and Spanish Fortin the Yazoo period (Williams and Brain 1983:403). In other
Basin. He further notes that Phillips (1970:544 words, Issaquena in the Yazoo Basin is interpreted
545) dates these sites to the late Marksville by Williams and Brain as a cultural and
(lssaquena) period, and thus they are roughly con sociopolitical decline following the integrative
temporaneous with 22-Ha-515. Steven Williams and Hopewellian dynamism of early Marksville.
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Figure 4.8. Distribution of Godsey and Graveline Phase sites.

The accumulation of new evidence over the last
decade render the interpretations of Williams and
Brain improbable on all these points. Evidence of
maize cultivation is lacking for this period in the
Lower Mississippi Valley, and recent research indi
cates that it was not an important factor in this re
gion until very late in prehistory (Kidder 1993; Kid
der and Fritz 1993). We agree with Mark Williams
that the semicircular earthwork site plan at 22-Ha
515, Leist, and Spanish Fort are part of the same late
Marksville phenomenon. Recent excavations at Little
Spanish Fort (22-Sh-522), another semicircular
earthwork site in the Yazoo Basin, provide further
corroboration of this relationship (jackson 1994).
This type of earthwork site appears a little late to be
derived from northern Hopewell forms, which it re
sembles only superficially. At none of these sites is
there sufficient evidence to determine if the semicir
cular walls only served to demarcate a symbolic space
or had a defensive function.
Regardless of these differing interpretations,
it is evident to all researchers that the AD 200-400
interval produced new cultural and social changes.
It is equally clear that these changes remain unex
plained. From the Lower Mississippi Valley to Mo
bile Bay, populations shared very similar ceramic
styles (although use of temper-ware groups differed)
and artifact categories derived from the indigenous
Gulf tradition. Burial mound construction contin
ued in scattered locales (e.g. Thornton and Indian
Bayou sites, Bitgood 1989:47-48,120-121), and

ceremonial centers with distinctive earthworks were
established in certain areas, including the coast. Yet
these same populations appear locally oriented,
with little evidence of nonlocal stone or distant ce
ramic imports, a definite change from the preced
ing period of Hopewellian interaction. However,
to interpret the absence of long-distance imports
as a cultural decline (esp. Williams and Brain 1983)
glosses over the evidence for significant regional
social integration: distinctive ceremonial centers
with impressive earthworks, mound building, and
uniformity in artifact style.

THE

GRAVEUNE

PHASE (AD 400-700)

As usual, pottery styles are our primary critera
for phase definition (Table 4.3). Continuity of ce
ramic types and decorative treatments from the
preceding Godsey phase - zoned incised, zoned
punctation, and zoned plain or dentate rocker
stamped - is strong. Into this preexisting ceramic
ensemble a new decorative element was introduced,
one that emphasized closely spaced, fine-line inci
sion, and excision at the line terminals. Most of
these styles occur as cognate type-varieties, executed
on either grog-tempered Marksville series or sand
tempered Weeden Island series pottery. Identifi
able vessel forms include hemispherical bowls, shal
low bowls, restricted globular bowls, flat-based bea
kers, and barrel-shaped beakers. Thickened,
rounded, "Weeden Island" rims are common. Podal
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supports were no longer in use. Red-filming con
tinued in popularity as a minor but ubiquitous at
tribute. In sum, the Graveline phase ceramic com
plex is marked by increased diversity: (1) late vari
eties of Marksville Incised make their appearance;
(2) examples of the sand-tempered Weeden Island
series occur as low frequency, minority cognate
types; and (3) a polychrome painted pottery is found
as a special-use fineware.
The Graveline phase can be considered a local
expression of the "Coastal Troyville culture," if one
accepts the rationale outlined by Jeter et al.
(1989:152-156). Troyville is another Lower Missis
sippi Valley concept that has evolved from an arbi
trary but useful temporal-spatial unit based on ce
ramic attributes (Ford 1952) to an archaeological cul
ture (Belmont 1982; Bitgood 1989). We acknowledge
the utility of the Troyville concept but restrict it here
to a ceramic subseries: the terminal expression of the
long-lasting Marksville ceramic series continuum (see
Appendix A). To the east ofMississippi Sound, coastal
Table 4.3. Graveline Phase ceramic complex.

TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
grog tempered
fine sand tempered
TYPE-VARIETIES:

Marksville (Troyville) Series
Churupa Punctated
var. Churupa, Thornton
French Fork Incised
Landon Red on Buff
Marksville Incised
var. Goose Lake, Leist, Steele Bayou,
Spanish Fort, Yokena
Marksville Stamped
var. Godsey, Manny, Troyville
Weeden Island Series
Carrabelle Punctated
Carrabelle Incised
Indian Pass Incised
Weeden Island Incised
MODES:
rounded, thickened rim
pigmentation (red, buff, black)

sites in the Mobile Bay region occupied during the
AD 400-700 interval have been defined as a local ex
pression of the Weeden Island culture (Fuller 1990).
The Graveline phase differs from contemporary
coastal and interior Troyville phases to the west by
the presence of small quantities of Weeden Island
pottery and the absence of cord-marked pottery, and
differs from contemporary Weeden Island phases to
the east by the greater frequency of grog-tempered
pottery. In short, the Mississippi Gulf Coast was where
the Coastal Troyville and Weeden Island spheres of
influence overlapped. For this reason, what we have
learned of the Graveline phase throws new light on
prehistoric cultural dynamics that have been debated
for more than forty years.
Hypothetical cultural exchanges between
Troyville and Weeden Island societies have played
an important role in various culture history sce
narios in Southeastern prehistory. Until recently,
much of this dialogue unfolded without benefit of
archaeological research in the intermediate Missis
sippi Sound region. Due to efforts in cross-dating
regional sequences, Troyville-Weeden Island ce
ramic similarities were recognized quite early (e.g.
Ford 1952). Most researchers have asserted a
Weeden Island to Troyville direction of primary
influence (Ford 1952; Phillips 1970:970; Belmont
1982:92-93), but some have proposed the oppo
site dynamic for selected traits (Sears 1977). Oth
ers have suggested that an entire constellation of
cultural practices such as platform mounds, maize
cultivation, and hierarchical social organization was
adopted by Troyville groups from Weeden Island
sources (Webb 1982). However, the entire issue may
be framed inappropriately. Rather than a wave-like
dissemination of a unitary cultural "package" from
a single point of origin, we may once again con
front an interregional interaction sphere in which
widely circulating products and ideas were differ
entially incorporated into local cultural traditions.
As is generally the case in the Southeast, these
panregional horizons are often too brief to deter
mine time-transgressive patterns or directions of
influence.
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Questions of directionality and priority may not
be entirely moribund, however, if we unpack the
concept of a unitary cultural package and look at
the contents. Proponents of a Weeden Island to
Troyville cultural transmission present two argu
ments. First, the frequency of Troyville ceramic at
tributes diminishes with distance from the coast.
This diminution in Weeden Island-like ceramic
styles (i.e. Marksville Incised uar. Leist and uar: Steele
Bayou, French Fork Incised, Quafalorma horizon
types) occurs from south to north in the Lower
Mississippi Valley (Belmont 1982; Bitgood
1989:120,141). Secondly, it is claimed that platform
mounds were introduced to Troyville groups via the
Weeden Island connection, an impression rein
forced by the Weeden Island-like ceramic styles
found in association with the monuments (Webb
1982).
The veracity of the first argument is securely
established by quantified studies of ceramic distri
butions (e.g. Bitgood 1989), but the second argu
ment requires modification. When the distribution
of early platform mounds in the Southeast is ex
amined, no clear center of origin is apparent, nor
are platform mounds confined to a pan-Southeast
ern horizon (Knight 1990: 166-172; Lindauer and
Blitz 1997). If by a platform mound we mean
ramped, flat-topped, multiple-staged mounds that
typically exhibit evidence of multiple functions
(Knight 1990:166-172; Jefferies 1994; Lindauer
and Blitz 1997), then evidence for these in the
Lower Mississippi Valley area occurs prior to the
Troyville era, in the early Marksville period (i.e.
Crooks Mound: Ford and Willey 1940; Marksville
Mound 2: Vescelius 1957:419). Early Marksville
platform mounds are not anomalies, for platform
mounds are widespread in the Middle Woodland
period (Lindauer and Blitz 1997). Indeed, in the
Lower Mississippi Valley as in other areas of the
Southeast, it is possible to trace an in situ evolution
of earthen mounds from low platforms with pri
marilya mortuary function and few or no episodes
of rebuilding to multi-stage, ramped construction
with additional ritual activities appended to the

mortuary functions (Belmont 1967:31-32; Bitgood
1989:144). While claims of eastern priority should
be discarded, the relevant observation is that the
AD 400-700 interval in the Lower Mississippi Val
ley did witness a proliferation of platform mound
construction (or, at least, an increase in recorded
examples). Moreover, some of these platform
mounds have multiple, superimposed occupation
surfaces associated with thick midden, a new pat
tern that implies a new set of mound-top activities
involving food consumption was added to the older
mound-building tradition.
The concept of an interaction sphere linking
Louisiana and Florida is most developed with re
gard to the distinctive painted pottery horizon style.
Belmont and Williams (1981) refer to these styles
as the Quafalorma horizon. Diagnostic ceramic at
tributes of this horizon style are rounded and thick
ened rims, use of two or more colors of paint, bar
rel-shaped restricted orifice vessels, red-painted rim
bands with red stripes over buff interiors (Landon
Red on Buff), and polychrome ceramic human ef
figies (Belmont and Williams 1981 :27-32). All of
these attributes were present at Graveline Mound
except effigies. Landon Red on Buff sherds were
also reported present at the non-mound Harvey
site (Greenwell 1986). We interpret the painted
pottery vessels as functioning in a special-purpose
serving assemblage of finewares, in contrast to a
mundane domestic coarseware assemblage used for
utilitarian purposes. Belmont and Williams'
(1981:34) time span estimate for the Quafalorma
horizon is AD 300-500, but the two radiocarbon
dates from Graveline Mound imply a later tempo
ral placement (AD 400-700).
Graveline Mound is roughly contemporary with
such Troyville ceremonial centers as Gold Mine
(Belmont 1982), Manny mounds E and F (Bitgood
1989:120-121; Greengo 1964), Mt. Nebo (Jeter et
al. 1989:151), Lake St. Agnes (Bitgood 1989:131;
Toth 1979) and Troyville (Belmont 1982; Neuman
1984:] 70-177) in Louisiana, and perhaps early
Weeden Island culture sites such as Buck Mound
(Lazarus 1979) and McKeithen (Milanich et al.
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1984) in Florida, and Kolomoki (Sears 1956) in
Georgia. Clearly, the Graveline Mound site and its
attendant populations at habitation sites such as
Harvey (22-Hr-534) represent an expected but pre
viously undocumented regional node of interaction
that linked the early Weeden Island and Troyville
spheres in the fourth to seventh centuries A.D. Evi
dence of this interregional interaction is restricted
to ceramic style, however, for there is no indication
of raw material exchange.
Our knowledge of Graveline phase settlement
patterns is rather sketchy (Table 4.2; Figure 4.8). If
we look for comparative excavated components in
the western Mississippi Sound region, we find only
two sites. Indian Camp (I6-St-6), at the mouth of
Pearl River in St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana, lies
very close in time to the Graveline phase compo
nents. The non-mound shell midden site,
Diamondhead (22-Ha-550), on St. Louis Bay, also
produced a small quantity of Weeden Island pot
tery (jackson et al. 1993; Sims 1997). The Indian
Camp site consists of a damaged flat-topped mound
with dimensions similar to the Graveline Mound
and an associated earth-shell midden. Based on
ceramic cross-dating, Webb (1982:241) identifies
Indian Camp as an "early Troyville" site that was in
"an ideal location for the reception of new ideas
coming in from the east." The Indian Camp com
ponent differs from the Graveline phase by the
absence of Weeden Island pottery, the absence of
Quafalorma painted pottery, and the presence of
some Lower Mississippi Valley pottery types not
found in Graveline components. It is unclear if these
differences are temporal or spatial, but it seems
likely that Indian Camp populations represent a
separate, possibly coeval phase-perhaps the ill
defined Whitehall phase (d. Phillips 1970:911).
Thus we have at least two culturally related mound
centers in the Mississippi Sound region, coastal links
in the Troyville-Weeden Island interaction sphere.
In addition to the mound sites, the only other
known Graveline phase site category is the earth
shell midden habitation site, of which Harvey is the
prime example.

Information about Graveline phase subsistence
practices is very limited and consists of nothing
more than a short list of identified faunal remains
from the mound midden dump at Graveline and a
bigger inventory at Harvey (Greenwell 1986). An
unremarkable range of aquatic and terrestrial spe
cies was found, but at neither site do the samples
permit any insight into relative resource impor
tance, nor are they likely to represent the full range
of exploited species.

TATES IIAMMOCK PHASE (AD

700-1200)

This phase was defined to encompass Late
Woodland period sites with check-stamped pottery
in the Mobile Bay region (Walthall 1980:171-172),
a temporal span and material expression that pre
viously had been labeled "Weeden Island-Coles
Creek" (Wimberly 1960). Here we extend that phase
designation to similar remains in the eastern Mis
sissippi Sound region, even though there are indi
cations that ceramic complexes vary somewhat be
tween the two regions. This rather gross lumping
exercise ref1ects the poor state of knowledge about
regional prehistory during this interval. This igno
rance is due, in part, to our failure to isolate re
gional components in excavated samples. While
these data are limited, we can still sketch out the
culture-historical implications of ceramic style
change, identify an important technological
change, and even venture to suggest some social
dynamics that stimulated these phenomena.
At ca. AD 700, check-stamped pottery of the
South Appalachian tradition appeared on coastal
sites from Mobile Bay into southern Louisiana
(Brown 1984). From Mobile Bay to the east, the use
of sand temper predominated (Wakulla Check
Stamped), while to the west in Louisiana, check
stamped vessels were tempered with grog
(Pontchartrain Check Stamped). Typical of the in
termediate geographical position of Mississippi
Sound, both cognate types are present in the re
gion. Prior to this time, check-stamped decoration
had been in use for centuries farther to the east
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and north. In fact, the check-stamped style had
appeared briefly in early Middle Woodland times
along the Mississippi-Louisiana coast as infrequent
imports or local copies of the eastern Deptford se
ries. Then, after a hiatus of several centuries, check
stamping reappeared once more, this time as a
pervasive style.
While the earlier introduction of check stamp
ing was the consequence of a local population's
desire for exotic items obtained through the far
flung Hopewellian exchange networks, resort to
such an explanation is unconvincing the second
time around. There is little or no evidence for the
exchange of exotic materials across the Gulf Coast
during the Late Woodland period (although ma
rine shell flowed in ever-increasing volume from
unknown coastal sources to the interior in the lat
ter portion of this period). Stone artifacts of any
sort are uncommon on coastal sites of this era in
Louisiana (Brown 1984:107), Alabama (Walthall
1980:171), and Mississippi. Some mound construc
tion, with associated but mostly unadorned burials
indicative of local social integration, was practiced
in coastal areas adjacent to the Mississippi Sound
region. No such mounds have been confirmed in
coastal Mississippi, perhaps due to the low level of
investigation. Despite some regional or local vari
ability in mound building, Gulf Coast populations
of this era appear to be locally oriented, with no
detectable emphasis on distant resources.
In Louisiana, the infusion of check-stamping
into the indigenous Gulf tradition ceramic con
tinuum has been defined as the Coastal Coles Creek
culture Geter et al. 1989:152-153). In this study,
we restrict that concept to a ceramic series. Tates
Hammock phase ceramic samples retrieved from
surface collections in the study area differ from
Coastal Coles Creek ceramic complexes to the west
by the consistent co-occurrence of sand-tempered
Weeden Island series types (equivalent to Wakulla
or the late Weeden Island period in Florida). These
sand-tempered types are the majority wares on con
temporaneous sites in the Mobile Bay region, but
appear to be minority wares in the study area

(Mistovich et al. 1983:8). Even if this is the case,
the frequency of Weeden Island series pottery in
the Mississippi Sound region increases noticeably
when compared to the preceding Graveline phase.
Northern tradition pottery (Mulberry Creek
Cord Marked, Furrs Cord Marked) occurs on Mis
sissippi Sound sites for the first time during the
Tates Hammock phase, and it seems to be as abun
dant as check-stamped pottery. Once again, we are
faced with the abrupt regional appearance of a ce
ramic tradition with distant origins. In this case,
cord-marked pottery has a long history in north
ern Mississippi and western Alabama prior to its
use on the coast. Seemingly rapid intrusions of
northern cord-marked pottery into new areas hap
pened in other regions as well, notably the north
ern portion of the southern Lower Mississippi Val
ley, between AD 400-800.
In his synthesis of the Baytown period in the
southern Lower Mississippi Valley, Bitgood
(1989:141-143) is skeptical of earlier explanations
that sought to explain the dramatic cultural discon
tinuity between northern Troyville phases and the
Woodland elements of the Deasonville-related phases
as the result of maize agriculture (Williams and Brain
1983:404). Instead, he calls attention to the correla
tion of cord-marked pottery and the initial appear
ance of the bow, as indicated by small triangular or
stemmed projectile points. He proposes that bow
technology permitted hunting intensification, popu
lation growth, and the territorial expansion ofWood
land groups (also see Blitz 1988).
Such a scenario is applicable to the Tates Ham
mock phase as well. Diminutive triangular and
stemmed arrow points (Collins, Madison) are a post
AD 700 phenomenon in the region, and to judge
from the stratigraphic evidence obtained in WPA
era excavations (Wimberly 1960:217), this is also
true of the Mobile Bay region. Those few PP IKs
recovered in earlier components are larger, heavier,
and correspond to forms with considerable antiq
uity (e.g. Gary points); they probably functioned as
dart points or knives. Arrow points have only been
recovered from surface or potentially mixed-eom
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Table 4.4. Characteristics of Tates Hammock Phase sites.

SITE
22:Ja-618
22:Ja-657
22:Ja-659

ENVlBONMENT"
Coast, Estuary
Graveline Bay,
Terrace
--_.. - - - - - ~;raveline Bay,

SiZE

<

Midden

90 x 35m

=f0"~

x 50m

Midden

?

Excavation,
collection

Intact

Collection

---------f-------

-----

25 x 25m

,;.;.,;.

''I''II8ll'

Mistovich et
aI. 1983
MDAH files
.

._----.----

Midden

Intact

Collection

20 x 20m

Midden

Intact/Destroyed

Collection

100 x 53m

Midden

Intact/Destroyed

Excavation

Midden

Intact/Destroyed

Collection

20 x 20m

Midden

Intact/Destroyed

Excavation,
collection

'Ibis report

12 x 23m

Midden

Destroyed

Excavation,
collection

Marshall
1982a

MDAH files

22:Ja-537

~=:~:snill~-t-----;-- --~~~~e~--~-stro-y-e-d----+----------t-~9-1-~-~-.-&-M-an---;
Collection

Hidden
Midden

Graveline Bay,
Terrace

22:Ja-647

Coast, Estuary
50 x 20m

22:Ja- 521

Pascagoula River,
Riverine
.-

22:Ja-543

Escatawpa River,
Riverine

Table 4.5. Tates Hammock Phase ceramic complex
TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
grog tempered plain
fine sand tempered plain

lYPE-VARIETIES:
Coastal Coles Creek Series
Alligator Incised

lYPE-VARIETIES (continued):
Miller Series
FUITS Cord Marked
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Weeden Island Series
Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated

var. Oxford

Beldeau Incised
liar. Beldeau

OTHER lYPES:

Coles Creek Incised
liar. Hardy

Evansville Punctated

Salomon Brushed
Wheeler Check Stamped

(hemiconical, round, sharp point, square)

French Fork Incised
Mazique Incised

MODES:

var. Mazique, Manchac

Pontchartrain Check Stamped
liar. Pontchartrain, Fire Island, Onion Lake

rim strap/fold
pigmentation
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Figure 4.9. Distribution of Tates Hammock Phase sites.

ponent contexts in the study area, although in each
case post-AD 700 components are present. Marshall
(1982a) excavated a substantial Tates Hammock
component at 22:Ja-543. Collins and Madison points
were also recovered. Unfortunately, Marshall failed
to present artifact counts per provenience unit in the
report on this multicomponent site, thus artifact as
sociations and component separation were obscured.
Characteristics of Tates Hammock sites are pre
sented in Table 4.4 and site distributions are

mapped in Figure 4.9. Artifact inventories from
surface collections at Tates Hammock sites are pre
sented elsewhere (Blitz and Mann 1993:Table 8).
Tates Hammock ceramic attributes are summarized
in Table 4.5. For both check-stamped and cord
marked vessels, an unrestricted conoidal jar form
is common. Rim fold/straps are characteristic of
check-stamped vessels. Other identifiable vessel
shapes in the ceramic complex are simple bowls,
restricted bowls, and beakers.

5 Fisherfolk and Farmers
SINGING RIvER

(22-JA-508, -520, -578)

the site, with the midden to the north and the
mound to the south of the intervening wet area.
Over the years, the site has received multiple names
and site numbers. The midden north of the spring
drainage has two state site numbers (22:Ja-508,
"Delmas"; 22:Ja-520, "Shirley") and the mound is
recorded as a separate site (22:Ja-578, "Michelle
Mound") but both midden and mound can be con
sidered a single, complex archaeological site. Ap
proximate site dimensions, including 22:Ja-520, 
578, and the wet area, are 245 m north-south and
50-75 m east-west.
Ancient live oaks help stabilize the site. Intact
deposits are on residential properties, nineteenth
century homes that are part of Pascagoula's Front
Street Historic District. Despite this quasi-protected
status, considerable portions of the site and one
antebellum home have been destroyed by commer
cial development even after designation as a his
toric district. The original dimen
sions of the site are now obscured
by streets, a storage area for ship
22JA578
MOUND
ping containers, and other com
~
mercial developments. The
mound has been contoured and
altered to such a degree that the
original form and dimensions
cannot now be determined from
surface inspection alone. It stands
about 2.5 m in height, with the
SINGING RIVER
summit 4.2 m AMSL. Inspection
22JA520
of the least damaged side (east)
o
It
200
I
c:
I
is the basis for an estimated
+ON
mound length of 25-30 m. In
BUILDING
1992, a mobile home rested atop
the mound.

The Singing River site occupies the Pleistocene
Prairie Formation on the east bank of the Pascagoula
River, 2 km upstream (north) from where the river
meets Mississippi Sound. This sandy land surface
is a geologically recent alluvial formation depos
ited as the Pascagoula-Escatawpa River system re
sponded to rising sea levels (Lamb 1983). From the
river's edge, the land rises 2 m AMSL, then levels
out in a low, broad terrace. The site is adjacent to
the tidal marsh-estuary littoral zone. By means of
dugout canoes, inhabitants would have had rapid
access to salt marshes, the open water of Missis
sippi Sound, and the interior river system.
Singing River is a large, complex site in urban
Pascagoula (Figure 5.1). It consists of a badly dam
aged mound and an associated earth-shell midden
oriented N-S, parallel with the river bank. A spring
(now land-filled) that flowed to the river divided
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Figure 5.1. Plan of Singing River site (22Ja-520).
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The Singing River site is probably the "Delmas
Place" recorded by Moreau Chambers in a 1933
Mississippi Department of Archives and History
survey of sites along the Mississippi Gulf Coast
(WPA 1940). Chambers was informed by local resi
dents that an "Indian burying ground" existed at
the site and that a "carved stone frog" had been
dug up and sent to the Smithsonian Institution.
Not until the mid-1950s did the site again come to
the attention of archaeologists. Human bones and
a large ceramic human effigy pipe (cover illustra
tion) were found eroding from the shell driveway
on the A. W. Pinola (J. Delmas house) property
(Lazarus 1959a, 1960a,b), part of the earth-shell
midden (22:Ja-520). Lazarus examined the site and
acquired a small collection of artifacts and human
skeletal material. Lazarus considered the site to have
Pensacola and Weeden Island components. He
mentions that Robert Rands, then of the Univer
sity of Mississippi, placed an excavation unit in the
site and discovered deep midden. We were unable
to learn anything further about this excavation. In
1966, Neitzel assigned the "Delmas Place" a site
number, 22:Ja-508. Singing River is almost certainly
the "huge midden in downtown Pascagoula" iden
tified by Sears (1977: 177) as a Pensacola culture
site. Neither Sears, Neitzel, Lazarus, nor Cham
bers mention the mound.
In the 1970s, amateur archaeologists dug into
both the midden and the mound, and additional
site numbers were assigned by the state (22:Ja-520,
22:Ja-578). A brief report summarizes the activi
ties (Greenwell 1981) . Human skeletal remains were
encountered in the earth-shell midden (22:Ja-520)
in the vicinity of the earlier discoveries reported by
Lazarus. Amateur digging in the mound (22:Ja-578)
produced burned wood, ash, fired areas, apparent
postmolds, and potsherds, observations corrobo
rated by the landowner. Human remains were re
ported eroding from the damaged mound slopes.
Thirty-eight meters of exposed midden, up to 1.5
m in depth, was revealed when sewer pipe was laid

along Front Street, the western site boundary. Pot
sherds from the trench backdirt indicated a
Pensacola component (Mann 1989).

INVESTIGATION

Because we did not excavate into the mound,
we have no additional evidence independent ofthe
information presented above that 22:Ja-578 is an
earthwork. Our 1992 field investigation was con
fined to the earth-shell midden (22:Ja-520). Two
areas of the site appeared least disturbed: Area A,
the Pinola property (Figure 5.2) and Area B, the
Lewis property (Figure 5.3). Both properties were
mapped and 42 auger tests were placed in a north
south grid at 5-10 m intervals, each sunk to a depth
of 2 m. In Area A, auger tests revealed that much of
the area between the J. Delmas house (built ca.
1830) and Front Street was covered by fill dirt. Most
of the area from the J. Delmas house east to
Frederick Street was not augered due to apparent
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Figure 5.2. Plan of Area A, Singing River site.
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Figure 5.3. Plan of Area B, Singing River site.

modern disturbance (cement pads, shell-paved
driveways). A single 2 x 2 m unit was excavated
between the J. Delmas house and the C. Delmas
house (built ca. 1890), where auger tests detected
deep midden.
This Area A test excavation, Pinola Unit 1, ex
posed more than one meter of cultural deposits.
As seen in the south profile (Figure 5.4), stratum A
was the disturbed sod/humus layer. Stratum B was
an earth-and-crushed-shell midden that overlay a
thick layer (stratum C) ofwhole oyster shells, rangia
shells, other well preserved faunal remains, and
potsherds. We interpret stratum B as merely the
pulverized upper portion of stratum C, and not a
significantly different depositional episode. Be
neath the coarse shell stratum was a dark brown
earth midden (stratum D) composed of ash, char
coal, faunal remains, and potsherds. Sterile white
sand subsoil (strata E and F) underlay stratum D. A
mounded mass of this sand (E, Feature 1) was en
countered at a higher level and was more compact

than the matrix from which it was derived (F). Per
haps this sand mass was a cultural feature, possibly
a structure floor, but this conclusion is problematic
because so little of stratum E was exposed horizon
tally. Without doubt there were past activities at the
interface of D, E, and F, for we encountered two
midden-filled postmolds (Features 2 and 3), con
siderable ash, and a fired-clay hearth fragment
along the periphery of E. Prehistoric artifacts re
covered from Pinola Unit 1 were almost exclusively
potsherds (Appendix B:Table B.14).
Pinola Unit 1 produced a total of 1134 pot
sherds. The composition of the temper-ware groups
in the plain pottery sample is grog tempered (46%),
shell tempered (37%), shell-grog tempered (16%),
and sand tempered (l %). Most of the grog-tem
pered sherds are terminal Coastal Coles Creek/early
Plaquemine series types of the indigenous Gulf ce
ramic tradition, while the shell-tempered pottery
represents the initial presence of the Middle Mis
sissippian ceramic tradition in the region. Of spe
cial interest is the mixed shell-grog-tempered pot
tery, which incorporates attributes of both ceramic
traditions. Also, a single example each of Weeden
Island Plain and Weeden Island Punctated are
present. No check-stamped pottery was present,
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Figure 5.4. South Profile, Pinola Unit 1, Area A, Singing River:
a, sod/humus, sandy loam,2.5YR2/0; b. pulverized shell midden,
sandy loam, lOYR4/1; c, dense shell midden, whole shells, ash,
charcoal; d, earth midden, sandy loam, 10YR3/3; e, Feature 1,
sterile white sand derivedfrom f, 1 OYR7/4; f, sterile white sand
subsoil similar to e but less compact.
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D) of whole oyster, rangia, other marine
shells, animal bone, ash, charcoal, and
0_ r' ~-"'''''''''--_ _...JL-''''-------'lL-J'''---'_..JllJ.---->!Il...."_:l/IL-_,-,,,,"_'-,1
ceramics. This coarse matrix was in
A
truded into by a series of distinct dump
/---....
B
ing episodes (strata C-I, 2, 3, 4), per
/ c··
------_/
haps a cultural feature (enclosed in dot
c-·
ted lines and designated Feature 1), but
co.
certainly prehistoric in origin. Feature
o
1 was excavated separately from the
other strata, although most of it ex
--
.....
E
tended into the profile wall beyond the
---------~-----~
r----~
,,
F
G
------
---
confines of the unit. Underneath strata
\
C and D there were other strata (E, F,
.s.>
1.50 M _ ' - - - - - 
--1
G) which varied mainly in the degree to
which shell was whole or pulverized.
Stratum H (dotted line) appeared to be
Figure 5.5. West Profile, Lewis Unit I, Area B, Singing River: a, sod/humus,
a distinct dumping episode or possible
sandy loam, lOYR2/1; b, pulverized shell midden, sandy loam, lOYR4/1; c,
feature,
but too little was exposed hori
Feature 1 (c-l: silt, ash, 10YR5/3; c-2: dense shell; c-3: silt, ash, 10YR5/3;
c-4: dense shell, ash); d, dense shell midden; e, earth midden, ash, 5YR2.5/ zontally to provide clarification. Stratum
I is the Pleistocene sand subsoil, devoid
2; pulverized shell, earth midden, lOyr4/1; g, dense shell; h, dense shell, ash,
silt; I, sterile white sand subsoil, water encountered at 1.50 m.
of artifacts, that was the original ground
surface at the time of initial midden
suggesting that this component post-dates the use deposition. Although the stratigraphy appears com
of that decorative treatment. Decorated pottery, in plex, with the exception of the disturbed stratum
rank order of frequency, includes unclassified grog A, all strata are temporally insignificant episodes
tempered incised, unclassified shell-grog-tempered in a single component deposit. Prehistoric cultural
incised, Evansville Punctated, Barton Incised, materials recovered from Lewis Unit 1 are listed in
Moundville Incised, and Mulberry Creek Cord Appendix B, Table B.I5.
Marked. At the bottom of the Pinola Unit 1 were
A total of 1155 pottery artifacts were recovered
sherds of a salt pan ware, Kimmswick Fabric Im from Lewis Unit 1. In contrast to Pinola Unit 1,
pressed, strong evidence of on-site salt production. almost all of the plain pottery sample is shell tem
Auger tests at Area B, the Lewis property, pered (99%), and the rest is grog tempered. The
brought up midden and artifacts from depths up shell-tempered pottery is comprised of Moundville
to 1.30 m below ground surface, indicating a very series and Pensacola series type-varieties. Typical
intensive use of the area in late prehistory. Midden of Mississippian assemblages, the shell-tempered
is spread in a narrow linear band, parallel to the pottery is composed of coarse utilitarian ware (Mis
river and Front Street, along the levee-like deposit sissippi Plain) and a burnished-black fineware (Bell
upon which the W. Lewis home (built 1889) rests. Plain). Decorated type-varieties, in rank order of
The midden is confined to the area surrounding abundance, include Moundville Incised var. Indeter
the house, on the highest part of the property.
minate, Moundville Incised var. Singing River, Mound
Here we placed a 2 x 2 m excavation, Lewis Place Incised var. Indeterminate, D'Olive Incised (all
Unit 1 (Figure 5.5). Beneath the sod line (stratum varieties), and Moundville Incised var. Moundville.
A) was a layer of pulverized shell and earth midden
Three small artifact collections acquired by lo
(stratum B). Stratum B overlay a deposit (stratum cal residents supplement the controlled excavations.
o
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Area A and Area B collections (Appendix B:Table
B.16) are both dominated by plain shell-tempered
ceramics, but a minor Tates Hammock phase
(Pontchartrain Check Stamped) and La Pointe
phase (Gulf Historic Fineware) presence at the site
is indicated. The third collection consists of pot
tery dug from the mound by amateurs and stored
at a local museum (Appendix B:Table B.17). These
sherds are almost all decorated finewares, repre
senting bowls, beakers, and plates of Pensacola In
cised and D'Olive Incised. Artifacts recovered from
the Singing River site are almost exclusively pot
tery. A coastal agate hammerstone, a single bifacial
thinning flake, and small amounts of unmodified
sandstone, limonite, and hematite complete the
lithic inventory. Historic Euro-American artifacts
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, restricted
to the uppermost strata of the Pinola and Lewis
excavation units, are listed elsewhere (Blitz and
Mann 1993:Tables 5, 6).
The most impressive artifact from Singing River
is the ceramic human effigy pipe (cover illustra
tion). The pipe is a female figure, kneeling with
both legs tucked beneath the body, and clad in a
red-painted skirt. Around the upper arms, wrists,
calves and ankles are depicted segmented strands,
painted white, and therefore almost certainly meant
to represent strings of shell beads. The head has a
turban-like headpiece or hairstyle, the eyes are high
lighted with white pigment, and the ears are slightly
protuberant. Presumably a woman is depicted, as
the figure has small modeled breasts. The pipe is
illustrated by Dilworth (1979:145,Pipe 12), which
she describes as a "human effigy pipe ... l0.0 em
high and 10.0 ern long on a side at the base. It
weighs close to four pounds. In addition to the bowl
and stem opening there is a tiny hole leading from
the bowl to the effigy mouth." By means of the pas
sage connecting the bowl to the effigy mouth, a
smoker could exhale and cause the figure to ex
trude smoke. Examination of the find spot identi
fied the pipe's provenience as the Area A midden a
few meters from Pinola Unit 1, circumstantial evi
dence for a Pinola phase association.

Greenwell (1984:Figure 5.14) illustrates the
Singing River site pipe, but he erroneously at
tributes it to a Weeden Island origin. Instead, the
pipe belongs to a panregional "kneeling human"
effigy pipe style produced ca. AD 1200-1500. Pipes
of this style vary individually but share one or more
of such recurrent features as the definitive kneel
ing posture, protuberant ears and lips, segmented
strands on the limbs, and bun or turban hairstyle.
This pipe style is sometimes referred to as a "kneel
ing prisoner" pipe by those who interpret the fig
ures as rope-bound captives (e.g. O'Connor
1995:91). However, the segmented strands on the
limbs are shell beads, not rope, for they are placed
on the limbs in the same positions as are the strings
of shell beads so often depicted with elaborately
costumed humans on the more detailed media of
copper plates and shell engravings (e.g. Fundaburk
and Foreman 1957:Plates 24,30,46,49).
Several kneeling human pipes, similar or iden
tical in style to the Singing River pipe, are known
from Mississippi. A ceramic pipe from the
Pocahontas Mound in the Big Black River valley
replicates the Singing River pipe style closely; this
site has both Plaquemine and Middle Mississippian
pottery. Another example that matches the Sing
ing River pipe style is a kneeling human pipe of
stone, said to be from the Emerald Mound in the
Natchez Bluffs region, but this provenience is un
confirmed (Brose et al. 1985:Plate 131). The re
maining kneeling human pipes diverge from the
Singing River style to some degree. One stone pipe,
with the figure's arms crossed, is definitely from
the Plaquemine-affiliated Emerald Mound (Dye
and Wharey 1989:327; Brown 1992:Figures 219,
225). Moore (1911:Plate 29) retrieved a kneeling
human effigy pipe, crudely made oflimestone with
little detail, at Shadyville Landing above Greenville
in Washington County. Farther north, Brown
(1992:255,Figure 214) illustrates a kneeling human
pipe plowed up many years ago near Clarksdale,
Coahoma County (now at the Winterville Mounds
museum). In short, Pinola phase residents of the
Singing River site had access to a highly symbolic
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pipe style that was distributed across the Plaquemine
and Middle Mississippian cultural boundaries.

SUMMARY: CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
AT TIJE SINGING RIvER SITE

Singing River is a large, multicomponent site.
Three occupations or use episodes were minor or
incidental to the site formation process: a scatter
ing of Tates Hammock phase materials (AD 700
1200) represent the initial period of site use; a La
Pointe phase (AD 1699-1775) component, indicated
by Gulf Historic fineware and a honey-colored
gunflint, was the terminal Native American pres
ence at the site; and pearlware, whiteware, and
modern detritus mark the final segment of site oc
cupation by Euro-American/Afro-Americans (AD
1775-present). The major occupation dates to the
Mississippi and Protohistoric periods (AD 1200
1699), when the midden formed and the earthen
mound was constructed. We interpret the Singing
River site as a single-mound local center of civic
ceremonial importance, the central place of a small
Mississippian polity or simple chiefdom. The Mis
sissippian occupation ofSinging River is subdivided
into three sequential components: the Pinola phase,
the Singing River phase, and the Bear Point phase.
Pinola phase (AD 1200-1350) populations es
tablished a long-term presence at the Singing River
site. Pinola phase residents apparently erected
dwellings, as indicated by the postmolds and pre
pared clay hearth fragment in Pinola Unit 1. Fired
pottery coils indicate that ceramic vessels were made
at the site. Detailed analyses of ecofact remains,
presented in the appendices, reveal that inhabit
ants used the site in spring, summer, and fall; win
ter site use cannot be ruled out but definitive indi
cators are lacking. Food remains are predominantly
fish and other estuarine species. The inhabitants
grew maize and engaged in salt production. Hu
man burials, at least one accompanied by the human
effigy pipe, were interred in the Area A midden.
The Mature Mississippi period component, the
Singing River phase (AD 1350-1550), is exempli-

fied in Lewis Unit 1. During this interval, the focus
of site use shifted from Area A to Area B, the Area
B midden formed, and the earthen mound was in
use. Human remains and pottery vessels were de
posited on the mound. Again, fired pottery coils
recovered from midden contexts indicate on-site
pottery production. No clear evidence of Singing
River phase dwellings was uncovered. No imple
ments or tools were found except potsherds. Sea
sonality of site occupation indicators imply that
inhabitants were at the site throughout the warm
months and into the fall (Appendices C and D).
While year-round site use cannot be confirmed, it
is clear that the Singing River phase inhabitants
lived in a long-established center where they en
gaged in a variety of economic, sociopolitical, and
ritual activities.
Fewer pottery types of the Protohistoric period
Bear Point phase (AD 1550-1699) are present at
Singing River. These late Pensacola series type-va
rieties overlay the Singing River component in
Lewis Unit 1, where they were confined to the dis
turbed uppermost level. Bear Point phase sherds
were also among the materials dug from the mound
by the amateur group. Site occupation intensity or
duration was less than in earlier phases. Perhaps
the site ceased to be an important civic-ceremonial
center early in the AD 1550-1699 interval.

DEER

ISLAND

(22-HR-500)

At the mouth of Biloxi Bay there is a small bar
rier island, named by the French Isle aux Chevreuils,
because deer were abundant there. About 5.5 miles
long but only .5 miles wide, Deer Island is a sandy
expanse of pines, oaks, salt marsh, and palmetto
scrub. At the western end, Deer Island lies about
150 yards offshore from the city of Biloxi. Even at
this highest point, the remnants of a prehistoric
mound, the island rises only a few meters above
Mississippi Sound. Despite repeated alteration by
storm tides, Deer Island is covered with the human
habitation debris of centuries. On the west end is
one of the largest Mississippian sites in the region.
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Although vast amounts of pottery and human bone
have been gathered from the Deer Island site since
early in this century, the archaeological excavations
required to interpret the site fully have yet to take
place. Here we summarize all available informa
tion on the Deer Island site and identify the cul
tural components.
Deer Island has an odd settlement history. From
the French Colonial period until the 1960s, a few
hardy families sustained themselves on the island
primarily by fishing, turpentine production, and
keeping cattle (Boudreaux n.d.). The residential
population always remained low, although some did
their best to increase it. One island settler, Grandma
Aken (1839-1940), gave birth to 17 children and
adopted 25 more (Sibley 1970:24). Deer Island has
attracted more than its share of dubious develop
ment schemes, some of which were literally hare
brained. In 1717, a French settler requested per
mission from local authorities for a concession of
land on the island in order to raise rabbits
(Boudreaux n.d.)! Twentieth-eentury ventures in
cluded a failed amusement park, communities that
never materialized, and other real estate debacles
defeated by lack ofaccess, mosquitos, and hurricanes.
The prehistoric midden is on the high west end
of the island. Brown (1926:31-32) noted in 1916
that the midden was as much as 15 feet deep; it
contained "great quantities of human bones," a "cir
cular hut-ring," and potsherds. In 1969, Hurricane
Camille destroyed much of the site. The post
Camille midden is 215 m long and covers 4 ha (10
acres). Deposits 1-1.2 m in depth are exposed along
the northern beach (Lauro 1986b). The midden is
composed primarily of marine shells (mostly oys
ter), animal bone, anthropogenic earth, and shell
tempered pottery. Non-ceramic artifacts are uncom
mon. Fired-clay fragments with stick impressions,
possibly significant as an indicator of daubed cold
weather structures, have been collected from the
midden, but a prehistoric origin is uncertain. At
least one mound stood on the pre-Camille midden
(Kraus 1966; Joseph Jewell, personal communica
tion, 1993), and it was the site of Grandma Aken's

house (Sibley 1970:29) . Several burials were dug from
the mound (Greenwell 1984:153) ,as well as shell-tem
pered pottery, but there is no adequate documenta
tion. Mound dimensions are unavailable and it is
unclear how much of the monument still exists.
There have been no systematic excavations at
the Deer Island site. In a brief site inspection, a
MDAH archaeologist identified a Pensacola com
ponent related to the Bottle Creek phase and illus
trated some of the ceramics (Lauro 1986b). A more
precise age estimate for the Deer Island site was
needed; a large surface collection served this pur
pose (Appendix B:Table R18) .Jewell (1993b) iden
tified faunal remains in a Deer Island midden
sample. By weight and number of individual spe
cies, shallow-water marine fish species far exceeded
mammal, reptile, and bird remains. Other identi
fied species were white-tailed deer, black bear, rac
coon, alligator, and various turtles.
Lewis (1988:117-119) observed that while the
Deer Island site suggested the possibility of a long
term or sedentary Mississippian settlement on the
coast, he considered this to be unlikely, due to sup
posed environmental conditions that would limit
or preclude local maize production. So it is inter
esting to note that Grandma Aken was renowned for
the bounty of her Deer Island farm, where she pro
duced a variety ofvegetables, including corn, in such
surplus as to supply the tables of the Montross Hotel
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
(Sibley 1970:29; Boudreaux n.d.).
While reliable information about the Deer Island
site is scanty, several conclusions are possible. Arti
fact collections from the Deer Island site contain
Dalton (San Patrice), Big Sandy, various other Ar
chaic PP IKs, a few Marksville series sherds, and eigh
teenth-century Native American/Euro-American
items such as pottery, gunflints, and kaolin pipe frag
ments (MDAH 1995). The eighteenth-eentury na
tive artifacts may have been deposited by the
Capinans (a.k.a. Moctobi, Swanton 1946:103--104),
for a 1738 French document mentions the abandon
ment of their Pascagoula River settlement that year
and subsequent relocation to Deer Island (Rowland,
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Figure 5.6. Distribution of Pinola, Singing River, and Bear Point Phase sites.

Sanders, and Galloway 1984:156). However, Deer Is
land is primarily a large prehistoric site with a mound
and midden area. Much of the midden formed dur
ing the Singing River phase (AD 1350--1550) and con
tinued to be occupied in the Bear Point phase (AD
1550--1699). Sometime in this interval, Deer Island
served as a civic-ceremonial center with one mound
and associated human burials. Like the contempora
neous Singing River site, Deer Island was probably
the central place of a small, independent polity, but
we have little or no direct evidence about community
composition, seasonality ofsite occupation, or subsis
tence practices.

THE PINOLA PHAsE (AD 1200-1350)
A technological innovation ushered in the Pinola
phase: new pottery vessel forms tempered with
crushed shell. The new technology is a hallmark of
the Eastern Woodlands cultural development known
as the Mississippian. Mississippian societies repre
sent the zenith of prehistoric cultural complexity in
eastern North America. Although locally and region
ally diverse in terms of demography, sociopolitical
organization, and subsistence practices, Mississippian
populations possessed common characteristics: vary
ing practice of maize agriculture, fortified commu
nities with monumental earthen mounds, regional
settlement hierarchies, evidence of inherited social
rank indicative of chiefdoms, and a widespread cor

pus of rituals and symbols focused on fertility, ances
tor worship, and war.
The Mississippian concept is most developed for
those societies in interior riverine settings. There have
been far fewer studies of the coastal Mississippian
phenomenon. Systematic comparison ofriverine and
coastal Mississippian has only recently begun. We
address this issue in the final chapter. For now, we
review the limited information available about the
Pinola phase and assess its implications for one im
portant concern: the origins of the coastal Mississip
pian culture known as Pensacola. Characteristics of
Pinola phase sites are summarized in Tables 5.1 and
Figure 5.6.
The Pinola phase ceramic complex is the prod
uct of a regional Gulf tradition society exposed to
cultural innovations emanating from interior Missis
sippian populations. Once again we see that Missis
sippi Sound populations produced a fusion of the
old and the new, the local and the distant, reflected
in the contemporaneous use of several ceramic se
ries. Each series reveals a distinct culture-historical
lineage (Table 5.2). Three temper-ware groups are
involved: grog temper, shell temper, and a mixed
shell-grog temper (sand temper is present in negli
gible quantities). Most of the grog-tempered pottery
consists oflate Coastal Coles Creek/early Plaquemine
series type-varieties. These ceramic types, together
with very minor amounts ofWeeden Island and Miller
series pottery, represent the terminal expression of
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Table 5.1. Characteristics of Pinola Phase, Singing River Phase, and Bear Point Phase sites.
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the indigenous Gulf-South Appalachian-Northern
ceramic traditions in the region. As we have seen,
these traditions coalesced regionally in the preced
ing Tates Hammock phase (AD 700-1200).
Pinola phase shell-tempered pottery includes
several type-varieties with specific culture-histori
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cal implications: Moundville Incised var. Moundville
(Moundville series), and D'Olive Incised (Pensacola
series); as well as Winterville Incised, Barton In
cised, Parkin Punctated, and Kimmswick Fabric
Impressed. Although exceedingly widespread (fab
ric-impressed salt pans might be considered a ho
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Table 5.2. Pinola Phase ceramic complex.

TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
grog tempered
sand tempered
fine shell tempered (Bell Plain)
coarse shell tempered (Mississippi Plain)
shell-grog tempered

Mazique Incised
Medora Incised

Pensacola Series
D'Olive Incised

OTHER 1YPES:
Barton Incised
Carter Engraved
oar. Shell Bluff
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Parkin Punctated
shell-grog tempered incised
shell-grog tempered engraved
shell-grog tempered punctated
Weeden Island Punctated
Win terville Incised

Coastal Coles Creek Series
Alligator Incised
Coles Creek Incised
var. Hardy, Mott
Evansville Punctated
var. Evansville, Rhinehart

MODES:
red pigment
scalloped rim
handles
lip nicks/notches
rim fold/strap

1YPE-VARIETIES:
Moundville Series
Moundville Incised
oar. Snows Bend, Moundville

rizon phenomenon), these latter types have a spa
tial distribution centered on the Central Mississippi
Valley. Clearly, shell-tempered pottery heralds the
arrival of the Middle Mississippian ceramic tradi
tion in the region, an introduction from the
Moundville and Central Mississippi Valley areas.
From these distant sources came at least two
new vessel forms: the handled globular jar and the
salt pan. The origin of a third new vessel shape,
the plate form, is uncertain. Perhaps the plate form
originated from a Plaquemine source (Fuller
1995:9) or from a Moundville-inspired prototype.
Regardless, we have not identified plates in the
Mississippi Sound region prior to this phase (shal
low bowls do occur earlier, but none are as uniformly
shallow and plate-like as the shell-tempered forms).
Apart from the culture-historical connections, the
new vessel forms mark an important technological
shift in food preparation. The superior thermal
durability of shell temper (Bronitsky and Hamer
1986) and the increased cooking and storage ad
vantages of handled globular jars correlate with
greater consumption of maize in the prehistoric
Southeast. The appearance of new vessel forms tem

pered with shell on the coast corresponds with the
earliest evidence of maize production in the region.
In addition, the physiological and economic need
for greater quantities of salt, as indicated by the ad
vent and diffusion of salt pan ware, is an additional
correlate of maize intensification (Brown 1980).
Of special interest is the mixed shell-grog-tem
pered pottery, which incorporates attributes of the
indigenous ceramic tradition and the intrusive
Middle Mississippian ceramic tradition. Specifically,
shell temper was added to the grog-tempered paste
of indigenous vessel forms (i.e. beakers, bowls). The
mixed shell-grog-tempered ceramics do not corre
spond to any previously defined type-varieties;
these "unclassified" sherds are decorated by inci
sion, punctation, engraving, and by red-filmed in
terior surfaces, treatments consistent with the con
tinuity of Gulf tradition styles.
What was the cultural process that sparked the
adoption of Mississippian innovations in the re
gion? There is no sharp discontinuity in the use of
Mississippian and indigenous pottery as might be
expected in a cultural process of population dis
placement by the arrival of Mississippian groups
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from the interior. Nor is there any basis to assert
the independent invention of shell temper and the
new vessel forms by coastal groups. Instead, a pro
cess of acculturation through interaction that re
sulted in the "Mississippianization" of coastal popu
lations is indicated. For example, there were
changes in the Pinola ceramic complex over time:
from bottom to top in Pinola Unit I, shell-tempered
ceramics increase in frequency as grog-tempered
pottery and mixed shell-grog-tempered pottery de
crease in frequency. D'Olive Incised and Moundville
Incised var. Moundville are concentrated in the up
permost levels. This vertical distribution reveals an
interval of progressive transformation from the old
technology to the new forms. In a typical example,
the Pinola phase vessel illustrated in Figure A.12(E)
is an indigenous vessel form, but shell as well as
grog were added to the paste as temper. Such com
binations of ceramic attributes imply a process of
experimentation and adoption of new innovations
through cultural interaction, not population re
placement. For these reasons, we do not consider
the mixed shell-grog-tempered pottery to be idio
syncratic or socially insignificant, although the in
terval of production may have been short-lived.
Perhaps exchange of salt with interior peoples,
accompanied by marriage alliances that injected for
eign potters into local groups, was the avenue of com
munication that exposed Pinola phase populations
to Mississippian ideas. Whatever the specific circum
stances involved, it must have been a social dynamic
that permitted some stylistic continuity and a fusion
of ceramic traditions. In that sense, the Pinola phase
must be considered a transitional interval of contact
between indigenous coastal and interior Mississip
pian societies. The Pinola phase may be character
ized as "proto-Pensacola."
Currently, there is no other archaeological
phase within the geographical distribution of
Pensacola culture that is directly equivalent to the
Pinola phase, but perhaps the Andrews Place phase
comes closest. In some respects, the two phases are
similar. The Andrews Place ceramic complex, the
initial Mississippian phase in the Mobile Bay re

gion, is defined by early Moundville series type-vari
eties found "in association with minor numbers of
terminal Weeden Island (i.e. Wakulla) and transi
tional Coles Creek pottery" (Fuller I995:Appendix
A). Discussing this component at the multiple
mound Bottle Creek site, Fuller (1995:15) observes:
Ceramic styles and relative dating in
dicate the Andrews Place phase is
roughly contemporary with the late
Moundville I and early Moundville II
phases to the north. My analysis sug
gests there was a rather sudden ap
pearance of Moundville styles, possi
bly a result of classic site-unit intru
sion. So far, no transitional or "emer
gent" pottery complex, such as would
indicate an in-place Woodland to Mis
sissippian transition, has been identi
fied at the site.

The mixed shell-grog-tempered pottery found
in the Pinola phase is apparently absent in the
Andrews Place phase components, so perhaps the
social dynamics that created Pensacola are region
ally variable. An additional complication concerns
the estimated temporal spans for these two phases,
which are not in agreement. The age estimate of AD
1100-1250 for the Andrews Place phase is based
on a relative ceramic chronology (Fuller 1995), while
the Pinola phase age estimate of AD 1200-1350 has
the additional benefit of two radiocarbon dates
(Chapter 7). Not too much should be made of the
different age estimates given the minimal level of
investigation of either phase.
To the west, into southeastern coastal Louisi
ana, sites lumped into the catch-all Bayou Petrie
phase (Phillips 1970:951-953; Davis 1984c;
Weinstein 1985) often yield a mix of Plaquemine
and Mississippian pottery but chronological reso
lution is lacking. The Bayou Petrie phase represents
an extension of the Pensacola Mississippian tradi
tion into the territorial heartland of the Plaquemine
Gulf tradition. Plaquemine culture, in eastern Loui
siana and southern Mississippi, represents a cul
tural continuity out of Coles Creek and the Gulf
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tradition; absent are such Mississippian traits as shell
temper, certain vessel forms, the Southeastern Cer
emonial Complex (a few exceptional examples are
known), and intensive maize agriculture (Jeter et
al. 1989:205-206). Early Plaquemine begins around
AD 1200 in coastal Louisiana (Weinstein 1985). This
Plaquemine-Mississippian cultural frontier also oc
curs immediately north of the Mississippi Sound
region, in south-central Mississippi. Investigations
at Pearl Mounds (22-Lw-510), a 13 ha multiple
mound center on the middle Pearl River, revealed
an intriguing mix of decorated Plaquemine pottery
similar or equivalent to the Anna phase (ca. AD 1200
1350) in apparent association with abundant utili
tarian shell-tempered pottery (Mann 1988). Until
larger samples and additional dates are forthcom
ing, much will remain uncertain about regional
Mississippian relationships and the emergence of
Pensacola.

RIvER PHASE
(AD 1350-1550)

THE SINGING

This phase represents the regional expression
of the Mississippian archaeological culture known as
Pensacola. Pensacola sites are distributed along the
coast and lower river systems from northwestern
Florida to southeastern Louisiana. The origins, so
cial organization, technology, and subsistence prac
tices of Pensacola societies have generated consider
able interest among Southeastern archaeologists. In
part, this is because Pensacola culture manifests all
of the outward appearances of interior riverine Mis
sissippian societies, but most sites exist in a radically
different environmental zone - the coast. Because
there have been few modern excavations, much less
is known about coastal Mississippians compared to
their interior riverine contemporaries. Rather than
attempt a summary of the Pensacola concept here,
we refer the readerto the relevant overviews (i.e. Fuller
and Stowe 1982; Knight 1984; Stowe 1985; Mikell 1992;
Milanich 1994:380--387; Bense 1994:234-238).
Almost nothing is known about Singing River
phase material culture other than durable pottery.

Like other late prehistoric coastal societies, Singing
River phase peoples used few stone tools. Madison
and other stone arrow point types are occasionally
found on Singing River phase sites, but lithic mate
rials are very scarce in all contexts. Singing River
phase pottery, like other Pensacola ceramic com
plexes, is an expression of the Middle Mississippian
ceramic tradition. However, some Gulf tradition sty
listic elements, especially the emphasis on punctated
decoration, continued to be expressed, and in this
sense Pensacola ceramics represent an amalgam of
two traditions. Two ceramic series are present:
Moundville and Pensacola (Table 5.3). Vessel forms
include jars with noded or peaked loop and strap
handles, beakers, bowls, plates, bottles, and cane
impressed salt pans. Southeastern Ceremonial Com
plex motifs, especially the skull and the hand, deco
rate pottery vessels. As discussed above, Moundville
series and other Middle Mississippian-derived pot
tery types appeared in the preceding Pinola phase,
Table 5.3. Singing River Phase ceramic complex.
TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
fine shell tempered (Bell Plain)
coarse shell tempered (Mississippi Plain)
TYPE-VARIETIES:
Moundville Series
Moundville Incised
var. Carrollton, Snouis Bend, Bottle Creek,
Singing River
Moundville Engraved
Pensacola Series
D'Olive Incised
var. D'Olive, Dominic, Mary Ann
Mound Place Incised
var. McMillan, Walton's Camp
Pensacola Incised
var. Gasque,Jessamine
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
var. Salt Creek
MODES:
lip nicks/notches
rim fold/ strap
effigy rim adornos
handles
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introduced from interior regions. However, that which
is uniquely "Pensacola," and specifically, the Pensacola
ceramic series as we have defined it here, must be
considered an in-place development that began when
Mississippian ideas were fitted to coastal needs.
Our AD 1350-1550 time span estimate is sup
ported by both relative and radiocarbon measure
ments. Currently, there are insufficient data to sub
divide the Singing River phase, but temporally sen
sitive trends in type-variety frequencies may be sug
gested. In Lewis Unit 1, Moundville Incised var.
Moundville is concentrated in the lowest levels, while
var. Singing River and var. Bottle Creek are concen
trated in upper levels and absent in lower levels
(Appendix B:Table B.15). In most respects, the
Singing River phase duplicates type-varieties found
in the Bottle Creek I-II phases, the Pensacola oc
cupation in the Mobile Bay region (Fuller and Stowe
1982; Brown and Fuller 1993; Fuller 1995). The
distinctiveness of the Singing River phase is em
phasized, however, by the presence of Moundville
Incised var. Singing River. The near equivalence of
the Singing River phase with the Bottle Creek I (AD
1250-1350/1400) and Bottle Creek II (AD 1350/
1400-1550) phases permits interregional cross
dating of a rough sort.
Pensacola components closely related to the Sing
ing River phase extend throughout the western Mis
sissippi Sound region, where the only excavated
sample available is from the multicomponent
Diamondhead site (22-Ha-550), a shell midden on
St. Louis Bay 0 ackson et al. 1993). Further west,
Pensacola components are present around the mouth
of Pearl River and continue into southeastern coastal
Louisiana, where they are placed in the ill-defined
Bayou Petrie phase (ca. 1200-1500). Again, lack of
excavation and chronological controls hamper direct
comparison. It has long been recognized that the
Mississippi River delta represents a prehistoric cul
tural frontier between Gulf tradition (Plaquemine)
and Middle Mississippian tradition (Pensacola) soci
eties (Phillips 1970:951-953; Davis 1984c; Weinstein
1985;Jeter et al. 1989:191-193). Mound centers and
middens, some with both Plaquemine and Pensacola

pottery, occur in the delta but detailed studies are
limited (Davis 1984c:220-224; Weinstein 1985:98
101). Even less is known about the distribution of
Pensacola components in interior southeastern Mis
sissippi. Until the 1990s, this region was an archaeo
logical terra incognita (jackson et al. 1995). The
Plaquemine-Pensacola cultural frontier may have
existed here as well (Galloway 1995:63). Both
Plaquemine ceramics and plain shell-tempered pot
tery occur on the middle Pearl River (Mann 1988).
Pensacola ceramics are found beyond the tidewater
limit on the Pascagoula River (Lazarus 1959b), and
continue into the Longleaf Pine Hills zone (Reams
1996:11).
Because issues of subsistence and settlement are
addressed in later chapters, only a few observations
are necessary here. Site characteristics and settle
ment distributions are summarized in Table 5.1 and
Figure 5.6. At present, we recognize two gross settle
ment types: single-mound centers with midden and
mortuary remains, and non-mound sites. Non
mound sites are mostly shell middens (e.g. 22:Ja
618) but earth middens also occur (e.g. 22:Ja-529).
Non-mound sites vary greatly in size. Data are in
sufficient to assess whether non-mound sites rep
resent temporary food-eollecting stations, semi-per
manent homesteads, or some combination; nor is
there information available to interpret how non
mound sites articulate with mound centers. Two
Singing River single-mound centers are known:
Singing River and Deer Island. Evidence that
earthen mounds are part of the Mississippian com
ponents at Singing River and Deer Island is based
on information that we have not confirmed inde
pendently with excavations. Other uninvestigated
mound groups in the study area, such as 22:Ja-500,
may prove to be Mississippian centers. Each mound
center was probably the civic-eeremonial focal site
of an independent polity or simple chiefdom.
THE BEAR POINT PHAsE (AD

1550-1699)

This phase was defined to encompass
Protohistoric sites in the Mobile Bay region (Fuller
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TahIR 5.4. Bear Point Phase ceramic complex.
TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
fine shell tempered (Bell Plain)
coarse shell tempered (Mississippi Plain)
lYPE-VARIETIES:
Pensacola Series
D'Olive Incised
var. Arnica
Pensacola Incised
var. Matthews Landing, Pensacola, Perdido Bay
MODES:
lip nicks/notches
effigy rim adomos
rim fold/ strap

1985). Here we extend that designation to similar
remains in the eastern Mississippi Sound region.
Our recognition of the Bear Point phase is based
on the presence of diagnostic late Pensacola series
pottery types and rim modes that correlate with
the relative ceramic chronology established for the
Mobile Bay sequence (i.e. Fuller and Stowe 1982;
Fuller and Brown 1993). The Protohistoric period
approximates the time span from initial European
contact to first European colonization. Unfortu
nately, our understanding of this period on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast is so rudimentary that we
can do no more than identify some of the sites and
artifacts that occur there.
The Bear Point ceramic complex is a direct sty
listic development out of the Pensacola series pot
tery of the earlier Pensacola phases (Table 5.4).
Moundville series types were reduced to low fre
quencies or discontinued. Vessel forms established
in the preceding phases continued, but carinated
bowls and bowls with short, vertical collars or rims
became common. Southeastern Ceremonial Com
plex motifs such as the skull, hand, and ogee, ex
ecuted on pottery vessels, were rendered with
greater abstraction than those found in the pre
ceding phase (Fuller and Stowe 1982).
Our identification of Bear Point components
in the region is based solely on the presence oflate
Pensacola series type-varieties recovered from sur

face or disturbed contexts only. In Lewis Unit 1 at
the Singing River site, late Pensacola series pottery
was confined to the disturbed uppermost level,
which overlay a Singing River component. A larger
sample of Bear Point phase pottery is present in
the surface collection from Deer Island. In an in
terim report, we introduced a provisional phase,
Deer Island, to describe these components in the
study area. We now prefer to include these materi
als in the Bear Point phase. Due to inadequate
samples, it is not yet possible to define the full con
tent of the local Protohistoric ceramic complex.
Considerable stylistic variation is present (i.e. "un
classified" varieties ofD'Olive Incised), but the tem
poral placement of these styles is unclear. Indeed,
once adequate samples become available, local
Protohistoric occupations may prove to be suffi
ciently distinct from the Bear Point phase to war
rant a separate phase designation.
Site characteristics and distributions are pre
sented in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6. The basic settle
ment pattern of single-mound center and non
mound middens, established in the preceding
phase, continued into the Protohistoric period. Al
though Bear Point phase ceramics were recovered
from the mound at the Singing River site, the Bear
Point component there is relatively minor compared
to earlier components. Perhaps the site population
declined or the Singing River center was abandoned
during the Protohistoric period. Size estimates of
Bear Point middens are im precise because most sites
are multicomponent. Nothing is known about lo
cal Bear Point phase subsistence practices.
In the Mississippi Sound region, the exact date
of first European contact or influence is uncertain.
Recorded European explorations between the years
1500-1699 were largely peripheral to the region.
It has long been suspected, based on cartographic
evidence, that the Spanish explored portions of the
northern Gulf Coast by the first decade of the six
teenth century. Certainly, the Pineda expedition
entered Mississippi Sound in 1519 and passed by
offshore, without any recorded encounter with the
Indians. In 1528, survivors of the abortive Narvaez
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expedition, including Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca,
floated west through Mississippi Sound. The later
entradas of Soto and Luna occurred far from Mis
sissippi Sound, but perhaps local inhabitants felt
indirect effects. Much later, in 1682, Robert Cavelier,
Sieur de La Salle, and Henri de Tonti descended
the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico and claimed
a huge domain for France. They named the
midcontinent Louisiana in honor of the French
monarch, Louis XIV. Encounters between Europe
ans and Native Americans probably escalated in the
region late in the seventeenth century, especially
after Spain increased its presence along northern
Gulf shores upon learning of La Salle's short-lived
enclave at Matagorda Bay (Texas).
Throughout the Southeast, the Protohistoric
period was a time of cultural change as native popu
lations responded to European contact, most nota
bly the impact of Old World diseases. Although the
effects of contact were not uniform, population de
cline, relocation, social reorganization, and the frag

mentation of powerful chiefdoms were widespread
(Smith 1987; Galloway 1995). Some aspects of Mis
sissippian social rank and chiefdom organization,
indicated by the presence of elite copper symbols,
spatulate stone axes, and the occupation of mound
centers, continued during the Bear Point phase in
the Mobile Bay region (Fuller 1985; Stowe 1989). Be
ginning at least by the end of the 1500s, however,
Bear Point populations participated in the Burial Urn
horizon, a custom of secondary burial in which hu
man remains were placed in or covered by pottery
vessels. This burial practice is considered by some to
correlate with social reorganization and the diminu
tion of social rank. Bear Point urn and secondary
burials were sometimes placed in mounds, together
with a few late sixteenth-eentury Spanish beads, coins,
and other artifacts (Stowe 1989). Other than a single
urn burial from a Pascagoula shell midden, described
and illustrated by Dickson (1848), these Mobile Bay
area burial practices have not been recorded on the
Mississippi Coast.

6 Native and Newcomer
Because the story of the Louisiana Colony is
well known, we need only touch upon those events
and circumstances that surround some of the im
portant early historic sites in the eastern Missis
sippi Sound region. Drawing on the relevant sources
(Higginbotham 1967, 1968a, 1969, 1977; Giraud
1974; McWilliams 1953, 1981), and a previous ar
chaeological review (Blitz et al. 1995), a brief his
torical sketch is in order.

THE MISSISSIPPI SOUND REGION
IN THE FRENCH COLONIAL PERIOD

chose a site for his colony on the eastern shore of
Biloxi Bay. There a wooden fort was erected and
designated Fort Maurepas, in honor of the French
Minister of the Marine, Comte de Pontchartrain.
Fort Maurepas was a Vauban-style fortification
and palisade that enclosed about one-half acre;
within the walls were barracks, magazines, store
houses, and other buildings (Figure 6.1). Cannons
were removed from Iberville's two frigates and
mounted on the parapets. With construction of the
fort completed and his tiny outpost established,
Iberville set sail for France. Ensign Sauvole was left
in command of 76 men and 10 officers, among
them Jean Baptiste LeMoyne de Bienville (1680
1768), Iberville's younger brother and future gov
ernor of Louisiana. Sauvole's journal records that

On February 10, 1699, an expeditionary force
of200 sailors, soldiers, laborers, and Canadian fron
tiersmen dropped anchor in the waters of Missis
sippi Sound. It had been seven
teen years since La Salle had
claimed all lands drained by the
Mississippi River for France.
France had been slow to secure
Louisiana, but now the little flo
tilla of four ships had arrived to
do just that. The leader of the
expedition was a Canadian,
Pierre LeMoyne d'Iberville
(1661-1706). Iberville's mission
was to locate the Mississippi
River and establish a permanent
French presence in the region.
Iberville found a sheltered har
bor at Ship Island, twelve miles
offshore. From the Ship Island
base, a French party explored
Figure 6.1. Detailfrom Plan du Fort de Maurepas a la coste meridionale de la
the lower Mississippi River but
Floride, 1699. The unsigned map is probably by Remy Reno, lberoille's draftsman.
failed to find a suitable settle (Source: photocopy on file, MDAH; anginal in the Biliotheque Nationale de France,
ment site. Instead, Iberville Paris).
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the nascent colony was plagued by drought, biting
insects, disease, and internal bickering. Unable or
unwilling to sustain themselves by farming, the
desperate garrison obtained food from local Indi
ans in exchange for trade goods. The Fort Maurepas
locale became known as Biloxi.
Sauvole perished but the Biloxi settlement did
not. Over the next two years, the French gained a
foothold on the Gulf Coast, explored the hinter
land, acquired native allies, averted a Spanish
threat, and strengthened the colony with more set
tlers and supplies. In 1701, Iberville resolved to
move his colony to a new location (Old Mobile) at
Twenty-Seven Mile Bluff on Mobile River. Biloxi
Bay was too shallow to harbor ships efficiently at
Fort Maurepas, and the bay afforded no major river
route to the interior. France and Spain had recently
become allied against England, and the new loca
tion was closer to Spanish Pensacola. Early in 1702,
the new fort (Fort Louis de la Louisiane) was occu
pied, and Fort Maurepas was abandoned. Years later
in 1719, after storms and floods had damaged the
Mobile Bay settlements, the French returned their
capital to the "old fort of Biloxi" on Biloxi Bay.
Now known as Vieux Biloxi, the reestablished settle
ment was of importance only briefly (1719-1721),
while a new site (Nouveau Biloxi) was under con
struction across the bay. But the New Biloxi loca
tion was inadequate and the French colonial capi
tal was moved yet again, this time to New Orleans
in 1722.
During this period in the Gulf South, the pro
found social and technological forces unleashed by
the Europeans rapidly transformed native societ
ies. The Pascagoulas and the Biloxis, occupants of
the region at the time of French colonization, were
rapidly reduced by disease and Chickasaw slave
raids to small, marginalized participants in the co
lonial economic and political sphere. The
Pascagoulas were closely related to the Choctaws in
speech and custom. The Biloxis, an isolated tribe
of Siouan-speakers, are thought to have migrated
to the Gulf Coast from a northern homeland late
in prehistory. A 1686 Spanish document identifies

the Biloxis as the "Estananis" and places them on a
river of that name, now known to be the Pascagoula
River (Swanton 1946:96; Lankford 1981:16-17).
The French visited both groups on the Pascagoula
River in 1699. When Iberville ascended the
Pascagoula River the following year, he found the
Biloxi's palisaded village of 30 to 40 cabins recently
abandoned. Iberville says this place was 6.5 leagues
(about 16 miles) from the river mouth (McWilliams
1981:139). Iberville continued upstream to the
Pascagoula village, 18 leagues (about 43 miles) from
the river mouth (McWilliams 1981:140-141).
By ca. 1703, the Biloxis had departed the
Pascagoula River to relocate first in the Lake
Pontchartrain region, and then to the lower Pearl
River in 1722. They may have returned to the vicin
ity of their former Pascagoula River settlement after
1730, but there is some uncertainty about this (Dorsey
and Swanton 1912:7). The Pascagoulas remained on
the river named for them throughout the French Co
lonial period. By 1763, both the Pascagoulas and the
Biloxis had moved west of the Mississippi River. M
terward, the region was largely devoid of resident
native inhabitants, serving primarily as a foraging
territory for interior Choctaw groups.
The first serious attempt to establish a planta
tion economy in the Mississippi Sound region be
gan in the 1710s, when three royal concessions on
the Pascagoula River were granted to Chaumont,
Graveline, and La Pointe. Cotton, tobacco, wheat,
and livestock were produced, but the plantations
were small and isolated. Throughout the French
Colonial period, the regional population remained
quite low; the plantation families, their descendants
and slaves, and a dwindling number of Pascagoula
Indians were the few permanent residents
(Higginbotham 1967:4-11). Although Biloxi served
as a somnolent little port for traffic between New
Orleans and Mobile, the region was relatively un
important to the Louisiana Colony after 1722. Once
the Treaty of Paris ended France's colonial aspira
tions on the midcontinent, the region passed first
to British dominion (1763-1783) and then to Span
ish rule (1783-1810). Colonial rule ended in 1810
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when the abortive Republic ofWest Florida was cre
ated, but the United States annexed the region that
same year. Mississippi became a state in 1817.

FORT 'MAUREPAS AND VIEUX BILOXI

(22-JA-534)
In the founding of the first settlement
in Mississippi and one of the first on
the Gulf of Mexico, the building of the
fort around which it grew is a matter of
much interest, especially since the site
is today to Mississippi what Jamestown
is to Virginia and Plymouth Rock is to
Massachusetts (Rowland 1925:149).

For more than one hundred years, scholars have
combined archival and archaeological evidence in
attempts to locate two important French Colonial sites
on the Gulf Coast: Fort Maurepas (1699-1702), the
first European colony in what is now Mississippi; and
Vieux Biloxi (1719-1721), capital of French Louisi
ana for a brief period. The general location of the
two settlements, within the city limits of Ocean
Springs, has long been established by historical docu
mentation, but only recently has Vieux Biloxi's exact
location been confirmed by a comprehensive review
of the evidence (Blitz et al. 1995). The site of Fort
Maurepas remains a mystery. Two Ocean Springs lo
cations may be the site of Fort Maurepas: the Vieux
Biloxi-Lover's Lane locale (22:Ja-534) on Fort Point
peninsula; and the Stone Marker locale (no state site
number) just southeast of Plummer's Point (Figure
6.2).
At the end of the nineteenth century, scholarly
interest in French Colonial America was on the rise.
Consensus public opinion believed the site of
Iberville's colony to be at the city of Biloxi, but in
1896 Schuyler Poitevent read a paper before the
Louisiana Historical Society in which he argued that
the first European settlement was at Ocean Springs
(Schmidt 1957). From the 1880s until his death in
1936, Poitevent gathered a large collection of eigh
teenth-eentury artifacts from his own and adjacent
properties at the Vieux Biloxi-Lover's Lane locale.

STONE MARKER
LOCALE

1000'

t

N

Figure 6.2. The Vieux Biloxi and Stone Marker locales in
Ocean Springs.

Poitevent documented his finds in several unpub
lished manuscripts now at MDAH (Poitevent n.d.).
His artifact discoveries influenced prominent his
torians, such as Dunbar Rowland and Peter J.
Hamilton, to accept the Vieux Biloxi-Lover's Lane
locale as the site of the two French colonies.
Poitevent's conclusion was soon thrown into
doubt. In 1909, a caretaker at the W. D. Schmidt
estate in Ocean Springs discovered a slab of marble
bearing the following inscription:
COLONIES
FRANCOISES
1699
Pe.U MOYNE
SR de-IbVle
L.P. P.L.
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Figure 6.3. The Stone Marker found in Ocean Springs in
1909 (Source: Caraway 1951).

high ground of Fort Point peninsula now designated
22:Ja-534. The maps ofJoussette and Le Blond de
La Tour (Blitz et al. 1995:Figures 4,5) are sufficiently
detailed to support this conclusion. Bellande's
(1993) careful comparison of the 1721 Le Blond
de La Tour map with the modern topography of
22:Ja-534 provides a definitive match. Even though
primary archival sources seem to indicate that Vieux
Biloxi was built on the site of Fort Maurepas (e.g.
Rowland and Sanders 1932:265), the site of the fort
still remains uncertain. In part, this is because the
earliest French maps lack detail. The Joussette map
is the most instructive, for it shows the old fort at
the Vieux Biloxi locale, and a battery very close to
the Stone Marker locale (Figure 6.4). To compli
cate matters, several highly detailed nineteenth
century maps and legal documents place the "old
fort" at the Stone Marker locale (Blitz et al. 1995:38
42). Poitevent found cannonballs at the Stone
Marker locale that matched those from Vieux Biloxi.
Additional evidence, in the form of French bricks
and historical documents, place a brickworks at or
near the Stone Marker locale. So it is not difficult
to conclude that a colonial-era site exists at the Stone
Marker locale, but this place has not produced the
volume of artifacts one would expect if Fort
Maurepas once stood there.

The stone marker, about eleven by nine inches,
is presently at the Cabildo in New Orleans (Figure
6.3). Many scholars now concluded that the stone
marker find-spot was the site of Fort Maurepas
(Caraway 1951), but others disagreed. Poitevent
(n.d.) insisted that the inscribed stone was an eigh
teenth-century commemorative marker placed at
the site of a French battery and not the fort's true
location. Higginbotham (1968a:7 4
80) advanced several observations in
favor of the Vieux Biloxi-Lover's
Lane hypothesis: (I) the artifacts re
covered from Poitevent's property;
(2) the Joussette map; (3) the Min
utes of the Council of Commerce of
Louisiana in 17I9 and 1720, which
record the reestablishment of the
French capital at "the old fort of
Biloxi"; and (4) the 1721 map of Le
Blond de La Tour, which clearly
places Vieux Biloxi at Poitevent's
property on Lover's Lane.
Figure 6.4. Detail from Carte particuliere des environs du Fort de Maurepas
Archival and cartographic evi et de la baye de Biloxy, 1722. The unsigned map has been attributed to F.
dence leaves no doubt that the Vieux Joussette. (Source: photocopy on file, MDAH). Inserted arrows mark the location
Biloxi settlement was located on the ofFort Maurepas (a) and the proposed battery (b).
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MDAH archaeologists made an unsuccessful

Biloxi-Lover's Lane locale. From these sources, Ray

search for Fort Maurepas in the early 1970s (MDAH
1973; Connaway 1981). Efforts were focused just
south of the shaded area (Vieux Biloxi) in Figure
6.2. Some eighteenth-century artifacts were un
earthed but no structural remains of the fort were
discovered. That so few French artifacts were found

Bellande prepared a map of 22:Ja-534 on which
were plotted Poiteverit's artifact finds and his pro
posed locations for specific French structures (Fig
ure 6.5). Poitevent's extant artifact collection plus
additional artifacts recovered by Lover's Lane resi

suggested to others that the fort site had not been
located (Hudson 1973). Unfortunately, MDAH ar
chaeologists were denied permission to excavate in
precisely those areas where Poitevent and
Higginbotham had argued both Fort Maurepas and
Vieux Biloxi were to be found. MDAH archaeolo
gists entertained the possibility that the remains of
both French settlements had eroded into Biloxi Bay.
In 1995, new archival, cartographic, and ar
chaeological evidence was presented (Blitz et al.
1995). Among Poitevent's manuscripts are "relic
lists" in which he describes his artifact discoveries

dents were also examined (Blitz et al. 1995:Tables
2,3,4). An impressive array of eighteenth-century
artifacts have been found at 22:Ja-534: cannonballs,
iron shot, musket balls, musket parts, gunflints, a
flagstaff point, French and Spanish coins, brass, sil
ver, and bone buttons; brass buckles, French tin
glazed and lead-glazed tablewares, historic Native
American pottery, glass bottle and drinking glass
fragments, a large quantity of glass trade beads,
knives, axe heads, nails, spikes, and bricks (see Blitz
et al. 1995 for illustrations).
From this review, we arrive at the following con
clusions. The settlement ofVieux Biloxi (22:Ja-534)

and keys the find-spots to a sketch map of the Vieux
200'
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those ofVieux Biloxi, if indeed artifacts from both
settlements are mixed in the collections" (Blitz et
al. 1995:55). If Fort Maurepas was located at Vieux
Biloxi, there is a high probability that most or all
of the old fort remains have long since eroded into
the bay. We arrive at this conclusion based on two
observations: storm tides caused the bluff edge at
Poitevent's property to retreat at least 85 feet be
tween 1900-1933 alone, and presumably even more
land has been lost since 1702; and Poitevent's arti
facts were retrieved from the eroding bluff face,
from the beach where they had been redeposited
by erosion, and from the shallow waters of the bay.
Evidence of the fort site's destruction is equivocal,
however, and until archaeological excavations are
conducted at both the Vieux Biloxi and Stone
Marker locales, the site ofthe first European settle
ment in Mississippi will remain unknown.

OLD SPANISH FORT / KREBs HOUSE

(22-JA-526)

ter-shell concrete). Later building episodes added
extensions, double fireplaces, and walls of bousillage
(a building material of clay and Spanish moss) . For
many years, this humble little house was claimed
to be the oldest standing structure in Mississippi,
but as recent investigations reveal, local lore is no
substitute for the objective discoveries of archaeol
ogy.
In 1980, the first of three historical, architec
tural, and archaeological assessments of the Krebs
House began to strip the layers of mystery from
the old edifice (Building Conservation Technology
1980). Documentary evidence indicated that the 22
Ja-536 site was once part of a 1715 land grant to
Joseph Simon de La Pointe, who established a plan
tation in the immediate vicinity around 1718. A
German, Hugo Krebs, acquired the plantation in
1751, and the house remained in the Krebs family
until the 1940s. In 1772, Bernard Romans cred
ited Krebs with the invention of a productive cot
ton gin; if true, it preceded Eli Whitney's famous
device by two decades (Cain 1953:74-76). A plan
of the La Pointe concession is depicted on Dumont
de Montigny's map of the lower Pascagoula ca.
1726, but the Krebs House does not correspond to
any of the illustrated buildings. Researchers were

There are dozens of places designated "old
Spanish fort" scattered across the South. Like most
of these sites, Old Spanish Fort/Krebs House (22
Ja-526) is neither "Spanish" nor is it a fort. It is a
fascinating archaeological
site, however, wisely pre
served as a park and museum
in the city of Pascagoula. The
site is on high levelland, part
of the Coastal Prairie-Terrace
landform, near the con
fluence of the Pascagoula
and Escatawpa Rivers. On
the site stands a small one
story building known as the
Krebs House (Figure 6.6).
Renovated numerous times
in the past, it was originally
a single-room house 21 by 28
feet, constructed of vertical
cypress logs in the colombage
style, with walls of tabby (oys- Figure 6.6. Old Spanish Fort / Krebs House (Courtesy of the Old Spanish Fort Museum).
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unwilling to sever the La Pointe connection on this
slim basis, so the possibility was entertained that
the Krebs House was an unillustrated auxiliary
building, perhaps a carpenter shop. Excavation
beneath and around the Krebs House produced
quantities of historic Native American pottery but
only one French faience sherd (Building Conserva
tion Technology 1980).
In 1992, the hidden history of the Krebs House
was unraveled still further (Hinks et al. 1993). The
1992 investigators rejected the possibility that the
Krebs House dated to the time of the La Pointe
plantation. The standing structure, they observed,
cut into underlying deposits which contained post
French artifacts. They cited Bernard Romans' ac
count of the hurricane of 1772, which seemed to
imply that none of La Pointe's buildings survived
the storm. A large amount of Native American pot
tery was found beneath and mixed into house floor
layers (Table B.19). Mann attributed the Indian
pottery to the Pascagoulas (Hinks et al. 1993:97).
Because only one trade bead was recovered, how
ever, the possibility that Indians occupied the house
site was rejected. The 1992 team concluded that
"subsequent erection of the existing Krebs House
may have occurred anytime between ca. 1760s and
l780s," but probably after the 1772 storm (Hinks
et al. 1993:155).
The most recent and extensive archaeological
investigations at 22:Ja-526 confirmed that the Krebs
House postdates the French Colonial period
(Waselkov and Silvia 1995). Excavations clarified
the date of the Pascagoula Indian component; this
midden of animal bone, shell, and artifacts under
lies and predates house construction (Table 8.20).
The midden formed between 1750-1775, an age
span attributable to the associated artifacts: French
green-glazed earthenwares and tin-glazed faience,
glass trade beads, a honey-colored gunflint, and
Rupert lead shot. The presence of pre-1763 bead
types, the absence of colono ware (Native Ameri
can pottery made in European forms), and the fact
that Indian pottery far exceeds French ceramics in
quantity underscores the Indian origin of the

midden (Waselkov and Silvia 1995:27). Sometime
"around 1775" the initial Krebs House structure
was erected over the Indian midden (Waselkovand
Silvia 1995:34). Shell from the midden deposit was
used in the tabby construction. It was not French
custom to use tabby concrete; this is another clue
that the house postdates 1763 (Waselkov and Silvia
1995:34). The archaeologists used nail types and
other architectural elements to document various
nineteenth-century and twentieth-century alter
ations to the Krebs House. It is possible, even likely,
that preserved remains of the La Pointe plantation
await discovery nearby.

HOMESTEAD

(22-JA-645)

Located on the west side of West Pascagoula
River, 1 km above the mouth of Sioux Bayou and
3.1 km above where the river meets Mississippi
Sound, is a high bluffwith a commanding river view.
Low ground, marsh, and water surrounds a broad,
rectangular tongue offlat land that rises 7.6 m above
the river (Blitz and Mann 1993:Figure 11). Here
the Pascagoula is an extensive tidal marsh-estuary
ecosystem 4.5 km in width. It is an attractive spot
today, as it must have been when Native Americans
established a settlement here early in the era of
European colonization.

INVESTIGATION

The Homestead site consists of prehistoric and
historic artifacts distributed in small, dense clus
ters immediately adjacent to the bluff edge. We
conducted auger tests at two locations previously
recorded as separate archaeological sites, but nei
ther place had ever been examined by archaeolo
gists. One of these sites (22:Ja-521) was a shell
midden in the side yard of the Dees property, situ
ated on the southeastern bluff edge. Auger tests
revealed a shallow deposit of marsh clams cover
ing a 50 x 40 m area, with a smaller core area of
heavy-density shell surrounding a massive live oak
tree. Residents confirmed that modern land use had
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spread the light-density material outward from the
heavy-density core deposit. Prehistoric potsherds
were recovered with the auger, but modern glass,
nails, and other trash indicated considerable dis
turbance throughout the deposit, so no further work
was conducted at 22:Ja-521.
We turned our attention to a second artifact
cluster, 60 m north of 22:Ja-521, at the northeast
ern bluff edge. At this artifact cluster (22:Ja-645), a
light density of early eighteenth-century Euro
American artifacts and Native American pottery was
scattered over a 25 x 25 m area along the bluff edge
between the Smith property and the river. From
auger test results, it became apparent that no in
tact deposits remained at this location due to se
vere erosion and house construction. Although the
shell midden is limited to 22:Ja-521, it is not now
possible to determine if artifact distributions be
tween 22:Ja-521 and 22:Ja-645 are continuous,
because private residences intervene. We refer to
both locations collectively as the Homestead site.
Two different artifact collections are available
from Homestead. The 22:Ja-521 collection, gath
ered by MAA members in the 1970s and stored at
the Tullis-Toledano Manor in Biloxi, was examined
(Table B.21). Residents had collected a small quan
tity of artifacts from 22:Ja-645, and our investiga
tion produced additional materials (Table B.22). At
least two components can be identified in both col
lections. A Late Woodland period Tates Hammock
phase occupation (AD 700-1200) is easily recognized
by the presence of diagnostic ceramic type-variet
ies: Mulberry Creek Cord Marked, Pontchartrain
Check Stamped var. Pontchartrain; French Fork In
cised, and Coles Creek Incised.
While creamware, pearlware, and whiteware
sherds signal an expected late historic period pres
ence, it is the early eighteenth-eentury component
that is most intriguing. The site has produced
French ceramics, glass trade beads, "rose-head"
nails and spikes, brass and iron kettle fragments,
musket balls and parts, and historic native pottery.
Several artifacts are good early to middle eigh
teenth-eentury markers. Drawn bead type lIA6 and

wire-wound bead type WllA3 are found on Euro
pean/Native American sites prior to 1760 (Brain
1979: 102, 110). The brass trade bell (Blitz and Mann
1993:Plate 31,E) is a key type, oar. Flower Key, and
dates to the first half of the eighteenth-century
(Brain 1979: 198). The kettle handle (Blitz and
Mann 1993:Plate 31,D) and iron hoe (Blitz and
Mann 1993:Plate 29,A) are typical forms for the
first half of the 1700s (Brain 1979:134,144). Coarse
earthenware sherds, one green-glaze with buff paste
and one transparent lead-glaze over a brown-red
paste, are similar to others commonly encountered
on eighteenth-century French sites in the lower
Southeast (Stowe 1977b; Brain 1979; Hinks et al.
1993).
The eighteenth-century Native American pot
tery at Homestead may be placed into the Gulf
Historic tradition (Fuller 1991). All are finely tem
pered with angular shell and incised with scrolls,
line-filled triangles, and lip notches. These sherds
are local varieties of Port Dauphin Incised (Stowe
1977b; Fuller 1991). Coarse shell-tempered plain
sherds (Mississippi Plain) with everted rims pinched
to create a crude "pie-crust" effect are also present.
This rim mode is widespread on seventeenth and
eighteenth-century Native American sites in Mis
sissippi (e.g. Blitz 1985). In short, most of the di
agnostic European/Native American artifacts are
attributable to the French Colonial era, AD 1699
1763.

SUMMARY

Archaeological deposits may no longer be in
tact at Homestead, but we can say where and when
people lived there. Two artifact clusters are evident.
The 22:Ja-521 cluster is a prehistoric Tates Ham
mock phase shell midden with a veneer of eigh
teenth-century artifacts. Site 22:Ja-645 produced
eighteenth-century European/Native American ar
tifacts and a small quantity of Tates Hammock phase
pottery. One gains the overall impression that the
eighteenth-century artifact concentrations mark
widely spaced house locations, a settlement pattern
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that was very common for eighteenth-century na
tive communities in Mississippi (Blitz 1985; Brown
1985). Just who was living at Homestead in the
1700s? We will present additional evidence below
that the Homestead site was the location of a
Pascagoula Indian community.

THE LA
AND THE

POINTE PHASE (AD

1699-1775)

PASCAGOULAS

We will not discuss the various artifacts of Eu
ropean manufacture found on La Pointe phase sites;
detailed descriptions are available in the reports
cited above. Instead we continue our focus on na
tive materials and traditions, with the realization
that the European/Mrican presence altered the so
cial context of native artifact manufacture and use.
European, African, and American Indian ex
changed ideas and products, of course, and this is
revealed in the ubiquitous presence of Native
American pottery on French Colonial sites along
the Gulf Coast (Waselkov 1989). Separation of Na
tive American and European/Mrican components,
especially in disturbed contexts, is often problem
atical.
The eighteenth-century Native American pot
tery at Vieux Biloxi, Old Spanish Fort/Krebs House,
and Homestead may be placed into the Gulf His
toric tradition (Fuller 1991). Pottery of this ceramic
tradition is found on numerous eighteenth-century
and early nineteenth-century Indian sites from the
Tombigbee to the Mississippi. The Gulf Historic
tradition is thought to be a direct consequence of
European/Mrican acculturation of native peoples.
Compared to the earlier Gulf and Middle Missis
sippian traditions, there was a widespread simplifi
cation of vessel forms and decoration, perhaps be
cause European containers replaced indigenous
ones for many purposes (Fuller 1991). Small jars
and simple bowls are the basic forms. "Colono ware"
attributes of European origin, such as cup handles
and ring bases, are present in some assemblages,
but have yet to be identified in the Mississippi
Sound region. Decorative styles are a simplifica-

tion of antecedent themes: multiple, parallel lines
arranged in bands to create rectilinear and curvi
linear designs. Scrolls encircling the vessel and line
filled triangles on the upper part of the vessel are
common motifs. Lines were applied several at a time
with a multiple-toothed implement ("combed") or
individually applied with a single-pointed tool. Line
application ranges from dry-paste incision to en
graving. Burnished, filmed, or slipped surfaces,
usually black or red, are common.
The La Pointe phase is the regional ceramic
complex ofthe Gulf Historic tradition (Table 6.1).
The La Pointe phase ceramic complex is composed
of a utilitarian, unburnished coarseware tempered
with angular shell (Mississippi Plain) and a hard,
compact fineware (Gulf Historic fineware) with di
verse tempering agents. The La Pointe ceramic
complex is very similar to the Port Dauphin phase
(AD 1700-1770) materials found at French Colo
nial sites in the Mobile Bay region (Stowe 1977b;
Fuller 1991). The La Pointe phase ceramics appear
Table 6.1. La Pointe Phase Ceramic Complex.

TEMPER-WARE GROUPS:
Gulf Historic fineware
Coarse shell temper (Mississippi Plain)
fine sand temper

TYPE - VARIETIES:
Choctawan Series:
Port Dauphin Incised
Chickachae Incised
Fatherland Incised
var. Fatherland
Owens Punctated
var.Muir
Chickachae Combed
La Pointe Combed
Kemper Combed

MODES:
lip nicks/notches (Nicked Rim Incised)
pinched "pie-Gust" rim
pigmentation (red, black, brown)
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to differ from the Port Dauphin phase
ceramics by the significant presence of
combed pottery. Whether these perceived
differences are spatial or temporal has yet
to be worked out. The La Pointe phase
combed and incised pottery indicates the
expected cultural relationship to identi
cal ceramic types found on eighteenth
century Choctaw sites farther north in
central Mississippi (Blitz 1985, 1995; Gal
loway 1995:266-276). The La Pointe
phase time span is an estimate based on
associated European artifacts with known
Figure 6. 7 Detail from Carte de la Riviere des Pascagoula by Dumont
dates of manufacture.
de Montigny, 1720s (Source: photocopy on file, MDAH). Inserted site
For the archaeologist, the Gulf His numbers mark proposed correlations with mapped settlements.
toric ceramic tradition presents very ho
mogeneous stylistic attributes, but there is a subtle 1930s by Schuyler Poitevent, now curated at the
regional and local variability that is poorly under Department of Anthropology, Tulane University,
stood. It is suspected that ethnic distinctions are include eighteenth-century French ceramics and
one factor responsible for this variation (Galloway bricks, and La Pointe phase pottery similar to ma
1995:266-276). The correlation oflocal phases with terials at the Homestead site. The Dumont de
known historic groups is an important goal. How Montigny map dearly depicts the Pascagoula vil
ever, this requires linking specific archaeological lage on the West Pascagoula River between Sioux
sites to native groups identified with archival and Bayou to the south and Martin's Bluff to the north,
on the west side just south of Dead River and the
cartographic evidence.
One map that can serve this purpose in our junction of Cedar Bayou with the river (Figure 6.7).
region is Dumont de Montigny's depiction of the This is the precise location of the Homestead site,
lower Pascagoula River, drafted between 1722 and 22-Ja-645. In the 1720s, the Pascagoulas moved
1726 (Figure 6.7). Natural landmarks such as Sioux down river from their earlier settlement to be near
Bayou, Bluff Creek, and other tributaries are easily the French (DuPratz, in Swanton 1911:305;
identifiable. This attention to detail makes it fea Higginbotham 1968b:15) and this is where they
sible to correlate settlements depicted on the map were when recorded by Dumont de Montigny.
with archaeological sites. Among the important
If Homestead was the village of the Pascagoulas
settlements on the map are the La Pointe conces ca. 1726, what about the Indian pottery assemblage
sion (on or near Old Spanish Fort/Krebs House, at Old Spanish Fort, 22:Ja-526, which postdates the
22-Ja-526), the Chaumont concession, the Dumont de Montigny map? Mann (Hinks et al.
Graveline concession, and the "village of the 1993:97; Blitz and Mann 1993:53-56) attributed the
Pascagoulas."
22:Ja-526 Indian ceramics to the Pascagoulas. Like
Higginbotham (1974) places Madame wise, after a review of the historic maps and docu
Chaumont's plantation (no state site number) at ments, Waselkov and Silvia (1995:19-20) concluded
Pritchard's Landing, 37 miles from the river mouth, that the Pascagoulas were the only known native
and Jean-Baptise Baudreau de Graveline's settle group in the vicinity of 22:Ja-526 when the midden
ment at the Martin's Bluff site (22:Ja-505). Arti formed ca. 1750-1775. Bear in mind, however, that
facts collected from the Martin's Bluff site in the archaeologists have not located the Biloxi and
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Figure 6.8. Distribution of La Pointe Phase sites.

Table 6.2. Characteristics of La Pointe Phase sites.

22:Ja-505

Pascagoula River

22:Ja-526

Pascagoula River

22:Ja-534

Biloxi Bay, Terrace

22:Ja-543

Escatawpa River

22:Ja-607

Pascagoula River

22:Ja-637

Terrace

22:Ja-645

Pascagoula River,
Riverine

22-Hr-500

Barrier Island

12 x 23 m

Destroyed

Collection

Blitz & Mann
1993

Midden

Intact

Excavation,
collection

Hinks et al.
1993, Wiselkov
& Silvia 1995

Midden

Intact/Destroyed

Collection

Blitz et al. 1995

Midden

Destroyed

Excavation,
collection

Marshall 1982a

Intact

Collection

Blitz & Mann
1993

Destroyed

Collection

MDAH files

Midden

I

25 x 25 m

Midden

Destroyed

Collection

Blitz & Mann
1993

4 ha

Midden,
Burial,
Mound

Intact/Destroyed

Collection

This report
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Pascagoula villages visited by Iberville. No attempt
has been made to correlate a mapped Biloxi village
with archaeological materials. Until such investiga
tions generate additional samples in well dated con
texts, distinctions between Biloxi and Pascagoula ar
chaeological components, if any, remain unknown.
One detectable difference in assemblages from
La Pointe phase sites is the presence or absence of
combed pottery. There is considerable evidence
elsewhere in Mississippi and Alabama that combed
decoration is a time-sensitive attribute in Choctawan
series ceramic complexes; it is rare or absent in pre
1750 assemblages, increases in popularity in 1750
1800 assemblages, and is the predominant decora
tion in early nineteenth-century samples (Galloway

1984; Fuller 1992; Blitz 1995). Combed ceramics
are absent from the Homestead and Martin's Bluff
collections, which also contain early to middle eigh
teenth-century European artifacts. Combed ceram
ics are present in the post-1750 Old Spanish Forti
Krebs House samples. On this slim basis, we sus
pect that the combing technique was introduced
into the region ca. 1740-1750. Unfortunately, our
database is too rudimentary to determine if this
difference is the result of social, chronological, or
sampling factors. For now, we must rather grossly
lump all Colonial-era Native American Indian pot
tery into the La Pointe phase. The distributions and
characteristics of La Pointe phase sites are presented
in Figure 6.8 and Table 6.2.

7 The Cultural Sequence
EARLIEST INHABITANTS

(9000-1200

Be)

Post-Archaic Native American cultural devel
opments in the Mississippi Sound region are the
primary concern of this study, a focus imposed on
us, in part, by the scanty material record of earlier
periods. For now, a cursory summation of the
Paleoindian and Archaic occupation must suffice
as a prologue to the later periods. Regional
Paleoindian through Late Archaic remains occur
as surface finds of diagnostic artifacts, mostly pro
jectile point/knife (PP/K) styles with time spans es
tablished by research elsewhere in the Southeast
(Table 7.1). No pre-1200 Be regional sequence has
been established, so cross-correlational relative
dating is based on similarity in artifact morphol
ogy. We have excluded from Table 7.1 many PP /Ks
and other artifacts observed in local artifact collec
tions that are undiagnostic of a time period. In
addition, the geomorphological conditions outlined
in Chapter 2 are not particularly conducive to the
preservation of early sites. These two factors have
created a limited and biased data set, such that the
frequency of Paleoindian/Archaic sites in the region
is under-represented in Table 7.1 and in the state
site files for the region (Appendix E).
Almost all of the existing information on the
Paleoindian and Archaic periods in the region is
summarized by McGahey (1992a, 1992b) and
Giliberti (1995). These authors raise two impor
tant issues. First, they note that while widespread
PP /K styles attributable to all early periods are
present in the region, enough distinctive PP/Kforms
exist to suggest the presence of previously
undescribed styles, possibly endemic to southern
Mississippi in the Middle to Late Archaic periods.
Second, recorded Paleoindian and Archaic compo

nent frequencies are low when compared to other
physiographic regions in the state. Possible reasons
for this low archaeological visibility are addressed
in Chapter 8.
Published information is available for only
three Archaic sites in the Mississippi Sound region:
Cedarland (22-Ha-506), Escatawpa I (22:Ja-543),
and Escatawpa III (22:Ja-545). Cedarland and an
adjacent site, Claiborne (22-Ha-501), were two semi
circular shell middens (now destroyed) near the
mouth of the Pearl River. These extensive, deep
middens had many similar artifacts. However,
Cedarland was preceramic Late Archaic and the
type site for the Pearl River phase (Gagliano 1963).
The larger Claiborne site, with a full assemblage of
Poverty Point artifacts and fiber-tempered pottery,
was occupied later in time (Gagliano and Webb
1970). Webb (1977:27) argued that the two sites
represented sequential occupations by the same
peoples, developmental episodes that span the tran
sition from Late Archaic to Poverty Point (see
Bruseth 1991 for an alternative interpretation).
Small-scale test excavations (mostly unreported)
and large artifact collections amassed by nonpro
fessionals constitute the primary documentation for
both sites. Cultural materials at Cedarland included
Gary, Macon, Pontchartrain, and Kent PP /Ks of lo
cal and exotic stone; winged, prismatic, and cylin
drical atlatl weights; stone plummets, red jasper
beads, and amorphous baked-clay lumps associated
with clay-lined features (Bruseth 1991).
The two excavated Archaic sites in the study
area are Escatawpa I and III, and they are not very
informative. At Escatawpa I, Richard Marshall iso
lated a possible preceramic Late Archaic stratum
that was overlain by a zone containing pottery.
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Table 7.1. Characteristics of Paleoindian and Archaic sites.
.......

GEOl.(j)(ftCAL

SITE

CON'1'.U1'

.....

,

...

........

.

I·· • ·., ••.•••·••••· ••• •·••••.

.................,

•••

......, ...... ,.......•..

..

,

...

........

22:Ja-5l6

Holocene Surface

Paleoindian

Walker and Taylor
1982:7

"three lancelate projectile
points," probably redeposited

22:Ja-530

Gulfport Formation

Late
Paleoindian/EarlyArchaic

This report

Dalton point

22:Ja-545

Holocene Surface (?)

Late Archaic

Marshall 1982a

Abbey point

22:Ja-563

?

Unspecified Archaic

MDAH Files

22:Ja-59l

Holocene Surface

Late Archaic

MDAH Files

22:Ja-592

Holocene Surface

Unspecified Archaic

MDAHFiles

-

22:Ja-610

Holocene Surface

Unspecified Archaic

MDAH Files

-

22:Ja-611

Holocene Surface

Middle to Late Archaic

Blitz 1993b

Zoomorphic stone bead,
bannerstone, Rays point

22:Ja-645

Prairie Formation

Early & Middle Archaic

This report

Greenbriar, White Springs
points

22:Ja-647

Gulfport Formation

Early Archaic

MDAH Files

Greenbriar point

22:Ja-658

Holocene Surface

Early Archaic

MDAH Files

-

22:Ja-673

Holocene Surface

Late Archaic

MDAH Files

-

22:Ja-687

?

Late Archaic

MDAH Files

-

22:Ja-688

?

Late Archaic

MDAH Files

-

22:Ja-728

Holocene Surface (?)

Middle to Lite Archaic

Blitz 1993b

Zoomorphic and tubular stone
beads

22:Ja-731

Holocene Surface (?)

Middle Archaic

This report

White Springs points

22:Ja-727

Gulfport Formation

Early Archaic

This report

Greenbriar point

Paleoindian/Early Archaic

MDAHFiles

Dalton, Big Sandy points

Unspecified Archaic

MDAH Files

-

\\ade Point

_.

_.

22-Hr-500 Barrier Island
-

22-Hr-647 ?

Marshall identified the Late Archaic component
based largely on negative evidence: the absence of
pottery and Poverty Point objects. In fact, the cul
tural affiliation of this stratum is unknown. No di
agnostic stone artifacts were recovered, but amor
phous baked-clay lumps were abundant, a charac
teristic that Marshall (1982a:57-59) considered to
be common at other Late Archaic sites in Missis
sippi (e.g. Cedarland). He interpreted the clay
lumps as heat-conducting elements used in pit ov
ens and found several features that may have func
tioned in this manner. Marshall's excavation at
Escatawpa III also produced clay lumps and pit fea
tures, as well as a Late Archaic Abbey PP /K, but
later components were mixed with these materials.

-

Based on low levels of debitage, Marshall (1982a:50)
concluded that the Late Archaic components at the
Escatawpa sites were temporary activity locations.
These limited assemblages provide little basis for
identification of similar components in the region.

IDENTIFYING AND ORDERING COMPONENTS

Our database for constructing a chronological
sequence for the study area consists of surface arti
fact collections and stratigraphic test excavations.
Most sites are shallow, multicomponent, earth-shell
middens. Surface collections from such sites do not
provide the short-duration artifact samples condu
cive to a successful seriation. Small-scale excava
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tions into shell middens also present potential prob
lems for chronological control. Strata are often dif
ficult to recognize, trace, and isolate in what are
essentially piles of shell and sediment. The com
plex, unknown processes of site formation and the
coarse shell matrix virtually guarantee some verti
cal displacement of artifacts, a displacement that
can not be entirely mitigated by excavation in ei
ther "arbitrary" or "natural" provenience units. We
do not deny that there is a potentially detectable
order to the formation of individual shell midden
sites, but to "decipher" in detail how each formed
is a project unto itself. Limited time and funds pre
cluded pursuing that laudable goal to the fullest.
Given that our primary goal was establishment
of a regional sequence, we attempted to reduce
these problems by selecting for excavation those
sites with the deepest deposits formed over the
shortest identifiable time span. Few sites are "single
component" in the strictest sense because there is
often a thin veneer oflater artifacts confined to the
disturbed, uppermost strata. However, we were suc
cessful in locating sites where the midden formed
during a single phase. Native American pottery
samples from these sites were the basis for our se
quence, augmented by additional surface collection
samples from short-duration sites.

SERIATION

To establish the cultural sequence, we must ar
range the pottery samples into a series that is
thought to represent their relative order in time.
The resultant series must be oriented with the aid
of additional chronological evidence such as stratig
raphy or absolute dates, so that the early and late
ends of the seriation can be identified. One conse
quence of our decision to focus on short-duration
sites was that superposition of components was only
rarely encountered (e.g. Greenwood Island over
Claiborne at 22:Ja-516, Bear Point over Singing
River at 22:Ja-520). So superposition of compo
nents was relatively unimportant in constructing the
sequence. Instead, cross-eorrelational relative dat

ing of ceramic styles known from adjacent regions,
ten radiocarbon assays (see below), and the occur
rence of eighteenth-eentury Euro-American artifacts
of known age served to orient the seriation. Three
ceramic attribute measures were used for seriation:
temper-ware groups, type-varieties, and modes.
These are categories defined by the ceramic fabric,
surface finish, or vessel form. The reader is referred
to Appendix A for an explanation of the ceramic
analysis. Ceramic artifact counts used in the
seriations are tabulated by site-provenience unit in
Appendix B.
A chronological ordering of attributes can be
achieved with two basic methods: frequency seria
tion and occurrence (presence-and-absence) seriation.
These two techniques are no less accurate for being
simple and descriptive, for they make no unwarranted
demands on the limited database, and provide a vi
sually intuitive assessment of the relative sensitivity
of each attribute to the dimension of time. In a fre
quency seriation, attribute samples are arranged in
increasing or decreasing frequency around the sample
of maximum abundance. Units or samples with simi
lar attribute frequencies are grouped together and
assumed to represent the waxing and waning of at
tribute use through time (the dimension ofspace may
also affect the ordering). Table 7.2 presents a fre
quency seriation of eight temper-ware groups found
in 12 site assemblages. Temper-ware frequencies were
calculated only for the undecorated pottery in these
samples, which always composes the majority of pot
tery found at regional sites. Table 7.3 presents a fre
quency seriation of 28 decorated pottery type-vari
eties. Type-varieties chosen for seriation were those
that had the basic prerequisites to serve as useful his
torical types: sufficient abundance and short dura
tion. The following ceramic samples were used in
Table 7.3:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

22:Ja-530, Unit 4, Level 4-6
22:Ja-530, Unit 4, Level 1-3
22:Ja-555, Unit 1 and surface
22:Ja-516, aggregate units and surface collection
22-Hr-591, Unit 2, Level 5-8
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Table 7.2. Seriation of temper-ware groups.
ASSEMBLAGE

TOTAL
SHERDS

FIBER

209

-

GlUTTCHEF.
SAND

GROG

F.SAND

SHEll-
SHELL
GROG

G.lUST

EARLY

22-:Ja-530, Unit4.
Level 4-6
e---....

22~"-530,
Level 1-3 U"" ~'

199
95%

10
5%

-

-

-

-

~j

-

I

-

: I'

4
1%

656
92%

52
7%

-

-

22-:Ja-555, Unit 1

465

163
35%

14
3%

258
5%

25%

22~"-'16,
Ag"",,,u" 1
Units and Surface

5
2%

708

21
2%

182
26%

45
6%

400
57%

-

281
99%

~~~+

-

-

836
94%

53
6%

-

-

-

-

43
67%

21
33%

-

-

-

I

-

-

22-Hr-591, Unit 2
22-Hr-534,
Surface

l~~

I

-

-~

I

22-:Ja-520, Pinola
Unit 1, Level 7-12

M+

-

415

-

-

-

283
68%

-

79
19%

53
13%

-

22-:Ja-520, Pinola
Unit I, Level 1-6

602

-

-

-

195
32%

I
1%

62
10%

344
57%

-

416

-

-

-

12
3%

-

-

404
97%

-

547

-

-

-

-

-

-

547
100%

-

-

-

-

-

167
25%

507
75%

~'

22~la-726,

Surface

22-:Ja-520, Lewis

I

'~~H

Unit I,
22:]a-520, Lewis

Uni' I, 1=1 12

~-526:1992 +
1994 Aggregate

LATE

~74_
674

-

~

F. 22-Hr-591, Unit 2, Level 1-4
G. 22-Hr-534, surface
H.22-Hr-534, Units 3 and 6
I. 22:Ja-543 (reference: Marshall 1982a)
J. 22:Ja-520, Pinola Unit 1, Level 7-12
K. 22:Ja-520, Pinola Unit 1, Level 1-6
L. 22:Ja-520, Lewis Unit 1, Level 3-12
M.22:Ja-520, Lewis Unit 1, Level 1-2
N.22:Ja-526, aggregate units, 1992 and 1994
Site samples with low ceramic counts or mixed
components were not used in the seriations, with
two exceptions to the latter requirement. In these
two samples, ceramics considered to be out of chro
nological context were omitted from the Table 7.3

I

I

seriation sample. In sample C, a few shell tempered
sherds present in the surface collection were omit
ted as an obviously later addition to a Middle Wood
land period midden. Because the only available
samples of grog-tempered check stamped or Mul
berry Creek Cord Marked pottery available were
from mixed component contexts, earlier Bayou La
Batre and later Gulf Historic pottery were removed
from sample I.
Table 7.4 displays the occurrence distribution of
thirty material traits (ceramic modes, ceramic series/
subseries, artifact classes) in ten phases. Each seria
tion in Tables 7.2-7.4 provides a satisfactory and
complementary chronological order. The seriations
and the association of attributes that occur together
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Table 7.3. Seriation of decorated type-varieties.

EARLY

Alexander Incised

21

23

Alexander PunctatedlPinched

14

39

<1

Bayou La Batre Stamped

8

14

13 35

Tchefuncte Incised/Stamped

57

16

4

22

<I

Lake Borgne Incised

4

7

Bayou La Batre Scallop Imp.

4

15 21

Deptford Simple/Check Stamped

4

12

Mandeville Stamped

13

3

Mabin Stamped Crooks

7

15

Indian Bay Stamped

17

5

6

6

2

Marksville Inc. Yokena

2

3

51

61

17

<I

3

6

10

Marksville Stamped Trayvil1e
Churupa Punctated

40

4
4

Marksville Stamped Marksville
Marksville Stamped Godsey
Marksville Incised Leist

15

25

42

71

21

13

2

Crog-Iempered Check Stamped"

48

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked

50

Unclass. Shell-Grog Inc./Punct.
Evansville Punctated

6

4

86

33

8

43

Moundville Incised (Other)'

13

19 36

D'Olive Incised

7

8

16

24

4

Moundville Incised Moundville
Moundville Incised SingingRiver

3

20

Mound Place Incised

32

13

Pensacola Incised

14

II

2

Gulf Historic Incised"

56

Gulf Historic Combed'

41

LATE

Type-variety values in each assemblage column are percentages.
Includes Pontchartrain Check Stamped, Wheeler Check Stamped.
s Includes unspecified, indeterminate, Carrol1ian, Bottle CTf!ek, S1UJWS Bend.
4 Includes Fatherland Incised, Port Dauphin Incised, Chickachae Incised, Leland Incised.
, Includes Kemper Combed, Chickachae Combed, La Pointe Combed.
I

2
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Table 7.4. Distribution of thirty traits Uy phase.

~

r~y

X

Fiber Temper

X

I

I

- -

X

Povert Poinl Objects
Rim Bosses

~gO~S1"P"d Podal

X

Alexander Series

X

Supports

&~llI'&'~;~
Tchefuncte
Series
I

-j

X
X

Rim-top Impressions /
Notches

X

',----------

X

Conical Podal Supports
f---

Deptford Series
- -

Cambered Cross-Hatched
Rim

X

:t
~

X

------

Herringbone Punctations
on Rim

R

Marksville Series (Early)

X

-I
X

Issaquena Subseries

~±x

f----

Rounded Thickened Rim
f-----

Weeden Island Series (Early)
Troyville Subseries

X
X
X

f----

R

Polychrome Pottery
f----

Coles Creek Series

X

X

Miller Series

X

R

X

R

X

?

T

Weeden Island Series
(Wakulla)
f----

Rim fold
Arrow Points

X

Moundville Series

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

X

f-----

Loop / Strap Handles
1---

Pensacola Series

--

Lip Nicks / Notches

X

Choctawan Series
Pinched Rims

..".

t-uropean Artifacts ____

I

LATE
X

= present; R

X

= present, but rare; ?

= uncertain.

=l-.~

X
--

X

~-
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in provenience sample units serve as a guide to com
ponent definition. We can see from the seriations that
some attributes are more sensitive than others. The
initiation of new attributes demarcates the divisions
between phases. As expected, both continuity and
discontinuity of attributes are evident, even if identi
fication of the cultural dynamics responsible for
change remains problematic. For example, the
Claiborne phase, as presently delineated, has no de
fining attributes that are not also found in the suc
ceeding Apple Street phase. Most likely this is due to
an over-reliance on a limited number of defining
traits (fiber-tempered pottery, Poverty Point objects)
that have long time spans. Despite a tendency for
frequency seriations to represent cultural change as
gradual, we can detect a dramatic discontinuity in
shared attributes between the Graveline and Tates
Hammock phase samples.

PREHISTORIC TOOLS AND ORNAMENTS

Artifacts other than potsherds were rarely en
countered in either test excavations or surface col-

RADIOCARBON SAMPLES

At the late end of the sequence, La
Pointe phase contexts have associated
eighteenth-century Euro-American arti
facts with known time spans. Age span
estimates for prehistoric phases are based
on the presence of ceramic styles shared
with adjacent regional phases, some of
which have associated radiocarbon dates.
Cross-dating of ceramic styles has consid
erable potential for error, however, be
cause some phases in adjacent regions
have few or no reliable radiocarbon dates.
Table 7.5 summarizes the ten radiocar
bon dates for the sequence. Godsey,
Graveline, Pinola, and Singing River
phases have associated radiocarbon dates.
With the exception of the Claiborne phase
components at 22-Ha-501 in the western
subregion, the other prehistoric phases
in the sequence remain undated by chro
nometric methods. Artifacts associated
with dated provenience units are identi
fied in Appendix B. We will abstain from

playing the "good date, bad date" game so dear to
archaeologists (well, this time anyway). All dates are
"acceptable" in that none appear to be radically
out ofline with expectations generated by ceramic
style cross-dating, nor are they inconsistent with the
stratigraphic position of the samples.
The post-Archaic Native American cultural se
quence for the eastern Mississippi Sound region is
charted in Figure 7.1. We harbor no delusions about
the infallibility of this chronological scheme, which
hopefully will be refined as regional research con
tinues. For now, however, we think it is accurate (if
somewhat coarse-grained) and adequate as the nec
essary foundation for initial inquiries into culture
history and process.

I'DJ:OD

CIlRUJ:C

BDIBB

I'DBB

1830
1775

Historic

1699

I
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Choctawan
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undefined
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Figure 7.1. Native American cultural chronology:Eastern Mississippi Sound
region.
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Table 7.5. Radiocarbon dates for the eastern Mississippi Sound region.

LAB. NO.
Beta 66109 Carbonized Wood, Charcoal 1720+/-70BP

AD244 (341) 416

22-Hr-591, Unit 2, Stratum C

Beta 66711 Marine Shell

1660+/-80BP

AD264 (412 ) 532

22-Hr-591, Unit 2, Stratum B

Beta 66664 Marine Shell

1690+/-70BP

AD256 (389) 428

22-Hr-534, Unit 3, Stratum D

Beta 66663 Marine Shell

I590+/-60BP

AD415 (445) 548

22-Hr-534, Unit 3, Stratum C

Beta 66712 Marine Shell

1430+/-80BP

AD562 (641) 668

22:Ja-503, Unit I, Stratum D

Beta 66112 Carbonized Wood, Charcoal 1330+/-60BP

AD644(668) 768

22:Ja-503, Unit I, Stratum D
22:Ja-520, Pinola Unit I, Stratum C,Levei 9

Marine Shell

970+/-60BP

A1275 (1315) 1395

Beta 78090 Marine Shell

920+/-60BP

ADI300 (1360) 1425 22:Ja-520, Pinola Unit I, Stratum C, Level 3

Beta 78089 Marine Shell

910+/-90BP

AD300 (1385) 1445

Beta 78088 Marine Shell

650+/-60BP

ADI485 (1550) 1660 22:Ja-520, Lewis Unit I, Stratum B

Beta 78091

I

2

22:Ja-520, Lewis Unit I, Stratum D

Radiocarbon years before ADI950 (shell dates C13/C12 adjusted).
Intercept of radiocarbon age with calibration curve in parenthesis (ref. Stuiver et al. 1993).

lections. In artifact collections made by local non
professionals, nonceramic artifacts were somewhat
better represented because the collectors emphasized
these categories over plain potsherds, and sites that
produced them were more heavily collected. Sites with
the most abundant lithic artifacts have substantial pre
AD 200 components. Because most materials are not
diagnostic of a discrete time period and come from
disturbed contexts at multicomponent sites, we have
not pursued in-depth analyses. These artifacts, some
of which have been inventoried elsewhere (Blitz and
Mann 1993), are best summarized in a series of dis
tribution tables and illustrations of representative
examples. Lithic debitage categories, raw materials,
and nonceramic artifacts that could be associated with
specific components were previously described in the
discussion sections on each site.

proposed, ranging from the merely plausible (mis
siles) to the exceedingly unlikely (tokens used as a
medium of exchange). Heat-eonducting elements
used in pit oven cooking is the conventional inter
pretation. The amorphous baked-clay lumps found
at Late Archaic sites, mentioned previously, may
be prototypes. A variety of widespread morphologi
cal types were produced. Given their supposed
mundane heating function, it is unclear why Pov
erty Point objects underwent such stylistic elabora
tion. Some forms are perforated, grooved, or oth
erwise shaped as if they were meant to receive an
attached line, which leads to speculation about ad
ditional functions such as net sinkers, bola weights,
or similar stone substitutes. Regionally, Poverty
Point objects were in use during the Claiborne,
Apple Street, and Greenwood Island phases.

POVERTY POINT OBJECTS

GROUND STONE IMPLEMENTS

(TABLE

7.6 ,

FIGURE

7.2)

These are hand-molded, baked-clay objects
(Webb 1977). At sites that produce them, they are
usually ubiquitous in midden contexts, an indica
tion that they were in common use. A wide variety
of functions for these enigmatic objects have been

(TABLE

7.7,

FIGURE

7.2)

Perforated boatstones (siltstone) and grooved
plummets (siltstone, hematite) are artifacts known
to be associated with Poverty Point period assem
blages elsewhere. The 1.36 kg of steatite bowl frag
ments from 22:Ja-530 represents one of the larger
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Figure 7. 2. Poverty Point Objectsand ground stone artifacts: a, perforated, spheroidal, roughened PPO; b, biconical
PPO; c, spheroidal, grooved PPO; d, siltstone plummet; e.f, siltstone boatstones; g, sandstone celt; h, steatite bowl
rim with lug handle. Provenience: g, 22Ja-647; all others, 22Ja-530.
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Table 7.6. Distribution of Poverty Point Objects (Jackson County).

Pro
200

Biconical

60

Biconical, Grooved

2

Spheriodal, Roughened

10

Spheroidal,
Roughened, Perforated

7

Melon-Shaped

4

Cylindrical, Groved,
Perforated

5

X

5

X

2

2

X

2

19

2
X

Other / Indeterminate

X

X

X

X

X

X

X = present, not counted; NL = North Laura; ON = Oak North; ST = St. Andrew's

Table 7.7. Distribution of ground stone implements.

GROUND STONE IMPLEMENTS
Ptldo~

SITE

BoatsIone

M
. . . . . ~....
~Mmarl~
-

Ja-723

1

Ja-516

I

4

-

-

Ja-530

l

49

-

-



1

-

-



1

-

-

1

-

Ja-531
f-------

_.

Ja-504

.......

t········

p~

l ,...,•......,..
-

GroovecI

-

-

-

1

2

...•

•..

~

-

~

IJUIet.
-

-

1
3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-_._-

Ja-618

I

Ja-550

-

2

1

-

2



-

2

-

-

-

Ja-544

-

Hr-591

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ja-555

-

Hr-534
f-------

Ja-647
Ja-543

3

-

1

3
2
-

1

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

1

I

f----

I
-

--

Ja-520

-
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facts that could function as heavy wood-working
tools are limited to the two celts.
B

STONE AND COPPER ORNAMENTS
(TABLE

7.8,

FIGURE

7.3)

Perforated bar gorgets (local siltstone) and tu
bular stone beads (redjasper, novaculite) are known
to be associated with Poverty Point assemblages else
where, while the perforated reel-shaped gorget (uni
dentified stone) is a Middle Woodland artifact style.

c

0
.

E ,:

-

-
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The copper bicymbal earspool from 22:Ja-516 is a
classic Hopewellian prestige item, and circumstan
tial evidence presented in Chapter 3 suggests that
the rolled copper beads also date to the Middle
Woodland period. The copper artifacts are from
burial contexts; all other items have only a general
site provenience.

-
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BONE AND ANTLER ARTIFACTS
(TABLE

Figure 7.3. Ground stone and copper artifacts: a,e, perforated
siltstone bar gorgets; b, red jasper beads; c, copper bicymbal
earspool; d, siltstone pendant. Provenience: a.c,e, 22-Ja-516;
b, 22-Ja-530; d, 22-Ja-647.

finds of this nonlocal material from a Mississippi
site. Small abraders (sandstone) probably served to
shape soft materials such as bone and wood. The
sandstone mortar/anvil examples are small and
crude; they could have been used for various pound
ing/grinding tasks, such as plant processing. Arti-

7.9,

FIGURE

7.4--7.5)

Projectile points of bone or antler tine were
probably used throughout late prehistory in the
region; examples are recorded in Greenwood Is
land, Godsey, and Graveline phase contexts. Sev
eral examples have hollowed bases for socketing to
a shaft. Slender, polished bone shafts with pointed
ends, all fragmented, are glossed as pin/bodkins.
Several large fish vertebrae, cut and modified, may
be "beads," but again, function is uncertain. Like
wise, "perforated/cut objects" is a catch-all label for

Table 7.8. Distribution of stone and copper ornaments.
ORNAMENTS

Ja-530
Ja-516

2
2

19

3

2

Ja-531
Ja-550
Ja-647

2
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Figure 7.4. Bone/antler artifacts: a, awl; b-d, pin/bodkins;
e, notched tool; f, ring-shaped object; g, perforated/cut
object; h, atlatl hook. Provenience: a-d, 22-Hr-534; e,h,
22-]a-555; f, 22-]a-520; g, 22-Hr-591.

Figure 7.5. Projectile Point/Knives: a-f, PP/ks of local cert;
g, hollow-base bone point; h, hollow-base antler point.
Provenience: a-b, 22-]a-530; c, 22Ja-555; d, 22-Hr-591;
e-f, 22-]a-534.

Table 7.9. Distribution ofbone/antler artifacts.

BONE/ANTLER ARTIFACTS

SITE
Ja-504

4

Ja-516
Ja-550

2

5

2

3

x

2
4

Ja-555
Hr-591
Hr-534

x = present, not counted

3

2
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Table 7.10. Distribution ofPost-Archaic ProjectilePoint/Knife types.

Pontchartrain-Kenr
(2000BC-500BC)

X

Motley-Delhi-wade
(2000BC-500BC)

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marshall-Shumla
(1500BC-lOOBC)

X

X

Gary
(1200BC-AD700)

X

X

X
I

Bradley Spike
(AD200-800)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Collins
(AD700-Historic
Period)

X

Alba
(AD700-Historic
Period)

X

Madison
(AD700-Historic
Period)

X

artifacts of unknown use. The atlatl hook is associ
ated with a Greenwood Island component. The ring
shaped object was carefully shaped and highly pol
ished; perhaps it was a labret or similar ornament.

STONE PROJECTILE POINT/KNIVES

(TABLE

7.10,

-x

FIGURE

7.5)

These artifacts are bifaces that were originally
hafted to create a projectile point/knife. PP /Ks that
conformed to one of eight common stylistic clus-

I

X

X

ters were recorded for post-Archaic components.
In Table 7.10, PP/K clusters are arranged in tem
poral order to reveal some diachronic patterns in
the distribution. A temporal shift toward smaller,
lighter PP /Ks in the Southeast after AD 600, locally
represented by Collins, Alba, and Madison types,
is thought to coincide with adoption of the bow. As
these various styles are well known, we illustrate
only those excavated PP /Ks that can be assigned a
specific phase.

8 Sites and Settlement
We turn now to consider archaeological sites
and settlement in the eastern Mississippi Sound
region. Here we summarize what are best described
as "site distributions." As we shall see, these data
are not robust enough to yield detailed "settlement
patterns," let alone anything as intricate as a "sub
sistence-settlement system." Our goal is to sift
through 30 years of randomly accumulated archaeo
logical site records to identify temporal trends in
regional occupation intensity and determine what
kinds oflocations were favored for settlement. First,
previous characterizations of archaeological site
distributions on the coast are briefly reviewed. Next,
the relationship of site frequency and distribution
to a number of cultural and environmental vari
ables is explored. To accomplish this, the state site
inventory maintained by the Mississippi Depart
ment ofArchives and History (MDAH) is examined.
Finally, the findings are summarized to produce a
synthesis of site distribution data. Because of inad
equacies in the current data set, apparent patterns
should be considered untested hypotheses; these
propositions provide the foundations for future
research efforts.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Prior to the Mississippi Gulf Coast Archaeo
logical Project, so few archaeological investigations
had been conducted that chronological control in
the form of a regional sequence was unavailable.
Not surprisingly, settlement pattern studies were
lacking. Nevertheless, previous researchers offered
two kinds of generalizations about site distributions:
a predictive site location model focused at the local
level and a comprehensive regional summation of
site distributions.

Swanson et al. (1979) created the only predic
tive model for prehistoric site locations in the re
gion. Their project was designed specifically to aid
an archaeological survey of the Mississippi Sandhill
Crane National Wildlife Refuge. Following conven
tionally accepted methods, ecological factors such
as elevation, soil type, and access to water were pro
posed as critical variables in predicting site loca
tion. Actual field survey was insufficient to test the
model. In fact, no prehistoric sites were found! Still,
some of their proposed site location variables are
relevant to the issues discussed below.
The most comprehensive study was made by
Barry Lewis (1988). Lewis utilized MDAH site files
to examine site distributions throughout the Mis
sissippi Sound region in order to identify "cultural
adaptive patterns" (Lewis 1988:109). In his study,
Lewis considered sites recorded in all of the Coastal
Meadows physiographic zone as well as a portion
of the interior Pine Hills zone (i.e., Mississippi south
of 31 degrees, 00' N latitude). As a result, he ad
vanced several broad propositions: (1) pre-Late
Archaic use of the region was likely to have been
intense, but those sites are now obscured or inun
dated by Holocene sea level fluctuations; (2) Late
Archaic and Poverty Point (Middle Gulf Forma
tional) period societies had large, permanent vil
lages; and (3) post-Poverty Point period sites were
seasonal occupations by task groups engaged in
harvesting littoral resources (Lewis 1988:121). In
addition, Lewis considered that there was a lower
frequency of Late Woodland period mounds and
sites on the Mississippi Coast in comparison to ad
jacent coastal Louisiana. Lewis suggested that
this diminution of occupation intensity, if real,
may have been caused by environmental fac
tors:
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... the erosion of the St. Bernard delta
westward, and the consequent loss of
many hectares of marsh across the
Mississippi Sound region may have in
directly affected local resource exploit
ative patterns or scheduling to the
extent that comparable resources were
utilized differently along the Missis
sippi Coast than in the Louisiana
marshes (1988:116).

Archaeological overviews prepared by MDAH
in the late 1980s and early 1990s attempted to gen
eralize about past settlement in the Mississippi
Sound region. Other than the observation that all
Paleoindian and Archaic chronological periods were
represented in surface collections, little could be
said about the earliest inhabitants of the coast
(McGahey 1992a,b). Only sixteen Late Archaic sites
were identified in the Coastal Meadows physi
ographic zone (Giliberti 1995). Coastal Meadows
Paleoindian/Archaic site numbers are low compared
to counts in other physiographic zones in the state
(McGahey 1992a:Figure 2) or even compared to the
southern portion of the Pine Hills zone immedi
ately north of the Coastal Meadows (Lewis 1988:Fig
ure 4). If the coast was less attractive to Paleoindian/
Archaic populations, the reasons are not apparent.
Some diagnostic projectile point types used to rec
ognize Middle Archaic components elsewhere are
absent from southern Mississippi, while other
poorly defined types suggest artifact complexes

specific to the region (McGahey 1992a:2). Regional
Late Archaic components are also difficult to iso
late from other components in surface collections
due to the lack of chronologically sensitive artifact
types. Given the uncertainties about component
recognition and the site inundation factor, it is un
likely that the number of recorded Paleoindian/Ar
chaic sites accurately reflects occupation intensity.
David Morgan (1992) prepared the MDAH
overview of the post-Archaic to Colonial period
occupation on the coast. Like Lewis, Morgan ex
amined temporal settlement trends with the aid of
the state site records. However, Morgan confined
his sample to the Coastal Meadows zone, a less ex
tensive area than that considered by Lewis. Mor
gan (1992:14) noted a population increase (based
on component totals) through the Middle Wood
land period, followed by a subsequent reduction in
component numbers in the Late Woodland period.
Although Morgan noted there were more Missis
sippian sites on the coast than sites of any other
period, both Morgan (1992: 15) and Lewis
(1988:117-121) considered the coast marginal for
maize agriculture and thus unconducive to perma
nent Mississippian settlement. A reflection of es
tablished ideas derived from the archaeological lit
erature (e.g. Larson 1980), the seasonal occupa
tion theory was tenable in the absence of site sub
sistence and seasonality data. However, both Mor
gan and Lewis were troubled by the presence of
some late prehistoric sites with extensive midden,

N
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~
I

Miles

Mississippi Sound

Figure 8.1. Distribution of sites with mounds.
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mounds, or earthworks (i.e. Ramsey 22-Ha-528,
Claiborne-jackson Landing sites 22-Ha-500, 22
Ha-504, 22-Ha-515; Graveline Mounds 22:Ja-503,
Singing River 22:Ja-578, and Deer Island 22-Hr
500). Such evidence cast doubt on the seasonal oc
cupation theory (Figure 8.1).

REGIONAL OCCUPATION INTENSITY

The MDAH site files were searched to generate
a total inventory of 136 recorded sites (245 pre-AD
1900 components) in the study area (Appendix E).
This inventory, augmented with our site collection
and excavation research, is the basis for the series of
site distribution maps presented in the previous chap
ters. Phase attributions were assigned only to those
sites and collections that we examined directly. This
left a large number of previously recorded sites for
which the only information available is a site card.
Like most states, Mississippi's archaeological site file
database has accumulated through the use of site
cards. These standardized forms for site information
may be filled out and mailed in by a variety of inter
ested individuals. If a site card has the requisite
locational coordinates, and there are no mitigating
circumstances to doubt the veracity of the informa
tion, the reported site is assigned a number and added
to the files. This means that many recorded sites have
never been visited by archaeologists. Of course, this
system evolved as a pragmatic response to the harsh
fact that there are many sites, few archaeologists, and
unrelenting site destruction. Unfortunately, this prac
tice virtually guarantees that a number of potential
sources for error are inherent in the database:
mislocated sites, misidentified components, and in
complete site cards (Baca and Giliberti 1995; Gallo
way 1995:47-48).
Were there time periods when the coast was
more or less attractive as a place to settle or oc
cupy? To answer this question, we need a method
to assess occupation intensity. Although they parti
tioned components in different ways, both Lewis
(1988:Table I) and Morgan (1992:Table 1) used the
number of recorded components per period as an

indicator of prehistoric occupation intensity. This
assumption is unrealistic because it ignores the dif
ferent time spans of the periods that are compared.
To increase the probability that component frequen
cies adequately reflect historical reality, they must
be time-adjusted (e.g. Galloway 1995).
The first step was to subdivide the number of
identified components in the study area into gross
time periods. Time periods must be broad to en
sure accuracy. In other words, we were skeptical that
all observers correctly identified "Early Mississippi
period" or "Late Mississippi period" on site cards,
but quite confident that a broad chronological
marker such as shell-tempered pottery was correctly
identified. So the potential margin of error is greatly
reduced when all such components are collapsed
into a single Mississippi/Protohistoric period. In
short, we were willing to sacrifice the precision of
shorter intervals for increased accuracy. This pro
cedure was relatively straight forward but two com
ponent categories remained unassigned to a time
period: undiagnostic Gulf Formational (n=7) and
undiagnostic Woodland (n=16). Rather than dis
regard these components, we assigned the
undiagnostic Gulf Formational category to the Late
Gulf Formational period. This solution seemed rea
sonable because the sites in question lacked other
components with which these materials might be
confused. The undiagnostic Woodland component
category was divided and assigned to the Middle
Woodland period (n=10) and Late Woodland (n=6)
in proportion to the different durations of each
period. Next, we divided the number of recorded
components in each period by the number of years
in the period, then multiplied by 100 to magnify
the effect for comparative purposes (Table 8.1).
While hardly infallible, we now have a crude
index of occupation intensity that suggests the fol
lowing scenario. Occupation intensity increased
through time. As expected, the number of
Paleoindian and Archaic components (n= 19) is low.
By the Gulf Formational periods (1200-100 Be),
coastlines had become relatively stable (Lamb
1983). If enrichment of coastal ecosystems followed
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Table 8.1. Time-adjusted component frequencies.

TYINDEX
X 100)
Unspecified Historic

29

AD1700-1900

200 years

14.5

Colonial

9

AD1700-1810

110 years

8.2

Mississippi/ Protohistoric

50

AD1200-1700

500 years

10.0

Lite Woodland

44

AD700-1200

500 years

8.8

Middle Woodland

58

100 BC-AD 700

800 years

7.3

Lite Gulf Formational

27

800-100 BC

700 years

3.9

Middle Gulf Formational

9

1200-800 BC

400 years

2.3

Paleoindianl Archaic
(all periods)

19

8000-1200 BC

6800 years

0.3

stabilization, this (and the inundation factor) may
explain the dramatic increase in Gulf Formational
occupation intensity when compared to earlier
times (Lewis 1988:112-113).
Occupation intensity increased steadily through
out late prehistory, then crashed in the Colonial pe
riod. In contrast to the observations of Lewis and
Morgan, there was no decline in occupation inten
sity during the Late Woodland period. Instead, the
escalation in Late Woodland occupation conforms
to a similar increase recorded for the same period in
adjacent coastal Louisiana (Jeter et al. 1989:154) and
in interior Mississippi (Galloway 1995:Table 7, Fig
ure 5). If the deterioration of the La Loutre lobe of
the St. Bernard delta at this time did result in tidal
marsh contraction, as hypothesized by Lewis, it is not
possible to detect any negative effect on occupation
intensity with the current data set.
Historical records document the calamitous
population decline visited upon American Indians
by Euro-American/African-American settlers dur
ing the Colonial period in coastal Mississippi (Gal
loway 1995:Table 1). The drop in Colonial period
occupation intensity in Table 8.1 conforms to this
expectation and increases our confidence in the
relative accuracy of the index. Indeed, the post
Archaic trajectory of the coastal occupation inten
sity index does not appear out of line with tempo
ral trends in other proxy prehistoric population
measures for the state as a whole (cf. Galloway

1995:Figure 9). If the coastal environment exerted
unique limitations upon late prehistoric occupation
or settlement, as suggested by Lewis and Morgan,
we do not detect it here.
It would be helpful to have a standard measure
of archaeological site density, so that ancient settle
ment in the Coastal Meadows could be compared
to site densities in other physiographic zones. Cul
tural resource surveys, searches for historic and ar
chaeological sites mandated by Federal law, have
the potential to generate the requisite database. As
of December, 1995, 121 such surveys had been com
pleted in the study area. A total of 6013.5 acres of
land was surveyed and 56 previously unrecorded
archaeological sites were located, or an average of
one site per 107.4 acres. The average survey was
49.7 acres and one site was found for every 2.2 sur
veys conducted. The good news is that archaeologi
cal sites are being found and recorded prior to de
struction. The bad news is that we cannot accurately
compare these site density figures with other re
gions because survey methods are not standardized.
Recent efforts to remedy this situation have been
initiated by MDAH and such agencies as the USDA
Forest Service (Peacock 1996).

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Our next concern is to examine the relationship
of site distribution to a number of variables: land
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form, micro-environmental setting, elevation, and
soil type. Because of constraints in the MDAH com
puterized file system, this search was restricted to
the Jackson County portion of the study area.
The relationship between recorded site fre
quencies and landform implies a strong prefer
ence for site locations adjacent to bodies of water.
Of thoseJackson County sites with exact locational
data (n=130), the majority (n=85) occur directly
along shorelines, estuaries, or on river banks and
bluffs (Figure 8.2). Most of the other sites (n=40)
occur on first terraces (relict shoreline formations)
adjacent to coastal bayous or estuaries. Only 5 of
the 130 sites occur in an upland/inland setting
(>200 m from a body of water). Preference for
site locations with direct access to water is further
evident when the micro-environmental setting is
considered (Figure 8.3). All but 26 sites are directly
adjacent to Mississippi Sound or a major coastal
estuary. Of those that are not, 21 are associated
with other, smaller estuaries such as Bayou
LaMotte and Bayou Casotte. The areas most of
ten exploited, in rank order of recorded site num
bers, are the Pascagoula River estuary, other
smaller estuaries, the immediate coastal strand of
Mississippi Sound, Graveline Bay, and Grand Bay/
Point aux Chenes Bay. In the study area, eleva
tions range only 0-55 feet AMSL. Given the land
form and micro-environmental preferences, it is
unremarkable that most sites occur below 20 feet
AMSL (Figure 8.4). More than fifty sites are lo
cated between 0 and 5 feet above AMSL.
The distribution of major soil associations
in the Jackson County study area is mapped in
Figure 8.5. The relationship of recorded site fre
quencies to soil type and soil association was ex
amined (Table 8.2) using classifications in the
Jackson County soil survey (Cole and Dent 1964).
In rank order of site frequencies, the preferred
soil types are Klej loamy sands, Tidal Marsh,
Plummer loamy sands, and Lakeland loamy
sands. Soil associations are groups of related soil
types that share common properties. When soil
associations are compared with site frequencies,

LAND FORM
Archaeological Sites

estuary

river banl</bluff

_

tlr s t ter r ace

Inland/upland ridge

Number of Sites

Jackson County, MS

Figure 8.2. Relationship of sites and landform.

MICROENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Archaeological Sites
coastal strand
Pascagoula River
Grand Bay
Graveline Bay
Escatawpa River
BilOXI Bay

Davis Bayou
Heron Bayou
other estuary

upland
island

o

10
_

15

20

25

30

35

Number of Sites

Jacxeoo County, MS

Figure 8.3. Relationship of sites and microenvironmental setting.
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Figure 8.4. Relationship of sites and elevation.
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Table 8.2. Relationship of sites and landform.
............

.., ............. " ..;; ;";]E

.o'

;..

.....;...../1:;:.:.;;; ..:;,;

KsB Klej loamy sand, 0-5% slopes

41

2

Tm Tidal Marsh

21

8

Pm Plununer loamy sand

14

1

LaB lakeland loamy sand, 0-5% slopes

10

2

Ad Alluvial land

6

7

KsD Klej loamy sand, 5-12% slopes

5

2

Cb Coastal beach

5

Coastal Beach

4'b Lynchburg very fine sandy loam, 2-5% slopes

3

1

EuC Eustis and lakeland sands, 0-8% slopes

3

2

EsB Eustis loamy sand, 0-5% slopes

3

2

RoB Ruston and Orangburg fine sandy loams, 2-5% slopes

2

3

NoB Norfolk fine sandy loam, 2-5% slopes

2

4

ex Coxville silt loam

2

5

SeA Scranton loamy sand, 2-5% slopes

1

*

DbA Dunbar loam, 0-2% slopes

1

5

GoB Goldsboro loam, 2-5% slopes

1

4

Ma Made land

1

Made Land

DbB Dunbar loam. 2-5% slopes

1

5

BoA Bowie loam, 0-2% slopes

I

6

FaB Fairhope very fine sandy loam, 2-5% slopes

1

*

GoC Goldsboro loam, 5-8% slopes

1

4

SwSwamp

1

7 Swamp

Soil associations used in table Oackson County Soil Survey, U.S. Conservation Service 1964:68):
1 Rains-4'fichburg-Plununer-Goldsboro association: Level or nearly level, poorly drained loamy
soils.
2 Eustis-Klej-lakeland association: Rolling sandy soils.
3 Ruston-Orangeburg-Norfolk association: Rolling sandy and loamysoils.
4 Goldsboro-4'fichburg-Norfolk association: Gently sloping loamy soils.
5 Bayboro-Coxville-Dunbar association: Level or nearly level, poorly drained soils that have
clayey subsoil.
6 Susqquehanna-Boswell-Bowie association: Rolling soils that have clayey subsoil.
7 Alluvial Land association: Low flood plains.
8 Tidal Marsh association: Level, wet land.
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1. Rains-Lynchburg-Plununer-Goldsboro association: Levelor nearly level, poorly drained loamy soils.

•

2. Eustis-K1ej-Lakeland association: Rolling sandy soils.

~ 4. Goldsboro-Lynchburg-Norlolk association: Gently sloping loamy soils.

B

5. Bayboro-Coxville-Dunbar association: Level or nearly level, poorly drained soils that have clayey subsoil.

~ 7. Alluvial Land association: Lowflood plains.

eJ 8. Tidal Marsh association: Level, wet land.
Figure 8.5. Soils in the study area.

sites cluster on Eustis-Klej-Lakeland soils, Tidal
Marsh, and Alluvial Lands (soil associations 2, 8, 7,
in Table 8.2). The untested prediction by Swanson
et al. (1979:13-16), that these soils would have a
high probability for prehistoric site location, is sup
ported. In terms of characteristics that may have
influenced site choice, the site-soil association re
lationship appears to sort out into two important
groups: sites on well drained soils (soil association
2) and littoral-oriented sites (soil associations 8, 7,
I). We suspect that the latter soils were not chosen
for their specific properties but merely as a conse
quence of their proximity to aquatic resources.

Site locations on Plummer loamy sands were
not predicted by the Swanson team because of poor
drainage. At first, the occurrence of 21 sites on these
soils seemed puzzling. However, most are shell
middens in coastal marshes. These sites are more
appropriately grouped together with the littoral
oriented soil associations. The only other soil type
with more than two sites is Lynchburg fine sandy
loam. Closer scrutiny of these three sites revealed
that they are all located in the Pascagoula River
tidal marsh. Thus the preference for either littoral
oriented site locations or Eustis-Klej-Lakeland site
locations becomes even more apparent.
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Larson (1980), among others, has proposed
that the poor soils of the lower Coastal Plain re
tarded prehistoric corn agriculture and thus lim
ited the development of large Mississippian popu
lation centers. Similarly, Lewis (1988) has suggested
that these same conditions probably applied to the
Mississippi Sound region, rendering the coast at
tractive to interior-based agriculturalists primarily
as a temporary or seasonal source of littoral re
sources.
Data in the Jackson County soil survey provide
some insights into the question of soil types and
potential corn productivity. Fifty-two percent of the
archaeological sites in Table 8.2 occur on soil types
that cannot be cultivated (Cole and Dent 1964:11
12), further indication that Native peoples occu
pied these littoral-oriented locations for reasons
other than the productive properties of the soils.
Of those soils capable of sustaining corn agricul
ture, only the Eustis-Klej-Lakeland soil association
has more than two associated sites (n=54, or about
42% of all sites in Table 8.2). A glance at Figure 8.5
reveals that the Eustis-Klej-Lakeland soil associa
tion is not extensively distributed in the study area.
Although the Eustis-Klej-Lakeland soil association
has an estimated corn yield of 50 bushels per acre
under ideal modern management, actual corn
yields are 20% to 35% less, ranging from 29 to 40
bushels per acre (Cole and Dent 1964:11-12). How
does the corn yield of these coastal soils compare
with the corn yield of soils in the vicinity of a river
ine Mississippian population center such as
Moundville, in Tuscaloosa County, Alabama? Mid
points of average yields of corn in bushels per acre
for the six most fertile soil types in Tuscaloosa
County range from 30 to 45 bushels (Peebles
1978:Table 13.5). In comparison, the Eustis-Klej
Lakeland soils of coastal Jackson County have a
midpoint of 34 bushels per acre, squarely in the
middle of the range for the Moundville locale. In
short, the most fertile soils in riverine Tuscaloosa
County are capable of higher corn yields than are
the most fertile soils in coastalJackson County. The
difference, however, is not extreme. Of course, this

cursory comparative exercise begs the questions of
whether such relative distinctions are inherent in
the natural properties of the soils, or whether these
differences would hold true under Native Ameri
can farming conditions. On the one hand, there is
some basis to assert that much ofJackson County
was ill-suited for prehistoric corn production, a
possible constraint on settlement by Mississippian
agriculturalists as proposed by Larson and Lewis.
On the other hand, it was possible to grow maize
on some soils. We will return to the issue of prehis
toric agriculture in Chapter 9.

OVERVIEW

Our knowledge of ancient sites and settlement
in the region is deficient in many ways. No large
archaeological surveys based on probabilistic sam
pling techniques have been conducted. Further
hampering efforts at identifying settlement patterns
is the fact that less than one third of the sites in the
available sample have been investigated in more
than a cursory fashion. Such basic information as
the specific identity of site components is often
unavailable. More detailed data, such as on-site
activities and seasonality of site occupation, are few
indeed. Still, some useful information has been
gleaned from this situation.
While all prehistoric chronological periods are
present on the coast, the post-Archaic periods are
the most frequently recorded. As measured by time
adjusted component frequencies, coastal occupa
tion escalated steadily from the Middle Gulf For
mational period through the Mississi ppi/
Protohistoric periods, then declined drastically in
the Colonial period. It comes as no surprise to con
firm that the vast majority of sites of all time peri
ods are located directly adjacent to bodies of water.
A strong focus on littoral food sources and a reli
ance on watercraft are the obvious implications.
Most sites occur below 20 feet in elevation, prima
rily in estuarine environments, or on the well
drained Eustis-Klej-Lakeland soils which may be
found in close proximity to estuaries. Few sites are
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recorded for poorly drained soils away from water
ways: the wet savannas and pine flatwoods that spread
across vast expanses of the Coastal Meadows zone.
Site locations concentrate where fresh water and
salt water meet, a choice that conferred both sub
sistence and social advantages to the inhabitants.
Here, biodiversity reaches a regional zenith. These
rich biotic communities, centered on shellfish beds,
serve to concentrate marine life in the shallow wa
ters. Bayou and river mouth locations also facili
tated travel across ecotones and maximized possi
bilities for communication with other social groups,
either to the interior or along the bays and waters
of Mississippi Sound. The same situation prevails
in adjacent coastal Louisiana, where site placement
near shellfish beds at the salt water-fresh water in
tersection was the predominant preference for
Woodland and later time periods, a pattern that
Shenkel (l984b:65-66) attributes to a littoral sub
sistence adaptation that remained relatively un
changed for centuries. In the Mississippi Sound
region, the high incidence of multicomponent sites
(82% of all recorded sites) suggests that such con
cerns were primary throughout prehistory.
Lewis (1988:113,115-116) proposed that
changes in late prehistoric component frequencies
might be correlated with the successive develop
ment of Mississippi River deltaic lobes. Eastward
expansion of the Metairie and La Loutre lobes,
coinciding with a steady increase in components
through the Middle Woodland period, probably

lowered salinity levels and increased tidal marsh
habitats along Mississippi Sound (Coastal Environ
ments 1977:316-318). By Late Woodland times,
deltaic lobe building shifted farther west, perhaps
contracting marsh habitats, and contributing to
what Lewis perceived to be a decline in occupation
intensity (Lewis 1988: 116). To repeat, we detected
no such decline, but instead we think there was an
increase in Late Woodland occupation intensity.
Whether or not such an increase is connected to
the postulated environmental dynamics, we cannot
say. It is of interest to note, however, the appear
ance on the coast of new cultural traits (cord-marked
pottery, arrow points) with antecedents to the north,
an indicator that the region was of some interest to
interior peoples during Late Woodland times. Del
taic lobe building is not a factor in the subsequent
boom of Mississippi period components. We sug
gest the Mississippian increase was due to the in
corporation of small-scale maize production into
the ancient littoral subsistence regimen.
The environmental variables we have parti
tioned here were clearly important factors that in
fluenced choice of site location, because subtle
changes in these variables demarcate diverse plant
and animal communities. Understanding why cer
tain places were favored for settlement involves, in
part, gaining further insights into subsistence prac
tices. Analyses of animal and plant remains from
the excavated sites, presented in Appendices C and
D, represent initial steps towards this goal.

9 Archaeology of the Eastern
Mississippi Sound Region
We have now arrived at the point where we may
place the post-Archaic cultural sequence ofthe east
ern Mississippi Sound region in broader perspec
tive. First, we provide a sequence synopsis that sum
marizes temporal changes in some key cultural vari
ables. The possible implications of these changing
variables are brought to bear on issues of culture
process and history. Secondly, we take a closer look
at a specific issue: the nature of coastal Mississip
pian societies in the region. Alternative theoretical
and interpretive perspectives are reviewed and
evaluated in light of new archaeological findings.
In the sequence synopsis that follows, these vari
ables are emphasized for each phase: ceramic di
versity, relative abundance of nonlocal stone, the
presence of ceremonial centers, and evidence of sig
nificant technological and population change. Ce
ramic diversity and nonlocal stone are indicators
of interregional connections or ties that imply the
movement of ideas, products, or people. The pres
ence or absence of ceremonial centers suggests
changes in the intensity or manner in which re
gional populations were socially integrated. Iden
tifying the timing and impact of technological and
population change is an important prerequisite to
understanding cultural change.
Some measures for these variables have already
been presented in previous chapters. Ceramic di
versity (cd) is measured simply as the total number
of ceramic traditions and ceramic series present in
each phase. Definitions of series and tradition, as
well as the rationale for using these concepts to
identify interregional interaction, are presented in
Appendix A. Artifacts of nonlocal lithics (e.g. ste
atite, slate, novaculite, Tallahatta quartzite, white
quartzite, quartz crystals, copper) appear to be re-

stricted to pre-AD 200 components. Nonlocal stone
was not found in any test excavation samples ofpost
AD 200 components. Similarly, surface collections
from sites with only post-AD 200 components did
not contain nonlocal stone (Blitz and Mann
1993:Table 8). Given limitations inherent in the
available sample, it is premature to conclude that
the regional use of nonlocal stone declined after AD
200. For now, we treat this perception as an un
tested working hypothesis. The evidence for tech
nological change is restricted to morphological
changes in ceramics and stone tools with specific
functional implications. A regional occupation in
tensity index, based on time-adjusted component
frequencies, was presented in Chapter 8 and serves
as a proxy measurement of population change.
While we acknowledge that merely highlighting the
temporal patterns in these variables does not con
stitute explanation (and the database is too rudi
mentary to test cause-and-effect propositions em
pirically), ignoring them altogether is unacceptable,
especially given the attention these variables have
received in the recent archaeological literature of
the Gulf Coast (Brown 1984, 1988; Davis 1984b,c;
Jenkins et al. 1986; Jeter et al. 1989: 126
127,141,156; Lewis 1988, 1991; Shenkel 1984a,b).

CLAIBORNE PHASE,

1200-800

BC

This phase designates an interval in which Mis
sissippi Sound populations participated in the flo
rescence of the Poverty Point exchange network.
The Claiborne site, a ceremonial center in the west
ern subregion, was a hub in the predominantly east
west flow of nonlocal materials that linked the re
gion to Poverty Point centers in the Lower Missis
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sippi Valley and to smaller participating communi
ties in northwest Florida. Nonlocal stone from east
ern and western sources is present at Claiborne and
at a number of smaller sites. Pottery appeared in
the Mississippi Sound region for the first time (fi
ber-tempered ceramics, temperless ceramics), in
troduced from eastern sources.

APPLE STREET PHASE,

800-100

BC

Ceramic diversity expands in this phase (cd=5);
there were four ceramic series in contemporane
ous use, all part of the evolving Gulf tradition. Two
indigenous ceramic series, with geographical dis
tributions centered to the west (Tchefuncte) and to
the east (Bayou La Batre), spatially overlap in the
Mississippi Sound region. The Alexander series,
widespread in interior Mississippi and Alabama, was
also commonly produced in the region during this
phase. All three series share some cognate decora
tive and vessel shape attributes. Fiber-tempered
pottery and nonlocal stone continued to be used
for some portion of this interval, but the Claiborne
center was abandoned and the Poverty Point ex
change network waned, probably around 800-600
Be. Other than the diversification of ceramic vessel
shape and temper, no significant technological
changes can be detected.

GREENWOOD ISLAND PHASE,

100

BC-AD

200

Ceramic diversity reaches a prehistoric zenith
in the region (cd=8); two ceramic traditions (Gulf,
South Appalachian) and six ceramic series were in
use. The predominant series are of the Gulf tradi
tion; they are represented by late types of the Bayou
La Batre and Tchefunte series, and by the initial
appearance of the Marksville series as an autoch
thonous development out of Tchefuncte. Produc
tion of late type-varieties of the Alexander series
terminated during this phase. Mississippi Sound
inhabitants shared cognate ceramic styles and simi
lar mortuary practices with other coastal popula

tions from Lake Pontchartrain to Mobile Bay. The
Greenwood Island phase contrasts with contempo
rary coastal phases to the east by the higher inci
dence of grog-tempered pottery, diverges from con
temporary coastal phases to the west by the pres
ence of Bayou La Batre types, and differs from con
temporary phases in interior northern Mississippi
by the absence of Middle Eastern and Northern
tradition (fabric marked and cord marked) pottery.
Infrequent examples of Deptford series and Swift
Creek series pottery signal contacts with South
Appalachian tradition potters to the east. Copper
beads and a copper earspool reveal participation
in the Hopewellian interaction sphere, but no
mound centers are known. Stone vessels were no
longer in use.

GODSEY PHASE, AD

200-400

Ceramic diversity declines sharply (cd=3). Only
Gulf tradition pottery was in use and only one se
ries was predominant: the Issaquena subseries of
the Marksville series continuum. These grog-tem
pered ceramics closely replicate styles geographi
cally centered on the Lower Mississippi Valley.
Godsey phase ceramics share some cognate deco
rative elements with the sand-tempered Santa Rosa
series centered to the east; however, only a few ex
amples of Santa Rosa series types (Alligator Bayou
Stamped, Basin Bayou Incised) are found on Mis
sissippi Sound sites. The transition to grog-tem
pered pottery was technologically significant; grog
temper permitted greater efficiency in direct-fire
cooking. Consequently, Poverty Point objects,
baked-clay heating elements in pit-oven cooking,
were no longer produced. Jackson Landing
Earthwork, a large ceremonial center that corre
sponds in plan to contemporary centers in the Yazoo
Basin, appeared in the western subregion, perhaps
indicating a new form of regional social integra
tion. There is no evidence of stone or ceramic im
ports. Only local or nearby toolstone has been re
covered from Godsey phase sites; stone tools and
debitage are very scarce in all contexts.
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GRAVELINE PHASE, AD

400-700

Continuity of Gulf tradition ceramic types from
the preceding phase is strong; the Troyville
subseries is the terminal expression of the
Marksville series continuum (cd=3). Similarities in
ceramic style suggest that Mississippi Sound popu
lations remained in the greater cultural sphere of
the Lower Mississippi Valley. However, the ubiqui
tous, low-frequency presence of early Weeden Is
land series pottery implies interaction with eastern
coastal populations. Mississippi Sound was at the
geographical center of a painted pottery horizon
style that linked the Lower Mississippi Valley with
northwestern Florida. A ceremonial center
(Graveline) with a platform mound, associated
painted pottery, and midden dump was in use.
There is no evidence of imported stone; stone tools
and debitage are uncommon at mound and habi
tation sites. There is no indication of significant
technological change.

TATES HAMMOCK PHASE, AD

700-1200

Ceramic diversity increases dramatically in
comparison to the homogeneity of the previous
phase (cd=6). The ceramic complex is a mix of
three traditions and three series. The grog-tem
pered Coastal Coles Creek series represents a
panregional infusion of the South Appalachian
check-stamped pottery tradition into the Gulf tra
dition. The sand-tempered late Weeden Island
(Wakulla) series is common on sites in the region.
Cord-marked Miller series pottery, a product of the
Northern tradition, appeared in the Mississippi
Sound region for the first time, even though it had
been in use for centuries on the interior Gulf Coastal
Plain of Mississippi and Alabama scarcely 200 km
to the north. Small stemmed and triangular pro
jectile points herald the arrival of bow-and-arrow
technology. Cord-marked pottery and arrow points
indicate the adoption of these northern products
by coastal inhabitants or the movement of north
ern peoples to the coast. Small mounds were con

structed by Tates Hammock phase peoples in the
Mobile Bay region, but none have been identified
in Mississippi.

PINOLA PHASE, AD

1200-1350

This phase was initiated by the appearance of
shell-tempered pottery and mixed shell-grog-tem
pered pottery; this new pottery marked a fusion of
the Gulf tradition with the Middle Mississippian
tradition. The Pinola ceramic complex (cd=5) was
the product of indigenous producers oflate Coastal
Coles Creek/early Plaquemine series pottery ex
posed to Middle Mississippi tradition ideas, prod
ucts, or people emanating from the interior South
east. Technological changes included the adoption
of maize production, local salt production, and ves
sel shape and temper conversions probably related
to the efficient processing of maize. A widespread
Mississippian symbolic artifact, the human effigy
pipe, was present. Occupation of a local civic-cer
emonial center, the Singing River site, was initi
ated.

SINGING RIvER PHASE, AD

1350-1550

The Singing River phase is the local expres
sion of the Pensacola culture, a very homogeneous
manifestation of material culture spread across 200
miles of the northern Gulf Coast. Ceramic diver
sity is low (cd=3); the ceramic complex is composed
of a single tradition (Middle Mississippi) and two
series (Moundville, Pensacola). Although we clas
sify Pensacola as Middle Mississippian, the continu
ation of some Gulf tradition stylistic elements gives
Pensacola ceramics their distinctive characteristics.
The Singing River phase differs from Pensacola
components in the Mobile Bay region (Bottle Creek
phase) by the high frequency of a regional type
variety, Moundville Incised var. Singing River. Not
enough survey work has been done to delineate the
western and interior spatial limits of the Singing
River phase, but Pensacola sites extend west across
Mississippi Sound. There is no evidence for sig
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nificant technological change. Local maize produc
tion was present. At least two civic-ceremonial cen
ters were in use (Singing River, Deer Island).

BEAR POINT PHASE, AD

1550-1699

•

There was a net increase in regional occupation
intensity, as measured by time-adjusted compo
nent frequencies, from 1200 BC to AD 1699.

•

Analysis of faunal and botanical samples, lim
ited to Middle Woodland and Mississippi pe
riod contexts, revealed few detectable differences
in the wild foods of importance, seasons of site
occupation, or procurement strategies. In both
earlier and later periods, the emphasis was on
littoral foods from shallow estuarine waters 
small fishes, turtles, shellfish - and the sites
were occupied from spring through fall. Plant
production evidence was limited to the Missis
sippi period samples.

•

Technological shifts in container and cooking
technology occurred through time. Changes in
temper and vessel shapes improved the ther
mal resistance and durability of pots and, by
implication, permitted new methods of food
preparation (i.e., clay vessels replaced stone ves
sels, direct-fire cooking replaced pit-oven/clay
ball cooking).

•

Nonlocal stone artifacts are only known from
pre-AD 200 components. We think this may in
dicate a regional decline in the use of nonlocal
stone through time.

•

Ceramic diversity, as measured simply by the
number of traditions and series per phase, fluc
tuated through time. We consider these fluctua
tions to signal intervals of greater or lesser in
terregional interaction. As a general temporal
trend, interregional ceramic similarities with
adjacent coastal regions were stronger than with
interior regions. Ceramic complexes in the study
area often represent a mix of series, with spatial
centers of distribution centered on the Lower
Mississippi Valley to the west or the Mobile Bay/
northwest Florida regions to the east, a reflec
tion of an intermediate geographical location.
Series distributions exhibit clinal variations in

This phase spans the Protohistoric period of
initial European contact. Ceramic diversity contin
ues to be low (cd=2); only late Pensacola series types
were in use. Both the Singing River and Deer Is
land sites continued to be occupied during this
phase. Urn burial and associated European artifacts
are found on Bear Point sites in the Mobile Bay re
gion, but have rarely been found on the Mississippi
coast. Little is known about this phase in the region.

LA

POINTE PHASE, AD

1699-1775

This interval roughly conforms to the era of
European colonization. The phase is marked by the
appearance of the Gulf Historic Fineware tradition,
locally expressed as Natchezan-Choctawan series
pottery (cd=2, excluding Euro-American wares).
That significant technological change occurred is
indicated by the association of eighteenth-century
European artifacts with Native American artifacts.
The La Pointe phase assemblages at the Krebs
House-Old Spanish Fort and Homestead sites are
thought to be the product of the Pascagoulas. No
mounds or ceremonial centers are known; Euro
pean settlements probably replaced native ceremo
nial centers as the primary foci of regional social
interaction. For the first time since 1200 BC, regional
occupation intensity declined, no doubt due to the
negative effects of European colonization on the
regional native population.
By way of summary, we flag some of the more
obvious general trends and patterns that demand
future attention. Few of these circumstances are
unique to the region in any absolute sense, but par
allel cultural developments elsewhere in the South
east. At such an initial level of resolution, none of
these factors can be linked together in causal cor
relations in any convincing manner at this time.
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dicative of a continuous chain-like process of
cultural transmission over short distances be
tween groups with quite permeable, rather than
distinct, social boundaries. Phases oflow ceramic
diversity suggest increasing regionalization of
local populations and a lesser degree of long
distance interaction. Injection of traits from dis
tant traditions into the long Gulf tradition con
tinuum suggests intervals when interregional
connections were maximally extended via social
networks, or perhaps the movement of peoples
with distant origins into the region.
•

Ceremonial centers marked by mounds/
earthworks were present in some phases and ab
sent in others. Prior to AD 400, only a single large
place was present at anyone time, and appar
ently these centers served to integrate social
groups at the regional scale (i.e., Claiborne,Jack
son Landing). After AD 400, multiple centers
were present per phase, and appear to have
served more localized populations (i.e.,
Graveline, Singing River, Deer Island). As a ca
veat, we add that several mounds remain
uninvestigated and undated.

COASTAL MISSISSIPPIANS
ON THE MISSISSIPPI COAST

The concept of a Mississippian "stage" of cul
tural evolution is derived from decades of research
at interior riverine sites. Indeed, the consensus view
of Mississippian societies is one of chiefdoms sup
ported by floodplain maize agriculture (esp. Smith
1978). Much less is known about those contempo
raneous coastal societies that possessed a material
culture similar to the riverine Mississippians. Did
the coastal societies practice intensive maize agri
culture? Or was maize merely a supplement to age
old littoral subsistence practices? Do Mississippian
sites on the Gulf of Mexico represent sedentary
communities or the seasonal fishing encampments
of interior-based agriculturalists? Did coastal Mis
sissippians achieve the same levels of population

density and sociopolitical complexity as riverine
Mississippian chiefdoms? If not, why not? In what
ways were they different? While we cannot offer
definitive answers to these questions, current in
terpretations of coastal Mississippians in the Mis
sissippi Sound region (Lewis 1988, 1991, 1992) are
inadequate in light of the new data presented in
this volume. We must first review the conflicting
models of coastal Mississippian subsistence and
society before turning to the archaeological evi
dence from Pensacola culture sites in general and
Mississippi Sound sites in particular.
Although all Mississippian societies were de
pendent on wild food sources, Bense (1994:186
191) identifies commitment to crop production as
the key difference between riverine and coastal
Mississippian subsistence practices. In her di
chotomy, the riverine Mississippian subsistence
pattern was one of intensive field agriculture on
floodplain soils annually renewed by flooding. In
contrast, farming was less important in coastal re
gions where suitable soils were limited and dis
persed. Coastal Mississippians cultivated small plots
that were not annually enriched by flooding. In this
form of swidden agriculture, soil nutrients were
rapidly exhausted, and frequent shifts to new plots
were necessary. Consequently, the pre-Mississippian
focus on littoral foods remained primary, supple
mented by limited crop production. Although
Bense 's definition of a coastal Mississippian sub
sistence pattern is drawn from early historic period
accounts of Oriste-Guale practices on the Georgia
Atlantic Coast (see Larson 1980), similar documen
tary evidence exist" for the northern Gulf Coast
(Leonard 1939). Because maize intensification is so
often identified as a primary factor in the formation
and maintenance of Mississippian chiefdoms, the
greater and lesser maize production of riverine and
coastal subsistence patterns carries with it the expec
tation of differing degrees of sedentism, population
nucleation, and sociopolitical complexity.
Two models of Pensacola culture subsistence
practices have been offered. Curren's (1976) model
was developed to interpret Pensacola sites in the
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Mobile Bay-Delta region. Mississippian populations
in this area of the Gulf Coast, according to Curren,
scheduled their movements between permanent
agricultural villages in the delta and dispersed, sea
sonally utilized extractive camps that included
coastal shell middens. Because the intensive maize
production of delta villagers was dependent on
annual floodplain replenishment, the cycle ofpopu
lation aggregation and dispersal was coordinated
with the flood periods of the Mobile River delta.
Curren main tains that while some people remained
in the villages year-round, much of the population
spent a considerable portion of the year in small
group encampments.
Curren's subsistence-settlement model was re
jected by Knight (1984) as inappropriate, in part
because it was based on the early historic practices
of interior Choctaw groups. Instead, Knight pro
posed an alternative model derived from early eigh
teenth-century accounts of the Mobile-Tomeh
peoples inhabiting the Mobile-Tensaw River delta
above Mobile Bay. The French described a popula
tion living in dispersed family farmsteads and prac
ticing intensive field agriculture on floodplain soils.
Farmsteads articulated with several permanent vil
lages that served as civic-ceremonial centers where
chiefs resided. The Knight and Curren models dif
fer substantially only in the lesser degree of resi
dential mobility implied by Knight's addition of
farmsteads to the subsistence-settlement system.
There is little that is explicitly "coastal" about these
two models of Pensacola subsistence. Both models
depict an agricultural system equivalent to Bense's
riverine Mississippian subsistence pattern, only in
this case it was practiced in close proximity to the
coastal strand. In both models, coastal strand sites
are interpreted as seasonal extractive camps, not
permanent communities.
The subsistence-settlement models of Curren
and Knight were both tailored specifically for the
Mobile Bay-Delta region. As Knight (1984:214) was
quick to point out, the Gulf Coast is not a uniform
environment. A large river delta in close proximity
to the coastal strand, such as the Mobile Bay-Delta

system, is more the exception than the rule. For
many of the smaller bay systems, such as Pensacola
Bay or Biloxi Bay, large tracts of arable floodplain
soils are absent. Under such circumstances, subsis
tence practices akin to Bense's coastal Mississip
pian pattern would have been a viable option: shift
ing, small-plot agriculture integrated into a subsis
tence economy focused on littoral foods. If
Pensacola populations on the small bays and large
river deltas of the coast were engaged in different
levels of maize production, one might expect the
two different environments to exhibit differing de
grees of population nucleation and sociopolitical
complexity. Knight (1984:214-215; also Bense
1994:236) suggests that such a distinction is mani
fest in the different settlement hierarchies that char
acterize Pensacola sites in large river deltas and
small bay systems.
One or more Pensacola single-mound centers
are known to exist on most, if not all, bay systems
along the Alabama-northwest Florida coast (Knight
1984:215; Bense 1994:234); such is the case for
coastal Mississippi as well. Each single-mound cen
ter was probably the civic-ceremonial site of a small
polity or simple chiefdom. The exception to this
pattern was Bottle Creek (1Ba2), a 20 ha civic-cer
emonial center with 18 mounds, one of which is 14
m high. Located 18 miles (35 km) above Mobile
Bay in the Mobile-Tensaw River delta, Bottle Creek
is interpreted as the seat of a complex chiefdom
far more populous and powerful than the single
mound coastal strand sites (Fuller and Brown 1993).
Recent investigations confirm that the site was oc
cupied primarily during the Bottle Creek I-II
phases (AD 1250-1550). Thus it was contemporary
with the Singing River and Deer Island single
mound centers in coastal Mississippi.
Presently, it is unclear whether the small quan
tities of maize thus far recovered from Pensacola
sites reflect the limited extent of archaeological in
vestigations or the abundance of corn as a prehis
toric food item. However, we do know that corn
was grown in both delta and bay environments.
Maize has been recovered at the Bottle Creek cen
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ter (Gremillion 1993), at the Singing River center
(Scarry, this volume), and at non-mound shell
middens on Mobile Bay (Knight 1984:207) and
Choctawhatchee Bay (Bense 1994:234). These
samples do not as yet permit a measure of the rela
tive intensity of production or overall importance
of maize in the diet (but see Appendix D).
Barry Lewis (1988, 1991, 1992) has presented
an interpretation of Mississippian subsistence and
settlement in the Mississippi Sound region based on
ethnographic analogy and site distribution data. He
proposes that post-Poverty Point period sites on the
coast, including Mississippian sites, represent seasonal
use by interior-based task groups engaged in extract
ing littoral foods. In support of his seasonal settle
ment model, Lewis cites the unsuitability of coastal
soils for maize agriculture, the low opinion of the
region's agricultural potential held by the initial
French settlers, and the fact that early eighteenth
century Pascagoula and Biloxi settlements were situ
ated above tidewater on the Pascagoula River, where
village inhabitants practiced floodplain maize agri
culture. Lewis makes several specific proposals about
Mississippian utilization of the coast: late spring was
the most likely time that interior-based task groups
occupied coastal sites for fishing and collecting; there
is no evidence of salt processing; no confirmed
mound centers or evidence of a settlement hierarchy
exist; and regional Mississippian populations did not
appear to increase significantly over Late Woodland
populations.
But the new evidence, unavailable to Lewis, casts
doubt on all of these propositions. Two Mississip
pian ceremonial centers and numerous smaller sites
form a simple two-tiered settlement hierarchy in the
study area. We think the Singing River and Deer Is
land sites are single-mound ceremonial centers simi
lar to those found elsewhere in the Mississippian
Southeast. However, the exact nature of the mounds
- accretional midden deposits or intentional
earthworks - will remain uncertain until adequate
excavations are conducted. Whatever the case, we
consider the characterization of these two large sites
as ceremonial centers to be appropriate, in the sense

that the presence of human burials, a supralocal sym
bol (the human effigy pipe) , and evidence of salt and
pottery production indicates something more than
mere task group fishing activities. Of course, it is
possible that Singing River and Deer Island may rep
resent ceremonial places used only for periodic or
seasonal population aggregations by interior-based
populations. On the other hand, ecofacts from the
Singing River center indicate that site occupation was
not restricted to late spring, but extended at least
throughout the warm months, from spring into fall.
Winter site occupation has not been confirmed, but
neither can it be ruled out. Although it could be ar
gued that the small amount of com recovered at Sing
ing River was transported to the site during tempo
rary visits, we doubt it. The presence of cob cupule
fragments together with kernels suggest to us that
the com was grown nearby, for it is unlikely that maize
would be transported any great distance in cob form.
At present, what little we know about Missis
sippian subsistence and settlement in the Missis
sippi Sound region is consistent with the emerging
information elsewhere on the northern Gulf Coast:
single-mound centers on bay systems supported by
maize production integrated into a littoral-oriented
food economy. The advent of maize production,
even at the small scale we assume, was certainly not
a simple additive process, but must have required
changes in labor organization and scheduling. Still
unresolved is the relationship between interior riv
erine sites and coastal strand sites. As Lewis
(1988:118) has stressed, the palisaded villages and
agricultural fields observed by the French on the
Pascagoula River in 1699-1700 must be factored
into the subsistence-settlement equation. These
settlements and fields were determined by the
French to be as close as 4.5 to 6.5 leagues (10.8 to
15.7 miles, or approximately 25 km) from the sea
(and the Singing River site) (McWilliams 1981:139).
What we are dealing with here is a situation in which
interior riverine and coastal strand environments
are in close geographical proximity, easily linked
into a continuous subsistence-settlement sphere via
rapid canoe transport.
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The ease with which inhabitants could bridge
these environmental zones suggests an even greater
degree of subsistence-settlement flexibility than now
admitted in the interior riverine-eoastal dichotomy.
Indications of such flexibility are scattered in the
early historic documents. For example, in the late
seventeenth-century, the Spanish commented about
coastal agriculture on the shores of Mobile Bay:

cleared field agriculture (the former
seems more likely) is really a moot
point considering the subsistence
value of estuarine shellfish collection,
fishing, and hunting within the rich
coastal environments (1992:54).

We reject this conclusion in light of the evidence
that the formation of simple and complex Pensacola
chiefdoms on the coast, as identified by the corre
...judging by the tumbledown bohios,
lation of single-mound and multiple-mound sites
or fisherman's huts, on the banks, it
with environmental zones of differing agricultural
is doubtless much frequented by the
potential, was at least in part tied to the ability to
Indians in the summer time, which is
maintain
a minimum level of maize production.
the season when they come down to
Having said this, we do not endorse an inter
their fisheries on the seacoast after
preparing their inland cornfields
pretation that would focus on environmental con
(Leonard 1939:172).
ditions to the exclusion of sociopolitical factors, nor
would we label the coast as marginal or unimpor
Also present on the bay were "little patches of
tant in the Mississippian world, a place merely uti
corn, beans, squash, tomatoes and chilli" (Leonard
lized but not occupied (e.g. Lewis 1991, 1992).
1939:80; also see Arnold and Weddle 1978: 173
Small-scale chiefdoms and two-tiered settlement
175). It is possible that coastal inhabitants had the
hierarchies were the norm in the interior South
option of a multiple-planting system: dispersed
east just as they were on the coast. Furthermore,
small garden plots and large fields that were planted
the complex site of Bottle Creek exists at the inter
in different zones and harvested at different times.
section of the interior riverine and coastal zones (a
There is both archaeological and ethnohistorical
delta), and this positioning suggests that factors
evidence of multiple-planting systems in interior
other than just the prerequisite maize production
Mississippi and Alabama (e.g. Blitz 1993:124-125).
requirements were important in this chiefdom's rise
We also call attention to evidence of winter use of
to regional influence. Mississippian groups in such
the coast: Iberville encountered a group of more
ecotones enjoyed an advantage not held by their
than 50 men, women, and children on Deer Island
contemporaries immediately upriver or on the
in February, 1699 (McWilliams 1981:44). Until Mis
coast: they were in a middleman position favorable
sissippian sites above the tidewater limit on the
to the manipulation or domination of any coast
lower reaches of the Pascagoula and Pearl Rivers
interior exchange network.
are investigated and comparative artifact and
We agree with Lewis's (1991, 1992) assessment
ecofact samples are secured, little more ofsubstance
that (1) there is little evidence of coastwise Missis
can be said about interior-coast relationships in the
sippian traffic in raw materials; (2) this was because
Mississippi Sound region.
one coastal strand locale merely duplicated the
In emphasizing the potential flexibility of
same resources found in another; and (3) that the
coastal subsistence practices, we would not go so
dispersed nature of coastal resources provided no
far as the view expressed by Mikell:
natural "bottlenecks" or "pressure points" that
could be controlled to fuel the rise of elites. But
Whether or not coastal Fort Walton
just such a "bottleneck" at Bottle Creek is a plau
and Pensacola groups practiced plant
food production to any great extent
sible scenario, for it was a place that could support
through small-scale gardening or
population nucleation and permit elites to expe
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dite the flow of both coastal resources (e.g. shell for
ornaments, preserved foods) and valuables from the
interior population centers (e.g. salt, prestige goods,
or supralocal symbolic items). Recently, archaeo
logical evidence of shell ornament production and
salt production has been found at the Bottle Creek
site (Brown and Fuller 1993). Although it is debat
able, in light of the discussion above, whether Bottle
Creek should even be characterized as a "coastal"
site, the more important point is that inhabitants
of this polity were positioned to exploit the ben
efits that both environmental zones had to offer.
We know that the Mississipian Southeast was a
geopolitical landscape in which polities large and
small competed for access to prestige goods and
other valuables. Long-term success in this arena was
one key factor in propelling a polity to the top of
regional political dominance. Assuming that
Mississipian communities sought the most efficient
routes to the largest population centers, those riv
ers that drained the most extensive territories had
greater strategic advantages in expanding exchange
networks than did those watercourses with smaller

drainage basins. This may be another reason why
Bottle Creek is located where it is - near the mouth
of the largest river system between the Mississippi
and the Apalachicola - while near the mouths of
the lesser river systems only smaller Mississippian
centers have been found. Perhaps Bottle Creek func
tioned as a "gateway community": a place uniquely
situated to control the greatest volume of traffic
within or across regions (Hirth 1978). Specifically,
the Bottle Creek center and polity had the potential
to control the major water route between coast and
interior for a vast segment ofthe northern Gulf Coast.
While we need to learn more about coastal
Mississippians before such concepts as gateway com
munity can be evaluated, it is clear that the loca
tions, sizes, and histories of centers are not to be
explained by environmental factors alone. We will
have to examine more closely the link between the
subsistence economy and the political economy. Un
derstanding the links between coastal and interior
Mississippians will require a perspective that might
be labeled "Mississippian geopolitics."

Appendix A:
Ceramic Classification and Illustrations
The ceramic classification we used in this study
is composed of three categories of measurement at
the scale of the individual artifact: (1) temper-ware
groups, (2) decorated type-varieties, and (3) modes.
Each of these categories is discussed below. Our
choice of classification methods was inspired more
by pragmatism than formal taxonomic theory. We
selected methods that would accomplish a primary
goal of this study: the establishment of a regional
cultural sequence based on a relative ceramic chro
nology. In the laboratory, a screen with 1/2 inch
mesh was used to separate small, difficult to ana
lyze "she rd lets" from the rest of the pottery.
Sherdlets were weighed but analyzed no further.
Type-variety classification systems are well suited
for constructing relative ceramic chronologies. The
type-variety system uses three variables to classify
pottery: temper, surface finish, and decorative tech
nique. We chose this methodology because (1) our
pottery samples are composed of small sherds; the
method permits every sherd to be incorporated into
the analysis; (2) the ceramics are described in a stan
dardized manner that facilitates comparison; (3) the
type-varieties are chronologically and spatially spe
cific; and (4) these characteristics permit the devel
opment of time-space frameworks that reveal inter
connections between sites and regions. We employed
an extension of the typologies developed for the
Lower Mississippi Valley (Phillips 1970), the Black
Warrior-Tombigbee River regions (Jenkins 1981;
Steponaitis 1983), and the Mobile Bay region (Fuller
and Stowe 1982). The reader should refer to these
sources for an in-depth discussion of the methodol
ogy. We chose to emphasize decorated pottery in our
type-variety analysis; plain pottery was assigned to
temper-ware groupings.

I.

TEMPER-WARE GROUPS

We created eight temper-ware groups; these
classes are based on combinations of temper (mate
rial, particle size), surface finish (burnished,
unburnished), or characteristics of the ceramic fab
ric (texture, hardness) that produce a distinctive pot
tery ware. These eight temper-ware groups, defined
below, encompass previously named types and vari
eties sometimes used by Southeastern archaeologists
to classify ware attributes (type names enclosed in
brackets below). All forms of tempering aplastics are
naturally available throughout the region, thus choice
of temper was governed by cultural preferences, not
natural distribution. Temper-ware groups are quan
tified by tabulation in the Appendix B artifact tables
and by seriation in Chapter 7.
Fiber temper: fibrous vegetable matter added to
paste [Wheeler Plain].
Fine sand temper: sand grains no greater than 1
mm in size added to paste [Baldwin Plain].
Grit-sand temper: coarse sand grains or crushed rock
more than 1 mm in size added to paste, gritty tex
ture [O'Neal Plain; Bayou La Batre Plain].
Grog temper: crushed potsherds added to paste
[Baytown Plain].
Gulf Historic Fineware: The ware is very hard,
compact, well fired, fine textured; surfaces are
smoothed, often burnished. A variety of finely
pulverized tempering agents are in the paste,
alone or in any combination: sand, grog, shell,
micaceous material, carbon flecks [Addis Plain
var. St. Catherine, Chickachae Plain or Lafitte
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Plain var. Three Rivers; Bell Plain var. Graveline].
Despite the variation in temper, the ware is dis
tinctive and easy to separate from other temper
ware groups.
Shell temper: crushed shell added to paste; the
unburnished utility ware is tempered with coarse,
angular shell [Mississippi Plain] and the bur
nished fineware is tempered with fine shell par
ticles [Bell Plain].
Mixed shell-grog temper: This group includes all
pottery that contains both shell and grog temper
in the paste, but does not conform to the charac
teristics of Gulf Historic fineware. This temper
ware group is characteristic of the Pinola phase.
We elected not to define a series or type-varieties
for this group due to the small sample size.

cised the option of placing a descriptive term en
closed in parentheses after the type name in lieu of a
variety name, or instead of the conventionally used
but uninformative "variety Unspecified' or the redun
dant "variety Indeterminate." The descriptive term
identifies sherds with recurrent shared attributes that
may be promoted to useful varieties at a more ad
vanced stage of research. We use the term "cognate
type-variety" for identical decorative treatments ex
ecuted on different temper-ware groups; these cog
nate type-varieties are presumed to share identical
historical sources or origins. Type-varieties are quan
tified by tabulation in Appendix B and by seriation
in Chapter 7. Also included below are type-varieties
identified in surface collections from sites in the study
area tabulated elsewhere (Blitz and Mann 1993).

KEy
Tchefuncte Ware: a soft-textured ware, often
"chalky" to the touch; in cross-section the paste
has a laminated or contorted composition; it is
poorly fired. Clay/silt lumps may have been
added intentionally to the paste or may be merely
the result of poor preparation; often no temper
is apparent (i.e., "temperless") [Tchefuncte Plain,
St. Johns Plain].

II.

DECORATED TYPE-VARIETIES

Within each temper-ware group, types were de
fined on the basis of decorative techniques. Types
were further subdivided into varieties based on mi
nor variations in temper, decorative treatment, or
design motif. Varieties are identified by an italicized
name. Sherds that were too small, too eroded, or oth
erwise could not be assigned to an established type
were placed in a residual descriptive category ("un
classified"). Similarly, not all sherds sorted into types
received an additional variety designator because (1)
it did not fit an established variety; (2) it was too small
or eroded for further description; (3) no defined va
rieties exist for some pottery types; or (4) we did not
consider it useful or appropriate to create a newvari
ety. In the Appendix B artifact tables, we have exer

TO ABBREVIATIONS

Tradition
FG=Formative Gulf
N=Northern
G=Gulf
MM=Middle Mississippi
SA=South Appalachian GH=Gulf Historic
Series
WH=Wheeler
A=Alexander
B=Bayou La Batre
T =Tchefuncte
SR=Santa Rosa
D=Deptford
Me Marksvilfe

W=Weeden Island
CC=Coles Creek
ML=Miller
MD=Moundville
P=Pensacola
CH=Choctawan

FIBER TEMPERED TYPE-VARIETIES

Wheeler Punctated: punctation; FG, WH; phase:
Claiborne, Apple Street; relationships: Stallings
Island Punctated; reference: Sears and Griffin
1950.

FINE SAND TEMPERED TYPE-VARIETIES

Alligator Bayou Stamped: rocker stamping zoned
by broad V-shaped lines; G, SR; phase: Green
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wood Island, Godsey; reference: Willey 1949. Com
ment: This is a catch-all type badly in need of sub
division by the type-variety system. It includes
plain, dentate, and crenelated-scallop decoration;
these treatments are sand tempered cognates of
varieties of Marksville Stamped.
Basin Bayou Incised: broad, round-bottom incisions,
lines>1.5mm, complex designs; G, SR; phase:
Greenwood Island, Godsey; relationships:
Marksville Incised var. Yokena is a cognate; refer
ence: Willey 1949.
Carrabelle Incised: close-spaced, parallel fine lines;
lines<1.5mm wide; rectilinear decoration, no
punctations; G, W; phase: Graveline, Tates Ham
mock(?); reference: Willey 1949.
Carrabelle Punctated: rows of punctation in field on
upper vessel; field zoned by incision; G, W; phase:
Graveline; reference: Willey 1949.
Englewood Incised: rectilinear bands of punctations
alternate with plain bands; G, W; reference: Willey
1949. Comment: One example from surface col
lection (22:Ja-558).
Furrs Cord Marked: stamped with a cord-wrapped
implement; N, ML; phase: Tates Hammock; ref
erence: Jenkins 1981.
Greenwood Stamped: crenelated-scallop tool impres
sions (not rocker stamped), zoned by broad U
shaped incisions; phase: Greenwood Island. Com
ment: This type is a sand-tempered cognate of
Mabin Stamped var. Crooks. Var. Crooks is an im
portant diagnostic of the early Marksville period
in Louisiana (Toth 1988). That a sand-tempered
cognate of var. Crooks is present on the northern
Gulf Coast has been recognized for some time
(Toth 1988: 227; Fuller 1991); here we formalize
it as a type-variety. The concept of zoned, stamped
decoration (Marksville Stamped, Alligator Bayou
Stamped) probably developed out of the anteced
ent Alexander type, Smithsonia Zoned Stamped
(Alexander Incised var. Smithsonia) , which was then

combined with stamping similar to Bayou La Batre
Scallop Impressed.
Greemooods as above. Vessel shapes and decora

tive motifs have not been determined but ap
pear comparable to Mabin Stamped var. Crooks.
As with var. Crooks, the spatial distribution is
coastal; var. Greenwood is coincident with the
Santa Rosa series, from the eastern Mississippi
Sound region to northwestern Florida. Refer
ence: this report.
Indian Pass Incised: multiple, close-spaced, paral
lel fine lines; curvilinear decoration; G, W; phase:
Graveline; relationships: Marksville Incised var.
Leist is a cognate type; reference: Willey 1949.
Mound Field Net Marked: impressions of open
mesh netting; phase: uncertain; reference: Willey
1949. Comment: Two examples from 22:Ja-555.
St. Andrews Complicated Stamped (early variety):
rectilinear complicated stamping; SA; reference:
Willey 1949. Comments: In the study area, only
one example has been found, in surface contexts
at site 22:Ja-504. Presumably, the sherd repre
sents an imported vessel or a local copy of this
eastern style.
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (early variety):
curvilinear complicated stamping; SA; reference:
Willey 1949. Comment: In the study area, only
one example has been found, in surface contexts
at site 22:Ja-504. Elsewhere in the Pascagoula
River basin, this type has been found as a mi
nority type at the McRae Mound in association
with a Hopewellian copper-covered panpipe
(Blitz 1986). Presumably, these sherds represent
rare imported vessels or infrequent local copies
of eastern styles.
Twin Lakes Punctated: punctations with a plain
edged implement form herringbone decorations
on the rim; G; phase: Greenwood Island; refer
ence: Phillips 1970. Comment: As defined, this
type is essentially a rim mode and might be more
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useful as such. This mode has the characteristics
of a horizon style; it is a good early Middle Wood
land period (100 B.C.-A.D. 200) marker in inte
rior Mississippi (Toth 1988), the Mobile Bay re
gion (Fuller 1991), and the Mississippi Sound
region.
Wakulla Check Stamped: paddle-stamped checks,
uniform lands<1mm; SA, W; phase: Tates Ham
mock; relationships: Pontchartrain Check
Stamped; reference: Willey 1949.
Weeden Island Incised: fine line, plain design with
background hatched/punctated; accents or exci
sions at line terminals are common; G,W; phase:
Graveline, Tates Hammock; relationships:
French Fork Incised; reference: Willey 1949.
Weeden Island Punctated: small punctations form
close-spaced lines, may zone fields of small punc
tations; G,W; phase: Tates Hammock; reference:
Willey 1949.

GRIT-SAND TEMPERED TYPE-VARIETIES

Alexander Incised: rectilinear incision; G,W.

var. Bodka Creek: chevron-filled rectangles bor
dered by line-filled triangles; phase: Apple
Street; reference: Jenkins 1981.
var. Clay: panels of tool punctations with pan
els of zone incisions; phase: Apple Street; ref
erence: O'Hear 1992.
uar. Chappepeela: punctations zoned by fine
lines; designs include the "key" motif; phase:
Apple Street; relationships: Orleans
Punctated. Comments: Chappepeela was de
fined as a variety of Mandeville Punctated
(Shenkel 1993). Following the rules of
"sor tabi li ty and con tinui ty" (Phillips
1970:26-27), we reject Mandeville Punctated
as a useful typological unit. We subsume the
zoned variety of Mandeville Punctated into
this variety of Alexander Incised.

var. Crump: incised lines with lands interrupted
by punctations; phase: Apple Street; refer
ence: O'Hear 1990, 1992.
var. Negro Slough: sloppy, narrow, cross-hatched
lines; phase: Apple Street; reference:Jenkins
1981.
var. Pleasant Valley: parallel lines below rim;
phase: Apple Street; reference:Jenkins 1981.
var. Ponchitolowa: fine, pointed, drag-and-jab
incision; phases: Apple Street, Greenwood Is
land; relationships: Lake Borgne Lake Borg;ne.
Comments: Pontichitolowa has been defined
as a variety of Mandeville Incised (Shenkel
1993). Following the rules of "sortability and
continuity" (Phillips 1970:26-27), we reject
Mandeville Incised as a valid typological unit,
and subsume Mandeville Incised into
Alexander Incised.
var. Prairie Farms: complex design with "key"
motif; phase: Apple Street; reference:Jenkins
1981.
var. Smithsonia: dentate stamping zoned by fine
lines; designs include "key" motif; phase: Apple
Street; Comment: O'Hear (1992) has reduced
Smithsonia Zoned Stamped to this variety.
Alexander Pinched: clay squeezed between two fin
gers; G, A.
Comments: Archaeologists in southern Louisi
ana routinely classify pinched or punctated deco
ration on sandy ware as varieties of Mandeville
Punctated. Following the rules of "sortability and
continuity" (Phillips 1970:26-27), we reject
Mandeville Punctated as a useful typological
unit. We subsume all unzoned varieties of
Mandeville Punctated into varieties ofAlexander
Pinched or Alexander Punctated.

var. Catalpa: finger-thumb marks of alternate
pinches intersect in "Y" shape; phase: Apple
Street; reference: O'Hear 1992.
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var. Pineapple: closely spaced pinching with cor
rugated effect; phase: Apple Street; reference:
a'Hear 1992.
Alexander Punctated: punctation; G,A.

var. Columbus: rows of tool punctations; phase:
Apple Street; reference: O'Hear 1992.

var. Mandeville: square-end impressions;
phases: Apple Street, Greenwood Island; ref
erence: Phillips 1970. Comment: the com
ments on Chinchuba Brushed also apply to
this type (see above).

var. Tibbee: fingernail punctated; phase: Apple
Street; reference: a'Hear 1992.

Santa Rosa Stamped: plain rocker stamping, zig
zag pattern; G, B; phases: Apple Street, Green
wood Island; relationships: Tchefuncte Stamped;
reference: Willey 1949.

Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed: rows of
crenelated, scallop-shell impressions; G, B;
phases: Apple Street, Greenwood Island; refer
ence: Wimberly 1960.

Santa Rosa Punctated: punctations zoned by broad
line incisions; G, B/SR; phases: Apple Street(?),
Greenwood Island; reference: Willey 1949. Com
ment: uncommon.

Bayou La Batre Stamped: overall dentate stamp
ingwith scallop shell; G, B; phases: Apple Street,
Greenwood Island; reference: Wimberly 1960.
Chinchuba Brushed: brushed/combed with a fine
toothed implement; G, A.

var. Chinchuba: as above; phase: Apple Street;
reference: Phillips 1970. Comment: This type
has a uniquely coastal derivation and distri
bution. This type was previously classified as
part of the Mandeville series (ShenkeI1984b).
We reject the Mandeville series as a useful
classification device and subsume its mem
bers into the Alexander series to reflect the
probable culture-historical relationships.
Deptford Bold Check Stamped: paddle stamped
with checks; lands>2mm; SA, D; phase: Green
wood Island; reference: Wimberly 1960.
Deptford Linear Check Stamped: paddle stamped
with checks, elongated rectangles; SA, D; phase:
Greenwood Island; reference: Willey 1949.
Deptford Simple Stamped: paddle-applied
grooves>2mm; SA, D; phase: Greenwood Island;
reference: Willey 1949.
Mandeville Stamped: stamping in rows with a
deticulated implement; G, A.

GROG TEMPERED TYPE-VARIETIES

Alligator Incised: crude incised lines, not over
hanging; G, Cc.

uar. Oxford: wet, sloppy incisions, no pattern;
phase: Tates Hammock, Pinola (?); reference:
Phillips 1970; Jenkins 1981.
Beldeau Incised: band of crosshatching, upper ves
sel; G, cc

oar. Beldeau: punctation at center of each dia
mond; phase: Tates Hammock; relationships:
Keith Incised; reference: Phillips 1970.
Carter Engraved: fine lines incised on dry pastel
engraved; G, Cc.

var. Shell Bluff: very fine engraving/excision on
fine-textured ware; phase: Pinola; reference:
Williams and Brain 1983.
Catahoula Zoned Red: red pigment zoned by inci
sion; G, M; phase: Greenwood Island: reference:
Phillips 1970. Comment: one example from dis
turbed context (2~a516).
Churupa Punctated: punctation zoned by broad,
V-shaped insision; G, M; relationship: Santa
Rosa Punctated.
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var. Churupa: deep hemiconical punctations;
phase: Godsey; reference: Phillips 1970.

Graveline, Tates Hammock; reference: Phillips
1970.

var. Thornton: shallow round punctations;
phase: Godsey, Graveline; reference: Phillips
1970.

Mabin Stamped: stamping, not rocked, zoned by
broad V-shaped incision; G, M.

Coles Creek Incised: rectilinear incision parallel
to rim; G, cc.

oar. Crooks: crenelated-scallop implement;
phase: Greenwood Island; relationship:
Greenwood Stamped var. Greenwood is a cog
nate type; reference: Toth 1988.

var. Hardy: crude incisions, not overhanging;
phase: Tates Hammock, Pinola; reference:
Phillips 1970.
var. Mott: closely spaced, overhanging inisions;
phase: Pinola; reference: Phillips 1970.
Evansville Punctated: unzoned punctations; G, Cc.

var. Evansville/Rhinehart: as above; phase: Tates
Hammock; relationships: Weeden Island
Punctated; reference: Phillips 1970; com
ment: We have not found the established va
rieties of this type useful.
French Fork Incised: complex fine-line zoned de
signs, textured backgrounds, excision, puncta
tion at line terminals; G, M, CC; phase:
Graveline, Tates Hammock; relationships:
Weeden Island Incised; reference: Phillips 1970.
Indian Bay Stamped: rows of rocker stamping; G, M.

oar. Spencer Bayou: stamping with a crenelated
shell edge; phase: Greenwood Island,
Godsey; reference: Phillips 1970. Comment:
We have included treatments that are im
pressed but not rocked. Probable progenitor:
Bayou La Batre Stamped.
Landon Red on Buff: red pigment on buff back
ground; decoration on bowl interiors and rim
bands; G, M; phase: Graveline; reference:
Phillips 1970. Comment: black pigment may also
be present.
Larto Red: We classified the attribute of red-film
ing on plain pottery as a mode; phase: Godsey,

var. Mabin: cord-wrapped stick impressions; phase:
Greenwood Island; reference: Toth 1988.
uar. Point Lake: notched implement; phase:
Greenwood Island; reference: Toth 1988.
Marksville Incised: incision; G, M.

var. Goose Lake: broad V-shaped, dry-paste in
cisions, line-filled triangles; phase: Graveline;
reference: Phillips 1970.
var. Leist: wet-paste; sharp point, closely spaced
incisions; phase: Graveline; relationship: In
dian Pass Incised; reference: Phillips 1970.
var. Marksville: broad U-shaped, dry-paste in
cisions; line width equals space between lines;
phase: Greenwood Island; reference: Phillips
1970.
var. Spanish Fort: broad wet-paste incisions, con
centric meander patterns; phase: Graveline;
reference: Phillips 1970.
oar. Steele Bayou: broad If-shape, dry-paste in
cisions, lobate designs; excision at line ter
minals is common; phase: Graveline; refer
ence: Phillips 1970.
var. Yokena: broad V-shape, dry-paste incisions;
phase: Godsey, Graveline; relationship: Ba
sin Bayou Incised; reference: Phillips 1970.
Marksville Stamped: rocker stamping zoned by
broad Ll-shaped incisions; G, M; relationships:
Alligator Bayou Stamped.
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var. Godsey: zoned rocker stamping with a
crenelated-scallop edge tool; phase: Godsey,
Graveline; reference: Blitz et al. 1993.
var. Manny: zoned, crude dentate stamping;
stamping is the design; phase: Graveline; ref
erence: Phillips 1970.
var. Marksville: fine, dentate stamping is back
ground for design; phase: Greenwood Island;
reference: Phillips 1970.
var. Newsome: zoned, fine dentate stamping;
stamping is the design; phase: uncertain; ref
erence: Phillips 1970.
var. Troyville: zoned plain rocker stamping;
phase: Godsey, Graveline; reference: Phillips
1970.
Mazique Incised: band of incisions around upper
vessel, line-filled triangles; G, CC; relationships:
Alligator Incised.

var. Mazique: overhanging lines; phase: Tates
Hammock, Pinola; reference: Phillips 1970.
var. Manchac: wet paste incisions; phase: Tates
Hammock, Pinola; reference: Phillips 1970.
Medora Incised: line-filled bands; G; reference:
Phillips 1970. Comment: Two examples from the
Pinola phase component at 22:Ja-520.
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked: stamped with a
cord-wrapped implement; N, ML; phase: Tates
Hammock, Pinola; reference: Phillips 1970.
Pontchartrain Check Stamped: paddle stamped
with checks<4mm; SA, CC; relationships:
Wakulla Check Stamped.

var. Pontchartrain: square or rectangular im
pressions; phase: Tates Hammock; reference:
Phillips 1970.
var. Fire Island: large diamonds found over
checks; phase: Tates Hammock; reference:

Brown 1984. Comment: One example found
in surface collection (22:Ja-504).
Salomon Brushed: crude brushing on coarse paste
ware; G, CC; phase: Tates Hammock; reference:
Phillips 1970. Comment: uncommon.
Wheeler Check Stamped: paddle stamped with
checks>4mm; SA, CC; phase: Tates Hammock;
reference: Phillips 1970. Comment: uncommon.

GULF HISTORIC FINEWARE TYPE-VARIETIES

Barataria Incised: parallel, narrow incisions zone cur
vilinear bands of narrow line cross-hatching; GH,
CH; phase: La Pointe.

var. Barataria: as above. Comment: The tem
per is fine sand; reference: Fuller 1991.
Chickachae Combed: bands of parallel fine lines
applied with a toothed implement; GH, CH;
phase: La Pointe. Comments: Fine sand is the
diagnostic temper (grog and shell are absent);
some examples are essentially temperless. The
paste may contain carbon flecks and micaceous
clay. Blitz (1993c) suggested that varieties be cre
ated based on the number of applied lines. Ref
erence: Haag 1953.
Chickachae Incised: fine incised lines, usually ap
plied as bands of parallel lines; GH, CH; phase:
La Pointe. Comments: Paste characteristics du
plicate those of Chickachae Combed. This pro
visional type is a sand-tempered cognate of Port
Dauphin Incised and Fatherland Incised. It may
be equivalent to Doctor Lake Incised (Fuller
1991). Ifso, some redefinition may be in order.
Fatherland Incised.: fine-line incision, usually applied
as bands of parallel lines to form curvilinear mo
tifs; GH, CH; phase: La Pointe; reference: Brown
1985. Comment: The type is common on historic
Natchez and Choctaw sites in interior Mississippi.

var. Fatherland: two-three line running scrolls.
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Kemper Combed: bands of parallel fine lines ap
plied with a toothed implement; GH, CH; phase:
La Pointe; Comments: Fine grog is the diagnostic
temper; fine shell or sand may also be in the paste
but are not diagnostic attributes. Blitz (1993c) sug
gested that varieties be created based on the num
ber of applied lines. Reference: Blitz 1985.
La Pointe Combed: bands of parallel fine lines ap

plied with a toothed implement; GH, CH; phase:
La Pointe. Comments: This provisional type is
exclusively tempered with fine shell; it is the shell
tempered cognate of Kemper Combed and
Chickachae Combed. Mann identified 17 ex
amples of shell-tempered combed pottery from
the Krebs House midden (Hinks et al. 1993:88).
Blitz and Mann (1993:67) observed: "The
combed designs on La Pointe Combed are more
widely spaced and not as well executed as combed
pottery on nineteenth-century Choctaw sites lo
cated further north in central Mississippi. We
suspect that La Pointe Combed represents the
introduction of combing after 1750... " No vari
eties have been defined. Reference: Blitz and
Mann 1993; this report.
Leland Incised: broad lines incised on burnished
vessels; reference: Phillips 1970; Brain 1988.
Comment: Local examples are tempered with
fine grog and shell and conform to characteris
tics of Gulf Historic Fineware.
Nicked Rim Incised: This former provisional type
(Voss and Blitz 1988) is more usefully defined as
a rim mode (Mooney 1992; Blitz 1993c, 1995).
Limited evidence from eastern Mississippi indi
cates a pre-1750 temporal placement. However,
two examples occur at the Krebs House midden
in a post-1750 context (Hinks et al. 1993:84;
Waselkovand Silvia 1995:19). Probable progeni
tor: Barton Incised.
Owens Punctated: zoned punctations.
oar. Muir. broad, shallow incisions zone punc
tations; GH, CH; phase: La Pointe. Com

ments: This type is tempered with fine angu
lar shell, with or without the addition of fine
sand (Waselkov 1991) .
Port Dauphin Incised: fine incised lines, curvilin
ear/rectilinear designs; GH, CH; phase: La
Pointe.
oar. Port Dauphin: as above. Comments: This
pottery type is tempered with fine shell, with
or without the addition of fine sand in the
paste. In the 1970s, this type was defined as
the result of excavations at early French settle
ments on Mobile Bay (Stowe 1977b). It is a
shell tempered cognate ofFatherland Incised.
The motifs and temper-ware characteristics
clearly place all of these related types (Port
Dauphin Incised, Fatherland Incised,
Chickachae Incised) into the Gulf Historic
tradition (Fuller 1991). As presently defined,
however, Port Dauphin Incised may duplicate
Cracker Road Incised (see Brain 1988). If so,
some redefinition may be in order.

SHELL TEMPERED TYPE-VARIETIES

Barton Incised: incised line motifs on the neck of
vessels; MM; phase: Pinola; reference: Phillips
1970. Comment: Three small examples at 22
Ja-520; this type is widely distributed.
Carthage Incised: burnished vessels incised with
broad V-shaped lines; MM, MD; phase: Sing
ing River; relationships: Pensacola Incised; ref
erence: Steponai tis 1983.
D'Olive Incised: lines incised on the burnished
fineware interiors of shallow bowls/plates; MM, P.
oar. Arnica: same as var. D 'Oliveexcept each arch
contains two sets of multiple, parallel inci
sions oblique to the rim; phase: Bear Point;
reference: Fuller and Stowe 1982.
oar. D'Olive: repeated incised arcs suspended
from a single line incised below and parallel
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to rim; phase: Pinola, Singing River; refer
ence: Fuller and Stowe 1982.

var. Dominic: multiple lines incised parallel to
rim; phase: Singing River; reference: Fuller
and Stowe 1982.
var. Mary Ann: same as uar. D 'Olive except each
arc filled with multiple lines perpendicular
to rim; phase: Singing River.
Grace Brushed: crude brushing on exteriors; ref
erence: Williams and Brain 1983. Comment:
uncommon; phase uncertain.
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed: fabric impressions
on "salt pan" vessels; MM; phase: Pinola; refer
ence: Phillips 1970.
Mound Place Incised: two or more parallel lines
incised horizontally on the exterior below the
lip on a burnished fineware; MM; reference:
Phillips 1970. Comment: This type is widely dis
tributed in the lower Mississippi Valley north of
the Plaquemine culture area and it is commonly
found in Moundville and Pensacola culture as
semblages. Presumably, the decorative treatment
was borrowed from the type Coles Creek Incised.

var. McMillian: six or more straight, close
spaced, parallel fine lines; phase: Singing
River; reference: Fuller and Brown 1993.
Comment: The lines appear to have been
applied with a toothed implement rather than
free-hand.

unburnished surfaces predominate; MM, MD.
Comment: This type is widely distributed; it is
most commonly associated with handled, stan
dard jars.

var. Bottle Creek: two rows of punctations above
arcs; phase: Singing River; reference: Fuller
and Stowe 1982.
var. Carrollton: arcs unembellished with any sec
ondary design elements; phase: Singing
River; reference: Steponaitis 1983.
var. Moundville: a series of incisions radiate
above the arcs to create an "eyelash" motif;
phase: Pinola; reference: Steponaitis 1983.
var. Singing River: three or more rows of punc
tations or short, gash-line incisions placed
above the arcs; often a single line is incised
below the rim, creating a zoned field of punc
tations/gashes above the arcs; phase: Sing
ing River; reference: Blitz and Mann 1993.
Comments: This variety is very common on
Singing River phase sites. We would not be
surprised if uar. Singing River is present on
Pensacola sites in adjacent regions but we
have not encountered it in the literature (e.g.,
Fuller and Stowe 1982; Brown and Fuller
1993). VaT. Singing River might conceivably
be classified as a variety of Owens Punctated
(broadly defined) but the arc motif clearly
connects the style to Moundville Incised.

Moundville Engraved: fine lines engraved on bur
nished fineware; MM, MD; reference: Steponaitis
1983. Comment: A single sherd, recovered at 22
ja-520, is too small to identify motif.

var. Snows Bend: a single row of punctations cre
ates arcs above the incised arc; MM, MD;
phase: Pinola, Singing River; reference:
Steponaitis 1983. Comments: Although
Steponaitis' original variety description did
not specify or limit punctation row numbers,
we follow Fuller and Stowe's (1982:63-64)
rationale and restrict Snows Bend to a single
row of punctations.

Moundville Incised: incised arcs placed end to end
encircle the upper portion of the vessel;

Parkin Punctated: punctations applied to an
unburnished surface; MM; phase: Pinola;

var. Walton's Camp: Two to five lines; festoons
may be present; phase: Singing River; refer
ence: Fuller and Brown 1993.
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ships: Alexander Incised var. Ponchitolouia; ref
erence: Phillips 1970.

Phillips 1970. Comment: This type is widely dis
tributed.
Pensacola Incised: lines incised on burnished
fineware exteriors; MM, P; relationships:
Carthage Incised; reference: Willey 1949.

var. Gasque: free-standing naturalistic motifs
skull, hand, bone; phase: Singing River; ref
erence: Fuller and Stowe 1982.
var. Jessamine: three to five wide-spaced, curvi
linear lines; fine hatch filler (incised/en
graved) may occur; phase: Singing River; ref
erence: Fuller and Stowe 1982.
var. Mathews Landing: close-spaced, fine
(<1mm lines); multiple rectilinear/curvilin
ear elements; phase: Bear Point; reference:
Fuller and Brown 1993.
var. Pensacola: two to five lines, 1-2mm wide;
curvilinear/rectilinear designs (scrolls, fes
toons, guilloches); phase: Bear Point; refer
ence: Fuller and Brown 1993.
var. Perdido Bay: scroll-loops with triangular el
ements; phase: Bear Point; reference: Fuller
and Stowe 1982.
Salt Creek Cane Impressed: cane matting impres
sions on "salt pans;" MM, P.

var. Salt Creek: as above; phase: Singing River;
reference: Fuller and Stowe 1982.
Winterville Incised: curvilinear ("trailed") wet
paste incisions on an unburnished surface; MM.

var. Winterville: as above; phase: Pinola; refer
ence: Phillips 1970.
TCHEFUNCTE WARE TYPE-VARIETIES

Lake Borgne Incised: drag-and-stab incised lines;
G,T.

var. Lake Borgne: rectilinear designs; phase:
Apple Street, Greenwood Island; relation

Tammany Punctated: punctation/pinching; G, T.

var. Tammany: fingernail impressions; phase:
Apple Street, Greenwood Island; relation
ships: Alexander Punctated var. Tibbee; refer
ence: Phillips 1970.
var. Brittany: pinched; phase: Apple Street;
relationships: Alexander Pinched; reference:
Weinstein and Rivet 1979.
var. Dutchtown: hollow-point tool punctations;
phase: Apple Street; reference: Weinstein and
Rivet 1979.
Tchefuncte Bold Check Stamped: paddle stamped
with checks; G, T; phase: Greenwood Island; re
lationships: Deptford Bold Check Stamped; ref
erence: Shenkel 1993. Commen t: A rare type that
probably represents local copies of Deptford ce
ramics.
Tchefuncte Incised: incised lines; G, T.

var. Tchefuncte: as above; phase: Apple Street,
Greenwood Island; relationships: Alexander
Incised; reference: Phillips 1970.
Tchefuncte Stamped: plain rocker stamping, zig
zag pattern.

var. Tchefuncte: as above; phase: Apple Street;
relationships: Santa Rosa Stamped; reference:
Phillips 1970.

III.

MODES

Modes are attribute clusters that crosscut the
type-varieties. In this study, we examined four mode
categories: (1) vessel shape, (2) rim/lip treatment
(decoration or form), (3) appendage (podal sup
ports, handles, and effigy adornos), and (4) pig
mentation (paint, film, or slip). Like type-varieties,
modal analysis may reveal chronological and spa
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tial patterns. However, modes (like temper-ware
attributes) may be more useful than type-varieties
for investigating pottery vessel technology, func
tion, and the social implications of ceramic assem
blages. For now, our data base is insufficient to pur
sue these broader issues in detail, and while we com
ment elsewhere on the technical and functional
aspects of modes, we used modal analysis in the
present study primarily for culture-historical pur
poses. Selected modes are seriated in Chapter 7
and depicted in the Appendix A ceramic illustra
tions.
Vessel Shape

We have not attempted an extensive reconstruc
tion of vessel shapes for two reasons: small sample
size and the highly fragmented nature of much of
the pottery. It is also clear that many vessel shapes
had very long periods of use. Only for the Singing
River phase do we have a rather complete picture
of the total range of shapes in use. In the sections
discussing the ceramic complex of each phase in
the preceding chapters, we have listed the known
vessel shapes, using conventional terminology (i.e.
Shepard 1971).

Key Modes:
rim bosses
wedge~haped

podal supports

conical podal supports
rim-top impressions/notches
cambered crosshatched rim ("Marksville rim")
herringbone punctations on rim
("Twin Lakes Punctated")
rounded, thickened "Weeden Island rim"
rim strap/fold
effigy rim adornos
handles (loop, strap, lug)
lip nicks/notches

pinched "pie-crust" rim
pigmentation

IV.

ADDITIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNITS

In addition to the categories of measurement
at the scale ofthe individual artifact, defined above,
a few other concepts were used to organize the ce
ramic artifacts into more inclusive culture-histori
cal units: series, complex, component, phase, tra
dition, and regional sequence. These concepts are
well established in Americanist archaeology, but it
is appropriate to provide brief definitions. By ce
ramic series we mean a consistent set of attributes
or decorative treatments, usually formalized as his
torical types, which occur on the same ware and
have recognizable time-space distributions (Willey
1949; Sears and Griffin 1950; Rouse 1972); a
subseries is a temporal-spatial subdivision within a
single series continuum. Put another way, a ceramic
series is composed of "varying percentages of dif
ferent varieties of the same types" (Jenkins 1981:2).
In practice, archaeologists often equate a ceramic
series with an archaeological culture or variant. In
actuality, more than one series may be present in
an assemblage from an archaeological context. A
ceramic complex (Phillips 1970:30) is the sum to
tal of types, varieties, modes, (and series) present
during a time interval, or phase, in a regional se
quence. A component is the manifestation of a
phase at a specific site; a chronological series of
such phases constitutes a regional sequence (Willey
and Phillips 1958:21-25). Ceramic traditions are
long-term manifestations of distinct pottery deco
rations and shapes; such traditions are composed
of multiple ceramic complexes, and are distributed
across an extensive geographical area. The ceramic
traditions we identify are those defined by Caldwell

(1958).
We emphasize that the concepts used for ce
ramic classification are only heuristic or analytical
devices for partitioning clusters of ceramic at
tributes in time and space. Both style and function
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are expressed in these concepts. For our present
purposes we need not attempt to untie the style
function Gordian knot, for both are governed by
processes of cultural transmission: innovation, dif
fusion, and migration. Beyond such broad gener
alities, however, it is rarely possible to isolate the
specific, multiple, social causes of stylistic (ceramic)
diversity or change, even with ethnographic data
(see Conkey and Hastorf 1990). In the Mississippi
Sound region, ceramic types and series exhibit time
space distributions that overlap. Furthermore, when
viewed from a geographical perspective that in
cludes adjacent regions, these ceramic distributions
manifest clinal variation at a scale that must have

crosscut social group boundaries. It follows, then,
that these ceramic concepts identify cultural phe
nomena that need not correspond to social, politi
cal, or linguistic boundaries.

v.

CERAMIC ILLUSTRATIONS

In the illustrations that follow, we have selected
representative examples that help reveal vessel shape
as well as decorative treatment. Additional illustra
tions and photographs of Mississippi Sound ceramic
artifacts are in Blitz and Mann 1993. The reader is
referred to the references in section II above as a
source for other illustrations of type-varieties.
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Figure A.i. Apple Street Phase and Greenwood island Phase ceramics: a, Alexander Pin ched var.
Pineapple; b-e, Alexander Punctated var. Tibbee; d, Alexander Punctated var. Co lum bus; e,
Alexander Incised var. unspecified; 1, Alexander Incised (nested rectangles); g, A lexander Incised
var. Prairie Fa rm s; h, Bayou La Batre Stamped. Provenience: 22 fa-530.
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Figure A. 2. Apple Street Phase an d Greenwood Islan d Phase ceramics: a-b, Alexa n der In cised var.
Ponch ito lowa ; c, MandeoilleStarnpedvar. u nspecified; d, Tammany Punctatedvar. unspe cified;
e, San ta Rosa Stamped; f, Chin ch uba Bru shed var. Chin chuba ; g-h, Alexander In cised var.
Chappe pee la ;i, Alex ander In cis ed var. Smi thsoni a . Provenience: 22-ja-530.
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Figure A .3 . Apple Street Phase and Greenwood Island Phase podal supports:
a, conical forms ; b, wedge-shaped forms. Provenien ce: 22-ja-530 .
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Figu re A.4. Apple Street Phase a nd Greenwood Isla nd Phase podal supports an d bases: a, n otched slab
base; b, small wedge-shap ed supp orts; c, large wedge-shaped supports; d, small, hollow con ical supports.
Proven ien ce: 2 2-}a-530.
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Figure A.5. Apple Street and Greenwood Island Phase ceramics: a, Mandeville Stamped var. unspecified;
b, Tchefuncte Stamped (dentate rocker stamped); c, Alexander Punctated var. Columbus. Provenience:
22-Ja-530.
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Figure A. 6. Apple StreetPhase and GreenwoodIsland Phase ceramics: a, Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed; b, Alexander
Incisedvar. Chappepeela; c, AlexanderIncisedvar. Ponchitolowa; d, grit-sand-temperedplain with rim-toppunctation;
e, Tchefuncte Incised var. Tchefuncte; f, grit-sand-tempered plain with rim bosses; g, Tchefuncte Stamped var.
Tchefuncte; h, Indian Bay Stamped oar. Spencer Bayou. Provenience: a-g, 22Ja-530; h, 22Ja-555.
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Figure A. 7. GreenwoodIsland Phase, Godsey Phase, and Graveline Phase ceramics:a, Churupa Punctated var. Churupa;
b,e, Marksville Incised var. Yokena bowls; c, Marksville Incised var. Leist; d, Marksville Incised var. Spanish Fort; f,
Marksville Stamped var. Troyville; g, Alligator Incised (dentate stamping); h, Marksville Stamped var. Marksville; 1,
Marksville Stamped var. Godsey bowl. Provenience: a,d,g, 22-]a-647; b-c.e-f.h, 22-Hr-534; 1, 22-Hr-59I.
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Figure A.8. Vessels found in road cut at Graveline Mound: a, Marksville Incised var. Steele Bayou; b, Marksville
Incised var. Spanish Fort; c, grog-tempered plain. Redrawn from Stone 1977.
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Figure A. 9. Graveline Phase, Tates Hammock Phase, and Pinola Phase ceramics: a, Coles Creek Incised vaL
unspecified; b, FrenchFork Incised vaL unspecified; c, Mulherry CreekCord Marked var. unspecified; d, Mazique
Incised var. Manchac; e, Mazique Incised var, Mazique; f, Pontchartrain Check Stamped var, Pontchartrain with
rounded, thickened "Weeden Island" rim mode (cf Brown 1984, "Onion Lake" rim mode); g, Pontchartrain Check
Stamped var. Pontchartrain with rim fold/strap; h, fine sand-tempered plain with "Weeden Island" rim mode.
Provenience: a-b,d-e,h, 22-]a-647; c, 22-]a-531; fg, 22-]a-726.
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Figure A.lO. Shell-tempered vessels: a-b, handled jars; c-d, shallow bowls or plates. Provenience: a-b, 22Ja-578; c-d, 22-Hr-500.
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Figure A.II. Shell-tempered handles: a.e.g-h, strap handles from jars with peaked rims; 1H:, noded handles; d, looped handles; j,
Moundville Incised var. Moundville jar fragment with loop handle and peaked rim. Provenience: a.f, 22Ja-520; b-d, 22Ja-578;
e.g-h, 22Ja-53I.
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Figure A.I2. Pinola Phase and Singing RiverPhase ceramics: a, Moundville Incisedvar. Bottle Creek jar; b, Moundville
Incised var. Snows Bend jar; c-d, Moundville Incised var. Singing River jar; e, mixed shell-grog-tempered jar; f, Salt
Creek Cane Impressed "salt pan." Provenience: a.c-d, 22-Ja-578; b,f, 22-Hr-500; e, 22-Ja-520.
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Figure A.13. Singing River Phase shallow bowls/plates: a, D'Olive Incised var. Mary Ann; b, D'Olive Incised var.
D'Olive; c-d, D'Olive Incised var. unspecified; e, D'Olive Incised var. Dominic. Provenience: a, 22-Ja-531;
b.d-e, 22-Hr-500; c, 22-Ja-578.
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Figure A.I4. Singing River Phase bowls: a-b, Mound Place Incised var. Walton's Camp; c-e, Mound Place
Incised var. McMillian. Provenience: 22-Hr-500.
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Figure A.15. Singing River Phase Ceramics bowls and beakers: a, Pensacola Incised var. Jessamine; b-e, Pensacola
Incised var. Gasque. Provenience: a, 22Ja-578; b-e, 22-Hr-500.
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Figure A.16. Bear Point Phase Bowls: a, Pensacola Incised var. unspecified; b-e, Pensacola Incised var. Pensacola.
Provenience: a, 22Ja-578; b-e, 22-Hr-500.
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Figure A.17. La Pointe Phase Ceramics: a-d, Port Dauphin Incised (c is red-filmed); e, Chickachae Combed;j, unburnished
shell-tempered plain, pinched "pie crust" rim mode. Provenience: a-c.f, 22-Ja-645; d, 22-Ja-505; e, 22-Ja-534.
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Provienience of Artifacts from Key Sites

Table B.1. Cultural materials, Unit 1, Apple Street (22Ja-530).
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4
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*

4

*

7
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3

5
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7
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3

*

6

3
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7

*
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Table B.2. Cultural materials, Unit 2, Apple Street (22-Ja-530).
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Table B.3. Cultural materials, Unit 3, Apple Street (22-ja-530).
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Table BA. Cultural materials, Unit 4, Apple Street (22-Ja-530).

Wi.
CERAMICS

Alexander Incised

3

var. Rmchudoua

18

5

4

6

4

13

2

3

12

(panels of zoned incising)

5

Alexander Pinched

2

II

var. ffneapple

8

Alexander Punctated

var. TWbee
var. Columbus

2
2

var. Oiappepeela
Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed
Bayou La Batre Stamped

4

2

10

2

6

26

7

44

3

8

2

6

lake Borgne Incised

2

8

Tchefuncte Incised

4

18

(herringbone)
Tchefuncte Stamped var. Tchefu:nde

2

6

2

8

3

24

4

19

2

2

7

12

II

30

134

5

5

4

10

*

II

2

4

t

4

32

Wheeler Punctated

10

Unclass. Incised (grit/sand tempered)

2

Unclass. Punctated (grit/sand tempered)

9

2

Fiber Tempered Plain

3
3

6

6

10

7

Grit/Sand Tempered Plain

177

556

203

645

336

1620

165

937

Tchefuncte Plain

12

31

7

15

33

186

10

10
8

Poverty Point Object (biconical, grooved)
Fired Clay

7

5

*

18

*

50

*

76

*

4

LITHICS

PP/K

19
II

PP/KKenl
PP/K Delhi

10

7

Steatite Bowl Fragment
Primary Flake

2

Secondary Flake

36

Cobble Fragment
Unmodified Sandstone

*=

not applicable
WI. = weight in grams

*

34
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Table B.5. Prehistoric pottery, aggregate totals from disturbed contexts, Big Greenwood Island (22Ja-516r.

(

Alexander Punctated UZT. Columbus

I

iii

Grog-temperedRirn Effigy "spoon bill"

Bayou Laljatre Stamped

53

Grit/Sand Tempered Plain

182

Bayou Labarre Scallop Impressed

32

Grog TemperedPlain

400

Mandeville Stamped

4

Tchefuncre 'Mlre Plain

45

2

Fiber TemperedPlain

21

3

Fine Sand Tempered Plain

60

4

Shell Tempered Plain

26

f-------.

Lake Borgne Incised
1--

Greenwood Stamped
-

vaT.

Gmmwood

_.

-

--

Santa Rosa Stamped

t-.

-----

15
-3

Deptford Linear Check Stamped
Deptford Bold Check Stamped

c---.--- ..-

---

Alligator Bayou Stamped

3

Basin Bayou Incised

4

Tchefuncte Incised

I
I

Tchefimcte Punctated

---

8

vaT. 'Ia:Tronany
f------

Tchefimcte Stamped

5

Marksville Stamped

6

wr.Marl<sviJJe

2

wr Troyuilk

-

-_.~.-

Mabin Stamped
vaT.

f-----
vaT.

I

.-

-_.
23

Crooks
- - -- --
RJinl Lake

---_ ..- - - - - 
5

Indian Bay Stamped
~_

vaT.

4

3

Spencer Bayou

Marksville Incised

6

wr.Marl<sviJJe
vaT.

----

I

-- -_._.

Yokena

4

---

2

wr. SpaOOh RJrt
- -----

IJJk
f--------------------- . .
Gatahoula Zoned Red

-.-

-

I

1XLT. Goose

"_._--'----

I

Twin Lakes Punctated

I

Mazique Incised

I

Evansville Punctated

3

Wheeler Check Stamped

I

Woeden Island Punctated

2

Moundville Incised
.--

-oar Moundodle

-

wr .Singing Rroer

1-.

--

Barton Incised
-

I
..

7
----

- - I- ----- -

- - 

Leland Incised

I


I

I-

D'Olive Incised

I"""", •

vaT.

I

Dominic

.:;.:;ii;;(·.••••..•.

11/1

• Only formal type-varieties are included in the decorated ceramics tabulation.
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Table B.6. Cultural materials, Unit 1, East Bayou LaMotte (22fa-555).

CERAMICS

4

Alexander Incised uzr. RmchiJolnwa
Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed

4

Bayou La Batre Stamped

3

2

6

57

2

21
4

Deptford Simple Stamped
Indian Bay Stamped

U2T.

Spencer Bo:you

U2T.

3

9
5

Like Borgne Incised uzr. I11keBorgne

Mandeville Stamped

4

3

MandeviJJe

23

6

Santa Rosa Stamped
Unclass, Stamped/Punctated
(grit/sand tempered)

9

2

10

8

5

Undass. Incised
(grit/sand tempered)

4

9

(grog tempered)

3

Fiber Tempered Plain

2

4

Grit/Sand Tempered Plain

167

56

310

32

223

14

Fine Sand Tempered Plain

5

34

5

27

6

20

2

4

Tchefunete Plain

4

20

5

17

3

13

2

7

53

225

49

246

24

170

17

83

Grog Tempered Plain
Fired Clay

20

58

149

210

21

59
4

Fired Coils

37

3

2

34

85

10
7

48

162
452

2

6

34

9

9

35
216

13

LlTHICS

PP/K (distal end)

4
6

PP/KGary

6

Sandstone Mortar/Anvil

66

Sandstone Abrader

36

Ground Sandstone Fragment

51

Primary Flake

2

Utilized Flake
Tertiary Flake
Shatter (white quartzite)
Unmodified Sandstone

23
135

123

5
31

2

15

BONE ARTIFACTS

Perforated/Cut Object

• = not applicable
Wt. = weight in grams

2

76

32
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Table B. 7. Cultural materials, surface and disturbed
contexts (Shepard Collection), East Bayou LaMotte (22

]a-555).

8

Alexander Incised
7Xlr.

Pleasant Valley

Mandeville Stamped

3

Bayou Labarre Scallop Impressed

2

Deptford Bold Check Stamped (rectangular)
Chinchuba Brushed

7XlT.

Otmchuba

Santa Rosa Stamped

2

Mound Field Net Marked
Greenwood Stamped 7Xlr. Gmenuood

2

Lake Borgne Incised
Marksville Incised

7Xlr.

Yokena

Mabin Stamped 7Xlr. Oooks
Indian Bay Stamped

7Xlr.

Spenar &ryou

3
6

Evansville Punctated
(herniconical)

2

(square tool)

3

Mound Place Incised
Grit/Sand Tempered Plain

x

Grog Tempered Plain

x

Poverty Point Object (amorphous)

2

Fired Clay

Anvil/Mortar (sandstone)
Abrader (sandstone)

2

Core (white quartzite)
Hammerstones (local chert)

X=presenl, not counted.

x
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Table B.B. Cultural materials, Unit 2, Godsey (22-Hr-591).

CERAMICS

Churupa Punctated

2

var. Oiurupa
oar: Thornion

4

4

6

20

5

72

2

13

3

13

2

9

21

2

14

11

44

*

502

Indian Bay Stamped
6

oan Spencer &ryau

3

4

7

Marksville Incised

6

27

13

48

8

47

7

18

6

20

5

19

var. Yokena

3

6

9

116

10

52

9

47

8

67

7

34

3

8

2

10

7

26

2

11

40

226

Marksville Stamped
vaT.

Godsey

oar: Marnsui1le
oar:

2

Truyuille

2

Unci ass. Incised
(grog tempered)
Grog Tempered Plain

27
44

140

*

16

60

448

30

169

11

*
*

11

8

Grit/Sand Tempered Plain
Fired Clay/Sand

41

149

42

266

13

49

*

3

*

10

*

37

5

*

Daub

*

7

13

LITHICS

PP/K

5

Primary Flake
Secondary Flake
Shatter (heated)

5

97
35

Mineral Pigment (red)
Unmodified Hematite
Unmodified Limonite
Unmodified Sandstone

21

*

12

4

*
*

5

*

3

BONE ARTIFACI"S

Awl
7

Perforated/Cut Object

*

= not applicable; Wt. = weight in

grams

*
*

171

10

79

*

2
10
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Table B.9. Cultural materials, surface and disturbed
contexts (Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 4: Strata A-C, Trench 1)
Harvey (22-Hr-534).

mr.

Oiurupa

mr.7hornton

Indian Bay Stamped
Marksville Incised

59

mr. Goose Lake
mr. Leis:

II

mr. Steele Ba:yau
mr. Yokena

9

Marksville Stamped

7

Godsey

22

mr.

oan Manny
mr. l'vfarksville

2

Truyville

5

Unclass. Incised (grog)

22

mr.

(red painted)
Unclass. Incised (sand)

9

2

Grog Tempered Plain

836

Fine Sand Tempered Pain

53
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Table B.lO. Cultural materials, Unit 3, Harvey (22-Hr-534).

CERAMICS

7

Marksville Incised
alTo

Goose UJM

alTo

Leist

oar:

Spanish. Iort

13

49

24

5

173

9

19

61

7

3

51

2

14

3

11

25

oo»: Yokena

6

Marksville Stamped

9

6
3

10

171

17

195

15

151

2

oar: Godsey

7

36

15

52
3

Unclass. Incised
(grog tempered)
Grog Tempered Plain

6

22

11

40

2

29

8

33

10

37

79

415

171

658

137

918

106

777

30

303

Fine Sand Tempered Plain

9

2
7

Smoking Pipe Fragment
Fired Coils (grog)

2

Fired Prepared Clay

2

2

Fired Sand

*

4

3

6

2

9

Daub

*

5

*

73

*

42

30

411

4

28

*

5

*

69

LITHICS
PP/K (distal end)

262

Mortar/Anvil
Shatter (heated)
Unmodified Chert Cobble

9

39

2

4

6

51

22

354

39

740

Unmodified Hematite
Unmodified limonite
Unmodified Sandstone

* = not applicable
Wt. = weight in grams

*

3

*
*

3

*
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Table B.ll. Cultural materials, Unit 4, Stratum D (35-60 em
below surface), Harvey (22-Hr-534).

Marksville Incised

6
6

oar: Leist

5

2

Carrabelle Punctated
Weeden Island Incised

5

Unclass. Incised (grog)

2

47

Grog Tempered Plain

300

Table B.12. Cultural materials, Unit 6, Harvey (22-Hr-534).

Wt.
CERAMICS

4

Churupa Punctated

4

Marksville Incised

2

7

2

4

13

119

5

oar: Leist

4

oar: }f)kena

26

Marksville Stamped
oar:

2

Godsey

2

Unclass. Incised (grog)

4
6

(red painted)
Grog Tempered Plain

5

27

Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Fine Sand/Clay

43

212

3

12

29

143

2

4

*

5

2

5

5
LITHICS
Unmodified Chert Cobbles
Unmodified Sandstone

* = not applicable
= weight in grams

Wt.

5

15

*

5

13

*

-

-

Core
Unmodified Stone

not applicable
Wt. = weight in grams

*=

I

-

-

*

I

Shatter

-

-

Secondary Flake

6

-

-

2

4

Primary Flake

LITHICS

Fired Sand/Clay

Grog Tempered Plain

Unclass. Punctated( grog)

Unclass. Incised (grog)

(with black dots)

Landon Red on Buff

Churupa Punctated

CERAMICS

Table B.l3. Cultural materials, Unit 1, Graveline Mound (22-Ja-503).

40

25

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

~

'J

.....

'"......

~

~

~

~

~

!:l"

'"

-;;
I:>

;:t

~

~

'"'"

;S

~.

;S

'"

~
es

tJ?

~.

I:>..

;;;

~
"<5
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TableB.14. Cultural
materials, Pinola Unit 1,
Singing River (22-]a-520).

:

"

CERAMICS

17

Barton Incised

Carter Engraved
roT.

Shell Bluff

Coles Creek Incised

oor

3

Mou

8

D'Ohve Incised

15

Evansville Punctated

-------

~

---1---1---+--+---+---+---+---+---+----1
37
16
9
2
2
22

3

(round punctation)

39

24

Kirrunswick Fabric Impressed

15

Mazique Incised

------------- --+--

---- t - - + - - + - - + - - - + - - - + - - - + - - - - I - - I - - _

Medora Incised

I

Moundville Incised

24

15

-oan Snous Bend

21

Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Parkin Punctated

6
----t-~_+_~____t~~+_~_+_~____t~_

\\eeden Island Punctated
~---

---

-~-----

-" --- -+---_+--+-___I-___1--t_-+-_

----

WinteIVille Incised

22

Unclass. Incised
(grog tempered)

33

(shell tempered)

-

-

2

2

18

15

2

9

18

~---------~------t--t_-+_-+_-_+_-_+-_+-___I-___1--t__

(shell-grog tempered)

-

-

4

-

lO

Unci ass. Punctated
1---

r-~~~~~--~~--

(grog tempered)
------+-_+-___I-___1--t_-t_-+_-+---+---+-_+-___I-___1
(shell-gmg tempered)
U nclass. Engraved (grog)
(shell-grog tempered)

----i---

----~-----~-'----~~~+_~_+_~__+~~+_~_+_~__+~~+_~_+_~

Uncla". Red Painted (grog)

4
~--+_~_+_~____t~~+_~_+_~__+~~+_~_+~__+------

Fine Shell Tempered Plain

-

---

Coarse Shell Tempered Plain

I
19

6

46

I

2

72

368

88

334

68

327

49

304

25

lOl

42

206

63

358

I

13

I

lO

28

222

lO

I

--+---+- -+ -t-- +- +---r--+--
61

Shell-Gmg Tempered Plain
Fine Sand Tempered Plain

lO

Dauh

15

40

172

----------------t_-t_-+_-+_--t---+---+-_+-___I--t_-t_-+_-----j
Fired Coils
2
16
Hearth Fragments

Fired Clay/Sand

9

24

LITHICS

-

-----

-----,--~---,~----,~-

15

Chert Cobbles (heated)

------------___1--t_-t_-+_-+_--t---+---+--+---+--t_-~t__

Hammcrstone

Unmodified Hematite

61

1

i-I! ~ I 
f---------~-~~-___+___--------4---Unmodified Siltstone
I - I Unmodified limonite

Unmodified Sandstone

>1
• = not applicable; Wt. = weight in grams

22

25

•

21

27

1111
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CERAMICS
Barton Incised
Carter Engraved

9

=: Shell Bluff

4

Coles Creek Incised
vaT.

Mnit

D'Olive Incised

Evansville Punetated
vaT.

EvansviJ1e

9

6

=: lIhin£ho:rt
(round punctation)

KimmswickFabric Impressed

20

25

Mazique Incised

Medora Incised
Moundville Incised

-oon Snous Bend
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked

2

10

Parkin Punctated
\\Ceden Island Punetated
Winterville Incised

Unclass. Incised
(grog tempered)

19

117

II

(shell tempered)
(shell-grog tempered)

15

Undass. Punetated
(gIug tempered)

5

27

(shell-grog tempered)

18

250

9

57

38

210

4

20

79

3

3

2

9

Undass. Engraved (grog)
(shell-grog tempered)

2

34

Undass. Red Painted (gIug)

Fine Shell Tempered Plain
Coarse Shell Tempered Plain

18

171

14

87

18

169

Grog Tempered Plain

56

374

39

369

146

1076

Shell-Grog Tempered Plain

19

222

24

215

28

317

12

II

Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Daub

Fired Coils

2
23

Hearth Fragments

388

Fired Clay/Sand

65

i.rnncs
Chert Cobbles (heated)
Hammerstone

Unmodified Hematite
Unmodified Limonite
Unmodified Sandstone
Unmodified Siltstone

17

19

17

2

18
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Table B.15.
Cultural
materials, Lewis
Unit 1, Singing
River (22-Ja
520).

Wt.
CERAMICS

3

Alligator Incised
Barataria Incised

2

4
23

Carthage Incised
D'Olive Incised

4

20

2

7

var.ArmiJ::a
var.Daminic

4

20

Moundville Incised

13

57

29
11

48

var. Singing River

12

46

var. Snows Bend

Mound Place Incised

2

4

var.Cn.rrol1tun
var. MauruiviJle

4

6

7

7

var. Bottle O&k

34

3

34

4

10

2

10

9
3

2

12

3

28

7

42

6

58

3

21

2

12

2

7

2

26

2

10

8

Moundville Engraved
Pensacola Incised
var.Gasque

2

var. Moore

4

var. Pensacda

Shell-Iernpered Incised

2

26

28

107

12

5
8

48

7

18

Grog.:rempered Plain
Fine Shell-Tempered Plain
Coarse Shell-Tempered Plain

6

18

2

7

18

48

34

99

4

13

9

20

270

1036

223

937

87

425

72

403

2

4

31

13

37

*

*

4

(with red pigment)
Ceramic Object
Fired Coil
Fired Sand/Clay

*

5

Daub

*

4

LITHICS
Bifacial Thining Flake

2

Unmodified Sandstone
Unmodified Siltstone

*

4

= not applicable; Wt. = weight in grams

*

4

2

19

117
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CERAMICS

Alligator Incised
Barataria Incised
Carthage Incised
D'Olive Incised

5

var.Armica
var.Daminic

Moundville Incised

4

4

var. BoUle On?ek
var.CarrolIb:m

23

var. Moundoille

6

7

105

var. Singing River
var. Snous Bend

Mound Place Incised

2

7

Moundville Engraved

2

Pensacola Incised
var.Go:sque
oan Moore
var. Pensacola

Shell-Tempered Incised

3

7
4

Grog-Tempered Plain

6
5

44

Fine Shell-Tempered Plain
Coarse Shell-Tempered Plain

18

136

65

394

(with red pigment)
Ceramic Object

4

Fired Coil
Fired Sand/Clay
Daub

LITHICS

Bifacial Thining Flake
Unmodified Sandstone
Unmodified Siltstone

3

38

208

2

4

59

428

32

360
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Table B.16. Decorated pottery, Area A and Area
B surface context (Mansfield and Lewis

Table B.18. Cultural materials, surface and disturbed

Collections), Singing River (22Ja-520).

contexts (Watkins Collection), Deer Island (22-Hr-500).

D'Olive Incised

Area A

Coles Creek Incised
var. Hanly

Ponchartrain Check Stamped
var. Rmtchartmia

var. Daive

3

var.Damini£

201

var. JI..1ary Ann

II

var. Shell Banks

3

(single line)

23

Moundville Incised
var. Mnu:ndvil1e

-------------+-----j

var. Bottle Cmek
var. Singing River

(mise. curvilinear/rectilinear)

24

(hand, bone, skull)

4

6

2

Moundville Incised

Mound Place Incised

3

var. Boule Cn!ek

110

Leland Incised

2

var.GJrroI1tan

13

var. Maundvil1e

31

Fatherland Incised

AreaB

var. Singing River

192

var. Snows Bend

354

Mound Place Incised

Pensacola Incised

335

var.Gasque

Moundville Incised

2

var. WIltan's GJmp

367

Pensacola Incised
var.Gasque

153

var. Rmsacola

lIB

Table B.17. Decorated pottery, Singing River

var. Perdido Bay

"Michelle Mound" (22Ja-578), Tullis-Toledano

var. Bear lbint

Manor Collection.

Port Dauphin Incised var. Rnt Dauphin

6

2

Owens Punctated
Pensacola Incised

Grace Brushed

var.RmsaroIa

5

Salt Creek Cane Impressed var. Salt Creek

x

var.Gasque

4

Coarse Shell Tempered Plain

ixm fessamine

3

Fine Shell Temp Plain

x
x

var. Perdido Bay

Moundville Incised

x=

var. &tJk Cn!ek
var. Singing River

D'Olive Incised
var. Daive

9

present, not counted
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Table B.19. Native American ceramics, Old Spanish
Fort/Krebs House (22-]a-526), all provenience units,
1992 Excavations".

Table B. 20. Native American ceramics, Old Spanish Fort/Krebs
House (22-]a-526), all provenience units, 1994 Excavations".

LJ. Pointe Combed

17

Chickachae Combed

3

Chickachae Combed (temperless)

2

Kemper Combed

15

Port Dauphin Incised

19

Unspecified Combed

Chickachae Incised

12

Grace Brushed

Pensacola Incised

2

Leland Incised

D'Olive Incised

Gulf Historic Fineware, incised

5

Leland Incised

Gulf Historic Fineware, engraved

2

2

Gulf Historic Fineware
Rectilinear Incised

Owens Punctated var. Muir
14

Owens Punctated var. Muir

Coarse Shell Tempered Plain

141

Gulf Historic Fineware

228

(with pigment)

96

Smoking Pipe Fragment
Ceramic Object
Fired Clay Coil

* Source: Hinks et al. 1993:82-99. For some
categories, type names used in this study have
been substituted for descriptive categories used
in the source.

* Source: \\aske1kov and Silvia 1995:Appendix A For
some categories, type names used in this study have been
substituted for descriptive categories used in the source.
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Table B.21. Cultural materials,
surface and disturbed contexts
(Tullis-Toledano Manor
Collection), Homestead (22-]a
521, 22-ja-645).

French Fork Incised

24
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
---------+-------1
Salomon Brushed
Pontchartrain Check Stamped

3

oar: ltmfthartrain

4

Port Dauphin Incised
Fine Shell-Iempered Plain
oar: (GulfHiaoric fineuare)

Coarse Shell-Tempered Plain

----.....,...---+

x
x

Celt Fragment (greenstone)
Antler Tine Projectile Point

TIN-GLAZE EARTHENWARE
Brown (Faience)
LEAD-GLAZE EARTHENWARE
Red Paste, Transparent Glaze
White Paste, Brown;White Slip
Salmon Paste, Green Glaze
FINE EARTHENWARE
Creamware, Undec.

Pearlware, Blue Transfer Print
Pearlware, Undec.
Whiteware, Undec.
IRON
Square Nail
(small)
(large)
GLASS
Dark Olive-green Bottle Fragment

2

*Beads, drawn
IIAI

* = glass bead typology from Brain 1979
X = present, not counted

2
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Table B.22. Cultural materials,
surface and disturbed contexts
(Smith Collection), Homestead
(22-]a-64 5).

Churupa Punctated

Coles Creek Incised
Port Dauphin Incised

4

Shell-tempered plain
(Gulf Histor-ic)

grog-rempered plain

x
x

FINE EAR'IHENWARE

Pearlware

3

IRON
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - 1
Kettle Fragment
2

Hoe Head
Chisel
Ax Head Fragment

"Rosehead" Spikes

3

"gosehead" nails

(Small)

3

(Large)

4

Misc. Square Nails

17

Jndet. Nails

3

BRASS
Elliptical Fragment (Epaulets)
Muske' Trigger Guard

em Triangular Object
CUI Kettle Fragment (TInkler)

13

Cast Bell

(key 'YPe. flower key)
Melted Lumps

2

LEAD
Muske' Balls

2

Melted Lumps

2

GLASS
Dark Olive-green Bottle FragmeoL

2

"Bead, drawn
IIBIO

2

1!A6
llA3
IIB2
IIB3

2

I!AI
Bead, Wire-wound
WIIA3
OTIIER

Ounflint, blonde

• = glass

bead 'YP0logy from Brain 1979

X = present, not counted

Appendix C:
Fishing on the Mississippi Coast 
Vertebrate Faunal Remains
Joseph D. Jewell

The vertebrate faunal materials from the on prehistoric faunal remains from Mississippi
Godsey site (22-Hr-59l) and the Singing River site Sound sites are available, all brief or preliminary:
(22:Ja-520) add to a small but growing body of data the Poverty Point-affiliated Claiborne site (22-Ha
on prehistoric subsistence practices in the Missis 501) (Henebry 1983; Smith 1985); the multicom
sippi Sound region. Our purpose here is not merely ponent Diamondhead site (22-Ha-550) (Jackson et
to quantify the seemingly obvious: that foods from al. 1993); and the Graveline phase Harvey site (22
the fecund waters of the Mississippi coast sustained Ha-534) (Greenwell 1986).
The vertebrate remains from the Godsey site and
the peoples who once lived there. Instead, the fau
nal analysis is a necessary prerequisite to broader the Singing River site allow examination of both
questions: were prehistoric coastal societies differ Middle Woodland period and Initial to Mature Mis
ent from their interior counterparts? If so, how did sissippi period subsistence practices. The Godsey site,
coastal subsistence practices shape long-term cul described in Chapter 4, is a late Middle Woodland
tural developments? Did subsistence practices re period earth-shell midden of the Godsey phase (A.D.
main unchanged through a 1000 year interval, re 200--400) (Blitz et al. 1993). Five one-gallon samples
flecting a stable, centuries-old adaptation to littoral were collected from the Godsey Unit 2 excavation
resources? Given that significant changes in faunal levels and the contents of seven features were exam
exploitation have been detected among interior ined (Table C.l). The Singing River site, discussed
Mississippian peoples after the advent of maize in Chapter 6, consists of a badly damaged mound
intensification ca. A.D. 1000 (e.g., Scott 1983; Blitz and an associated earth-shell midden. Two discrete
1993:36-44), was this also the case for coastal Mis occupational phases were identified (Blitz and Mann
sissippian populations? Faunal remains from the 1993). The Initial or Early Mississippi period Pinola
Godsey and Singing River sites provide an oppor phase (A.D. 1200-1350) was represented by deposits
tunity to examine subsistence pracTable G.l. Prooenience offaunal samples.
tices before and after southeastern
maize intensification, in a coastal
setting where the economic impor
1. 20-30 em level
I. 30-40 ern level
I. 00-30 ern level
tance of maize remains uncertain.
2.30-40 em level
2.40-50 ern level
2. 30-40 ern level
In this appendix, vertebrate
3. 40-50 ern leve
3. 40-50 ern level
3. 50-60 ern level
faunal remains from the two sites
4. 50-60 ern level
4. 50-60 ern level
4. 60-70 em level
5. 60-70 em level
5.70-80 em level
5.60-70 ern level
are identified, quantified, and com
6.*70-75 em level
6.*80-90 ern level
6. 70-80 ern level
pared in order to identify tempo
7.*75-95 em level
7. 90-100 ern level
7. 80-90 ern level
8.90-100 em level
Features:3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
8. 100-110 em level
ral patterns, the season of site oc
9. 110 ern level
and the
9.*100-110 ern level
cupation, and the technological
10. 110-120 ern level
SW CornerFeature
11. 120 ern level
means by which the foods were pro
* No sample was taken at this level
cured. Only four previous reports
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in Pinola Unit 1. Eight one-gallon samples were re
trieved from excavation levels in Pinola Unit 1 (Table
C.1). Mature Mississippi period Singing River phase
(A.D. 1350-1550) materials were identified in Lewis
Unit 1. Ten one-gallon samples were secured from
this unit (Table C.1). This report discusses faunal
materials recovered from all one-gallon samples and
the seven features from the Godsey site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Faunal remains were recovered in matrix samples
taken from 10 cm levels at each site. In each sampled
level, deposits were removed at random points across
the unit floor. Samples were floated and separated
into shell, botanical, and faunal materials (Watson
1976:78). The faunal materials were then screened
through lI8-inch mesh. All faunal remains greater
than lI8-inch were analyzed. Remains less than 1/8
inch consisted of highly fragmented fish bones. Be
cause the samples less than lI8-inch yielded few iden
tifiable bones, theywere not analyzed. Faunal remains
were also caught in the lI8-inch hand screens, re
moved, and bagged, but they were not analyzed for
this report (see Jewell 1997).
Of the two sites, the Godsey site produced the
smaller sample. Materials from the Godsey site num
bered 2404 specimens and weighed 95.7 g. Despite
the small sample size, the Godsey site yielded 53 in
dividuals (Table C.2). In contrast, the Singing River
site produced the majority of the bone analyzed. Fau
nal remains from the Singing River site, Pinola phase,
numbered 7291 fragments, weighed 383.7 g, and
represents the remains ofat least 65 individuals (Table
C.3). Total faunal materials from the Singing River
site, Singing River phase, numbered 8168 fragments
and weighed 273.2 g. At least 55 individuals are
present in this sample (Table C.4).
Preservation of faunal materials was generally
good. However, most of the bone material was ex
tremely fragmented. High fragmentation of bone
can, in part, be attributed to compaction over time
of the earth-shell matrix. Approximately 88% of
the faunal material from the Godsey site (number

of identified specimens or NISP=2109), 92% from
the Pinola phase (NISP=6701), and 91 % from the
Singing River phase (NISP=7449), was identifiable
only to taxonomic class due to fragmentation. The
only observed bone modification was burning (Table
C.5). Approximately 18.4% of the faunal material
from the Godsey site, 14.7% from the Pinola phase,
and 5.6% from the Singing River phase exhibited
signs of burning.
All faunal materials were analyzed using stan
dard zooarchaeological methods. Bone identifica
tions were made by comparing identifiable archaeo
logical faunal material to skeletons in the author's
comparative collection or in collections at the U ni
versity of Southern Mississippi archaeologicallabo
ratory. The identification of several bones from the
Godsey site were corroborated by Elizabeth Reitz
and Dan Weinand of the zooarchaeologicallabora
tory at the University of Georgia Museum of Natu
ral History. Data gathered during analysis included
element, symmetry, charring or other modification,
the presence of age-related structures, bone count,
and weight. For fish, size was also determined. Each
identifiable element was compared to a series of
skeletons of that taxon to determine the approxi
mate length of the individual, estimated in 10 cm
(or larger) increments. Standard length estimates
were used for all species. Length data on larger
individuals, which had no equivalent in the com
parative collections, were estimated.
Several quantitative techniques were used to
summarize data: bone count or number of identi
fied specimens (NISP), minimum number of indi
viduals (MNI) , and bone weight. For each excava
tion unit, MNI was calculated by combining faunal
materials from all proveniences. Combining the
samples for analysis is appropriate because there
did not appear to be more than one cultural com
ponent represented in any of the three excavation
unit samples. Although excavation levels and fea
tures have been combined at the Godsey site, fea
ture data have been listed separately (Table C.6).
In calculating MNI, paired elements, age, and
fish size were taken into account. The association
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...

Table G.2. Godsey Phase faunal remains, Godsey (22-Hr-59l). Domestic chicken represents an intrusive element
from the SW cornerfeature and is therefore not included in the totals.

..

.............

·NlSl'

-=~

cj .....

....... ;.-......

""Weight

51.8

54.13

1.89

3.7

3.87

-

6.3

6.58

1

1.89

0.7

0.73

1.91

11

20.75

6.8

7.11

32(15)

1.33

4

7.55

6.3

6.58

Micropogonias undulatus
(Atlantic Croaker)

10(2)

0.42

6

11.32

l.l

1.15

Pogonias cromis
(Black Drum)

4(3)

0.17

1

1.89

0.5

0.52

Sciaenops ocellatus
(Red Drum)

8(0)

0.33

3

5.66

1.0

1.04

Cynoscion sp.
(Sea Trouts)

24(4)

1.00

10

18.87

3.9

4.08

Mugilidae
(Mullet Family)

22(2)

0.92

6

11.32

1.7

1.78

Bothidae
(Lefteye Flounder Family)

1(0)

0.04

1

1.89

0.3

0.31

UIDTurde

9(4)

0.37

2

3.77

2.1

2.19

Kinosternidae
(Mud/Musk Turde Family)

3(0)

0.12

1

1.89

0.7

0.73

Terrapene carolina
(Eastern Box Turde)

1(0)

0.04

1

1.89

0.1

0.10

UID Bird

2(0)

0.08

1

1.89

0.1

0.10

UID Small Manunal

1(0)

0.04

1

1.89

0.1

0.10

UID large Manunal

17(0)

0.71

2

3.77

6.4

6.69

Odocoileus viriginianus
(White·tailed Deer)
...............

3(2)

0.12

1

1.89

2.1

2.19

2080(364)

86.52

Lepisosteidae
(Gar Family)

31(8)

1.29

Ariadae
(Sea Catfishes)

101(28)

4.20

9(1)

0.37

Arius felis
(Hardhead Catfish)

46(10)

Archosargus probatocephalus
(Sheepshead)

UID Fish

Bagre marinus
(Gaftop Catfish)

-

1

-

.

...............

Gallus gallus
(Domestic Chicken)
60-70 ern below surface

-

53
1(0)

-

1

-;

-

..............

~ I·.·........ ·.·
5.53 g

-
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Table C.3. Pinola Phase faunal remains, Singing River (22Ja-520).

VID Fish
Rajiformes (Skate/Shark)

6664(977)

91.04

238.0

62.03

2(0)

0.03

1.54

0.2

0.05

Lepisosteidae (Gar Family)

76(19)

1.04

1.54

10.6

2.76

Ariadae (Sea Catfishes)

63(8)

0.86

9.1

2.37

Bagre marinus
(Gaftop Catfish)

16(0)

0.22

3

4.62

6.6

1.72

Arius felis (Hardhead Catfish)

13(2)

0.18

5

7.69

2.9

0.76

Archosargus probatocephalus
(Sheepshead )

23(3)

0.32

3

4.62

5.2

1.36

2.3

0.60

9

13.85

2.0

0.52

Sciaenidae (Drum Family)

8(2)

0.11

Micropogonias undulatus
(Atlantic Croaker)

15(1)

0.21

Pogonias cromis (Black Drum)

75(22)

1.03

5

7.69

28.4

7.40

Sciaenops ocellatus
(Red Drum)

27(1)

0.37

6

9.23

14.9

3.81

Cynoscion sp. (Sea Trouts)

4(1)

0.05

3

4.62

1.0

0.26

Mugilidae (Mullet Family)

259(26)

3.55

17

26.15

18.6

4.85

Bothidae
(Lefteye Flounder Family)

1(0)

0.01

1.54

0.1

0.03

VIDTurtle

5(4)

0.07

1.54

1.2

0.31

VID Marine Turtle

13(0)

0.18

1.54

19.3

5.03

Chrysemys/Pseudemys
(Pond/Marsh Turtles)

1(0)

om

1.54

4.0

1.04

VID Frog

2(0)

0.03

0.16

VID Bird

6(0)

0.08

Sciurus carolinensis
(Gray Squirrel)

1(1)

c.f. Sciurus

Sylvilagus floridanus
(Eastern Cottontail Rabbit)

1.54

0.6

3.08

0.9

0.23

0.01

1.54

0.1

0.03

1(0)

0.01

1.54

1(1)

0.01

2

0.1

0.03

0.3

0.08

1(0)

om

1.54

0.3

0.08

VID Large Mammal

10(3)

0.14

1.54

1.8

0.47

Odocoileus virginianus
(White-tailed Deer)

4(0)

0.05

1.54

15.2

3.96

VIDMammal

between calculated MNI values from these sites and
the actual individuals represented is not known and
is probably unknowable. Unlike values for bone count
and weight, which are absolute and unchanging re
gardless of how data are manipulated, calculations
of MNI vary according to how analytical units are
defined for a site. For the Godsey and Singing River
site test units, each having one discrete cultural com
ponent, definition of analytical units is relatively

straightforward. All proveniences from each exca
vated 2 x 2 m unit were combined to produce a group
ing ofdata used to calculate MNI figures. This group
ing of proveniences has probably served to depress
MNI values (Scott 1995:244-246).
An important drawback of MNI calculations is
that they are, by definition, minimums. The actual
number ofindividuals lies somewhere between NISP
and MNI for each taxon. Because frequently ex
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Table CA. Singing River Phase faunal remains, Singing River (22-ja-520).

UID Fish
Rajiformes (Skate/Shark)

7401(417)

90.61

10(0)

0.12

143.7

52.60

1.82

0.9

0.33

3.64

12.1

4.43

12.9

4.72

-

Lepisosteidae (Gar Family)

130(13)

1.59

Ariadae (Sea Catfishes)

192(4)

2.35

_~

Bagre marinus
(Gaftop Catfish)
Arius felis (Hardhead Catfish)

26(0)

Archosargus probatocephalus
(Sheepshead)

29(0)

Sciaenidae (Drum Family)

9(0)

Micropogonias undulatus
(Atlantic Croaker)

2

3

5.45

17.4

6.37

0.34

2

3.64

3.4

1.24

0.36

3

5.45

4.9

1.79

1.2

0.44

5.7

2.09

1.3

0.48

103

16(0)

_I:
0.20

8

14.55

Pogonias cromis (Black Drum)

39(3)

0.48

6

10.91

Sciaenops ocellatus
(Red Drum)

8(0)

0.10

3

5.45

Cynoscion sp. (Sea Trouts)

9(1)

0.11

3

5.45

0.9

0.33

Mugilidae (Mullet Family)

156(7)

1.91

14

25.45

10.2

3.73

UID Reptile

2(0)

0.02

1.82

0.4

0.15

Alligator mississippiensis
(Alligator)

5(0)

0.06

1.82

28.2

10.32

0.24

1.82

3.9

1.43

0.05

1.82

14.4

5.27

_~l)
4(0)

UIDTurde
Terrapene carolina
(Eastern Box Turtle)

~~

UID Lizard

2(0)

0.02

1.82

0.2

0.07

Colubridae (Snake Family)

2(0)

0.02

1.82

0.1

0.04

UID Frog

2(0)

0.02

1.82

0.2

0.07

UIDBird

2(0)

0.02

1.82

0.2

0.07

UID Small Mammal

3(1)

0.04

1.82

0.4

0.15

UID Large Mammal

17(11)

0.21

1.82

8.4

3.07

Table G.5. Burnt bone.

Godsey Site (22HR591)
Godsey Phase

2404(443)

18.43

Singing River (22JA520) 
Pinola Phase

7291(1071)

14.70

Singing River site (22JA520) 
Singing River Phase

8168(459)

I
_ _ _ _~

5.62
L

____'
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Table G.6. Godsey Phase faunal remains from features, Godsey (22-Hr-591).

Feature #3

Feature #4

Feature #5

Feature #6

Feature #7
Feature #8

SWCorner
Feature

Unidentifiable Fish Fragments
Arius felis
Cynoscion

38(5)
7(2)
2(1)

0.8
0.7
0.3

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragment
Lepisostidae
Pogonias cromis
Mugilidae
Unidentifiable Large Mammal

32(2)
1(0)
1(0)
1(0)
4(0)

0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.9

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragment
Aridae
Micropogonias undulatus
Mugilidae

61(8)
1(0)
1(0)
1(0)

1.3
0.1
0.2
0.1

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragment
Aridae
Archosargus probatocephalus
Sciaenops ocellatus
Cynoscion

51(9)
1(0)
1(0)
2(0)
3(0)

1.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.9

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragment
Homo sapiens sapiens

55(14)
1(0)

0.9
0.5

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragments
Lepisostidae
Bagre marinus
Archosargus probatocephalus
Micropogonias undulatus
Cynoscion

78(9)
18(0)
1(0)
5(1)
1(0)
1(0)

1.7
2.4
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1

N/A

Unidentifiable Fish Fragments
Lepisosteidae
Aridae
Arius felis
Archosargus probatocephalus
Sciaenidae
Micropogonias undulatus
Pogonias cromis
Cynoscion
Mugilidae
Unidentifiable Turde
Gallus gallus
Unidentifiable Small Mammal
Unidentifiable large Mammal
Odocoileus virginianus

740(353)
3(0)
31(28)

23.9
0.1
2.3
2.7
1.2
0.3
2.7
0.3
0.6
1.6
0.9
16.6
0.1
1.6
2.3

N/A

ploited species, at least theoretically, should be bet
ter represented in an archaeological deposit, more
individuals may be concealed by MNI values for more
commonly exploited species (see Grayson 1979).
Certain species are undoubtedly under-represented
in the archaeological record at these two sites because
of fragility or chance, whereas others are dispropor
tionately better represented because they possess

11(11)

1(0)
4(0)
17(15)
1(0)
6(5)
7(1)
3(0)
107(2)
2(0)
5(3)
1(0)

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

N/A
6
1

N/A
10
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

durable or distinctive elements, such as the pharyn
geal dental plates of drum fish (Curren 1978:37).
Because of these methodological shortcomings,
much of the following analysis will rely on patterns
discernable in bone count (NISP) and weight data.
However, minimum number of individuals is used to
monitor changes in fish exploitation through time.
Although subject to the biases outlined above, fish
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MNI has the advantage of accounting for differen
tial sizes of individuals in the sample (Scott 1995:246).
THE FAUNAL SAMPLES

The analyzed faunal remains from the Godsey
and Singing River sites consist of a few terrestrial
taxa coupled with an abundance of marine fish. With
the isolated exception ofa single, porous chicken bone
at the Godsey site, there was no evidence of leaching
in the samples. Even delicate fish bones were well
preserved. Because of good preservation, it is likely
that any differential distribution of bone in these sites
is the result of aboriginal depositional patterns rather
than differential preservation.
The isolated chicken bone from the Godsey site,
recovered from 60--70 ern below surface, represents
an intrusion presumably related to the SW corner
feature, which produced additional historic remains.
This intrusive historic feature was isolated and ped
estaled. The rest of the unit was then excavated down
to sterile soil (Blitz et al. 1993:1&-23). It is possible
that the one gallon random sample was taken near
this feature or that the chicken bone was translocated
via bioturbation into the associated level. A near com
plete chicken skeleton, excluding the skull, was re
covered in the feature. During excavation, the SW
corner feature first became visible at 70--75 cm be
low surface and terminated at 95 cm below surface.
The SW corner feature was essentially the same color
as the upper midden deposit and was not detected
until the unit was excavated to a level where surround
ing soil contrasted enough for it to stand out. It is
possible that the SW feature represents a continua
tion of the historic disturbance that occurred in the
adjacent Godsey unit 1. The historic SW corner fea
ture was excluded from the combined data because
of potential mixing.
Although over twenty species are represented
in the archaeological record at these two sites, ma
rine fish remains dominate the faunal assemblages
from both sites overwhelmingly. As is the case with
other archaeological sites on the Gulf Coast (e.g.,
Curren 1976, 1978;Jackson et al. 1993), these fish
are primarily members of the sea catfish and drum

families, but include sharks, rays, sheepshead,
mullets, and flounders. Byweight, marine fish com
prise approximately 88% of the Godsey phase
samples, 89% of the Pinola phase samples, and 80%
of the Singing River phase samples. At the Godsey
site, mammal is the second most abundant taxon
followed by reptile/amphibian, and bird. In the
Pinola and Singing River phase samples, the rep
tile/amphibian taxon was the next most common,
followed by mammal, and finally bird (Figure C.l).
Marine fish bones number 2,368 in the Godsey
phase samples, 7,246 in the Pinola phase samples,
and 8,109 in the Singing River phase samples. The
eleven fish species, representing more than 80% of
the faunal remains, are nearshore marine fish and
do not include any offshore pelagic species (e.g.,
Cobia). Most of the marine fish species represented
are catfish, drums, and mullet, which typically ac
cumulate in large schools in shallow waters near
the shoreline during the warmer months (early
spring through late fall). The faunal samples also
include small quantities of gar, shark/skate, sheeps
head, and flounder.
Sea catfishes are common in estuary environ
ments. The hardhead catfish is more abundant than
the larger gafftop and tolerates a greater salinity
range. Sea catfishes are present inshore year-round,
although most leave during cold weather. Members
of the drum family (Sciaenidae) are abundant in
Mississippi Gulf Coast waters and are usually the
most common marine fish at Gulf Coast archaeo
logical sites (Curren 1976, 1978). Two species of
mullet are found along the Gulf Coast: striped
mullet and white mullet. Striped mullet spawn from
September through April; white mullet spawn be
tween March and September. The only freshwater
fish taxa in these archaeological samples, gar, tol
erate considerable salinity and are commonly found
in coastal estuary settings. The dominance of ma
rine fish at both of these sites clearly indicates that
subsistence practices were directed toward procure
ment of littoral resources (cf. Curren 1976, 1978).
Based on percent bone weight, two temporal
trends are detectable. First, there appears to be a
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The second apparent trend is a rela
tive increase in reptile/amphibian
'00
through time, although again the signifi
I.
cance of these minor differences is diffi
••
cult to evaluate because of small sample
size. Of interest is the occurrence of ma
2.
rine turtle in the Singing River site Pinola
phase samples (Table C.3). Based on
F'oII Ropl/Amph B'rd MI.....'
samples from the Diamondhead site (22
Combined Species Totals
Ha-550) ,Jackson et al. (1993) suggested
Godsey Phase
a greater emphasis on the procurement
(22HR591)
of marine turtle and alligator during the
Mississippi period. At the Singing River
% Weight
site, the Mississippi period samples pro
% Weight
'00
'00
duced marine turtle and alligator, and
neither were present in samples from the
I.
••
Godsey site. Perhaps this is a regional
••
••
Mississippian trend, a narrowing of the
food spectrum in late prehistory to fo
I.
I.
cus on these species.
The Godsey and Singing River sites
F'''' Ropl/Amph BIrd M......'
are located in similar, but slightly dif
Combined Species Totals
Combined Species Totals
ferent environments. The Godsey site
Singing River Phase
Pinola Phase
is on Mississippi Sound. The Singing
(22JA520)
(22JA520)
River site is located at the Pascagoula
River mouth. However, both are in the
Figure G.l. Combined species totals: Godsey, Pinola, and Singing River Phase
immediate vicinity of drowned river
samples.
valley estuaries (Biloxi Bay, Pascagoula
slight decrease in large mammal through time. At Bay). Such estuaries are more productive than ad
the Godsey site, mammals comprise 8.9% of the jacent offshore or freshwater areas because they trap
total sample, versus 4.6% in the Pinola phase, and nutrients and often have year-round photosynthe
3.2% in the Singing River phase. At the Singing sis (Odum 1971:354-357). Intertidal and adjacent
River site, where habitat conditions remain con shallow waters serve as nursery areas for a large
stant, mammal decreases over time, with the ear number of organisms, further enhancing the natu
lier Pinola phase having almost twice as much, by ral richness of these ecosystems. Both site
percent MNI, as the later Singing River phase. It is catchments contain the same resources, but the
possible that the decrease in importance of mam Pascagoula estuary has a much larger volume of
mal over time reflects territorial constriction due these resources (Steele and Perry 1990), particu
to increased regional population (e.g., Scott larly marine fish.
In undisturbed estuary systems, shallow subtidal
1992:423-424), a constriction that may have stimu
lated increased emphasis on marine procurement. areas provide essential nursery habitat for most of
Of course, the actual importance of mammal at the the species present archaeologically (Table C. 7) .
two sites is difficult to evaluate because of small Marine drums (Atlantic Croaker, Black Drum, Red
sample size.
Drum), and the Sea Trouts are the most common
% weight

..

.

.
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species present in the archaeological record at both
sites. All of these species are commonly found
nearshore and are easily exploited year-round. Most,
if not all marine fish are influenced dramatically by
salinity and water temperature (Gunter 1961:182
190). This is particularly true of the drum family.
Drums tolerate a wide range of salinities and water
temperature, but extreme lows or highs in these two
parameters may cause drum to move to deeper ar
eas of the estuary, deeper waters offshore, or areas
that have more moderate conditions. All members
of the drum family have life cycles that are tethered
to coastal estuaries. Most drums in the GulfofMexico
spawn offshore in winter. Larval forms migrate in
shore to the nutrient-rich estuarine environment
where they grow rapidly, usually attaining a length
of 10-25 ern by the end of the first year (GSMFC
1993; Thomas et al. 1988:29).
Numerous species of freshwater fish are avail
able within two miles of the Godsey site and within
one mile of the Singing River site. However, none
are represented in the archaeological samples. Two
species represented in the sample, gar and mullet,
tolerate and move between brackish and freshwa
ter environments and thus do not necessarily indi
cate procurement from freshwater. The dominance
of marine fish at both sites clearly indicates that
subsistence practices were directed toward exploi
tation of coastal ecosystems and, more specifically,
the use of immediate shoreline resources.

FISH SIZE

Establishing the size of fish species represented
in the samples is a prerequisite step toward address
ing such concerns as procurement practices and sea
sonality of site occupation. Problems of identifica
tion and sizing of archaeological fish remains have
been widely treated in the literature (Barnett 1978;
Casteel 1976; Wing and Brown 1979). To infer ad
ditional information, fish bones were sorted accord
ing to size range (Table C.8). Using NISP values,
most of these bones consisted ofvertebrae, although
all other elements that could be sized were consid

ered. Potential biases include a wide variation in
vertebral numbers between and within the families
present. Biases associated with using vertebrae ex
clusively for sizing was minimized by using other
elements. Next, the bones were grouped in 20 em
categories. Because larger fish can have bones that
crosscut the 20 cm categories, the smaller the size
category the more accurate these data are. More
than 95% of these bones from both sites are from
fish less than 40 em standard length. It is therefore
likely that these bones accurately represent the size
categories they are grouped into. Additionally, the
00-20 em category was subdivided into 00-10 and
10-20 em (Table C.8). This was done to further dis
criminate any possible trends.
Approximately 69.4% of bones from the Godsey
site are in the 00-20 cm category. This drops to 4.6%
in the Pinola phase sample, and rebounds to 38.1 %
in the later Singing River phase sample. The 20-40
em category constitutes 30.2% of the Godsey phase
sample, 91.5% in the Pinola phase sample, and 58.7%
in the Singing River phase sample. These two cat
egories (00-20 and 20-40 em) contain more than
95% of sizeable bone (Figure C.2). The Godsey site
size ranges reflect the greatest preference for smaller
size classes of fish. The Singing River site has a larger
percentage of 20-40 em fish, particularly during the
Pinola phase. The source of the trend may be in the
00-10 ern category: 42.1 % of the Godsey site fish
bone falls within this category, whereas it comprises
only 1.9% in the Pinola phase, and 7.4% in the Sing
ing River phase (Figure C.2). This size trend may
reflect the practice of fishing in the spring and early
summer as fish larvae were moving into the estuary
and beginning to grow.
Determination of the seasonality of site occu
pation has proven to be a difficult task with this
assemblage, partly because of the small sample size,
and partly because diagnostic seasonal indicators
are rare among the fauna represented. Most of the
species represented in these samples were available
all year-round, even if their abundances or accessi
bility varied seasonally. When seasonality is sug
gested on the basis of relative resource availability,
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Table C. 7. Fish spawning and size data.

1. Gar (l.episosteidae)

Not Available

Inshore 

2. Hardhead Catfish

May through August

Mainland nearshore estuarine waters and
outlets, open Mississippi Sound, Barrier
Island nearshore waters and island passes

15-20 em

3. Gafftop Catfish

May through August

Mainland nearshore estuarine waters and
outlets, open Mississippi Sound, Barrier
Island nearshore waters and island passes

15-20 em

Coastal Rivers and Streams

Not Available

4. Sheepshead

January through March

Open Gulf of Mexico waters

15-30 em

5. Atlantic Croaker

September through April

Barrier Island nearshore waters and island
passes, open Gulf of Mexico waters

10-15 em

6. Black Drum

February through March

Mainland nearshore estuarine waters and
outlets, open Mississippi Sound, Barrier
Island nearshore waters and island passes,
open Gulf of Mexico waters

15-25 em

7. Red Drum

August through December

Barrier Island nearshore waters and island
passes, open Gulf of Mexico waters

20-35 em

8. Spotted Seatrout

March through October

Open Mississippi Sound and Barrier Island
nearshore waters and island passes

10-20 em

9. White Seatrout

March through October

Barrier Island nearshore waters and island
passes, open Gulf of Mexico waters

10-20 em

10. Striped Mullet

October through March

Barrier Island nearshore waters and island
passes, open Gulf of Mexico waters

10-20 em

11. White Mullet

April through September

Barrier Island nearshore waters and island
passes, open Gulf of Mexico waters

10-20 em

12. Flounder (Bothidae)

September through March Open Gulf of Mexico waters

which in this case is greatest during the warmer
months of the year, it is easy to demonstrate a
spring/summer presence. However, such findings
cannot confirm a winter absence, suggesting that
such markers may not accurately pinpoint the sea
son of occupation (Monks 1981:180-184).
Seasonal differences exist today in the abun
dance and size range of marine fish species near
the two sites. While individuals can be caught year
round, most of the species represented in the ar
chaeological record spawn offshore during the win
ter; larval forms then move to shallow estuary en
vironments and remain there in the subadult stage
of development. While inshore, these subadults are
abundant and easily caught.
Within these samples there are indications for
seasonality based on two factors: spawning season

10-20 em

and fish size data. The spawning season of the rep
resented species indicates the time ofyear they were
captured. Catfish spawn during the summer
months, May through August, near mainland
nearshore waters and the open Mississippi Sound
(Table C. 7). They were most likely captured during
the summer. Most drum species spawn in early
spring through late fall. Spawning locations are
usually offshore, in barrier island nearshore waters
and passes and in open Gulf waters (Table C. 7).
Once spawning is complete, larvae move inshore
to shallow estuarine waters. It is during this time
that they are easily captured. Thus there is some
indication for an early to late spring/summer and
possible fall occupation. Evidence is less clear for a
winter occupation of these sites. Several marine fish
present in these samples, such as the Atlantic
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site was occupied earlier in the year and for a longer

Table G.S. Fish Size.

Godsey Site (22HR591) - Godsey Phase
00-10 em
10-20 em
00-20 em
20-40 em
40-60 em

236
153
389
169
2

42.1
27.3
69.4
30.2
00.4

560

Singing River Site (22JA520) - Pinola Phase
00-10 em
10-20 em
00-20 em
20-40 em
40-60 em
>120 em

26
35
61
1221
46
6

01.9
02.6
04.6
91.5
03.4
00.5

1334

period of time.
Invertebrates have not been quantified or ana
lyzed for this report. Some of the species noted in
the samples include the eastern oyster (Crassostrea
virginica), the common marsh clam (Rangia cuneata),
and the blue crab (Callinectes sapidus). Oysters and
marsh clams are predominant in Mississippi Sound
shell middens, but other marine shells are also
present. Growth-ring studies of oyster or rangia
shells can be particularly helpful in determining
seasonality, but there have been few such studies
on the northern Gulf Coast. In one example,
Claassen (1986) determined that at two Mississip
pian sites on Escambia Bay, shellfish were procured
in late summer and fall.

Singing River Site (22JA520)  Singing River Phase
00-10 em
10-20 em
00-20 em
20-40 em
40-60 em
60-80 em

101
421
522
803
36
8

07.4
30.8
38.1
58.7
02.6
00.6

1369

Croaker and Gafftop Catfish, are notoriously ab
sent during winter months (McClane 1978:83,119).
Fish size data have seasonal implications. The
majority of fish species in the samples are within
the maximum size range for first year growth (Table
C.7). These fish tend to school in age classes in
shallow estuary waters near both sites. The major
ity of the Godsey site fish are in the 00-20 ern cat
egory; this size suggests site occupation in early
spring when juvenile fish are first entering the es
tuaries. It is possible the Godsey site served as a
recurrent but seasonal residential site for early
spring/summer fishing and shellfish gathering. The
majority of Pinola phase fish are in the 20-40 em
category (Figure C.2), which suggests site occupa
tion in the early summer after these species have
begun to grow. The Singing River phase samples
have large amounts of fish in both the 00-20 and
20-40 ern categories (Figure C.2). This suggests
that, at least during this phase, the Singing River

PROCUREMENT TECHNOLOGY
Although proportions vary, the actual size range
and species compositions of the samples from the
Godsey and Singing River sites are similar. The ex
ception to this statement is the preponderance ofO
10 ern fish in the Godsey site sample. The presence
of similar species and size ranges suggest little dif
ference in procurement technologies from these sites
over time. Yet, despite all of the evidence for marine
exploitation, no artifacts have been identified from
either of these two sites that would illuminate just
how these resources were captured.
Most of the fish in the samples from both sites
came from shallow estuary or shoreline areas. These
nearshore areas are particularly suited for captur
ing fish with nets. Many of the fishes in the archaeo
logical samples are so small that it is most likely
that nets or small traps were used to acquire them
(Colley and Jones 1987:70; Strandberg and
Tomlinson 1969:313-318; Weinstein 1992:199).
Attenbrow and Steele (1995) have argued that spe
cific fishing methods will result in the capture of
fish of a particular species and of specific sizes. Fixed
gill nets select smaller fish, particularly in compari
son with those fish expected to be caught by the
use of seine nets. Tidal traps (e.g., drum nets) cap
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ploited and that the exploited
species school in age classes in
shallow estuary waters near the
sites. It is probable that specific
technologies were developed to
capture these juvenile fishes.

%NISP
100
80
10
70
60

10
40
JO

30

SUMMARY

10

o
OO.aO

3D....

40-10

....0

>130

The Godsey and Singing
River site vertebrate faunal re
mains reflect extensive use of rich
Godsey Phase
estuary resources. The archaeo
(22HR591)
logical evidence suggests that with
few exceptions, similar estuarine
%NISP
%NISP
resources were used throughout
100
100
the prehistoric period covered by
80
GO
these two site occupations.
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70
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10
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possible.
It is possible that the
Fish Size Range (em)
Fish Size Range (em)
Godsey site served as a recurrent,
Singing River Phase
Pinola Phase
seasonal residential site for early
(22JA520)
(22JA520)
spring/summer fishing and shell
fish gathering. The larger Singing
Figure C.2. Fish size ranges: Godsey, Pinola, and Singing River Phase samples.
River site was occupied from early
summer through the fall during
ture a restricted range of species and select smaller the Pinola phase. During the subsequent Singing
fish (Attenbrow and Steele 1995:53). Curren River phase, the site was occupied earlier, from early
(1978:37) has noted that tidal traps were used on spring through the fall.
Faunal materials from both sites clearly sug
the Gulf Coast by early historic period Native
Americans and suggested that tidal traps were used gest a coastal adaptation highly focused on marine
for capturing fish species recovered at the multi fish. Acquired fish were overwhelmingly below 40
ern in length. This size restriction suggests that fish
component D'Olive site in Mobile Bay.
were
taken with mass capture techniques during the
Given the restricted species and size range of
marine fish from these sites, it is possible that tidal first year of growth, while juveniles were nearshore
traps, scoop nets, or fixed gill nets were used. We in coastal estuaries. Fishing equipment probably
have seen that juvenile fishes were frequently ex included tidal traps, scoop nets, or a fixed gill net.
Fish Size Range (em)

Appendix D:
Foraging and Gardening on the
Mississippi Coast - Plant Food Remains
C. Margaret Scarry
The basic set of plants that Native Americans
used for food was more or less the same through
out much of the Eastern Woodlands. It is becom
ing increasingly evident, however, that the relative
importance of gathered and cultivated plants not
only changed over time but also varied consider
ably over space. There are clear differences between
regions in patterns of nut use as well as in the pro
duction of native and later introduced crops (Fritz
1993; Johannessen 1993; Fritz and Kidder 1993;
Scarry 1993b, n.d.). Because of such differences,
"one size fits all" subsistence models hamper our
ability to understand regional and local develop
ments. This is particularly true for areas like the
Gulf Coast that are environmentally distinct from
the interior riverine settings that provided the data
from which the generic models were constructed.
Given that the Gulf Coast of Mississippi and
Alabama is ecologically distinct, it seems likely that
at times the prehistoric people who lived on the
coast employed subsistence strategies that varied
from those of their inland contemporaries. The
critical questions are, of course, what plant and
animal resources did coastal people use and how
did their use of resources change over time? For
plant foods, we also want to know whether Wood
land or Mississippian peoples cultivated native
crops and whether Mississippian-era people, who
lived on the coast, engaged in corn production to
the extent that their neighbors in the interior did.
Unfortunately, there have been very few analy
ses of plant remains from coastal sites, and we have
little evidence with which to answer such questions.
For this reason, even small collections can provide
new insights. In the following pages, I present the

results of my analyses of plant remains from two
sites on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. The remains
come from limited test excavations and the assem
blages are small. Nevertheless, they provide some
data on late Middle Woodland and Mississippian
subsistence practices on the coast.
Plant remains dating to the Late Middle Wood
land period were recovered at the Godsey site (22
Hr-590). I analyzed plant samples from four 10 ern
levels within the midden and from six features. Both
midden and feature samples came from Godsey phase
(ca. A.D. 200-400) contexts. Mississippian plant re
mains from the Singing River site (22:Ja-520) date
to the Pinola phase (ca. A.D. 1350--1550). I analyzed
plant samples from six 10 em levels dating to the
Pinola phase and from eight 10 ern levels dating to
the later Singing River phase (Table D.l).

METHODS AND MATERIALS

All of the plant remains that I analyzed from
the Godsey and Singing River sites were recovered
by flotation. At both sites, a 4 liter (l gallon) com
posite sample of the deposit was collected from each
10 ern excavation level (see Pearsall 1989:96).
Samples of equivalent volume were also collected
from the features encountered at the base of the
midden at the Godsey site. To extract the subsis
tence remains, the samples were processed in a
SMAP-type flotation system (Watson 1976). The
light fractions were caught on 1 mm mesh, while
the heavy fractions were caught on lI8-inch mesh.
All of the material caught in the light fractions as
well as the plant materials picked from the heavy
fractions were sent to me for analysis.
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The methods we used to process the plant re counts represent the number offragments of a taxon
mains from the flotation samples followed standard per 4 liters of matrix.
archaeobotanical procedures. The samples were
The results of the analysis are presented in a
weighed, then screened through a graded series (2 series of tables. Table D.1 lists the contexts from
mm, 1.4 mm, .71 mm) of geological sieves to make which the samples were collected and indicates the
sorting easier. All plant materials greater than 2 mm weight of the wood fragments as well as the weight
in size were sorted, identified, and quantified. Re of all plant remains (wood plus nutshells, seeds,
mains caught in the finer-mesh screens and in the etc.) in each sample. These figures are a measure
bottom pan were scanned. Seeds and other
Table D.l. Flotation samples examined fur botanical remains.
plant food remains were removed and iden
tified, but remains of less than 2 mm were
not otherwise sorted. Marcus Brewer, my lab
Godsey Site 22-Hr-591 Godsey Phase (A.D. 200-400)
assistant, sorted the samples. I checked the
30-40 an level
4.34
4.52
materials he sorted and made or confirmed
40-50 an level
2.75
2.68
all identifications reported below.
5.76
50-60 em level
6.16
Seeds an d other non-wood plant parts 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 L - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - 1
5.22
5.08
are identified to the lowest possible taxo
60-70 an level
f-----------1--------+----------1
Feature 3
0.65
0.65
nomic level. Size, shape, and surface tex
ture were the primary characteristics I used
Feature 4
6.77
5.13
to classify the seeds. My initial identifica
0.91
Feature 5
0.9
tions were made by reference to pictorial
5.91
Feature 6
5.89
seed manuals (e.g., Martin and Barkley
42.71
42.65
Feature 7
1961); when possible, I confirmed the iden
Feature 8
1.89
1.84
tifications by reference to modern compara
tive specimens. Materials that I could not
Singing River Site 22-:Ja-520 Pinola Phase (A.D. 1200-1350)
identify are classified in three categories.
50-60 an level
5.6
5.36
Unidentified seeds are ones for which taxo
nomic affiliations have not been deter
mined. Unidentifiable seeds are fragments
or damaged specimens that lack diagnostic
characteristics. The third category, "uniden
tifiable," includes amorphous plant mate
rial that is probably not wood but that lacks
recognizable structure.
For the purposes ofanalysis, the nutshell,
seed, com, and other plant remains are quan
tified by count. Each fragment was counted
separately; I did not attempt to determine
the actual number of nuts or seeds repre
sented in the remains. The counts reported
in the various tables are the numbers ofspeci
mens of each taxon. In effect, these counts
are standardized by volume. That is, since all
flotation samples were the same size, the

60-70

an level

12.56

70-80

an level

4.31

4.3

90-100 ern level

19.53

19.14

100-110 an level

10.61

10.23

110 em level

1.96

1.82

12.53

1---------1---------+------------1

Singing River Site 22-:Ja-520 Singing River Phase (A.D. 1350-1550)

an level

14.92

14.92

50-60 em level

11.33

11.33

60-70 em level

8.87

8.85

9.5

9.48

40-50

70-80

an level

1-----------1---------+------------1

80-90

an level

23.52

23.51

90-100 em level

12.61
12.64
1----------1-----------+----------1
15.99
110-120 an level
16.1
120 em level

5.55

5.54
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Table D. 2. Nuts, seeds, and otherplant parts identified from the Godsey and Singing

RESULTS

River sites. "Cf" denotes a tentative identification.

Before discussing the results of
the
analysis
by site and phase a few
Crops
general comments are in order.
late summer-fall
Corn
Zeamays
Given the relatively small volume of
late summer-fall
Cucurbit d.
Cucurbuaceae
the flotation samples, plant remains
late summer-fall
Sunflower d.
Heliaruhus annuus
are reasonably abundant in most
Nuts
contexts at both sites. Unfortunately
Carya sp.
fall
Hickory
for our purposes, most of the plant
remains are wood fragments. Re
Acorn
fall
Qy.err:us sp.
mains offood plants are consistently
Fruits
present, but in very small quantities
Rubus sp.
Blackberry/raspberry
sununer
(see Tables D.3-D.5). This is true for
Elderberry
Sambucus sp.
summer-late summer
the matrix samples at both sites as
Hackberry
fuJI
CelJis sp.
well as for the feature samples from
Palmetto
late summer-fall
Sabol minor
the Godsey site.
full
Persinunon
DWspyros vi:rgi:niana
The relative abundance of
Sumac
late summer-fall
Rhus sp.
wood charcoal suggests that the
Prickly pear
late summer-fall
paucity of food remains cannot be
Dpuntiasp.
attributed to poor conditions for
Small grains and oil seeds
plant preservation. It is, of course,
Bearsfoot
late summer-fall
RJlymnia uvedali.a
possible
that people did not usu
Chenopod
late summer-fall
Oienopodium berl.andieri
ally deposit food debris in fires,
late summer-fall
Goosefoot
Chenopodium sp.
where it would be preserved
late summer-fall
Cheno/am
Otenopodium/Amararuhus
through carbonization. Likewise, it
Smartweed
RJlygonum if. Pennslyoanicum. late summer-fall
is possible that people deposited
Grass family
Rxzceae
plant food refuse in pits, none of
Greens
which were encountered in the
units excavated at the two sites.
Cleaver
Galiumsp.
summer
On the other hand, the general
Purslane
sununer
Ibrtulaca sp.
scarcity
of food plant remains may
Pokeweed
summer
Phytolm;ca americana
be an indication that plants were not
Miscellaneous
a major component of people's di
Pine cone and seed
Pinus sp.
ets at these coastal sites. That is,
plant foods may have played a mi
of the abundance of plant remains in the various nor role in diets composed largely of aquatic fauna
contexts. Table D.2 gives the common and taxo (see Scarry and Newsom 1992 for an example from
nomic names of plants identified in the samples Florida in which this seems to be the case). We need
and indicates the season(s) in which the edible por additional analyses of assemblages from coastal sites
tions of those plants are available for harvest. Tables to assess the importance of plants in people's subsis
D.3 through D.5 show the distribution offood plant tence strategies on the Gulf Coast. Nevertheless, we
remains in the samples from the Godsey site and should be aware that plants may have been, at least
seasonally, supplemental rather than staple foods.
the two phases at the Singing River site.
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Table D.]. Nutshells, seeds, and other plant parts in the Godsey site, GodseyPhase samples.

NUTS

Hickory
Acorn

7
2

19

7

4

7

3

2

3

5

Acorn meat
FRUITS
Blackberry/raspberry
Persimmon

2

Prickly pear
SMALL GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
Chenopod
Cheno/am

4

Smartweed
Cleaver
Pokeweed
Purslane
MISCELLANEOUS
Pine cone

162

3

Pine seed
Unidentified seed
Unidentifiable seed
Unidentifiable

2
25

LATE MIDDLE WOODLAND PLANT REMAINS
FROM THE GODSEY SITE

The general scarcity of plant food remains in
the samples from late Middle Woodland contexts
at the Godsey site is readily apparent when we ex
amine Table D.3. The most abundant remains are
the pine cone fragments in Feature 3, and these
are probably not food remains. The assemblage
does contain seeds or nutshells from eleven taxa
that may have been used for food.
At first glance the assemblage seems relatively
varied, but nuts are the only plant food that are
represented in more than a single sample. Hickory
nutshells are present in seven of the ten samples,
and account for 77% of the nut remains. Acorn

2

shells are present in four samples-one of which
also contains an acorn nutmeat-and account for
23% of the nutshells. It is worth noting that the two
types of nuts are not dietary equivalents. Hickory
nuts are good sources of fat and plant protein, while
acorns are high in carbohydrates (McCarthy and
Matthews 1984). This being the case, hickory nuts
and acorns should be viewed as complementary
resources rather than as alternative choices.
Seeds from three types of fruit are present in
the Godsey samples. Two of these-blackberry and
persimmon-are common in archaeobotanical as
semblages from the Lower Southeast. Prickly pear,
however, is rare at inland sites. Its presence in a
small coastal assemblage probably reflects its greater
availability in coastal environments.
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The samples contain scant evidence for the use
of wild grains and no evidence for cultivated ones.
The single chenopod seed has the characteristics
of the wild form of that grain (thick seed coat and
convex margin; see Smith 1985). The cheno/am and
smartweed seeds may have been gathered for use
as grain, but they do not come from species known
to have been cultivated.
Finally, the samples produced seeds from three
plants that might have been used for greens.
Cleaver, pokeweed, and purslane seeds are com
mon in assemblages from the Southeast (Yarnell
and Black 1985). The seeds themselves are unlikely
to have been used for food, rather their presence is
generally attributed to the use of the leaves or young
shoots of these plants for greens.
Subsistence data can sometimes provide evi
dence about the season(s) during which a site was
occupied. In this case, the plant remains provide at
best limited clues. In the Lower Southeast includ
ing the coast, blackberries ripen in late spring or
early summer. Greens are also late spring early
foods, but the seeds of the plants used for greens
ripen later in the summer. The rest of the plant
foods represented in the Godsey samples are not
ready for harvest until late summer or fall. Taken
at face value, the plant assemblage suggests that
the site was occupied, or at least visited, during the
summer and fall. There are two problems with this
assessment. First, since few plant foods ripen dur
ing the winter, the plant data cannot be used to
conclude that people were not present at that time
of year. Second, fall resources such as nuts and per
simmons can be stored for later use, and in small
quantities might be transported from one site to
another. We can say that people ate these foods at
the Godsey site, but not where they harvested them
or when they consumed them.
During the Middle Woodland period, regional
variation in plant use begins to be apparent in the
archaeobotanical record from the Eastern Woodlands.
At this time there is an increase in the consumption
of starchy foods throughout much of the area. How
ever, the plants that people use as their staple sources

of carbohydrates differ. In the Midwest and parts of
the Midsouth, people grew one or more of the starchy
seeded cultigens--chenopod, maygrass, little barley.
In contrast, people living in the Lower Southeast grew
fewer native grains but gathered substantially larger
quantities of acorns than did their contemporaries
to the north (Scarry 1996).
The Godsey site assemblage, while small, fits
the general pattern for the Lower Southeast. There
is no indication that the Middle Woodland people
who lived there cultivated native grains or oil seeds.
Instead, they obtained the plant foods they needed
primarily, if not entirely, from the surrounding
countryside. Insofar as we can determine, nuts were
their major plant foods, with hickory nuts provid
ing oil and acorns providing carbohydrates. Fruits
and greens would have added important vitamins
and minerals. I suspect that, overall, plant foods
played a secondary role in a subsistence strategy
and diet that was focused on in tensive use of aquatic
animal resources. This suggestion should be con
sidered speculative, however, until we have further
data to evaluate it.

MISSISSIPPIAN PLANT REMAINS FROM THE
SINGING RIvER SITE

The plant assemblage from the Singing River
site includes remains from two Mississippian com
ponents, the Pinola phase (A.D. 1200-1350) and the
Singing River phase (A.D. 1350-1550). The samples
from both phases contain a mix of crop and wild
plant food remains (Tables D.4 and D.5). The quan
tities of all remains are low, but the relative propor
tions of cultivated and wild taxa provide some evi
dence about crop production at this coastal site.
Remains from one definite and two possible
crops are present in the assemblage. Com is the
only crop that is unquestionably present at the Sing
ing River site. Kernels or cupules are present in
five of the six Pinola phase samples. In contrast,
only two of the eight Singing River phase samples
produced com cupules. A single, poorly preserved
seed that may be a sunflower kernel is present in
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Table D. 4. Nutshells, seeds, and other plant parts in the Singing River site, Pinola
Phase samples. "C]" denotes tentative identification.

CROPS
Corn cupule

4

Corn kernel

2

4

2

Sunflower

1 cf.

NUTS
Hickory

11

3
4

Acorn

FRUITS
Hackberry

5

2

Persimmon

2

Sumac

SMALL GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
Chenopod

MISCELLANEOUS
Unidentified seed
Unidentifiable seed
Unidentifiable

2
4

Acorn meat

Palmetto

3

2

26

one ofthe samples from the Pinola phase. The con
dition of the seed prevents positive identification,
but if it is a sunflower kernel, its size indicates it
came from a cultivated plant. A small fragment of
what appears to be the rind of either a gourd or a
bottlegourd is present in a Singing River phase
sample. Ifit is a cucurbit rind, then it too probably
came from a cultivated plant.
Nut remains are more abundant than crop re
mains in the assemblage from the Singing River
site. Hickory and acorn shell are present in the
samples from both phases, but the proportions of
the two nut types differ greatly between the phases
(compare Tables 10.4 and 10.5). In the earlier
Pinola phase, hickory occurs in more samples than
acorn and accounts for 72% of the nutshell. In the
Singing River phase, hickory occurs in one sample
and accounts for only 23% of the nutshell.
Given the small size of the assemblage, fruit
seeds are comparatively abundant at the Singing

3 cf.

River site. Four types of fmit are
represented in the Pinola phase
samples and three in the Sing
ing River phase samples. Aside
from their relative abundance,
the interesting thing about the
fruit seeds is the regular presence
ofpalmetto seeds. Palmetto seeds
are common in sites from the
Tensas Basin in the Lower Mis
sissippi Valley (Kidder and Fritz
1993), but there are few reports
of palmetto from sites elsewhere
in the Lower Southeast. This
probably reflects the paucity of
analyses of remains from sites on
the coastal plain where the plant
is common.

As was the case for the
Godsey site, there is no evidence
for the cultivation of native
5
grains and limited evidence for
33
the use of wild grains, oil seeds,
and greens. The Pinola samples
produced only a single chenopod embryo. The
Singing River phase samples also produced a seed
from bearsfoot. This plant, which is a member of
the composite family, has oily seeds that were prob
ably used in a manner similar to sunflower and
sumpweed seeds.
Most of the plants represented in the samples
from both phases ripen in late summer or fall. While
these resources can be stored for later use, it seems
safe to assume that people were living at the site when
these plants were harvested. Elderberry, which rip
ens earlier in the summer, is present in one Singing
River phase sample. This suggests that in the later
phase, and quite likely in the earlier one as well,
people were also at the site in the summer. Ofcourse,
we cannot mle out winter and early spring occupa
tion on the basis of the plant remains, as few plant
foods are available for harvest in these seasons.
In the Mississippian period, people living in
the interior portions of the Southeast were farmers
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Table D.5. Nutshells, seeds, and other plant parts in the Singing River site, Singing River Phase samples.

,

",,,,,,

"Level
110
,

","
CROPS
I

2

Corn cupule

1

Cucurbit rind d.
NUTS

5

Hickory
Acorn

2

Acorn meat

2

1

I

3

9

1

1
1

FRUITS

7

Elderberry
Palmetto

I

6

I

Persimmon

5

I

SMALL GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
Bearsfoot

1
1

Chenopod

2

7

Goosefoot
Grass family

1

Purslane

1

1

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Unidentified seed

4
1

Unidentifiable seed
Unidentifiable

2

who relied on their corn crops for much of their
food (see for example Caddell 1983; Scarry 1986,
1993a). There has been considerable debate, how
ever, whether their coastal contemporaries were as
dependent on agriculture for their food (Knight
1984; Larson 1980). Recent investigations at the
major mound center at Bottle Creek have indicated
that, at least in the Mobile Delta, Mississippian
people living near the coast were farmers
(Gremillion 1993; Scarry 1995). The Singing River
assemblage, however, suggests that not all Missis
sippian-era people living on the coast engaged in
crop production to the same extent.
The residents of the Singing River site dearly
consumed some agricultural products, most nota

11

bly corn. The relative abundance of corn and nut
remains at the Singing River site is, however, quite
different from the proportions of these foods at
other Mississippian sites in the Lower Southeast.
At Moundville and its associated sites in the Black
Warrior Valley of Alabama, corn remains are ubiq
uitous and in most instances far outnumber both
hickory and acorn remains (Scarry 1986, 1993a;
Scarry and Steponaitis 1997). The situation is simi
lar at the Lubbub site in the Tombigbee Valley
(Caddell 1983). At Bottle Creek, which is located
near the coast, corn remains are ubiquitous and
relatively abundant, but there are virtually no nut
remains at all (Gremillion 1993; Scarry 1995). In
contrast, corn remains are present at the Singing
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River site, but in both phases nut remains are more
abundant. Though the evidence is far from conclu
sive, I would argue that people living at the Sing
ing River site farmed on a smaller scale than did
their contemporaries in the interior and at major
centers near the coast.
There is one final aspect of the Singing River
assemblage that deserves comment. The abundance
of corn and the relative proportions of hickory and
acorn differ between the Pinola and Singing River

phases. In the later assemblage, corn occurs in fewer
samples and in smaller quantities than in the ear
lier phase. At the same time acorn is much more
abundant in the Singing River phase than in the
Pinola phase. This raises the intriguing possibility
that the Pinola phase residents raised and con
sumed more crops than did their descendants. The
increase in acorn in the later phase may reflect a
return to the use of gathered over cultivated sources
of carbohydrates.

Appendix E:
Roster of Archaeological Sites
The roster is composed of 136 archaeo
logical sites recorded within the study area as
of December 1995. Gaps in the site number
sequence represent numbers assigned to sites
outside the study area. Additional numbers
assigned to the same site are placed in paren
theses. Twenty-two recorded sites lacked ad
equate locational or other information and
were excluded.
In Mississippi, site numbers are identified
by the Smithsonian Institution tripartite sys
tem: a number designation for the state, a let
ter code for the county, and a number for each
site. Thus, site 22-Ja-500 should refer to the
SOOth site designated in Jackson County, Mis
sissippi. However, when the system was
adopted by the State of Mississippi in the
1960s, for some obscure reason it was decided
to begin each county site number sequence at
500. As far as we know, this particular act of
state's rights is peculiar to Mississippi. With

one stroke, the state defeated the logic of the
system and credited each county with 500 sites
"site unseen."
KEY:
P
A
EA
MA
LA
MG
LG
MW
LW
M
C
H
G
W

*

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

Unspecified Paleoindian
Unspecified Archaic
Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Middle Gulf Formational
Late Gulf Formational
Middle Woodland
Late Woodland
Mississippian
Colonial
Unspecified Historic
Undiagnostic Gulf Formational
Undiagnostic Woodland
no state site number assigned at
this writing.
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Jackson

500
501
503 (602)
504

505 (548)
508 (520,578)
513
516
521
526
528
529 (551)
530
531
534 (538, 539)
537
540
541 (614)
542
543
544
545
550
552
554
555
556
558
559
562
563
564
565
566
568 (608)
569
570
571
572
573
575
576
577

579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
590
591
592
596
603
604

605
606
607 (549)
609
610 (502)
611

612
618

Point aux Chenes I
Paquette Point
Graveline Mound
Magnolia
Martin's Bluff
Singing River
Gautier
Big Greenwood Island
Rudloff
Old Spanish tort
Fulmer
Arquelles
Apple Street
North Elizabeth
Vieux Biloxi
BoneYard
Ocean Springs
Borries
Underwater Shipwreck
Escatawpa I
Escatawpa II
Escatawpa III
Point Aux Chenes II
Griffin Point
Old Shell Landing
East Bayou LtMotte
C.M. Shepard
Seacliff
West Bayou Lalvlotre
Bayou Heron
Poticaw
Betty's
Bob's
Big lake
Farragut Lake
Dolphin
Grant Shopping Center
Marble Springs
Winchester
Blue Heron
Crooked Bayou I
Rigolets I
Rigolets II
L'lsle Chaude I
L'lsle Chaude II
L'lsle Chaude III
Lundy Williams
Griffin Cemetery II
Griffin Cemetery I
Crooked Bayou II
DebbieT
Shepard's Tree Farm
Bayou Rosa
Porteaux Bay
Quaker Oats South
Quaker Oats North
Railroad
Old Place North
Gautier's Old Place
Turtle Pens
Buena Vista
Swetman
Marlin
little Greenwood Island

Unidentified prehistoric
LG, W,M
LW
MG, LG, Mw, LW, M, C
C,H
LW, M,H
M
P,MG,MW
LW
C,H
M

LG,Mw,M
P, MG, LG
MG,LW,M
C,H
MG, LG, Mw, LW
LG
Mw,M
H
MG, LG, Mw, LW, M, C
LG
LA,G,MW
LG,Mw,H
LG, Mw, LW, LM, H
Mw,M
LG, Mw, LW, M, H
M,H
MG, LG, Mw, LW, M
M
M

A
LW,M
W,M
M
W
Mw,LW
MW
W,H
MW
MW
LW
LW,M
LW, M
W,H
W,M
LW
W
LG,W
W,M,H
LG,Mw, LW
MW
W,M
W
LA
LA,H
Unidentified prehistoric
Mw,M,H
M,H
Mw,H
LW,M,H
Mw,M,C,H
H
LA,G
MA,LA
MW
LW, M, H
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Jackson

620
621
623
624
625
626
628
629
630
632
633
634
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
645
647
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
662
663
668
669
672
673
674
687
688
689
695
696
697
698
704
723
724
725
726
727
728
731

Harrison

500
520 (551)
534
548
549
550
556
591
631
635
636
647
673
691

Felts
Ladner
Gulf Hills
Riviera
Round Island
Four-H Club
Eagle Point
Aunt Jenny's
Stark Bayou
Bang's Island West
Bang's Island \\est

Picnic
Hilltop
Upper Crossing
Office
Desk
Second Chance
Bank
ladder
Homestead
Perkin's Beach
Brown Street
Reverend Stone
Seymour Lane
Britt
Tyler
Carluse Bayou
Bilbo
RLB I
RLB II
RLB III
RLBIV
Cuis I
Guis II
Sawmill Point I
Sawmill Point II
eeeCamp
Magnolia Park
Cooking Ball Corner
Mary Mahoney
Point Clear Pier

Oak Island
Bayou Pierre
St. Andrew's
North laura
Hidden Midden
Davis
Captain Granl
Twelve Oaks
Deer Island
Harvey

Godsey
Richard
Raymond Bass

G, Mw,M,H
Mw,M
Unidentified prehistoric
MW
G,MW
Mw, LW, M
MW
Mw,H
Unidentified prehistoric
G, W,M,H
G, Mw, LW, M
Unidentified prehistoric
Unidentified prehistoric
LW,M, e
LW,H
LW
LW
LW
Unidentified prehistoric
Unidentified prehistoric
EA, LA, M, e, H
EA, Mw, LW
Mw,LW
LG, Mw,M,H
LW
Mw,M
Unidentified prehistoric
Unidentified prehistoric
Unidentified prehistoric
LW
EA

LW
W,H
W
Mw,LW
Unidentified prehistoric
Unidentified prehistoric
H
LA,W
W
LA,MG
LA, G, W
Mw, LW, M
LW
LG
W,H
W,H
Mw,M
MG
LG
LG
LG, LW, M
LW
EA, G, LW, M, H
MA, LA
MA
A, M,e
Mw,M
Mw, LW, M
Mw,M
MW
MW
MW
Mw,M
MW
M
M
A, Mw, LW
M
MW

Appendix F:
Archaeological Phases of the
Eastern Mississippi Sound Region
Biloxi Bay - Pascagoula Bay - Point Aux Chenes Bay

1200
CLAIBORNE PHASE

Period: Middle Gulf Formational
Time: 1200-800 BC
Ceramic Series: Wheeler, St.John's
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf
Innovations: pottery, regional ceremonial center
(22-Ha-SOI )
Key Sites: Big Greenwood Island (22:Ja-SI6), Bone
Yard (22:Ja-S37), Magnolia (22:Ja-S04), and Sea
Cliff (22:J a-SS8).
Contemporary Relationships: Poverty Point inter
action sphere.
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

APPLE STREET PHASE

Period: Late Gulf Formational
Time: 800-100 BC
Ceramic Series: Alexander, Bayou La Batre,
Tchefuncte, and Wheeler
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf
Innovations: podal supports
Key Sites: Apple Street (22:Ja-S30), Sea Cliff (22
Ja-SS8), and Point Aux Chenes (22:Ja-SSO).
Contemporary Relationships: Pontchartrain phase
to the west, Bayou La Batre phases to the east.
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

GREENWOOD ISLAND PHASE

Period: Middle Woodland
Time: 100 BC-AD 200
Ceramic Series: Alexander, Bayou La Batre,
Deptford, Marksville, and Tchefuncte.

BC- AD

1775

Ceramic Tradition: Gulf
Innovations: grog-tempered pottery, cemeteries,
imported copper symbols.
Key Sites: Big Greenwood Island (22:Ja-SI6), East
Bayou La Motte (22:Ja-SSS), Bone Yard (22:Ja
537), and Magnolia (22:Ja-S04).
Contemporary Relationships: Hopewellian inter
action sphere, Blakeley phase to the east, La
Branche phase to the west.
Basic Reference: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

GODSEY PHASE

Period: Middle Woodland
Time: AD 200-400
Ceramic Series: Marksville (Issaquena)
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf
Innovations: regional ceremonial center (22-Ha-S1S)
Key Sites: Godsey (22-Hr-S91), Magnolia (22:Ja
504), and Perkins Beach (22:Ja-647).
Contemporary Relationships: Porter phase to the
east, Magnolia phase to the west.
Basic References: Blitz et al. 1993, this report.

GRAVELINE PHASE

Period: Middle/Late Woodland
Time: AD 400-700
Ceramic Series: Marksville (Troyville), Weeden Is
land
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf
Innovations: platform mounds
Key Sites: Graveline Mound (22:Ja-S03), Harvey
(22-Hr-S34), and Perkins Beach (22:Ja-647).
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Contemporary Relationships: painted pottery ho
rizon, Whitehall phase.
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

TATES HAMMOCK PHASE

Period: Late Woodland
Time: AD 700-1200
Ceramic Series: Coastal Coles Creek, Weeden Is
land, and Miller
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf-South Appalachian
Northern
Innovations: bow and arrow
Key Sites: Little Greenwood Island (22:Ja-618),
Homestead (22:Ja-521), Goode Lake (22:Ja
543), and North/Laura (22:Ja-726).
Contemporary Relationships: late Weeden Island
(Wakulla) phases to the east, Coastal Coles Creek
phases to the west, late Miller phases to the
north.
Basic References: Walthall 1980; Brose et al. 1983;
Fuller 1991.

PINOLA PHASE

Period: Initial Mississippi
Time: AD 1200-1350
Ceramic Series: Terminal Coastal Coles Creek/early
Plaquemine, Moundville, and Pensacola.
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf-Middle Mississippian
Innovations: shell-tempered pottery, salt pans.
Key Sites: Singing River (22:Ja-508, 22:Ja-520, 22
Ja-578), North/Elizabeth (22:Ja-531), and Sea
Cliff (22:Ja-558).
Contemporary Relationships: Andrews Place phase,
Moundville I-early Moundville II phase.
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

SINGING RIvER PHASE

Period: Mature Mississippi
Time: AD 1350-1550

Ceramic Series: Moundville, Pensacola
Ceramic Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Innovations: local mound centers, Southeastern
Ceremonial Complex motifs.
Key Sites: Singing River (22:Ja-508, 22:Ja-520, 22
Ja-578), Deer Island (22-Hr-500), North/Eliza
beth (22:Ja-531), and Gautier's Old Place (22
Ja-607).
Contemporary Relationships: Bottle Creek I-II
phase, Bayou Petrie phase
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.

BEAR POINT PHASE

Period: Protohistoric
Time: AD 1550-1699
Ceramic Series: Pensacola
Ceramic Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Innovations: burial urn horizon, European contact.
Key Sites: Singing River (22:Ja-508, 22:Ja-520, 22
Ja-578), Deer Island (22-Hr-500), C.M. Shepard
(22:Ja-556), and Little Greenwood Island (22
Ja-618).
Contemporary Relationships: Alabama River phase,
Four Mile Point phase.
Basic References: Fuller and Stowe 1982, Fuller
1985.

LA POINTE

PHASE

Period: Early Historic (Colonial)
Time: AD 1699-1775
Ceramic Series: Natchezan-Choctawan
Ceramic Tradition: Gulf Historic
Innovations: European trade goods
Key Sites: Krebs House/Old Spanish Fort (22:Ja
526), Homestead (22:Ja-645), Martin's Bluff (22
Ja-505), and Vieux Biloxi (22:Ja-534).
Contemporary Relationships: Colonoware horizon,
Port Dauphin phase, Natchezan-Choctawan ce
ramic complexes.
Basic References: Blitz and Mann 1993, this report.
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